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Preface

The swift development of analysis in the twentieth century,

beginning with the theory of the Lebesgue integral, has been of tremen-

dous mathematical importance. No mathematician today can afford

to be ignorant of the modern theories of integration, and it is to the

profit of a student of mathematics that he become acquainted with

these ideas early in his graduate studies. On the other hand, most of

the writings on integration are written by maturn mathematicians for

mature mathematicians, often in an admirably concise form which is

not appreciated by a beginner. This book is written with the hope

that it will open a path to the Lebesgue theory which can be travelled

by students of little maturity.

It is for the sake of such readers that details are explicitly presented

which could ordinarily be regarded as obvious. An experienced

mathematician may regard many proofs as verbose. Probably some

of them are unnecessarily wordy, even for the. veriest beginners;

equally probably there are details omitted as obvious which will not

be obvious to all readers. In view of the audience to whom this is

addressed, the latter must be considered the graver fault.

The scheme of introducing the Lebesgue and Lebesgue-Stieltjes

integral here adopted is a modification of that of Daniell, the integral

appearing as the result of a two-stage generalization of the Cauchy

(or Stieltjes) integral. Perhaps this manifestation of a connection

between continuous functions and summable functions may help the

beginner to feel at home in the newer theory.

There are few historical remarks on the theorems and methods here

used and there is practically no bibliography. These are not usually

of great interest to a beginner, and a student who wishes to continue

further into the subject will necessarily read treatises—above all, Saks^

Theory of the Integral—which will furnish bibliographical and historical

references.

In only a few features can this book make claims to novelty. An
expert will usually recognize known proofs used in assorted combina-

tions and modifications. One acknowledgement must however be

made. The latter part of the chapter on differential equations owes

much to a mimeographed set of lecture notes on differential equations

by Professor G. A. Bliss.

Part of the material in this book has been used in teaching graduate

classes at the University of Virginia, and in several respects the choice
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of subject matter and of forms of proof has been guided by the com-

ments of the students, especially by those of Dr. B. J. Pettis.

Shortly after the manuscript reached the Editors of the Princeton

Mathematical Series I was called to the Aberdeen Proving Ground to

help with the work in exterior ballistics. As a result, I lacked the

time to perform the usual final tasks. I am most grateful to the

Editors for their kindness in taking over duties which properly should

have devolved upon the author, and thereby advancing the date of

publication by many months. In particular, I owe thanks to Dr.

Paco Lagerstrom, who worked long and efficiently over the manuscript.

In the correction of proof I have been greatly assisted by Miss Mary
Jane Cox, who not only read all proof-sheets but pointed out a num-
ber of places in which rewording was needed for the sake of clarity.

Finally, I wish to thank Princeton University Press for its coopera-

tiveness and efficiency.

E. J. McShane.
Charlottesville, Virginia,

November 21, 1943.
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CHAPTER I

Some Theorems on Real-valued

Functions

The entire subject-matter of this book rests upon the properties of

real numbers, with which we assume the reader to be familiar. No
appeal is made to geometric intuition. Nevertheless, it is often con-

venient to use the language of geometry, and this is permissible if we
define all our geometric expressions in terms of number.

If g is a positive integer, we shall say that each ordered g-tuple
‘ of real numbers is a point in g-dimensional space,

or a point in For convenience in notation we prefer to put the

indices *
•

,
up instead of down; the lower position will be

reserved for subscripts distinguishing different points from each other.

Usually we abbreviate by writing a; for *.
•

•
,

A standing

notational convention will be the following. If any letter, with or

without affixes, is used to denote a point in g-dimensional space, the

q numbers defining the point will be denoted by the same symbol (with

the same affixes if any) with superscripts . .
.

^
(«), Thus if we

speak of a point t/o in g-dimensional space Sg we mean the ordered

g-tuple

yo\ •
*

*
,

Two points of a space Rq are identical if and only if corresponding

numbers in the two g-tuples are equal; that is, if a; and y are both in

Rq the equation x = y has the same meaning as the q equations

= y^^\ *
*

,

An ordered g-tuple and an ordered p-tuple (p 9^ q) will never be

regarded as identical.

Having this system of abbreviation, it is. reasonable to proceed a

step further and define sums x + y and products ca:, where x and y

are points in i?g and c is a real number. The definitions are

X ^ y = + y^^\ •
•

•
,

cx = *
’

)

We have little use for these symbols until the later chapters.

In order that a collection E of points of Rq shall be called a point

set in Rg we require only that, given any point x of i?g, it must be

possible to determine whether or not x belongs to the collection E,

1
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However, there is a great deal of trouble concealed in this statement.

The difficulty lies in giving a precise meaning to the word ‘^determine.’’

Clearly it is not possible to list all the infinitely many points of Rq
one by one, marking each as belonging to E or not belonging to E.

Some rule must be given. This leads to a further question. What
is a rule? Now we have begun to enter the domain of foundations of

mathematics; and, without denying the importance of such studies,

we shall turn back again to the narrower study of the points of our

spaces Rq. We shall assume that the reader has some reasonably

adequate concept of a rule; if he has doubts of this, as we all may
well have, we can only refer him to the various publications on mathe-

matical logic and the foundations of mathematics.

A simple example of a point-set in Rq is Rq itself; for, given any x

in Rq, we know at once that it belongs to Rq. The empty set A,

which contains no points whatever, is also a point-set in for, given

any x in we know that it does not belong to A. Two point-sets

El, E2 in Rq are identical if and only if each point x which belongs to

El belongs also to E2 and each point x which belongs to E2 belongs to

El.

The set of all x for which the statement S holds will sometimes be

denoted by {x
|

aS}, E.g. {a:
|
0 ^ a: ^ 1} would be the closed interval

consisting of all real numbers between 0 and 1. (Cf. also §4.)

Given any set E in Rq, the set of all points of Rq which do not

belong to E is called the complement of E, and is denoted by CE. Thus
the complement of the whole space Rq is the empty space A, and con-

versely; in symbols, CRq — A and CA = Rq. It is easy to see that

for every point-set E in Rq the equation C{CE) = E holds. For if

X is in E, it is not in CE, and is therefore in C{CE) ;
and if x is in C{CE),

it is not in CE, and is therefore in E.

If El and E2 are point sets in Rq, we say that Ei is contained in E2
(in symbols, Ei CL E2) or that E2 contains Ei (in symbols, E2O Ex)

in case every point x which belongs to Ei also belongs to S2. Thus
in particular E CL E and A CL E for every set E. Further, we define

El U E2 to be the set of all points x belonging to one or both of Ei, Ei]

we define* Ei fl E2 or E1E2 to be the set of all points x belonging to both

El and E2; and we define Ei — E2 to be the set of all points x which
belong to Ei but not to ^2.t

* El C\ E 2 is sometimes called the product, sometimes the intersection of Ei and
Ei, El U Ei is called the sum or the union of Ei and E2.

t In defining the set theoretical operations we might of course have considered

any collection of elements instead of Rq.
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Example. In Bi, put £'i = {a:
|
0 ^ a; ^ 2} and E% = {x\l ^ x

g 3}. Then Ei U is the set {a;
1
0 ^ ^ 3}, EnE^ is the set

{xll ^ — £'2is{x|0gx<l},£'2 — i^iis{x|2<x^3}.
If [Ea] is any (finite or infinite) collection of sets in Rq, we define

the sum (union) U Ea to be the set of all x contained in at least one

of the sets Ea^ and we define the product (intersection) fl Ea to be

the set of all x belonging to all the sets

Example. In one dimensional space jffii, let En be {x
1
0 ^ x

g l/n} (n = 1, 2, 3,
• •

• ). Then U is \x\(i ^ x S 1], (\ En

is the single point 0. If is {re
[
0 < a: < l/n], then U is {x

|
0

< X < 1 } ,
while n = A.

The following relationships are easily verified:

C(£i U E/) = CEx n CEi, C(U E/) = n

C{Ex n E/) = CEx U CEi, C(n E:) = U (CBa),

Ex — E2 ~ Ex n EE2,

C(Ex - EiJ. = CEx U Ei.

For instance, a point x is in (7(U Ea) if and only if it is hot in U Ea,

which is true if and only if it is in no one of the sets Ea, which is true

if and only if it is in every set CEa and therefore in fl (CEa)- Again,

applying this equality to the sets CEa, we have

C(U CEa) = n (CCEa),

whence by taking complements

U CEa = €{(] Ea).

If {B'j is a collection of sets, the sets of the collection {E} are

disjoint if no point x belongs to more than one of the sets of the

collection.

A useful tool in studying properties of point sets E is the character-

istic function.

1.1. The characteristic function Ke{x) of the set E is that function

whose value is I if x is in E and whose value is 0 if x is not in E,

In the next theorem we assemble some simple properties of char-

acteristic functions. However, it is desirable first to define sums

and products of characteristic functions. This is trivial for finite

sums and products. Given an infinite aggregate of symbols a, and

* Some authors write Ei -f- F2, Ei • F2, XEa, UEa for Ei u E2, Ei n E2, U Ea^

n Ea.
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corresponding to each a a number ta which is either 0 or 1, we define

the product of all ta to be 0 if any one of them is 0 and to be 1 if all the

ta are 1. The sum of all ta is the number n if exactly n of the ta have

the value 1, and is co (>1) if an infinite number of the ta have the

value 1. Concerning this symbol oo we shall have more to say shortly.

1.2. (a) For any collection [Ea} of sets, Kfis^ix) = IIKe^{x).

(h) For any collection {Ea} of sets, K\je^{x) is the smaller of the

numbers 1 and 'LKe^{x).

(c) The sets Ea are disjoint if and only if 'ZKe^{x) ^ 1.

(d) If the sets Ea are disjoint, then K\jb^ =

(e) Kce(x) = 1 - Ke(x).

(/) If EiCZE^, then Ke^x) S KeM^
To prove (a), we observe that if the left member has the value 1,

then X is in fl Ea, so it is in every Ea, so Ke^(x) = 1 for every a, and

the product of the characteristic functions is 1. Otherwise the left

member has the value zero, x is not in fl Ea, it is therefore lacking

from some Ea] for this Ea we have KeJkx) = 0, and the product of the

characteristic functions is 0.

To prove (5), if x is in U Ea it is in at least one Ea, so at least one
term of the sum 'I,Ke^{x) is 1. Hence K\jeJsc) = 1, and the smaller

of 1 and 2Ke^(x) is also 1. If is not in U E^, then K\je^{x) is 0 and
so is every term of the sum 2K\je^{x). So the sum is 0, which is the

smaller of 0 and 1.

In (c), if the sets Ea are disjoint, each x belongs to at most one set

Ea, SO at most one term in the sum is 1, the others all being 0. So the

sum is 0 or 1. Conversely, if the sum is never more than 1, there is no
X for which two or more of the characteristic functions have the

value 1. That is, no x belongs to more than one of the sets Ea, and
the Ea are disjoint.

Statement (d) follows at once from (6) and (c). Or we can prove

it directly. If a: is in U Ea, it is in exactly one of the vSets Ea, so both

members of the equation have the value 1. If a; is not in U Ea, it is

not in any Ea, so both members of the equation have the value 0.

If X is in CE, it is not in E, so Ke{x) =^0 and 1 = Kcsix) = 1

“ Ke{x). If x is not in CE it is in E, so Ke(x) = 1 and 0 = Kce{x)
= I — Ke{x). This proves (e).

For (/) we observe that if x is not in Ei, then

0 = Kei{x) ^ KEi{x),
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while if X is in E2 it is also in so

5

1 -

2. Next we proceed to investigate some properties of sets in Eg
which depend, at least in part, on the concept of distance. If x is a

point in (or, as an alternative name, a vector in Eg) we define its

distance from the origin (or, alternatively, the length of the vector)

to be the quantity
| 1

x
| |

defined by the equation

11 a:
I I = [X

If X and y are points of Eg, we define their distance
| |

a:, 2/ 1 I

by the

equation

II 2:, 2/ll = l|a;-2/|l = r2)

We now establish the four fundamental properties of this distance,

which are the following.

(1) For all points x, y of Eg,

1

1

y 1

1

^ 0 .

(2) If z and y are points of Rq,
| |

a;, y | [

= 0 if and only ii x = y.

(3) For all points x, y of Eg,

1 1
a:, y I 1

= M y. if
1 i

•

(4) For all points x, y, z of Eg,

1 1
if, y 1 1 + 1 1 y, 2

1 1
if) 2^1 1

.

Properties (1) and (3) are evident from the definition. Also,

1 1

X, y 1 1

= 0 if and only if each difference x^'^ — y^'^ has the value

zero, which establishes (2). Property (4) is called the ‘‘triangle

inequality’^; in geometric language, it states that the sunx of two sides

of a triangle is at least equal to the third side. In order to prove it, it

is convenient first to establish the highly useful Cauchy inequality.

J/ ai,
• •

•
,
Ug, hi, ‘

,
bg are real numbers, then
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It is evident that

^ [Oibj - OjbiY ^ 0
;

i,j = 1

that is,

^ ajbf - 2 ^ dibiOibi + ^ afb^ ^ 0 .

i,j «

1

ij = 1 i.j = 1

In the first double sum we first collect all the terms containing Ui, then

those containing a2 ,
and so on. We find

X albf = alibi + + bl)+ ai(i)? + • •
• + 6|) + •

+ alibi + •

= (af + • •
• + ++¥,)

+ b\)

A similar process can be applied to each of the other two double sums;

we thus find

( i «!)
(I ‘0

- ^ (|. (I + (|.
») (|. «) * “•

If we transpose the middle term and divide by 2, we obtain

(i «o (i w) » (I «.»<)’

The left member of the Cauchy inequality is non-negative. If the

right member is also non-negative, the Cauchy inequality follows from

the preceding inequality by taking the square roots of both members; if

the right member is negative, the inequality is evidently satisfied.

Exercise. Let us say that the g-tuples (ui,
• *

•
,

a^) and

{h\j ‘
’ jhq) are proportional if there are numbers A, k not both zero

such that hai = kbi, f = 1,
• *

•
,
g. Show that the absolute values of

the two members of the Cauchy inequality are equal if and only if the

g-tuples are proportional. (If they are proportional and, say, A 0,

we can substitute kbi/h for a,- and verify equality. If equality holds,

show that it also holds in the first inequality in the proof. From this

deduce proportionality of the g-tuples.)

Returning to the proof of the triangle inequality, we first observe

that by the Cauchy inequality
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f X ~ J (2/^’^ - ^ J (a:® - 2/®)(2/'‘' - 2®)-
‘-t»l ‘-t=l -*

i = l

We add the same quantity to both members of this inequality to

obtain

i t - 2/®)' + r X F X (2/® -
4= 1 ^4 = 1 ^4‘=1

X (2/® -2®)^
4=1

X (^® -
2
/®)' + X (^® - ^®)(2/® - 2®) + i X (2/® - z®)^

4’ = 1 t = 1 * ass 1

or

i {[X - 2/®)^]^ + [ X (2/® - 2®)^]*}'

§ i
[
Xj(x® - 2/®) + (2/® - z®)]=]-

Multipljdng both members by 2 and changing notation, we find

[| 1
a:, y I I

-1-
I 1 2/, 2

I
|]^ S I I

a;, 2
1 |

2
,

whence the triangle inequality follows at once.

If Xo is any point of the space Rq^ and e is any positive number, we
define the €-7ieip/t6{9r/ioodiVe(a:o) of the point a:o to be {a;

| 1

|a:,
| |
< e}.

Thus in space of one dimension the ^neighborhood of xo consists of

{x
I
Xo “ € < X < Xo + e}

;
in three-space, Ne{xo) consists of the

points inside of the sphere of radius e with center at Xo.

Exercise. If x is in R^, and h and k are both in A^eCx), so is every

number y between h and k.

Exercise. Given two points xi, X2 of Rq^ we say that a point x is

on the line-segment joining xi and X 2 if there is a number t between 0

and 1 such that x^'^ = -f (1 — t)xf. Show that if Xi and X 2 are

both in Ne{y), so is every point on the line-segment joining Xi and X 2 .

(Use the equation
| |

cx
| |

=
|
c

|

*
| 1

x
| 1

and the triangle inequality.)

A point X is interior to a set E if it is possible to find a neighborhood*

Ne{x) every point of which belongs to E. A point-set E is open if

every point x which belongs to E is interior to E. For example,

* In such a case as this, in which we merely wish to state that there is some

neighborhood Ne{x) with a given property, and the size of e is of no importance, we
shall sometimes write merely Nix) instead of Ndx).
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let us give the name ^^open interval” to a point set consisting of

{x
I

• *
*, < ¥^'^} where the and

are finite constants for which Then every open interval is

an open set. For if x belongs to the interval, each of the numbers
^(i) _ ^(0 and — x^^^ is positive. Denote by 2e the smallest of

them, and consider the neighborhood Ne{x). If Xo is in this neighbor-

hood, then

^(i) ^(i) _ g
^(i) _

I I I I
^ —

I 1
^

S x^^^ + I I
g x^"^ + I I

X, Xo
1 I
< x^'^ + € < ¥^\

so Xo is also in the open interval. Hence every open interval is an

open set.

If we give the name ‘^closed interval” to {x
]

^ x^"^ ^
where the and are finite constants such that ^ we see

that a closed interval is not an open set. For the point a belongs to

the closed interval; but every neighborhood of a contains points Xo

with xf)'^ < so that xo can not belong to the closed interval.

A point X is called an accumulation point of a set E if every neigh-

borhood of X contains infinitely many points of E. The point x itself

may or may not belong to E, For example, every point of an open

interval is an accumulation point of the interval. If in one-space we'

take E to be the set of points 1,
* *

*
,
1/n, • *

*
,
then 0 is an

accumulation point of E; and in fact we easily verify that it is the only

accumulation point of E.

The set of all points x which are accumulation points of a set E is

called the derived set of and is denoted by E'. The set E U E' is

the closure of E, and is denoted by E.

A set E is closed in case every accumulation point of E is itself a

point of E;m symbols, if E' d E. Thus the open interval

{x
I

< x^"^ < )

is not a closed set; for the point a is an accumulation point of the

interval, but does not belong to the interval. The closed interval

{x|a^"^ ^ x^^^ S is a closed set. For suppose that a point x is not in

the interval. Then the above inequalities do not all hold. Suppose,

to be specific, that x^^^ < Define e = —
x^^O- every

point Xo in N^{x) we have x[)^^ ^ x^^^ +
1

x[^'* — x^^^
1

< + e <
so Xo is not in the interval. Hence x can not be an accumulation point

of the interval; and since no point outside of the interval is an accumula-
tion point of the interval, the interval is a closed set.
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It is by no means tiue that every set is either open or closed. In

one-space, the “ half-open interval ” [x\a <h\ is neither open nor

closed; for no neighborhood of a lies in the set, while h is an accumula-

tion point which does not belong to the set.

We here introduce a notation for intervals in Ri, We define

[a,b]
I

a ^ x ^ 6},

[a, b) ^ {x
\
a ^ X < h}

j

(a, fe] = {x\a < X S h}j

(a, b) ^ {x
\

a < X < h].

Thus a square bracket at either end connotes that that end is included,

a round bracket connotes that it is excluded. By an interval in we
shall mean any non-empty set defined either by inequalities ^
g 5(»)(t == 1,

• •
•

, g) or by the inequalities obtained by replacing

some or all of the signs ^ by the sign In Rq there will be 4^

different types of intervals. Sometimes it is convenient to use special

symbols for four of these, in analogy with the preceding; thus an inter-

val ^ x^^^ < = 1,
* *

• ,g)} can be designated by the

abbreviation [a, b).

Let I be an interval defined either by inequalities ^ ^ b^^'^

or by inequalities obtained by replacing some or all of the signs ^
by < . It is easy to verify that

J = /' = {a;
1 g ^

which is a closed interval; and that the set of interior points of I is

the set
{
3;

1
< x^^^ < which is either an open interval or the

empty set (the latter in case for some i).

If we consider as a subset of itself, we easily see that it is both

open and closed, and the same is true of the empty set A. We could

show that no other sets in Rq are both open and closed.

It sometimes happens that we are interested only in subsets of

some given set S, and wish to neglect the rest of the space Rq. For

instance, let us anticipate slightly and consider a function /(a:) defined

and continuous on the set S of allj rational numbers. Let E be {x
\

f{x) > 0, X in aS! . This set is surely not open; it can not contain any

neighborhood of any point, because it contains no irrational numbers.

Yet for every Xo in E there is an e > 0 such that
|
f{x) — f{xo)

j
< ifixo)

if X is any rational for which
|

a: — Xo
1
< e. So for such x we have

j{x) > 0. Thus is not contained in E, but all points of S in

N,{x()) are in E. This suggests the following definition. If a set E
is contained in a set aS, and for each a: in E there is an e > 0 such that

N,{x) Ci S Cl E, then E is said to be open relative to S. The corre-
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spending closure concept is this. If a set E is contained in a set S,

and all accumulation points of E which belong to S also belong to

then E is closed relative to >S. That is, B CZ S is closed relative to S

if E'S C E.

In particular, if S is 7?^ itself, these properties take the form of

ordinary openness and closedness, since the factor S in NXxo)S and

E^S may be omitted if it is the whole space under consideration.

Example. Let E be the set (0, 1]; that is, {a:
1
0 < x ^ 1 ) . This

is neither open nor closed. But if S is the set (0, 2), then E is closed

relative to S. For E' = [0, 1], and E'S = (0, 1] CZ E. Also, if So is

the set [
— 1, 1], E is open relative to So- For let x be any point of E.

lix ^ 1, there is a neighborhood JV'e(rc) contained in so JV'«(x)S CZ E.

If a; = 1, take e = 1. The set N^{x) is then (0, 2), and N^{x)S is (0, 1],

which is contained in E.

Exercise. If S is any set, and E and Eo are respectively closed

'

and open, then ES and EqS are respectively closed and open relative

to S. Also, S is both open and closed relative to S.

An immediate consequence of the definition of accumulation point

is the following theorem.

2.1. Le:t E he any set. In order that a point Xq shall be an accumula-

tion point of E, it is necessary and sufficient that for every positive e the

neighborhood Nfxo) shall contain at least one point of E different from xq.

If Xo is an accumulation point of E^ every neighborhood N'c(xo)

contains infinitely many points of E, hence contains points of E differ-

ent from Xq. If Xo is not an accumulation point of E, some N^ixo) con-

tains only a finite number of points of E. Let Xi,
•

•
,
Xn be the

points of E different from Xo and in N^ixo). Let d be the smallest of

the positive numbers
| 1

Xo, Xi
| |,

• •

•
, | |

Xo, Xn
|

|. Then N^ixo)

contains none of the points Xi,
* *

•
,
Xn, and therefore contains no

point of E except perhaps Xo itself.

Another trivial theorem is

2.2. Let E be any set. In order that a point Xo shall belong to E, it is

necessary and sufficient that for every positive e the neighborhood Nt(xo)

contain at least one point of E.

If Xo is in jS, either it is in E, in which case A«(xo) always contains

the point x^ oi E] or else it is in E', in which case Ne{xf) contains a

point of E by 2.1. If Xo is not in E it is not in so by 2.1 some Ne(xo)

contains no point of E except perhaps Xo. But Xo too is not a point of

E, since it is not in E. So N^xo) contains no point of E.

The justification for the name closure’’ given to the set E =
E U E' is contained in the following theorem.
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2.3. Lei E be any set. Then E' and E are closed sets.

Let 0^0 be an accumulation point of jB; we must show that Xq is in E.

For every positive €, the neighborhood N^ixo) contains at least one

point Xi of E different from xq. Since xi is in N^ixo) and is different

from Xq we have 0 < | |
Xo, a:i

| |
< €. .Let d be the smaller of the

positive numbers
\ \

Xo, Xi\\ and € —
| ]

xo,
| |

. Then Ns(xi) con-

tains a point X2 of E by 2,2. The point X 2 is different from xq, since

1 i

^ 1 ,
a;2

I I

< 5 g
I I

ail, a:o
I I ;

and it is in N^ixo), since
| |

a^o, X 2
| i

g 11 iCi
I I

4"
I I

0:2
i 1
<

I 1
a;o,

I I

4* 5 ^ €. So every N^ixo)

contains a point of E different from Xq, and xq is in E' by 2.1. There-

fore a;o is in E. A similar proof applies to E'.

As an immediate corollary we have

2.4. E is a closed set if and only if E E.

If E is closed, then ELd E, qo E — E U E' — E. If E = E,

then E is closed by 2.3.

Exercise. If E CI Ei, then E' d E[ and E d Ei.

Exercise. If E d G and G is closed, thfen E d G.

The interrelation between open sets and closed sets is given in the

following theorem.

2.6. Let E he contained in S. If E is closed relative to S, then S — E
is open relative to S, and if E is open relative to Sj then S — E is closed

relative to S.

Let E be closed relative to S, and let x belong to aS -- E'. Then x

is not in E, and therefore not in E'S, which is contained in E. Now
X is in Sj but not in jB'aS, so it is not in E\ Being neither in E nor in E\
it is not in E. By 2.2, there is a positive € such that N^ix) contains

no point of E. Hence Ne(x) d CE, and so N,{x)S d Sf\ CE
= S — E. This proves that S — E is open relative to S.

Suppose now that E is open relative to S, and let x be any point of

E. There is an e such that Ne{x)S d E, hence Ne{x)S contains no

points of S — E. But the rest of Nt{x), namely Nt{x) H CS, surely

contains no points of S — E, for it contains no points of S. Therefore

no point of S — E is in Nt{x), and x is not an accumulation

point of S — E. We have thus proved that E and (S — E)' have

no points in common. Now the set aS H (S — E)' is in S, and has

no point in common with E, so it must be entirely in aS — E; that

is, aS n (S — E)' d S — E. This proves that aS — E is closed relative

to aS.

2.6. Corollary. If E is closed^ CE is open; and if E is open, CE
is closed.

In 2.5 we take S = Rn; then 2.5 takes the form 2.6.
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Exercise. If S is any set, and E is closed relative to S, it is the

product of S and a closed set (nanaely E). If aS is any set and E is

open relative to S, it is the product of S and an open set.

2.7. If E is contained in a closed set S and is closed relative to S,

then E is closed. IfE consists of interior joints of S (in particular if S is

open and E d S) and E is open relative to 8, then E is open.

To prove the first statement, we observe that every accumulation
point of E is also an accumulatipn point of S, as follows at once from
the definition. (Cf. exercise after 2.4.) Hence E' CZ S'. But 8 is

closed, so S' d 8, from which we have E' d 8. Therefore E'S = E'.

By hypothesis, E is closed relative to 8, so E'S d E. This gives

E' = E'S d E, so E is closed.

To prove the second part, let xo be a point of E. Since E is open
relative to 8, there is an a > 0 such that Na(xo)S d E. But xo is

an interior point of 8, so there is a 6 > 0 such that the neighborhood
iVj(xo) is contained in 5. Now let e be the smaller of a and S. Then
iVj(xo) d Niixo) d 8, so N((xo)S is the same as Nfxf). Also,

Nj(xo) = N,(xf)S d Na(xo)S d E. Thus there is a neighborhood
Nt{x) of Xo completely contained in E, and E is open.

2 .8. If {Ea] is any collection of sets lying in a set 8 and open relative

to 8, their sum U Ea is open relative to 8. If Ei,
,
Ep is a finite

collection of sets lying in 8 and open relative to 8, their product fl E,- is

open relative to 8.

Let X be a point in U E«. Then it belongs to some E^. Since
this Ea is open relative to 8, there is an t such that Nt{x)S is contained
in Ea, and hence surely contained in U Ea. Thus U Ea is open rela-

tive to 8.

Let X be a point in fl Eu For each i the point x is in the set Ei,

so for each i we can find a positive number a such that Nti{x)S is

contained in Ei. Let e be the smallest of the numbers €i,
•

•
,

e^.

Then for each i we see that Nfx) OS d iV„(x) 0 8 d Ei. Since
N,{x) n S is contained in each Ei, it is contained in the product fl E,-.

Hence fl Ei is open relative to 8.

2.9. If {Eo| is any collection of sets each contained in a set 8 and
closed relative io S, fl E„ is closed relative to 8. If Ei,

,
Ep is a

finite collection of sets closed relative to 8, then U Ei is closed relative to 8.

Since each Ea is closed relative to 8, each CE„ is open relative to S
by 2.5, so U CEa is open relative to 8 by 2.8, so fl E„ = C(U CEa) is

closed relative to 8 by 2.5. Similarly, since each E,- is closed relative

to *S, each CEi is open relative to 8, so fl CEi is open relative to 8 by
2.8, so U Ei = 0(0 CEi) is closed relative to 8.
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2.10. Corollary. The 'product of any number of closed sets is closed;

so is the sum of a finite number of closed sets. The sum of any number of

open sets is open; so is the product of a finite number of open sets.

Example. If to each z in [0, 1] we assign the open interval

(z — 1, a; + 1), then the sum of all these intervals is the open set

(~L2).
The product of infinitely many open sets may not be open, and

the sum of infinitely many closed sets may not be closed. For exam-
ple, for each n let the set En be (-“l/n, 1 + l/n). These are open;

but their product is the closed interval [0, 1]. Again, for each n > 3

let En be [1/n, 1 — 1/n]. These sets are closed; but their sum is the

open interval (0, 1).

A point set E is hounded if there is a finite e such that E is entirely

in the e-neighborhood of the origin 0 = (0, 0,
• *

*
, 0) : Cl iV'«(0).

This is equivalent to requiring that there is an If > 0 such that

1 I

< M for all x m E and f == 1,
•

• g. For if this last condi-

tion holds then
| |

x, 0
j ]

== q. , .
. + ^ .

+ = M s/q, so X is in N,{0) if e > ikf \/g* Conversely, if

E d Ne(0), then for every a; in E we have
|
x^^'^

| ^ 1 1

a:, 0
1 [
< e.

A fundamental theorem in the theory of functions of a real variable

is the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem:

2.11. If E is a bounded set containing infinitely many points^ there

is a point Xo which is an accumulation point of E.

The proof of this theorem can be found in almost any book on the

theory of functions of a real variable. For n — 1 it is given in Cour-

ant^s Differentia] and Integral Calculus (English edition), p. 58; this

proof is easily extended to any value of n.

Let us say that Zn a;o (or lim Xn == Xo) if lim
1 |

Xn,
1 1

=0; that
n—^ n—

>

®®

is, if to each positive € there corresponds an N such that I

1
:ro

| |
< €

whenever n > N. We then have a simple corollary of the Bolzano-

Weierstrass theorem, as follows.

2.12. If X\, X 2 ,
X3, • •

• is an infinite sequence of points of Rq, and

the set {a:i, X 2 ,

* *
•

1
is hounded^ then there exists a subsequence

Xn., *
‘

* which converges to a limit Xo-

Suppose first that some point occurs infinitely many times among

the Xn- Call the point Xo, and let x,;,, a:„,,
- •

* be the terms of the

sequence which coincide with Xq. Then clearly Xn, Xq.

If no infinite repetitions occur, there must be infinitely many
different points among the x^. By 2.11, these have an accumulation

point xi). In Ni{xo) there are infinitely many Xn; choose one, and call
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it Xn,^. In Ni{xq) there are infinitely many Xn] some of these must

have subscripts greater than ni. Choose one such; this is Xm^ In

Niixo) there are infinitely many Xn’, choose one, Xns, with subscript

greater than n2. We continue the process
;
by an obvious induction, we

obtain a sequence Xm, Xm^ *
*

* such that Ui < 712 < nz < •
•

* and

1 I

xq, Xm
I 1

< 1A‘. This is the subsequence sought.

2 . 13 . Let E he a dosed set. If Xi, X2, • '
• is a sequence of points

of E converging to a limit Xo, then Xq is in E.

If xa is not in E, it is not in E, by 2.4. By 2.2, for some positive c

the neighborhood N^ixo) contains no point of E, hence contains none

of the Xn. This is impossible if Xn Xq.

We now establish a very useful property of sequences of closed

sets.

2 .14 . Let El, E2, he a shrinking sequence of dosed sets {that is,

EiZ2> E2ZD EzZD * *
‘ )? El he hounded. Then either there

is a k such that the sets Ek^ Ek+\, ^*+2, are all empty, or else there is

00

a point Xd contained in all the sets Ei, that is Xo is in fl Ei.
1

If any one set Ek is empty, then from the hypothesis Ek ZD Ek+i

3 Ek+2 3 • •
• we have all succeeding sets empty. Otherwise, from

each En we choose a point Xn. The points {xi, 0:2,
* •

*
}
form a

bounded set, for they are all in Ei, which is bounded by hypothesis.

So by 2.12 there is a subsequence Xm, Xn^, •
'

* which converges to a

limit point Xq. Choose any integer n. Only a finite number of the

subscripts ni are less than n; say n ^ Uk < Uk+i < • •
*

. But if

Ui ^ n, then Em C En^ and in particular Xm is in Hence the

sequence Xnk^ Xnk+u • * is a sequence of points of the closed set En,

and by 2.13 the point Xo is in E^ Since this is true for each n, the

theorem is proved.

3 . A class E of objects {P} is denumerable if its elements can be

put into one-to-one correspondence with the positive integers
;
that is,

if its elements can be arranged in an infinite sequence Pi, P2, P3, ’ *
’

,

in such a way that every element of E occurs in just one place in the

sequence. Thus the set of positive integers is denumerable, being

automatically in one-to-one correspondence with itself. Likewise the

set of numbers 1, i, i,
* *

* 1/n, * *
• is denumerable.

The next three theorems state important properties of denumerable
sets.

3 . 1 . Every subset of a denumerable set is finite or denumerable.

Let E be the set consisting of Pi, P2, * *
*

,
and let P* be a subset.

Beginning with Pi, we examine each Pi until we come to an element Pi
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belonging to We re-name this element P*. Continuing from this

element, we proceed until we reach another which belongs to P*; this

we re-name P*. By repeating the process indefinitely, each element

of P* will be reached after a finite number of steps. If the process

terminates, P* is finite. If not, the elements of P* are exhibited in a

sequence Pf ,
P*, • •

•
,
and P* is denumerable.

3.2. The sum of a finite or denumerable collection of sets, each of which

is finite or denumerable, is itself finite or denumerable.

We consider first the case of a denumerable collection Pi, P2 ,

• • *

of sets, each of which is denumerable. Let the elements of Pi be P{,i,

Pi, 2 ,
Pi, 3 ,

* •
*

. We now form the sequence

(*)Pl,i;P2.1,Pl,2;P3,l,P2.2,Pl,3; * *
*

i Pn.l, Pn--2.3,
* ‘

*
j Pl.nJ

* ’
*

.

Schematically we can exhibit this in the form

Clearly each element Pn,k of U P* will be reached after a finite number

of steps. However, it is possible that the same element P may have

occurred in two different sequences, so that repetitions may occur in

the sequence (*). We eliminate this by examining the elements of (*)

in order, and removing any element which has previously occurred.

Thus all the elements of U Pt are exhibited without repetition in a

sequence. This sequence can not be finite, for it contains all the ele-

ments of Pi, so by 3.1 U Pi is denumerable.

This scheme can be applied with simple modifications to the cases of

a finite set of denumerable sets and of a denumerable set of finite sets

(the case of finite sets of finite sets is trivial). However, no additional

proof is really needed, for we can fill out each finite sequence Pi, 1 ,
P,,‘2 ,

* •
• Pi, A: to an infinite sequence by repeating the last term infinitely
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many times, and if there are only a finite number of sets we repeat the

last set infinitely many times. The extra terms thus introduced

are later removed when we strike repetitions out of the sequence (*).

3.3. Let El, •
‘

,
Ek be sets each of which is finite or denumerable.

Then the collection of ordered k4uples {xi, •
•

•
,
Xk) mthxiin Ei, *

*
•

,

Xh in Ek, is finite or denumerable.

We prove this first for k — 2. For each fixed Xi, the pairs {xi, xf)

are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements X 2 of E^] that is,

to each Xi corresponds a finite or denumerable collection of pairs (xi, xf)

.

There are as many such collections of pairs as there are elements xi of

El, that is, there are finitely or denumerably infinitely many collec-

tions. By 3.2, the total collection of pairs is finite or denumerable.

For general k, we proceed by induction. Suppose the theorem

proved for k — 1; the {k — l)-tuples (a:i,
' *

•
,

form a finite

or denumerable collection. The fc-tuples (:ci,
• •

•
,

Xk) can be

regarded as pairs ([xi,
• *

*

,
Xk^]\, Xk) in which the first element is a

(fc — l)-tuple and the second element is Xk. By the preceding para-

graph, the collection of such pairs (i.e., of fc-tuples (xi,
* *

•
, Xk)) is

finite or denumerable.

3.4. The set of all rational numbers is denumerable.

For each positive integer n, let Ei, be the set consisting of the num-
bers 0, l/n, —l/n, 2/n, “-2/n, 3/n, — 3/n, • •

•
. Each set En is

denumerable, being exhibited as an infinite sequence without repeti-

tions. Hence by 3.2 the set U En is' finite or denumerable. The set

of all rational numbers is contained in U £'n, so by 3.1 it is finite or

denumerable. It is not finite, since it contains all the integers; so it is

denumerable.

IExample 1. In p-dimensional space Ry let us give the name
^'rational points’’ to the points * *

,

^^‘'0 such that each coordi-

nate x^^^ is a rational number. By 3.4 and 3.3, the rational points

form a denumerable subset of Rp.

Example 2. In Rp, the spheres Nr{xo) with rational points Xq as

centers and rational radii r form a denumerable set. For they are in

one-to-one correspondence with the {v -f- l)-tuples {x[^\ '

'
,
x^q \ r),

where the first v numbers are the (rational) coordinates of Xq and r is

the (positive rational) radius.

We can use the result in this last example to help in proving the

Borel theorem. Given a collection of open sets
{
U\ and a set E, we say

that the collection
{ U }

covers E if each point of E belongs to at least

one set U of the collection: E d ^ U. The Borel theorem is the

following.
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3.6. Let {U] he a collection of open sets^ and let E he a hounded closed

set. If the collection
{
U

}
covers Ej it is possible to select a finite number

Ui, ‘
,
Un of sets of the collection {U] in such a way that [Ui^ ‘ ‘

?

Un] covers E.

We begin with the collection of all spheres ^vith rational centers and
radii; this is denumerable, by Example 2 above. A sphere of this

collection mil be selected if it is entirely within some single set of the

collection { C/} . By 3. 1, the selected spheres form a finite or denumer-
able collection, and it is easily seen that the collection is not finite. We
can then arrange the selected spheres in a sequence Si, aS 2,

• *
*

.

Our next step is to show that {Si, S2, * •
•

}
covers E, Let xo be a

point of E. By hypothesis Xo is in a set Uq of the collection
{
U} ;

since

Uo is open, there is a positive e such that N^ixo) is contained in Uq.

There is a rational point x such that
| | 5, Xo

1 |

< e/3, and there is a

rational number r such that e/3 < r < 2e/3. Clearly Nr{x) d N^ixo)

d Uqj since for each point x in Nr{x) we have
[ | | ]

<
1 |

Xo, x
| 1

+ \\x, x\
\

< e/3 + r < €. Hence Nr(x) is a selected sphere, and

is one of the Sn- But Xo is in this Sn, for
| |

^, Xo
1 |

< e/3 < r, so that

Xo is in Nr(x). Thus {Si, S2, * •
*

}
covers E,

Now we define

El = E,

E2 Ef] CSi,

En -= En C[Si U * •
• U Sn-.i],

Each set Si U * •
• U Sn-i is open by 2.10, hence En is closed by 2.6

and 2.10. It is easily seen that Fi Z) E2 ZD F3 ID • •
•

. No point

Xo is in all the En] for then it would be in E but not in any Sn, which we

have seen to be impossible. By 2.14, some set Ek+i is empty. That is,

no point in E is in C[Si U •
* U Sa], whence every point of E is in

Si "b
' + &

By the manner of selecting the Si, each selected sphere Si is com-

pletely contained in some set (we denote it by Ui) of the collection { [/ 1

.

Hence

E d SiU - •
• U Sk d UiU ' '

‘ U Uk,

establishing the theorem.

Our definition of a closed interval was such as to permit each to

be equal to the corresponding in which case the interval

(2:
1

^ ^ j
shrinks to the single point With
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the exception of this special case^ every interval {open or closed) contains

a non-denumerable infinity of points. It is enough to prove this for

closed intervals, since every open interval [x
| j

contains

a closed interval {x\ + 6 g ^ — e\ (e less than half the

smallest
| |

). It is enough to prove it for one dimension, for

every closed interval [x
|

^ contains the set of points

^ x^^^ = (j = 2,
• •

•
,
n)). It is enough to

prove it for the single interval [0, 1], for every interval [a, b] can be

mapped on this by the one-to-one mapping x = (x' — a) /{b — a).

Suppose now that all the numbers in [0, 1] were a denumerable set ai,

a2 ,

• * *
• Expand each at in a decimal fraction .

For each n, define 6n = 5 if CLn^ ^5, bn = 6 if = 6. Thus

bn ^ a^n\ Then the number .hf)^ * •
* does not occur among the ac,

it is different from each a^, since it has a different digit in the n-th

decimal place.* Hence the assumption that all the numbers of the

interval [0, 1] can be arranged in a sequence leads to a contradiction,

and the set is not denumerable.

We now return to the subject of point sets, and prove that in a cer-

tain sense open sets are the next simplest sets after intervals. It is

convenient to define a new term now. A collection of intervals is

non-overlapping if no point which belongs to any interval of the -collec-

tion is interior to any other interval of the collection. Thus in Ri the

intervals [0, 1] and [1, 2] are non-overlapping, although they are not

disjoint because they have the point 1 in common.
3.6. If G is an open set^ it is the sum of a denumerable collection Iv

hj '
' of disjoint intervals In- {x

\ ^ It is also the sum

of a denumerable number of non-overlapping closed intervals I„.

Consider first all intervals of the form {x
|
n^if ^ x^^^ < nf + 1}

,

where the numbers n^^'^ are integers. From these we select the ones

whose closures are contained in G; these selected intervals we will call

^‘the intervals selected at the first stage.” Next consider all those

intervals of the form [x
\

2“i?zp ^ x^^^ < + 1)1; the being

integers. We select those whose closures are contained in G, but which

are not contained in any interval selected at the first stage. These new
intervals we will call ‘Hhe intervals selected at the second stage,” Pro-

ceeding by induction, for each integer p we consider the intervals

{x
I

^ < 2-p{ni^^ + 1)}, the n^^ being integers. From these

* We must remember that numbers with different digits may be equal, for

,aia 2
• • an9999 • • - = .aia 2

• + 1)00000 • •
•

. But the decimal

expression .&162 * •
• can not contain any 9's or O’s, so this exceptional possibility

for equality between .bib 2
• • • and .0102 •

*
* is ruled out.
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we select intervals (“the intervals selected at the (p + l)st stage

whose closures are contained in G but which are not contained in any

interval selected at a previous stage.

All the intervals constructed at each stage form a denumerable

collection by 3.3, so the intervals selected at each stage form a finite or

denumerable set by 3.1, and the aggregate of all intervals selected at

any stage whatever is finite or denumerable. We shall shortly see

that it cannot be finite.

Let the collection of all selected intervals be denoted by Ii,

• •
•

. From the construction it is clear that they are disjoint; for two

intervals of the type constructed are disjoint unless one contains the

other. Moreover, each is contained in ff, so U In is contained inG'-

It remains to show that G is contained in U that is, if Xo is not in

U In it is not in G,

Let Xo not belong to U /n- For each positive integer, p, it is in

some interval (call it J*) of the p-th stage of subdivision, and this is not

contained in any selected interval, since Xo is not in U In- Since Ip is

not in any interval selected at a previous stage and is not itself selected?

its closure fails to be contained in G. That is, its closure must contain

a point Xp of CG. By the definition of distance in §2 and the assump-'

tion made about the size of 7*, M 1 I
= [$

* which tends

to 0 as p increases. Thus Xp tends to xo by the definition preceding

2.12. But CG is closed by 2.6, so by 2.13 the point xo is in CG. There-

fore U In contains G, and being also contained in G must be the same

as G.

If we define In to be the closure of In, it is evident from the con-

struction that no point of any 7„ is interior to any other Im, and so the

intervals In are non-overlapping. Since In contains In, we have

[j In'CD [} In = G. But the In were so chosen that their closures L
were contained in G, so U In is contained in G, and must be identical

with G.

Incidentally, this shows that the In cannot be finite in number.

For suppose the In finite in number. Their sum contains a point for

which x’'^^ has the least value on U/n. This point cannot be interior

to U In, and yet lies in the open set G = U In'

As a corollary, we have the following theorem.

3 .7 . If G is open relative to a dosed interval I, it is the sum of a finite

or denumerable set of non-overlapping closed intervals Ii, I 2
,

' '
’

The set / - G is closed by 2.5 and 2.7. So by 2.6 its complement

(7(7 _ G) is open. But C{I -G) = Cl UG. By 3.6, the open set

G U GZ is the sum of denumerably many non-overlapping closed
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intervals 7„. Then

G = ((? u CJ) n / = (U /„) n 7 = U (/„ n i).

From the sum in the last member we omit all sets /n H / which are

empty; the rest form a finite or denumerable collection of non-over-

lapping closed intervals whose sum is G.

Exercise. If E is contained in S and is open relative to S, there

is a sequence Ji,

/

2
,

* •
* of intervals /«.*

1 } such that

E = U (S n h).

4. According to the definition of E. H. Moore, a function is a system

consisting of

(a) a class X of elements x;

(b) a class 2) of elements y;

(c) a law of correspondence by which to each element x oil, there

is assigned exactly one element y of the class §). (Such a function

is sometimes also called a mapping of 96 into §).) The element y

corresponding to the element x is denoted by or g{x)^ or some

other similar symbol. Properly, the symbol f{x) denotes the func-

tional value y corresponding to the particular element x. However, it

is common usage to use the symbol f{x) also to denote the function

itself. Thus sin x may mean either the function in which 1 is the

class of real numbers and §) is also the class of real numbers, and to each

X there is assigned the number sin x; or else it may mean the particular

number sin x which corresponds to some specific number x. How-
ever, this ambiguity does not often lead to confusion. The set of

all values oi f{x) when x varies over E will be denoted by f{E).

In symbols f(E) = \y \ y — f(x)j x in E]. In particular, if E is the

set {a:
!
S) of points for which statement S holds, the set

m ^f{{x\s})

will be alternatively denoted by {f(x)
|
tS). Thus, for example, if

f(x) = we have The set

of all x such that f{x) lies in E (the ^Tnverse image of E^’) will be

denoted by J~^{E)\ thus f~^(E) = {x \f{x) in £}. We write / ^ ^ if

f{x) S g{x) for all x in 96. Also c - /is the function whose value at the

point a: is c and so on (cf. the similar definitions for points in

Rg at the beginning of §1).

We shall be chiefly (though not exclusively) concerned with func-

tions in which the class 96 is a point set in Rq. For the class 2) we shall

always use a slight enlargement (which we denote by /f *) of the class

of real numbers; g) shall consist of all real numbers plus two elements
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which we denote by oo (or + and — . We shall use the following

calculation rules for these new symbols

:

— 00 < a < 00 for every real number a,

<x) . a — a • oD = ^ if 0<a^oOj
oo-a = a- oo = — CO if ~-oo^a<0,

(— oo).a = a- (*-oo) = — 00 if 0<a^co,
(— oo).a = a- (— oo)=oo if — oo^a<0,

ja

CO

a

(- “)
= 0

oo+a = a+ oo = oo

— CO = co) =

if

if

— 00

a is real,

a > — CO

,

if a < CO,

I

CO
I

=
I

- 00
I

= oc
,

GO-0 = 0- co = (— oc)-0 = 0'(-~co)=0.

The last rule may seem strange, but functions with values ± oc will

usually occur in connection with limiting processes of such a nature

that the rule will prove convenient.

4.1. For all numbers u, b in the sum a + b is defined (finite or

infinite) unless a == oo and 6 = — oo or a — oo and 6 = oo

.

A simple and frequently used result is

4.2. If a, 6, c, d are in i?*, and a h and c ^ d, then a + c ^ 6 + d,

'provided that the sums are defined.

This is clear if a, 6, c, d are all finite. Otherwise either a or c is

+ 00
,
in which case a-l-c = co ^6-hd;or else b or d is — co

,
in

which case a + c^ — oo = b + d.

In order to avoid verbosity it is convenient to define neighborhoods

of 00 and — 00
. We define Ve(oo) = {x\x> 1/e} and Ng(— oc)

== {x\ X < — l/e|. With this definition we see that

4.3. If X,
2/, 2 ure any numbers (finite or infinite) in 12*, then (a) if x

is in N,(y), then
j

a:
|

in N^( \y\)](b) if x is in Na(y) and y is in

N0 (z), and a and 13 are Si, then x is in Na+^(^).

To prove (a)
,

\i y is finite then
\

x — y \

< e, so

S
\

X — y \

< e. If y = oc
^
then a: > 0, so

\

x
\

= x and
\ y \

= y,

and
I

a:
I

is in V/
\ y \

)> If y — — ^

,

then x < — 1/e, so
|

a:
[

> 1/e,

and
I

a;
1

is in N,(
\ y \ )

= N,(oo).

To prove (b)

,

we observe that it is obvious if any two of the numbers

X, y, z are equal. Suppose therefore that they are different. If z is

finite, then
\ y — z

\

< [3

^

and y is finite; so
|

a: — 2/ I

< • Therefore

\

X - z
\

S
\

X - y \
+ \ y

~~ z
\

< a + 13, and x is in Na-^^(^)> If

^ = cci
^
then y > 1//3, and

\

x — y \

< a. Therefore .r > (1//3) — a.

A simple calculation shows that (1//1) — a > 1/(q: + /5) if and ^ are
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positive numbers not greater than Hence x > l/(a + and x is

in A'(a+^)(oo). A like discussion applies to the case s:
= — oo

.

In accordance with this definition, oo is an accumulation point

of a set E' if contains arbitrarily large numbers x; that is, if for every

€ > 0 there are real numbers a; in E such that x > 1/e.

Suppose now that f(x) is defined on a point set E in Eg or in E*,

and that a:o is an accumulation point of E. Then as usual we say that

f{x) approaches the number fc as a? tends to Xo (or f(x) —^ksbsx—^xo)

if for every e > 0 there is a 5 > 0 such that f{x) is in N^{k) for all

points a: of E in Ns{xo), with the possible exception of Xo itself. More
compactly,

4.4. Let f(x) he defined on a set E, and let xo he a point of E\ Then

lim f{x) = k is defined to mean that to every e > 0 there corresponds
X—*ZQ

a S > 0 such thaifix) is in Nt{k) for all x in* NsiXo)E — (xo).

Example. Let f(x) = x~^ for all z 0. Then lim f(z) = 0; for
X--4 po

f(x) is in Nt(0) (i.e.,
|
f(x)

|
< e) whenever x is in the Ve-neighborhood

of CO (i.e., X > l/\/e). Likewise, lim/(a;) = oo.

x-^O

In particular, if E is the set of positive integers, it is customary

to denote the independent variable by n instead of x and to write fn

instead of /(n). For this case definition 4.4 takes the following form.

In order that

lim fn = k
n--> «

it is necessary and sufficient that to every e > 0 there shall correspond an

integer n^ such thatfn is in N^{k) whenever n > n^. If we write 5 = 1 /n^,

this differs from 4.4 only in that 5 is required to be the reciprocal of an

integer; and this restriction on 5 is easily seen to be immaterial. Thus
our definition includes the familiar definition of the limit of a sequence.

Both 4.4 and the re-phrasing for sequences can be applied at once

to functions in which the functional values /(x) and the limit k are in

the g-dimensional space Eg. Thus, for instance, we have incidentally

defined limits such as

lim Xn = Xq,
n—* 00

where Xn and Xo are in Eg; the definition reduces exactly to that in §2

(the paragraph preceding 2.12).

* In accordance with §1, Ns{xo)E — (xo) is the set of all points x which belong
both to E and to Nsix^), but not to the set (xo) consisting of the single point Xo; i.e.

N6(xo)E — (xq ) = {x
I

X in N${xQ)i xin E, x 5^ Xo).
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We can use the notion of convergent sequences to give another

formulation to 4.4 which is of frequent usefulness.

4.6. Let f{x) he defined on E and let Xq he in E'. Then lim f{x)

exists and has the value k if and only if for every sequence Xi, ^2,
* * ’

of 'points of E distinct from xq and tending to Xo the limit lim f{xn) exists
n—* w

and has the value k.

Suppose lim f{x) = and let e be a positive number. There is a
X—*X0

5 > 0suchthat/(3;) isiniV£(A:) if xisin (a;o). lietxi,X2 ,

* * *

be a sequence of the type described. Since Xn Xq, there is a 7 > 0

such that Xn is in Nb{xo) if n is in that is, if n > I/7. But
Xn ^ Xo and Xn is in E, so for n > I/7 the point Xn ism N5{xo)E — (xo),

and/(xn) is in N^ik). Therefore lim f{xn) = k,
n—> 00

Suppose it is not true that lim f(x) == k. Then there is an €'> 0
z-^xa

such that no 8 serves; that is, in every set Ns(xo)E — (xo), no matter

what 5 is, there is a point x for which /(x) is not in N^(k). Let 5

take on the values 1, i, i,
• *

*
. For each of these values of 8 we

choose an Xn in N5 (xq)E — (xo) such that/(xn) is not in N^ik). Then
Xn Xo, Xn 9^ Xq, and f{xn) does not converge to k.

6 . Let S be a set {not the empty set) of real numbers. A number*
M is an upper hound for the numbers x of S in case x ^ M for every x

in S. M is the supremum or least upper hound (abbreviated sup) of

the numbers of if
:
(a) for every x in the inequality x ^ M holds; (6)

for every number m < M, there exists a number x in S such that x > m.

Property (a) asserts that M is an upper bound, property (5) that

no smaller number is an upper bound. Analogously, N is a lower

hound for the numbers S in case x ^ V for all x in S; and N is the

iniimum or greatest lower hound (abbreviated inf) if (a) x ^ N for

every x in S] {h) for every number n > N, there exists a number x in S
such that X < n. t

A fundamental property, Dedekind continuity of the system of

real numbers is that every non-empty set of numbers which has a {finite)

upper hound has a {finite) sup. By change of sign, a similar statement

holds for lower bounds. Since we allow oo and — oo as numbers, this

becomes: Every non-empty set of numbers in 7^* has a sup and an inf.

* We remember that =« and — oo are allowed as numbers.

t Many authors use the notation least upper bound and greatest lower bound

(abbreviated l.u.b. and g.l.b.) for supremum and infimum. If the collection

is finite the terms maximum and minimum (abbreviated max and min) are some-

times used.
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From the definitions it is clear that if ilfo iw an upper bound for S,

then ilfo ^ sup S; likewise, if Wo is a lower bound for S, then mo ^ inf

S.

A simple but important property of these bounds is

6.1. Let S, be two non-empty sets of numbers in R* and S*

d S. Put m - inf S, m* = inf >S* Af* = sup S* M = sup S.

Then m S ^ A/* ^ M.
(Observe that this contains the statement that for the arbitrary

non-empty set S the relation M ^ m holds.) We prove first Af* ^
m*. Let X be any number in S*; then Af* ^ x and x ^ m*. For all

X in S, and a fortiori for all a; in S*, the inequalities x S M and x ^ m
hold. Hence AT, m are upper and lower bounds for the x \n

Therefore the least upper bound Af* can not exceed Af, and likewise

m* ^ m.

Exa.mples. If S consists of all rational numbers x such that

1 < X < 3, then inf S and sup S are 1 and 3 respectively. If S is the

class of all positive integers, then inf S is 1 and sup >S is oo
. If S

consists of all integers, then inf /S is — co and sup S is «> . If >S con-

sists of the single number oo
,
then inf S and sup S are both co

.

6.2. If of two numbers a, b we know that a ^ x for all numbers

X > b, then a ^ b. Likewise^ if a x for all x <b, then a b.

We prove the first statement; the second is similar. This is

really a special case of 5.1
;
for the set S* of numbers a: > 5 is contained

in the set S of numbers a; ^ a, so inf S* = 5 is ^ inf S = a. How-
ever, we need not refer to 5.1. For if the theorem were false and

a > b, there would be an h such that a > h > b. Then h > h but

a > hy contrary to hypothesis.

Let f{x) be a function defined on a set E. By a lower (upper)

bound for/ on E we shall mean a lower (upper) bound of the setf{E),

We shall also sometimes write sup / (on E) or sup/(a:) for sup/(£') =
sup {/(x)

1

X in J5'
j
and inf / for inf f{E). When there are several vari-

ables involved, for instance when we are studying a set of functions

/iW)/2 (‘'r),
•

• we shall occasionally write a subscript on ^‘sup” and
'dnf’^ to indicate the collection whose bounds we are seeking. Thus
supt {/i(x)! denotes the supremum of the numbers /i(x), fi{x), •

• •

at a particular point x, while sup* /t(x) denotes sup {/i(x)
1

x in

(for afixedf). The symbol sup {/i(x),/2(x), • •

•

,
/n(x) }

denotes that

function whose value at each x is the greatest of the numbers /i(x),
• •

• Jn{x).

6.3. If f{x) is defined on E and E* d E, then inf f(E) S inf

(/F*) g sup /(£*) ^ sup /(£?).
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Since /(£/*) Cl.f{E) our theorem follows at once from 5.1.

6.4. If f and g are both defined on E and f S g, then sup / ^ sup g

and inf / S inf g.

For all a: in £ we have

inf / ^ f{x) ^ g{x) g sup g.

So inf / is a lower bound for g and hence inf / k inf g. Similar!}^ sup g

is an upper bound for / and hence sup g ^ sup /.

6.6. If f{x) is defined on F, and 0 ^ c < then: (a) sup cf =
c sup /; iff) inf c/ = c inf /; while if — ^ < c < 0, then (c) sup cf =
c inf /; (d) inf cf = c sup /.

For c = 0 both (a) and (b) reduce to 0 = 0. If c < 0, then for all

X we have f(x) k sup /, so cf{x) ^ c sup /. That is, c sup / is a lower

bound for cf{x). li h > c sup/, then h/c < sup/. Therefore there is

an X in F such that f{x) > h/c, whence cf{x) < h. Hence if h > c

sup /, then h is not a lower bound for cf, and so (d) is proved. To
prove (c) we use (d) :

c inf / = c inf c~^[cf{x)] = c • c.“" sup cf = sup cf.

Suppose c > 0. We write c = — c); then by (c) and (d)

sup cf = sup [(-c)(-l)/] == -cinf (-1)/ = (-c)(-l) sup/,

inf cf = inf [(-c)(-l)/] = -c sup (-1)/ = (-c)(-l) inf/,

establishing (a) and (b).

6.6. If the functions fi(x) and f2 {x) and their sum fi{x) /^(x) are

defined"^ on a set E, then

inf [/i +/2] ^ inf /i + inf /2 ,

sup [/i + /2] ^ sup /i + sup /2 ,

provided that the right members of these inequalities are defined."^

For each x in F we have

/i(x) ^ sup/i, /2 (x) ^ sup/2 ;

hence by 4.2

fl{x) +/2(x) ^ SUp/i + SUp/2 .

Thus sup fi + sup /2 is an upper bound for /i(x) +- /2 (x), and can not

be less than the least upper bound. This establishes the second

Cf. 4.1.
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inequality. The first is obtained from the second by replacing fi and

Si by —/i and —fi and using 5.6.

Example. Let E be any (non-empty) set. For each z the distance

1 1
a;, f

1 1
is a function defined on E. Define d{x) (the distance from x

to the set E) to be inf
{ I 1

a:, X
I 1

\x in E\

.

Since 0 is a lower bound

for
I 1

X, X
I 1 ,

we have at once d(x) ^ 0. This function is continuous.

For if xi, X2 are any two points, we have by §1

\\xi, x\
\ ^ \

\Xu X2 \\ + \
\X2yX^\\

for all X in E. Then by 5.4 d(xi) ^ | |

rci, X2
1 |
+ d{x%). But we may

interchange Xi and Xi and thus get d{x2) ^ M a;i, 0:2
1 | + d{x2); that

is,
I

d{xi) - d{x 2) I g I I

xi, X 2
1 I

. So
I

d{x)i - d{x 2) \
< c whenever

1 1
ail, a;2

1 I
< e. This proves in fact that d(x) is uniformly continuous.*

This function d(x) has the value 0 if and only if x is in E. If x is

in Ej for every e > 0 there is a point ^ of in Neix)^ by 2.2. Then

I I
a:, X

I I

< €, so d(x) = inf
I I

X,
1 I
< e. Since this is true for every

6 > 0, by 5.2 we have d(x) ^ 0. But d(x) is not negative, so d(x) = 0.

Conversely, if d(x) = 0, for every € > 0 there is a point x of E such

that
I I

a:, ^
1 I

< €. That is, for every positive e the neighborhood

N,(x) contains a point of so by 2.2 the point x is in E.

6. One of the chief concerns of analysis is the behavior of a func-

tion at the points which are near a given point. If we are interested

in the upper bound of a function from this point of view, we shall first

of all not be particularly concerned with the value of the function f{x)

at the given point xo, and second we shall not care about the supremum
of f{x) for distant points. Suppose to be specific that /(x) is defined on

a set Ej and that xq is an accumulation point of E. Whether or not Xo

is in E is immaterial; if it is, we simply disregard the number /(xo).

For each e we find sup {/(x)
[
x in N^ixo) n -E, x 7^ xo| ;

we denote this

by Me(/; xo). If we choose any one e, this still is not adequate to

describe the behavior of / near Xo, for points at a distance greater than

e/2 may enter into the definition of M^{f; Xo). But if we reduce e, we
observe that the set of points x in Nt{xQ)E — (xo) is reduced, so by

(5.3) M^if] Xo) is reduced. Since we are interested only in M,(f; xo)

for small e, it follows that only the smaller values of M«(/;xo) are of

importance. This suggests to us that the number which will be the

local substitute for the sup f will be inf^ M«(/; Xo). This number will

be named the upper limit of /(x) as x tends to Xo; it is denoted by
lim sup /(x). Summing up, (and defining the lower limit analogously)

:

x—*xa

* Cf. Courant, Differential and Integral Calculus, vol. I, p. 51.
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6.1. If fix) is defined on a set E and xo is an accumulation point of

E, then

lim sup /(a:) = inf {i¥*(/; xo)
|
e > 0},

X—^Xq

where

M,if-, Xo) = sup/(N£(xo) (\ E - (xo));

and

lim inf/(x) = sup {m,if-, Xo)
1
e > 0},

X—>a:o

where

^c(/; ^o) = inf /(iV'eCxo) n -S' ~ (^o)).

These limits are always defined (finite, + qo or — co), but they are

not always equal.

Example. Let/(0) = 2,f(x) = 1 if a: is rational and 9^ 0
, f(x) = 0

if X is irrational. Take zq = 0. Then 0) = 1 and = Q

for all € > 0, and so lim sup f{x) = 1, lim inf f{x) = 0.
X—xo X—Xo

Since we frequently have to use sequences of numbers, we shall

now observe the special form of these definitions which applies to

sequences ai, 02
,

• *
• of numbers. A sequence is a function in w^hich

the independent variable ranges over the set E of the positive integers,

and we are interested in the behavior of the function as x co
. So in

6.1 we set Xa = ^

.

Then Ntixo)E consists of all integers greater than

l/€, so Me(/; Xo) = sup {ai
j
i > l/e], m,{f;xo) = inf {ut

|

i > 1/e}.

Hence

lim sup ai = inf^ sup [ui \i > l/e}.
00

It is easily seen that this is the same as

lim sup ai = inf„ sup {ai
\
i n].

i— 00

Likewise,

lim inf = supn inf { ai
1
z ^ n }

.

!” 00

Before we start to prove any theorems, we shall collect several

obvious consequences of the definitions:

6.2. Let Six) be defined on a set E, and let Xq be an accumulation 'point

of E,

(a) If h > lim sup /(a:), there exists an e > 0 such that for all positive
x—>xo

numbers a e the inequalities

lim sup f{x) S Maif] Xo) ^ MAf; .To) < h
x-*xo

hold.
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(b) If h < lim inf /(a:), there exists an e > 0 such that for all positive

numbers d S e the inequalities

lim inf f{x) ^ m^(/; ^ ui,{f; Xo) > h
X—*Xli

hold,

(c) If h < Me{f; Xo)y there exists a point x in Ne{xo)E — (zo) such

that h < f{x) S Me{f; xq).

(d) If h > Meif; Xq)j there exists a point x in Neixo)E — (xo) such

that nieif; ^o) ^ f(x) < h.

To prove (a), we observe that by 6.1 the number h is greater than

the inf of Me{f] Xq) for all € > 0, saby the definition of inf there is an

€ > 0 such that M^(f] Xq) < h. If a ^ e, then Na(xo)E — (xo) is con-

tained in N,(xo)E — (xo). So the sup of f{x) on the former set is not

greater than its sup on the latter set, by 5.3. Hence Mofft ^o) ^
M«(/; Xq). Finally, by 6.1 the upper limit of f{x) as a; a:o is the inf

of all M,{f; Xo), so it is not greater than any one of them. This proves

(a). We can prove (6) analogously, or by replacing /(a;) by —/(a:) and
using 5.5.

Statements (c) and (d) are immediate consequences of the defini-

tions of M,(f; Xq) and rndf; xo).

From 5.5 we readily obtain

6.3. Let f(x) be defined on E, and let xq he an accumulation point of E.

If 0 ^ c < 00
j
then

(a) lim sup cf{x) = c lim sup f(x),
x—*xo X—*Xo

(b) lim inf cf(x) = c lim inf/(a;);
X^XO X’--*X0

while if oo < c < 0, then

{c) lim sup cf{x) = c lim inf /(a:),
X—vxo X—zo

(d) lim inf cf{x) = c lim sup/(x).
X—+X0 X—»xo

If c = 0, (a) and (b) reduce to 0 = 0. If c < 0, by 5.5 we have for

every e > 0

m,{cf] Xo) = inf {efix)
\
x in N^{xa)E - (xo)!

= c • sup {/(x)
I

X in N,(xo)E - (xo) !
= cM.if] xf),

and again by 5.5

lim inf c/(x) = sup m,{cf; Xo) = sup cM,{f-, xo) = c inf M,{f-, xo)
X—»Z0 ’

= c lim sup f{x).
X—zo
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Hence (d) is established. By (d),

c lim inf f(x) = c lim inf c~‘ • c/(r) = c • lim sup cf{x),
X—*xo X—J-aro x—

which is (o).

If c > 0, then by (c) and {d)

lim sup cf{x) = lim sup (
— 1)(— c)/(a:) = (— 1) lim inf (

— c)f(x)
X—>.ro X—^Xo X—>xo

== c lim sup/(:r),
x—^xo

and (a) is established. Interchanging sup and inf in the proof of (a)

gives the proof of (5).

The next four theorems are designed to set forth the relationship

between upper and lower limits as defined in 6.1 and the (unique)

limit as defined in 4.4. The first of these, Theorem 6.4, is the analogue

of the sequential test for convergence established in 4.5. Theorem 6.6

shows that the equality of the upper and the lower limit is a necessary

and sufficient condition for the existence of a limit in the ordinary sense.

6.4. Letf(x) be defined on a set Ey and let Xo be an accumulation point

of E. If h ^ lim sup/(x) or if h = lim inf/(x), then there exists a
X—*Xo X—^Xo

sequence Xi, X2 ,

• •
• of points of E distinct from xo and tending to Xq

such that lim fixf) = h. But if h > lim sup/(x) orifh < lim inff(x),
« x—^xo x—^xo *

no such sequence Xi, X 2 ,

• •
• can exist.

We shall prove the statements about the upper limit; the state-

ments about the lower limit can be similarly proved, or they can be

obtained by use of 6.3.

Suppose that h is equal to the upper limit of /(x) as x Xq. We
first show that to every positive number n there corresponds a positive

number a ^ l/n such that Maif] Xq) is in the neighborhood Ni/n{h).

li h = 00
j
this is evident; for then Mcff; h) ^ lim sup/(x) = h = oo,

X—>>X 0

so Ma{f] Xo) = h, and is iii Ni/n{h) no matter what and a we choose.

li h < ^

,

the neighborhood Ni/n{h) contains a number k > h. Since

h = infe Me(/; .to), by 6.2 there is a positive number a < 1/w such that

h ^ Maif; Xo) < k.

Therefore Maif', xf) is between two numbers of Ni/nOO, must

itself belong to Ni/nih)-

Next we show that there is a point x„ in Naixo)E — (.I'o) for which

fixn) is in Ni/n[Ma{f; Xo)]. If Maif; Xo) = -O), this is evident; for

then/(:r) ^ Maif, xf) = — oo for all x in Naixo)E — xo. Thus if x„
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is any point of Na{xo)E — Xq we hava /(xn) = — oo, which is in

Ni/n (“ °o). If Ma(f; Xo)>—cOj there are numbers k < Mcc(f; Xq)

in Ni/n[Ma{f; :ro)]. By 6.2(c), there is then a point Xn in Na{xo)E

- (xo) for which k < f{Xn) ^ M^if; Xo). Thus f(xn) is between two

numbers of Ni/n[Ma{f] a:o)], and is therefore in that neighborhood.

Summing up, Xn is in Na(xQ)E — (xq). So Xn 9^ Xq, and
[ j

iCn, a;o
| |

< a S l/n, whence Xn—^xo. Moreover f{xn) is in Ni/n[Ma{f; a:o)]

and Ma(f; Xo) is in Ni/n(h), so by 4.36 (if n ^ 2) f{xn) is in N^/nih).

Therefore j{xr) h.

Thus we have shown that it is always possible to pick a sequence

Zif X2 ,

‘ ' of points of E distinct from rro, tending to Xo, and such

that f{xn) lim sup /(re). Suppose now that h > lim sup/(x); we
X—^XO X—*X(i

must show that no such sequence exists. Let fc be a number such that

h > k > lim supf{x).
X—^’XO

If there is a sequence of the type specified with f(xn) tending to 6,

then for all but a finite number of these Xn we have/(a;n) > k. For

every positive e the neighborhood Ne(xo)E ~ (xq) contains infinitely

many Xn, so it contains some Xn with /(x„) > k. Hence M«(/; Xo)

= sup {f{x)
I

X in N,(xq)E — (a:o)! is greater than k for all e, and

lim sup/(x) = inL M^if; xo) ^ k.
X-^XQ

But k was a number greater than the upper limit of f(x) bls x Xq.

This contradiction proves that no sequence {xn} with Xn—^Xo and

Xn 9^ Xo and f{xn) h > lim sup f(x) can exist.
Z~-*Zq

This theorem justifies the names '^upper limit’' and ‘‘lower limit";

for the upper and lower limits of f{x) as x Xo are respectively the

greatest and the least numbers which are limits of sequences fiXn)^

where is in E, Xn 9^ Xq and Xn —> Xq.

A direct consequence of 6.4 is

6.5. Corollary, Let f{x) be defined on E, and let xo he an accumu-
lation 'point of E. Then

lim sup f(x) ^ lim inf /(a:).
X—*X0 X—*Xo

Let h be the upper limit of f{x) as x —> xq. By 6.4, there is a

sequence Xi, ^ 2 ,

* *
• such that Xn is in E, Xn' 9^ Xq, Xn xq, and /(x„)

h. Again by 6.4, this makes it impossible that h < lim inf /(xo),
X—*Zo

which establishes our theorem.
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6.6. Let the function J{x) be defined on a set E, and let Xa he an accumu-
lation -point of E. Then the limit lim/(a:) exists and has the value k if

x—^xa

and only if

lim sup /(a:) = lim inf f{x) = k.
X—*-X0 x~~*xo

Suppose that the limit of f(x) as x -^Xo exists and is equal to k.

By 4.5, if Xi, X2 ,

‘ •
is any sequence of points of B distinct from Xo

and tending to Xo, then f(xn) L But by 6.4, the points Xi, 2:2,
• * *

can be so chosen that

lim/(a;n) = lim supf(x).
n— « X—aJo

This is only possible if the upper limit of f(x) is k. Replacing sup by
inf, we find that lim inf f(x) must also be equal to k.

X-t-Xo

Conversely, suppose that the upper and lower limits both have

the value k. Let e be an arbitrary positive number. If k is finite, by
6.2 there are positive numbers a, /3 such that

k — € < rriaif; ^ 0) ^ k ^ Xo) < k + e.

We define 7 to be the smaller of a and jS; then

k — € < niyif; xo) ^ My(f; Xo) < k + e.

By definition of my and My^ this implies that/(x) is in A^«(iv) whenever

X is in Ny{xo)E — (xo). Hence in this case lim f{x) exists and is

z—»X0

equal to fc. If fc = + ,
by 6.2 there is a positive number a such that

^a(/; 2:0) > 1/e. That is, f{x) is in whenever x is in Na{xo)E

— (xq), so in this case also the limit lim f{x) exists and has the value
I—>xo

/c(== 00). The case k — — ^ can be discussed in a like manner.

An immediate consequence of 6.6 which happens to be in a form

convenient for applications is the following.

6.7. Let f{x) be defined on E; let Xo be an accumulation point of E,

and let k be a number in R*. In order that lim f{x) shall exist and have
X—^XQ

the value k, it is necessary and sufficient that the inequalities

lim inf /(a:) ^ k and lim sup/(x) g k
X—^XQ X—XO

both hold.

Suppose that both inequalities hold. By 6.5

lim inf /(x) ^ /c ^ lim sup /(x) ^ lim inf /(x).
X—xo X—xo x—^xo
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Hence both the upper limit and the lower limit of f(x) SiS x Xo have

the value k; so by 6 .6
,
the limit exists and is equal to k. The converse

is obvious from 6 .6 .

An important special class of functions for which we can be sure

that limits exist (finite, + oo or — oo) is the class of monotonic func-

tions. A function /(a;) of a single real variable x, defined on a set E, is

monotonic increasing if /(X2) ^ /(^i) whenever :r2 ^ Xi and both Xi

and 0:2 are in E] it is monotonic decreasing if fix^^ ^ f(xi) whenever

X2 ^ 0:1 and both and X2 are in E. Then
6 .8 . Iff{x) is defined and monotonic increasing on the[x\ a <x <b}j

then

lim/(a;) = inf/, limf(x) = sup/.
z—*a x—*'b

If Kx) is defined and monotonic decreasing on {x\a < x <b}, then

lim/(a:) = sup/, liin/(a:) = inf/.
x-~*b

(Observe that a and h are permitted to have the values — co
^

00 respec-

tively.) We prove the first statement; the second follows from the first

if we replace / by —/. Also we prove only that lim f(x) = inf/;
x—*a

the statement about the limit as a: —^ 6 can be proved analogously, or

else can be derived by replacing / by —f{ — x).

If we give e any particular value, say e = 1
,
by 5.1 we have

^i(/; 0.) = inf/(Ai(a) — (a)) > inf/.

Hence

(A) lim inf f{x) = sup m,(f; a) ^ mi{f; a) ^ inf /.
X—>a

On the other hand, let h be any number greater than inf /. For

some number x m a < x < b wo have f{x) < /i, by the definition of

inf. Whether a is finite or — 00
^
we see that for sufficiently small e

the neighborhood N,(a) is entirely to the left of x; that is, a: < :r for

all X in Nt(a), For all such x we have /(x) ^ /(x) < h, so

Afe(/; a) S h.

It follows that

lim sup/(x) = inf Af«(/; a) g h.
z—^a

This holds for all h > inf /, so by 5.2 we deduces

{B) lim sup /(x) g inf/.
x—*a
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By 6.7, inequalities (A) and (B) imply the desired conclusion.

Exercise. If ^2,

* •
* is a monotonic increasing sequence of

numbers, lim an exists and is equal to sup an. An analogous statement
00

holds for decreasing sequences.

We have already had an example of a monotonic function in the

definition of upper and lower limits; for we saw that M, g Ms if

€ ^ 6. Hence is a monotonic increasing function on the range

0 < € < 00
,
and so by 5.6 we have the following theorem.

6.9. If f{x) is defined on E, and x is in E\ then

lim mpf{x) = inf Xo) = lim MXf; Xo),
X-~*XQ C--+0

lim inf f{x) = sup m^if; Xq) = lim m^if; xq),
X—^xo €—>0

From 6.8 we can deduce a corollary concerning the right and left

limits of monotone functions.

Letf{x) be defined on a subset E of one-dimensional space i?i, and

let Xq be a point of E. We put = [x
\
x > xo^xin E\ = (a^o, =» ) H F

and = {x
\

x < Xq, x in E] = Xq) H E, Then
6.10. If fix) ^

considered as defined only in F+, has a limit as x xq,

we call this limit the right limit of fix) asx—^ Xo, and denote it by /(a;o+).

If fix), considered as defined only on E_, has a limit as x Xq, we call

this the left limit of fix) at xq, and denote it by fixo— ). Also, the upper

and lower limits of fix), considered as defined only on E+, as x Xq, are

denoted by

lim sup fix), lim inf fix)
x—*xo + X^Xq +

respectively; and the corresponding upper and lower limits when fix) is

regarded as defined only on E^ are denoted by

lim sup fix), lim inf fix)
x-^XQ— x-^xa —

respectively

.

We now prove

6.11. Let fix) he monotonic o?i an interval L If Xq is in I and is not

the left end-point of I, /(xo— ) exists, and if Xq is in I and is not the right

end-point of I

,

/(xo+) exists. Moreover, if fix) is monotonic increasing

[ynonotonic decreasing] the inequalities

/(.Co-) ^ /U'o), /(.I'o) ^ /(Xo+ )

[/(xo-) s /(xo), /(xo) ^ /(.ro+)]

are valid whenever their terms are defined.
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Suppose, for example, that/(:r) is monotonic increasing, and that I

is [a, 13]. If a < xo ^ Pf the set is either [a, Xo) or (a, Xo), and if a

happens to belong to we can throw it out without changing/(xo~)

or sup fix) for x on E— Then by 6.8 /(xo — ) exists and

f(xo-) = sup f{EJ).

If furthermore xq is in J, then f(x) S /(a^o) for all x in E^, so

snpfiEJ) ^/(xo).

Hence /(xq— ) ^ /(xo). The other parts of the theorem can be

established in a like manner.

Exercise. If /(xo— ) and /(xo+) exist and are equal, then lim /(x)
x—*xo

exists and is equal to both of the one-sided limits.

Exercise. If fix) is bounded and monotonic on an interval I, its

discontinuities are at most denumerable. (Suggestion: Show that for

each n there can be only a finite number of points at which

l|/(a:-) - /(a;+)
|
> 1/n).

It is actually enough to assume that fix) ± oo
,
without assuming it

bounded.

The next theorem is of considerable importance.

6.12. If fiix) and /2 (x) and their sum fiix) +/2 (x) are defined on a

set Ey and Xo is an accumulation point of E, then

lim sup if I + /2) ^ lim sup /i + lim sup /2 ,

x^xo x-^xo x—*zo

provided that the sum on the right is defined (cf. 4.1).

If either of the terms on the right is + ^

,

the theorem is obviously

true. We assume then that neither is +^. Remembering that

Meif; Xo) is a sup, by 5.6

Meifi •+-/2 ; Xo) ^ Meifi] Xo) + Me(f2 ;
Xq).

Now let h, k be any pair of numbers which are greater than lim sup/i,

lim sup /2 respectively. By 6-2a we can find e > 0 small enough so that

Mtifi; Xo) < h and M^ifz] Xo) < k. Then for this e

+/2; Xo) < + k,

and a fortiori

lim sup (/i 4-/2) <h + k.
X—^XQ

But here h k can be any number greater than lim sup/i + lim sup/2 ;

so by 5.2 our inequality is true.
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The inequality established in 6.12 can be written in many different

forms. In the next theorem we collect some of these variant forms

of 6.12.

6 .13 . Letfi(x) andf^{x) be defined on a set E, and let be an accumu-

lation point of E. Then any of the following statements which do not

involve undefined expressions (i.e. sums of the form co + (— oo)) are

true:'‘\

(a) lim sup [fi(x) + /2(a;)] ^ lim sup fi(x) + lim sup f2(x),

(/3) lim inf [fi(x) + f2(x)] ^ lim inf fi(x) + lim inf f2(x),

(y) lim sup [/i(x) + f2(x)] ^ lim sup/i(a:) + lim inf /2(a;),

(5) lim inf [fi(x) +/2(^)] ^ Hm inf fi(x) + lim supf2(x),

(e) lim sup [fi(x) — f2(x)] ^ lim sup/i(x) - lim inf /2(x),

(f) lim sup [fi(x)
- /2(x)] ^ lim sup/i(x) ~ lim sup f2(x)

^ lim inf [fi(x) - f2(x)],

(rj) lim inf [fi(x) - f2(x)] ^ lim inf fi(x) ^ lim sup/2(x),

(d) lim inf [fi(x) — f2(x)] ^ lim inf fi{x)
— lim inf /2(x)

g lim sup [fi{x) - fiix)].

Here (a) is the inequality of 6.12. (/3) follows from (a) if we replace

M^)} by —fi{x), —f^ix) and use 6.3. (e) follows from (a), and

(r?) from (i(3), if we replace/2(x) by —/2(x).

To establish (7), we first notice that if /2(x) takes on the value — 00

on every set N^{xf) r[E - (xo), then m,{f2] Xo) = - <» for every e, and

the right member of (7) is “ 00 . If /s takes on the value + 00 on every

such set, then so does/i + /2, and M,{fi + f2] xf) is always + 00 . The

left member of (7) is then + 00 . There remains the principal case, in

which there is a positive e such that /2(x) is finite on Ne(xo)E — (xo).

We may then consider /2 as always finite, since its values outside of

Ntixo) do not affect either member of (7)- Now to prove (7) we

need only replace /i(x) by /i(x) + /2(x) in (e), noting that if lim inf /2(x)

= + 00
j
by hypothesis lim sup /i(x) > — 00

,
which by (e) implies

lim sup [/i(x) +/2(x)] = 00. From (7) we obtain (5) by replacing

/iW hy and/2(x) by -f2(x). If we replace /2(x) by -f2(x) in

(7) and (5), we obtain the first inequalities in (f*) and (^?) respectively.

If we replace /i(x) by —f2(x) and /2(x) by /i(x) in (7) and (5), we
obtain the second inequalities in ((>) and (f) respectively.

From theorem 6.13 we readily obtain

6.14. Let the functions fi{x) andf2(x) be defined on a set E, and let xq

be an accumulation point of E. If] lim /2(x) exists, then

t To save printing, the symbol x —^ Xo is understood, instead of printed, under

each lim sup, lim inf and lim.
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(a) lim sup [fi(x) + Mx)] = lim sup fiix) + lim Mx),

(h) lim inf [f^{x) +/2 (2:)] = lim inf/i(x) + lim/zCx),

provided that the sums are defined.

For by 6.13a, 6.6 and 6.13 7 ,

lim sup [fi{x) +Mx)] S lim sup/i(a;) + lim sup 72(0:)

= lim sup fi{x) + lim f2{x) = lim sup fi{x) + lim inf f2(x)

S lim sup [/i(a;) + f2 (x)l

Thus (a) is proved. If we replace ^ by ^ and interchange inf and

sup, we obtain (by 6.13/3, 5) the proof of (h).

Exercise. Prove the following theorem.

Let f(x) be defined on E, and let Xo be an accumulation point of E.

The equation lim sup f(x) = k holds if and only if:
X’-^Xq

(a) for every number* h > k there is an e > 0 such that f{x) < h on

N,{X(i)E — (0:0); and

(b) for every number* h < k and every neighborhood N^ixo) there is a

point X in Ne(xo)E ~ (a:o) such thatf{x) > h.

Likewise^ lim inf f{x) = k if and only if:
X—»xo

(c) for every number* h < k there is an € > 0 such that f{x) > h on

Ne(xo)E - (xo);

(d) for every number* h > k and every neighborhood Nt^Xo) there is a

point X in Ne{xo)E — (xo) such that f(x) < h.

It is now easy to establish a generalized form of the Cauchy con-

vergence criterion.

6.15. Letf(x) be defined and finite on E^ and let Xo be an accumulation

point of E. In order that lim f{x) shall exist and be finite, it is necessary
X—>aro

and sufficient that the following condition be satisfied. For every positive

number e, there is a 8 > 0 such that \f(x^) — f{x'^)
|
< efor every pair of

points x', x" in Ns{xo)E — (:ro)-

If the limit exists and is finite, for every positive e there exists by
definition a positive 8 such that /(a:) is in iV'«/2 (lim f{x)) whenever x is

X—t'XO

in Ns{xo)E — (xq). It follows that for every pair x', x" of points of

this set we have
|
f{x') — f{x")

[

< €.

Conversely, let the condition be satisfied. Let € be an arbitrary

positive number, and let 8 be the number specified in the condition.

Choose a point x" in N^{xf)E — (xo); such a point exists, by 2.1.

* If no such number exists, this condition is considered to be automatically

satisfied. This happens in (a) and (d) if k =
-f- and in (b) and (c) if /c — — 00

.
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Then by hypothesis, for every x in Nsixo)E — (xo) we have \f{x) —
fix")

I

< 6
,
whence

fix") - e<fix) <fix")+e.

Thus fix") — « and fix") -f- e are respectively a lower bound and an
upper bound for fix) on Nsixo)E - (xo). By definition,

fix") — eg msif;xo) g lim ini fix)
Z—>.T0

g lim sup fix) g Mtif; Xo) g fix") -j- e.

Hence the upper and lower limits of J{x) as x xo are both finite, and
differ by at most 2e. Since 2€ is an arbitrary positive number, the

upper and lower limits are equal, and by 6.6 lim f{x) exists and is

X—^XQ

finite.

Suppose that /(a;, y) is defined for all a; in a set E contained in the

space Rg or R* and for all y in a, set F, concerning which we make
no assumptions. Let /o( 2/) be a function defined on F. If Xo is an

accumulation point of E, the statement that

lim f{x, y) = /o( 2/)
X—*X(i

for all y in Y has by 4.4 the following meaning. To each y in F and

each positive e there corresponds a positive 5, depending on y and €,

such that /(a;, y) is in N,{fo{y)) whenever x is in N5 {xq)E — (xo). In

general we cannot hope that given e, one single d can be chosen which

will serve for all y in the set F. Whenever this happens to be true,

the convergence is called uniform,

6 . 16 . If f{x, y) is defined for all x in a set E in Rq or in R* and for all

y in a set F, and fo{y) is defined on Y, and Xq is an accumulation point

of E, then the statement

lim /(.r, y) = foiy) uniformly on F
r—j-o

is defined to mean that to each positive e there corresponds a positive 5 such

that fix
^ y) is in Niifoiy)) whenever x is in Nd{xd)E — (xq), (The 5 is

independent of y.)

For uniform com orgence there is a criterion quite analogous to

Cauchy’s criterion (6.15). This is the following.

6 .17 . Let fix, y) he defined and finite for all x in a set E in Rq or in R*

and all y in a set Y. Let Xq he an accumulation point of E. In order

that fix, y) shall converge uniformly 07i Y to sonic finite limit as x~>Xo,
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it is necessary and sufficient that the following condition he satisfied. To

each positive number e there corresponds a positive number B such that

I
f{x\ y) — f{.x'\ y) I

< e/or every pair of points a:', x" in Ni{xQ)E — {xq)

and every y in Y.

If f{x, y) converges uniformly on 7 to a finite limit /o(2/0) e is

positive, there is a 5 such that
|
f(xy y) — fo{y) 1

< e/2 whenever x is in

Nb(xo)E — (xq). So if x' and x" are both in this set we have

1 fix', y) - fix", y)\ <e.

Conversely, let the condition be satisfied. Then for each individual

y in Y the condition in 6.15 is satisfied, so for each such y the function

f{x, y) approaches a finite limit /o(2/) as x Xo. Let e be a positive

number. By hypothesis, there is a 5 > 0 such that

1 fix', y) - fix", y)\ <\

whenever x' and a;" are in Ni{x^E — (xq). For each particular y
there is a B{y) such that

i fix", y) - My) I < I

whenever x" is in N&i^y)(xo)E — (xq). Let y{y) be the smaller of 8 and

8iy). If x' is in Ns{xo)E — (xq), we choose an x" in Ny(y){xQ)E — (xo).

By the two inequalities above,

{fix', y) - My) 1
< e

for all x' in Ns{xo)E — (xq). But 8 is independent of y, so/(x, y) con-

verges uniformly to f^{y) as x tends to xo.

7. From the concept of limit we can proceed in the usual way to

the concept of continuity. Let f{x) be defined on a set and let Xo

be a point of E which is also an accumulation point of Ej so that Xq is in

EE\ We say that /(x) is continuous at xq if f{xo) is finite, and lim f{x)

exists and is equal to /(xo). Furthermore, /(x) is continuous on E if it

is finite-valued on E and is continuous at each point of EE\ (Notice

that nothing other than finiteness is required of /(x) at points of E
which are not accumulation points of E.)

Exercise. If /(x) is continuous on a bounded closed set E, it is

uniformly continuous; that is, to each positive e there corresponds

a positive 8 such that |/(xi) — f{x 2) 1
< e whenever Xi and X 2 are

in E and
| [

Xi, X 2
1 ]
< 5. (To each x corresponds 8(x) such that
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|/(rc) — f{xo)
I

< e/2 if xq is in N25(x)(x)E. A finite number of the

neighborhoods N5 (^x){x) cover Ej say those with x = xi, X2 ,

* *
*

,
Xk.

Then 5 = inf {5i,
* •

• ,4} serves.)

In a similar way, from the ideas of upper and lower limits we can

form two concepts related to continuity:

Let fix) be defined on a set and let the point Xo of E be an accumula-

tion point of E. We define fix) to be lower semi-continuous at Xo if

liminf/(x) ^ /(^Jo), and we define fix) to he upper semi-continuous at

Xo if lim sup f{x) g f{xo).
X-i-Xo

We shall say that fix) is upper [lower] semi-continuous on E in

case it is upper [lower] semi-continuous at each point xo of EE\ In

these last definitions there is no requirement that/(x) be finite-valued.

Exercise. If fix) is lower semi-continuous on a bounded closed

set Ej it attains its greatest lower bound on E; that is, there is an Xo

in E such that /(xo) = inf fiE). If in addition fix) ^ on E, it

has a finite lower bound on E, Also, if fix) is upper semi-continuous

on Ej it attains its least upper bound on E, (By definition of inf,

there is a sequence Xn in E for which lim /(xn) = inf fiE). Use 2.12,
n—> «

2.13, 6.4.)

7 .1 . If fix) is defined and finite-valued on E, then fix) is continuous

on E if and only if it is both upper and lower semi-continuous on E.

The function fix) is both upper and lower semi-continuous on E
if and only if lim inf /(x) ^ fixo) ^ lim sup/(x) for every Xo in EE'.

X—*X(i x-^xq

By 6.7, this is true if and only if lim fix) — /(xo). By definition, this
z—>xo

last is true if and only if /(x) is continuous at Xo.

7 .2 . If fix) is upper semi-continuous on E and gix) is lower semi-

continuous on E, then if Q c < ^ the function cfix) is upper semi-

continuous on E and cgix) is lower semi-continuous on E; while if

— 00 < c ^ 0, the function cfix) is lower semi-continuous on E and cgix)

is upper semi-continuous on E.

For c = 0 this is trivial, as 7.1 shows. Suppose c < 0 and let Xo

be any point of EE'. Then by 5.4

lim inf cfix) — c lim sup fix) ^ c/(xo),
X—>Xq X—

so cfix) is lower semi-continuous. By replacing / by g and inter-

changing inf and sup we prove that cgix) is upper semi-continuous.

If c > 0, then by the proof just completed
(
— c)/(.x) is lower semi-

continuous, and therefore cfix) = (
— 1)( — c)/(x) is upper semi-
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continuous. Likewise {--c)g{x) is upper semi-continuous, so cg{x)
—

is lower semi-continuous.

7.3. Let f{x) be defined on E, and let xq be a point of E, Then f{x)

is lower semi-continuous at if and only if for every number h < /(zo)

there is a positive number e such that f{x) > h for all x in Ne{xo)E.

AlsOf f{x) is upper semi-continuous at Xo if and only if for every number

h > f(xo) there is a positive number e such that f(x) < h for all x in

N.{xc)E.

We shall prove the first statement; the second follows by change of

sign. Suppose first that Xo is in E but not in E\ Then f{x) is lower

semi-continuous at xq, since our definition of lower semi-continuity

requires nothing of / at points oi E — E'. Also, by 2.1 there is an e

such that N^{xf)E consists of xq alone, so that iih < f{xf) the equation

f{x) > h holds at every point (i.e., Xo alone!) of Ne{xo)E. So the two

statements are always true, and are therefore equivalent to each other.

We still have to consider the principal case, in which xo is in EE'.

Suppose f{x) lower semi-continuous at Xoj and let h he a number less

than/(a;o). Then

h < fixo) ^ lim inif(x),
x—Xo

so by 6.2 there is a positive e for which m^if] xq) > h. Therefore by

definition of we have /(a:) ^ me{f;xo) > hfov aMxinNi(xo)E — (xf).

But we do not need to except the point Xo, for the relation /(x) > /?, holds

at Xo too by choice of h. Hence f{x) > h at all points of Nf{xo)E.

To prove the converse, let /i be a number less than /(xo). By
hypothesis, there is a positive e such that/(x) > h on Ne{xo)E. Hence

We(/; Xo) ^ h, and by 6.1

lim inf /(x) ^ h.
X—>xo

Here h is any number less than/(xo), so by 5.2

lim inf /(x) ^ f{xo).
X—xo

This completes the proof.

7.4. If f{x) is lower semi-continuous on E and g{x) is upper semi-

continuous on E, then the set G consisting of those points x of E at which

g{x) < f(x) is open relative to E, and the set C consisting of those points x

of E at which f(x) ^ g(x) is closed relative to E.

We shall prove G open relative to E] then, since C = E — G,

it will follow by 2.6 that C is closed relative to E. Let Xo be a point of

G
;
we must show that there is a positive number 7 such that (xo)E dG.
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Since Xq is in G, we have/(a:o) > gixo), so there is a number h such that

f(xo) > h > gixo). By 7.3, there are positive numbers e, 6 such that

f(x) > h for all x in Ne{xo)E and h > g(x) for all x in N5 {xo)E, Let y

be the smaller of e and 5. For every x in Ns{xo)E we then have

f(x) > h > g(x), so all such x are in G. That is, Ny{xo)E CZG, com-

pleting the proof.

7.6.

If K is a collection of functions f{x) defined and lower semi--

continuous on F, and for each x in E we define g{x) to he sup [f{x) I

f in K}, then g(x) is lower semi-continuous on E. Likewise^ if K is a

collection of functions f(x) defined and upper semi-continuous on E, and

for each x in E we define h{x) to be inf {f{x) \finK}, then h(x) is upper

semi-continuous on E.

We prove the first part; the second part is obtained by changing

signs and using 7.2. Let xo be in E, and let h be any number less than

gixo). By the definition of g{xo) there is a function /(a:) in the collec-

tion K such that f(xo) > h. By 7.3 there is a positive e such that

f(x) > h for all x in N^(xq)E. Since g(x) ^ f{x) by definition, it is

also true that g{x) > h for all x in Nt(xo)E. By 7.3, this proves that

g(x) is lower semi-continuous at xq. Since xq is an arbitrary point of

Ej this implies that g(x) is lower semi-continuous on E.

Exercise. In order that f{x) shall be lower semi-continuous

on E, it is necessary and sufficient that for every constant c, the set

\x
I
f{x) ^ c}E he closed relative to E.

7.6. If /i(x), • •

*
,
fn{x) are defined and lower semi-continuous

on E, and f{x) = inf {fi{x), •
•

*
, fn{x)]j then f{x) is lower semi-

continuous on E, If pi(a:),
* *

*
,
gn{x) are upper semi-continuous on

E, and g{x) — sup
^
gn{x)}, then g{x) is upper semi-con-

tinuous on E.

We prove the first statement; the second follows by change of

sign. Let Xo be a point of E, and let /i be a number less than /(xo).

Then h < fi{xo) for f = 1,
• •

•

,
n, so for each i there is (by 7.3)

an ex > 0 such that/t(x) > h on Nei{xo)E. If e is the smallest of the

then fi{x) > h for all x in Nfx)E and all i. One of these /x(x)

(the least) is equal to /(x), so /(x) > h for x in Nfxo)E. This is true

for all h < /(xo), so by 7.3 /(x) is lower semi-continuous.

Exercise. There is a strong resemblance between Theorems 7.5

and 7.G on semi-continuous functions and Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 on

relatively open and closed sets. With the help of the preceding

exercise, show that 7.5 and 7.G can be deduced from 2.8 and 2.9.

7.7. If /(x) and g{x) are both upper semi-coniinuous on E, and

neither one takes on the value + <x
>

,
then /(x) + p(x) is upper semi-
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continuous on E. If f(x) and g{x) are both lower semi-continuous on

and neither one takes on the value — then f(x) + g{x) is lower semi-

continuous on E,

We prove the first statement; the second follows by change of sign.

Let Xo be any point in EE\ We can not have lim sup f{x) = + oo
,
for

this would imply f{xf) ^ lim f{x) = oo, contrary to hypothesis.
X—*Xo

A similar statement applies to gix). Therefore we may use 4.2 and

6.12 to obtain

/(^o) + g{X(i) ^ lim sup f{x) + lim sup g{x)
x-->a:o

§ lim sup (J{x) + g{x)).

This proves that /(a:) + g{x) is upper semi-continuous.

7 .8 . If f(x) and g{x) are both lower semi-continuous and non-negative,

then f(x)g{x) is also lower semi-continuous. If f{x) and g{x) are both

upper semi-continuous and non-negative^ and there is no point x in

E at which one of them is oo and the other 0, then f{x)g{x) is upper

semi-continuous.

Suppose them both lower semi-continuous and ^ 0
,
and let Xo

be a point of EE'. If either f{xo) or g(xo) is 0, then f{xf)g{xf) = 0.

Then f{x)g{x) is necessarily lower semi-continuous at xo, for f{x)g{x)

^ 0, so that

lim Mf{x)g(x) ^ 0 == f{xo)g(xQ),
X—>xo

If neither one is 0, then/(a:o) > 0 and gixo) > 0. Let h be any number
less than f(xQ)g(xQ). We can find positive numbers hi < fixo) and

h 2 < g(xo) such that hih^ > h. By 7.3, there are positive numbers e,

5 such that f{x) > hi, for all x in N^{xo)E and g(x) > h^ for all x in

N&{xo)E. If 7 is the smaller of e and 5, then for all x in Ny(xo)E both

inequalities hold, so that

f(x)g{x) > hih% > h

for all such x. By 7.3, this implies that f{x)g{x) is lower semi-continu-

ous.

Suppose now that f{x) and g{x) are upper semi-continuous, and
that we never have f{x) = oo where g(x) = 0 or vice versa. Let xo

be any point of EE'. If one of the factors mfixo)g(xo) is oo
,
the other

is positive, so

f{xf)g{xo) = 00 ^ \im s\x\) f{x)g(x).
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Otherwise, both f(xo) and gizo) are finite. We can now repeat the

proof of the first part of the theorem, reversing all inequalities.

Exeecise. a function is sometimes called continuous in the

generalized sense’’ if it satisfies the definition at the beginning of

§7 except for the requirement of finiteness. Let <p{t) be continuous

in the generalized sense and monotonic increasing on the set — oo ^ t

^ oo
. If J(x) is defined and lower [upper] semi-continuous on E, so

is (p{f{x)). If <p{t) is continuous and monotonic decreasing on — oo ^ i

^ 00
,
then if f(x) is defined and lower [upper] semi-continuous on

<p(f{x)) is defined and upper [lower] semi-continuous on E. From
this we can deduce 7.2. Also, if we let (p{t) = log ^ (0 < ^ < oo),

<p(t) = —00 ^ 0), <p{cc) — 00
,
we can deduce 7.8, except for the

case in which one factor is 0 and the other is oo

.

7.9. If jix) is defined and lower semi-continuous on E, and there is a

constant M such that fix) ^ M for all x in Ej then it is possible to find a

sequence of functions <piix)j <p2 ix), •
•

*
,
each defined and continuous on

the whole space Rq, such that M ^ <pi(x) ^ (p^ix) g (psiz) ^ • •
• for

all x in Rq and lim <pnix) = fix) for all x in E, Likewise, if fix) is
71-4 00

upper semi-continuous and fix) S M, there are functions i^nix) continu-

ous on Rq such that M ^ ^kiix) ^ ^2 ix) ^ • for all x in Rq and

lim i^nix) == fix) for all x in E.
n—>

«

Again the second statement follows from the first by change of

sign. For ra = 1, 2,
• •

• and all x in Rg we define

<Pnix) = inf {/(£) -b n
I 1

X, X
1 I 1

x in E}.

Clearly /(x) + | |

x, x
1 | ^ /(x) + (n + 1) | 1

x, x
1 |

for all x, so by

5.4 ^„(x) g <pn+iix). Also, (pn{x) ^ inf f{E) ^ M. Let xi and xj be

any points of Rg. For every x in we have

fix) + 1 1
Xi, X 11 ^ /(x) + n(

1 I
Xi, xj

I I + 1 I

X2, X
I 1 )

= (/(x) -f « M xj, X
1 1 ) + re

1 1
Xi, X2

1 1

So by 5.4

(PniXl) g <fin{Xi) + re
1 1

Xl, X2
I 1

.

Interchanging Xi and Xi, we get Vnixi) g <p„(xi) + re
1 |

xi, xs
1 1

.

Therefore
1
^„(xi) - ^.(xa)

|
^ re

| 1
Xi, X 2 1 1,

which proves that ^„(x)

is continuous on all of R,.

Finally, let Xo be a point in E] we must show that (Pnixf) ^/(xo).

Let h be any number less than /(xo). By 7.3 there is an e > 0 such

that fix) > h for all x in A.(xo)£. Now choose a number reo large
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enough so that M Uoe > h. If n > no, then in the expression

S{x) + n
\ \

Xq, X
\ \

either
| 1

xo, ^
1 I
^ € or ^ is in Ne{xo)E. In the

first case, fix) + n
| |

rro, x
\ \
^ M + ne > M noe > h. In the

second case, /(^) -h n
1 |

a:o,
| 1 ^ /(x) > hhy the choice of e. Thus

A is a lower bound forf{x) + n
| |

xo, x
| 1 ,

and by definition <pn{xo) ^ h.

Since n was any number greater than no, this implies* lim (pnixf) ^ h.
n—> w

But h was any number < /(xo), so by 5.2 lim (pnixf) ^ /(xo).
n—> 00

On the other hand, in the definition of ipnixo) we can take x = o^o,

because xo is in E. So one possible value of fix) + n
| |

xo, x
| j

is

/(xo), and ^n(xo) ^ /(xo). Since this is true for all n, we have

lim ^n(xQ) S /(xo). This, with the preceding inequality, proves
n—V 00

<^n(xo) ~^/(xo), and completes the proof of our theorem.

7.10. Corollary. If f{x) is defined and lower semi-continuous on E,

and there is a constant M such that fix) ^ M for all x in E, there is a

function g(x) defined and lower semi-continuous on the whole space such

that g(x) = fix) for all x in E.

Let {<^n(x)} be the sequence of functions of 7.9, and define gix) =
lim (pnix). The limit exists, because (piix) g ip2 ix) ^ ;

it is

n-^ «

lower semi-continuous, by 7.5; and it coincides with/(x) far all x in E,

by 7.9.

8 . There are several classes of functions which distinguish them-

selves by their usefulness in one branch or another of analysis. One
such class, important in the present connection, is the class of mono-
tonic functions (cf. §6). A peculiarly important property of these

functions will later tu'rn out to be that (in a sense which can be made
quite precise) they are almost everywhere continuous and almost

everywhere have a derivative, the latter property not being shared by
all continuous functions.

We often wish to add and subtract functions; but the difference of

two monotonic functions (e.g., and x) may not be monotonic.

Hence another class assumes importance—the class of functions which

are sums or differences of monotonic functions. The principal object

of this section is to show that this class is the same as the class of func-

tions of bounded variation which we now define.

Let us suppose that fix) is defined and finite-valued on an

interval I = [a, h]. We subdivide I by means of a finite number of

points ai, where u = ao < ai < • *
• < an = h, and form the sum

* The limit exists; see the exercise after 6.8.
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n — 1

2)
1
/(«i+i) “ /(^i)

I

• The sup of this sum for all subdivisions of I is

i = 0

called the total variation of / over /, and is denoted by If T/[I]

is finite we say that f{x) is of hounded variation (abbreviated is

on /.

Before proceeding with the theory we shall give an example of a

function which is continuous but has not limited total variation. Such
a function is f(x) = x cos (tt/x), 0 < a: ^ 1

;
/(O) = 0 . For if we

choose the ai to be 0, 1/n, l/(n — 1),
• •

• 1, we find

I
f{oci+i) — /(a.)

I

=

. _|_

cos mr

n

cos 2t cos ir

cos {n — l)7r

n — I

cos mr
n

+ + 1
;

and since this is greater than a partial sum of the divergent series

2) 1/n, the sup is oo

.

We verify at once that every function which is finite-valued and

monotonic on an interval I == [a, h] is of BV, Suppose to be specific

that/(a:) is monotonic increasing; then for every subdivision a = ao <
• •

• < an = ?> we have

2
I

- f(ad I

= - fM)
=m - Ka).

Hence /(6) — /(a) is the common value of all the sums, and is therefore

their sup, Tf[I].

An easy consequence of the definition is

8 . 1 . If f(x) and g{x) are of BV on I, and jjl and y are finite constants,

then h{x) = + yQ{x) is of BV on I.

For if u == ao < < * *
’ < an = 6 is a subdivision of I, then

S
I

h{ai+i) — /i(ai)
I

= S
1
^/(ai+i) + yg{ai+i) — f^f(ai) — ygia,)

1

= 2
I
^[/(ai+i)-— f(oii)] + y[g{ai^i) — g{ai)] j

^ 1 M 1 2 |/(o:/+i) - f(oci)
I

-+-
1 7 1

2
1
g{ai^i) - gi^i) 1

^ u 1
TAI] + 1 7 1

TAH

In particular, the difference of two monotonic functions is of BV.

8 .2 . If a = ao < ai < • *
* < an = ^ is a subdivision of the

interval I: a x ^ 13
,
and a = jSo < 01 < * *

• < ^ 'is a finer

subdivision (that is, a subdivision which includes all the points among

the 0y), then

2
1
/(A+i) - m) 1^21 /(a,_,i) -- /(ad

1

.

For each interval a,; ^ x ^ ai4.i is subdivided into a number of

intervals ai = Pk < ' *
* < 0a = ai+i; and from the equation
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(m+i) -m)) + im+d -m+i)) + • •
• +

= /(“i+i) - /(a.)

we have the inequality

D l/(ft-+i) - /(ft) 1 ^ l/(“.+l), - /(«•)
1

j^k

Adding the inequalities for i = 0, 1,
• *

•
,
n 1, we obtain the

desired result.

If I is the interval a ^ a: ^ j3, it is sometimes convenient to use the

symbol T/la^ p] to denote Tf[I]. For completeness, we define T/[a, a]

= 0. With this notation, we state

8.3. If then Tf[a^ y] + T/ly, = Tf[a, 13].

If oj == 7 or 7 = the result reduces to an obvious identity.

Otherwise, let A, fc, Z, be numbers less than Ts[a, 7], Tf[y, /3], Tf[a, fi]

respectively. Then we can subdivide (a, 7 ) by points ft, and (7 , 13) by
points 7 i, and (a, I3) by points 6t, in such a way that

(a) /i< S |/(/3.-+x) - m) I
g TAcc, y],

ih) k < L\f(y,+^) -f(y,)\ ^ T;[y,P],

(c) Z < 2 |/(a,+i) -/(5,)
I
g

Now take all the points ft, y{, 5,- together, and re-name them a:o(= a),

ai, •••,««,(= 7),
•••

, an(= /3), from left to right. Then these

points provide a finer subdivision than those in (a), (b), and (c); and

so by 8.2

{e) h < ^ \f{a,+0 -fM\ ^ TAa,y],
t = 0

if) ^ |/(a.+0 -/(«,)! ^ Tr[y,^],

(g) 1<"X l/(«i+i) -/(“O I
^ T;[a,^].

1 = 0

But the sums in (e) and (/) add to give the sum in (g). Hence

h + k < Tj[a, ft and I < TA<x, 7] + TAy, /?].

Replacing h, /c, I by their upper bounds, as we may by 5.2,

Tf[aj y] + Tf[y, g Tf[a^ /3]

and

TjW, ^ Tf[a, 7 ] + Tf[y, 0],

establishing the equality.
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This theorem can be extended readily, by induction, to any finite

number of intervals. One of its consequences is

8 .4 . If f{x) is of BV on 7
,
it is also of BV on every interval contained

in 7.

For let 7 be the interval a ^ x ^ Then

Tf[a, g Tf[a, a] + Tfla, + Tf[p, h] = Tf[a, 6].

A trivial consequence of the definition of total variation is the

inequality

8 .6 . \m^f(a)\
For Tf[a, /3] is by definition not less than 2

|
/(cni+i) — f{ai)

|

for

any subdivision of the interval [a, ^], and in particular for the sub-

division in which ao — a and on = i6 and there are no other at.

We can now prove

8 .6. If f(x) is of BV on 7
,
then there exist monotonic increasing

functions p{x)j n{x) such thatf{x) — p{x) — n{x).

Define p(x) = i(T/[a, x] + /(a:)), n(x)'= p(x) — f{x). That/(a;) =
p{x) -- n{x) is obvious. We must show that p and n are monotonic

increasing. Consider any two numbers a and > a in L Then by

8.3 and 8.5

p(/3) - p(a) - UTAa, fi] - Tf[a, a] +/(/3) - f(a))

-f{a)\} ^0.

Also,

«(|S) - n{a) = p(i3) - p(a) - /(^) -f /(a)

= UTAa,^] - T;[a, a] -m +/(a))

- \m) ^ 0 .

Hence both p and n are monotonic increasing, and the theorem is

proved.

Taking this in conjunction with the remark after 8.1, we see that

a function f{x) is of BV on 7 if and only if it is the difference of two

monotonic functions.

9 . As we mentioned in the first paragraph of §8, the function of RF
will later be shown to have a derivative at all points with relatively few

exceptions. But it does not follow that such a function is the integral

of its derivative. For this to be the case, we shall later find that the

function must satisfy a certain condition called absolute continuity.

A function /(a:), defined and finite on an interval 7, is absolutely con-

tinuous (henceforth abbreviated AC) if to every positive number e there

corresponds a 5 > 0 such that 2 |/(jSi) — f(ai)
|

< e for all finite
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collections of non-overlapping subintervals of I with total length

less than b. (Intervals in Ri are non-overlapping if they have at

most end points in common.) It follows at once that if the collection

consists of a single interval /i = (ai, /3i) of length /5i — ai < then

|/(/3i) — /(ai)
I
< c, so that an AC function is also uniformly con-

tinuous, and therefore is continuous. The converse is not true; for

in a moment we shall prove that every function which is AC is of R7,
while in §8 we gave an example of a continuous function which was

not of BV.
Let us begin by proving

9.1. Ij jix) is AC on an interval"^ [u, b], then it is of BV,
By hypothesis, j{x) is AC on the interval [a, ?>]. So by definition,

there is a 5 such that S
|
/(/5i) — f{ai)

1
< 1 whenever 2 (ft ~ af) < 6,

the intervals {ai, ft) being non-overlapping. We insert a finite

number of points u == Co < < C2 * *
• < Cn ~ b between a and b

in such a way that Ci+i — Ci < 5. We notice that if the interval

[Ci, Ci+il be subdivided in any way by points aa = Ci < ax < • • •

< ak — Ct+i, then Xia^+x — aj) = d+x — Ct < 5, so by the choice of

8 we have 2 \f{aj+x) ~ /(«/) |
< 1. Thus Tf[ci, d+i] ^ 1. Applying

8.3,

Tf[a, t>] = T/[co, Cl] + • •
• + Tf[Cn-^x, Cn] ^ n.

Hence Tf[a, 6] is finite, as was to be proved.

Obviously the converse of this is false; a function can have BV
and not be continuous at all. But it might be suspected that a

continuous function which has BV is necessarily absolutely continu-

ous. This too is false. For we can give an example of a function

which is finite, continuous and monotonic increasing (and therefore

certainly of BV)^ and yet is not AC. This example is not quite

trivially easy to construct, but it is important enough to justify some
effort.

We begin with the interval [0, 1], and imagine that we blacken

the middle third, (i, -1). This interval we call —the reason for the

strange notation will appear in a moment. If we remove 1^ from [0, 1]

we leave two white intervals, [0, i] and [f ,
Ij. We blacken the (open)

middle third of each of these and name the new black intervals /j and

1
1

respectively. Removing these new black intervals leaves four

white intervals; we blacken the middle third of each, name the new
black intervals /j, /f, in order from left to right, and continue

this process. The original interval had length 1; after removing the

* Recall the conventions as to round and square brackets adopted in §2.
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first black interval, the remainder had total length after removing

the next two black intervals, the remainder had total length (|)^, and

so on; after removing the n-th set of black intervals, the remainder has

total length (|)^.

Now we define a function fi{x) which is constant on each black

interval, and has on the interval Irir - m/2^') the value ?n/2". This

function is defined only on the black intervals; to extend it to all x in

[0, 1] we define /(O) = 0 and for the remaining points /(x) — sup

{fi(0 1 ? ^ III particular, /(I) = 1. If x happens to be in a

black interval we readily see that/(x) = Also, f{x) is monotonic

increasing by 5.3; for if we increase x we increase the class of numbers

/i(^) of which f{x) is the sup. We next show that/(a;) is continuous.

Let Xq be any point of [0, 1] and e an^^ positive number; we must
exhibit an open interval (a, fi) containing Xq such that \f(x) — f{xo)

|

< € whenever x is in (a, 13). If xo happens to be in a black interval

this is easy, since we have only to take (a, /3) to be the black interval

containing Xo, and/(x) will be constant on (ck, /3). Otherwise, choose

n large enough so that 2~^ < e, and consider the n-th stage of sub-

division of [0, 1]. The point Xo will lie in a white interval of this

subdivision. The black intervals nearest to Xo on left and right

respectively will be Ip and Ig, where p = m/2^ and q = (m + l)/2”.

Choose a point a in Ip and a point in I q. Then by the definition,

f[a) = fi{a) = m/2^ and = fi(P) = (m + l)/2'‘. For all points

X between a and /3, and in particular for Xo itself, we shall have /(a)

^ /(x) S f(P), since /(x) is monotonic; and therefore

I
/(a;) - /(a;o)

1
S fifi)

-
/(«) = 1/2” < «.

Thus /(x) is proved continuous.

It remains only to show that /(x) is not absolutely continuous.

We do this by showing for a certain €, namely 6 = 1, there is no

5 > b such that 2
| /(/3d — /(ad

|

< e whenever 2(jSi — ad < 5.

Let 5 be any positive number, and let the white intervals of the n-th

stage of subdivision be denoted by [ai, j^i],
* •

•
,

[ap, /3p], where

ai = 0 and = 1. We have already seen that the total length of

these intervals, 2(/3t — ad, has the value (|)'^, and we choose n large

enough so that this is less than 6. Now the interval {I3i, a,+i) is a

black interval, and/(x) is constant on black intervals; so /(/3d = f(ai^i).

Therefore

I
- /(«)) = I (m) -

/(«.)) + (/(«.+i) - m))

= /(^p) =/(l) -/(O) = 1.
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Hence the sum 2
|

— f{ai)
|

is equal to 1, although the total length

of the intervals [cki, /3i] is equal to (f)" < 5; so f{x) is not absolutely

continuous.

Returning now to the theory of AC functions, we wish to prove

9.2. If fix) and gix) are both AC on the interval [a, 5], then so are

cfix) (c a finite constant), fix) ± gix), and fix)gix)] and so is l/fix),

(f /(^) 5*^ 0-

We shall prove only the statement about fix)gix); the proofs of

the other three are similar. Since / and g are continuous, they are

bounded;* say
| / |

^ M and
\ g \

^ N. Let [on, /3i],
• •

•
,

[an, |(3n]

be non-overlapping intervals in [a, b]; then

^\m)gm -fiaMai)
I

= 2 \fimgm - qM)
+ gioii)(m) - fiai))

I
^ M2

I giPd ^ giai)
|

+ Nx\m) i.

Since/, g are AC we can find a 5 > 0 such that whenever 2il3i — ai) < 8

the first sum on the right is less than e/2M and the second less than

€/2N, Then the sum on the left is less than e, proving that fg is AC.
A class of AC functions, which, among other virtues, has the

property of being easily recognized, is the class of Lipschitzian func-

tions. A function fix) defined on an intervalf [a, b] is said to be

Lipschitzian, or to satisfy a Lipschitz condition, if there is a constant M
such that

1
fixi) — fix 2) \

^ M
\
Xi — X 2

\

for all xi and X 2 in [a, 6]. If

/ satisfies this condition, then for any set of intervals [ai, /3i],
• *

•
,

[an, jSn] in [a, 6] we have

^
I m) “ fidi)

1
^ 2ikr

I ft
~ a.-

1

= MS(ft ~ a,);

so the sum on the left is less than e if 2 (ft — ai) is less than 8 = e/M.

A still more special class is the class of functions defined and

having a continuous derivative on a closed interval [a, b]. For if

fix) is such a function, then/'(x) is bounded (say \f'ix)
|
g M), since

it is continuous. Then by the theorem of mean value, for each pair

Xi and X 2 ^ Xi of numbers in [a, b] there is an x between Xi and X 2

such that/(r 2) — fixi) — ix 2 — Xi)fix). Therefore

1
/(^2) - fixi)

1
^ M

\

X2 - Xi
\

.

* Cf. Courant’s Differential and Integral Calculus, (English edition), p. 63,

or see the first exercise in §7.

t This definition applies equally well to a function fix) defined on a set E
in Rq if we replace

\
Xi — X 2

|

by
| [

Xi ~ a; 2
1

|. The function 'd{x) of §5, p. 26,

is thus Lipschitzian.
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Suppose that g{x) is defined on [a, 6] and takes on values in [a, j3],

that is a ^ ^ j8; and suppose that/ly) is defined on {a, /3]. Then

j{g{x)) is defined on [a, b]. From the fact that f{g{x)) is continuous

whenever / and g are continuous one might be tempted to surmise

that figix)) is AC whenever / and g are AC. This is not true. * How-

ever, we can prove the following theorem.

9.3. Let g{x) be defined and AC on an interval [a, 5], and let the values

of g{x) lie in an interval [a, 0\. Let f{y) be AC on [ce, /S]. If either one

of the two conditions

(i) g{x) monotonic,

(ii) f{y) Lipschitzian

is satisfied, then f{g{x)) is AC on the interval [a, 5],

Suppose first that g is monotonie. Let e be an arbitrary positive

number. Since f{y) is AC, there is a positive number j such that if

ivi, fi)) im, ti),
•

•
, {vp, fp) is a set of non-overlapping subintervals

of [a, |8] with 2(fi - r}i) < y, the sum 2 |/(fi) - fim) 1

is less than e.

Since g{x) is AC, there is a positive 5 such that if (ai, fif), -
,

(ap, /3j) are non-oveflapping subintervals of [a, 5] with 2(/3i — ai) < 5,

the sum 2
| g{^,) — g{ai)

j

is less than y. But if g{x) is monotonic

increasing the intervals g{^i)) are non-overlapping, and if g{x)

is monotonic decreasing the intervals {g{^i), g{oc,)) are non-overlapping-

In either case, by the choice of y we have 2
|
f{g{^i)) — /(?(«<)) 1

< e,

so that /(^(a:)) is AC.

Suppose next that f{x) is Lipschitzian, with Lipschitz constant M.

Let 6 be a positive number. Since gix) is AC, there is a 6 such that if

(ai, )3i),
• •

•
,

{ap, |8p) is a set of non-overlapping subintervals of

[a, b] with 2(|3i - a;) < 8, the sum 2
|
p(/3i) - g{ai)

\

is less than

6/M. But then by the Lipschitz property

^l/W)) -*(«.))

and so f{g{x)) is AC.

* For an example, see Caratheodory, Vorlesungen ilher reelle Funktionen^

p. 554.



CHAPTER II

The Lehesgue Integral

10. The starting point in our definition of integral is the idea of

the volume of an interval. If / is a closed interval ^ ^
i = 1,

• •

•
, 5 ,

we define the volume Al of the interval I to be

- a(
2
))

. .
.

(^c^) _ If the interval I is partly

closed or open, that is if some or all of the signs ^ in the definition of

I are replaced by < ,
we still use the same definition for AL From

this definition it is easily seen that

10.1. (a) For every interval 7, Al is finite and non-negative, and is

the same as Al.

(b) If a closed interval I is the union of two closed non-overlapping

intervals h, I2
,
then Al — Ali + Ah.

There is a very definite reason for singling out these two properties

of AL In Chapter V we shall introduce a new definition of a function

Al, not the same as the one here considered, but nevertheless satisfying

10.1(a) and 10.1(6). So every theorem on integration which uses no

properties of Al except these two will necessarily be true for the Al in

Chapter V, and can be used there without repetition of proofs. In

preparation for Chapter V, therefore, we shall mark with an ‘'s’'

each theorem which uses no property of Al other than 10.1(a) and

10.1(6), and shall omit the “s” from the others.

From 10.1 it follows at once that if 7 is a degenerate interval,

Al = 0. For by 10.1(a) we may as well suppose 7 closed; otherwise

we could replace it by its closure, which is also degenerate. Then I

is the union of the non-overlapping intervals 7 and 7, so by 10.1(6)

we have 2A7 = Al, and Al must be 0.

10.2s. Let I be a closed interval, and let li,
• '

'
, h be non-over-

lapping closed intervals whose sum is L Then

t A/, = A7.

j = i

Before beginning the proof, we wish to remark that in it we shall

not make any use of the non-negativeness of AL
The intervals 7, h are defined by inequalities

7: S ^ (z = 1,
• •

*

, q),

li- af ^ g 5j’> {i = I,
, q;j = I,

,
n).

52
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For each value of 2 (i = 1,
• •

•
, q) we arrange the numbers

hf in ascending order, rejecting repetitions. We thus obtain

numbers

aO) = < (jO) = {^(0^

Consider now the aggregates of intervals

(*) Jk- 4'’ g a:« ^ 4*].i {i = I,
,
q]k = 0, , Hi - 1).

These are closed, and their sum is L We now show that XAJk = A/.

This is evident if the consist of the numbers alone, for then

there is but one interval Jk and it is I itself. Suppose the equation

satisfied whenever there are m numbers we will show it still

satisfied when there are w + 1 of them. From the m + 1 numbers
we discard one which is not an or a say to be specific the

number Correspondingly we construct the intervals analogous

to (*); these consist of the intervals (*) themselves, except that those

of the intervals (*) whose defining inequalities involve c[^'^ are missing

and in their place we have the intervals (**)

(**) g
‘ 4> g S 4+1 (i = 2,

•
•

, q] k = 0, ,
n,- - 1).

Each of the intervals in (**) is the sum of exactly two of the intervals

rejected from (*), namely

^4^1 (f = 2,
• •

•
, g; fc = 0,

• •
•

,
n. - 1)

and

41 ^ ^ ^ 4+1 (i = 2
,

*
‘ /c == 0

,

• •
•

,
rii ~ 1 ),

and these intervals are non-overlapping. By 10.1(5), the sum of the

A’s is the same whether or not we include among the points of

division, so even with the m + 1 points we still have SAJa: = A/.

If 7; is any one of the intervals given in the statement of the

theorem, it contains some (or none) of the /*; these we denote by

(*s|c*) Ji.l) Jj,2)
’ ’

J Ji,TnU')>

By the same proof just given for I itself, we have

rnU)

^ A/ j,h
— Alj.

A = 1
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It is easy to see that if an interval Jk has an interior point in an interval

/j, it is entirely contained in Ij. Since the Ij are non-overlapping, no

Jk is contained in two different Ij, and so the list (%*) contains no

repetitions. Moreover, each Jk is contained in some Ij, for if x is an

interior point of Jk it is in some Ij, hence Jh is contained in Ij. That

is, the list (%*) consists of all the intervals Jk without repetitions.

Hence

n _ m{j)

D I t
1

-*

With the preceding equation, this establishes the theorem.

A corollary is

10.3s. If an interval I {open, dosed or partly dosed) is the sum of

non-overlapping intervals h, In, then A/ = A7i + • • •

-f- AJ„.,

For by 10.1 we know that A/ = A/ and A/,- = AJj, where I

Ij are the closures of I, I, respectively (that is, the intervals I, I, plus

their respective boundaries) . These closures are closed intervals, and

no two of the Ij have any common points except boundary points, so

by 10.2

A7 = A7 = SAJy = 2A7/.

The first class of functions which we shall integrate is the class of

step-fundions. A function s{x) is a ‘step-function if it is defined on an

interval 7 and is constant on each one of a finite set of disjoint intervals

whose sum is 7. Suppose then that s(x) is a step-function on 7, and

has the constant value Ck on each of the disjoint intervals 7*(fc = 1,

• •
*

,
n) whose sum is 7. We define

10.4s.
/

s{x) dx = ^ CkAlk-

The reason for marking the integral sign with a prime in the

definition is to avoid its confusion with other integrals later to be

defined; even when applied to step-functions these later (and more

widely useful) definitions will be conceptually different, and, unless

we drop the s" from certain theorems, may even be numerically

different.

Our first duty is to examine the self-consistency of this definition.

A step-function on 7 may be represented in many ways
;
for example,

if we decompose each interval Ik into h.x and Ik,^, and define s*(a:)

to be equal to Ck on both h.i and 7^,2, then s*(a:) is the same function

as s{x), but the intervals 7i,i, 7i,2, 72, i, 72.2,
* •

’
, 7n,i, 7n.2 used in
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representing it are not the same as /i, ,
In. We must show that

the integral of 5*(rr) is nevertheless the same as the integral of s(x).

10.6s. If s{x) is a step-function on I equal to Ck on hik = 1,
• •

•
,

7i), and s'(x) is a step-function on I equal to on Il^Qi I, •
•

•
,
m),

and s'{x) is identically equal to s{x), then

/;
s'ix)dx = f'

s(x) dx.

Each of the intersections fl is either an interval or empty.

Discard the empty intersections, and name the others Ji, * •
*

,
Jp.

Each Ji is contained in some Ik and is also contained in some J(. On
Ik the function s{x) is constant; define a{x) to be constantly equal to

s{x) on Ji. Then a{x) = s{x) — s'{x). Consider any one, k, of the

integers 1,
• •

•
,

n. The interval Ik is parted into disjoint sub-

ntervals • •
•

, /z,; so Mk = SA/z,-, by 10.3, and

s

Cki^Ik = 2/

Adding these equations member by member for A: = 1,
• •

•
,

n,

the sum on the left is s{x) dx. On the right the /z. add up to /, so

by definition the sum on the right is a{x) dx. Hence

s(x) dx = c(x) dx.

In exactly the same way

s'(x) dx = cf(x) dx,

and our theorem is proved.

We shall need just three simple theorems on the integrals of step-

functions.

10.6s. Let Si(x) and S 2 (x) be step-functions on an interval I and let k

he a finite constant. Then

(a) ksi(x) dx - k Si{x) dx;

(b)
jj

(si(a:) + S2 (x)) dx = ^ Si{x) dx + S 2W dx]

(c) if Si(x) ^ S 2ix) for all x in I, then

Si{x) dx ^ S2 ix) dx.
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As we saw in proving 10.5, there is a partition /i,
• •

*
, Ji oi 1

such that each of the functions Si(x)j S2(x) is constant on each interval

Jh. Suppose that on Jh the functions Si(x), S 2 {x) have the values

Ch\ respectively. Then Si{x) + S2 (x) = on Jh, and

,
i i i

f {si{x) + S2{x)) dx = ^ ^ cPAJi + ^

=
Jj.

Si{x) dx + S2(x) dx.

r' ^ ^ r
Also

/
ksi{x) dx = ^ (fccP^A/J — k ^ = k Si(x) dx. If

Si{x) S S 2 {x), then g for each i. So by this and 10.1(a),

f si(x) dx = ^ ^ ^ = / $2 (x) dx.

10.7s. Let s{x) be a step-junction on a closed interval /, and let 7i,

' •
'

,
In be non-overlapping closed intervals such that Ji U J 2 U • * •

U Jn = 7. Then

V ^ s{x) dx = s(x) dx.

As before, we may suppose that s{x) is constant and equal to Ck

on intervals Ji, *
•

*

,
Ji, where each Jh is contained in one of the

intervals Ij. We suppose that the Jh are numbered in such a way that

J/i is in 7i if /i = 1,
• •

•

,
/ii, Ja is in 72 if + 1,

* •
•

,
h 2 ,

' '

‘
,

Jh is in Inii h = An-i + 1,
* •

•

,
/in (here hn = 1). Then

I

/ s(x) dx = CkAJh

” S + 2) ^hAJ

h

+ * *
‘ + ^ CkAJh = X 5(‘^) dx.

In order to state the next theorem we need the concept of trans-

lation of a function.

10.8s. Let h — ' *
*

,
be a q-tuple of real numbers. If E

is a set in R q, its translation is defined to he the set

• •
•

, I

- h^'\ •
•

•
,

m E\.

If fix) is a function defined on E^ its translation f'^Jx) is the function

defined on by the equation

f^Kx) =fix^^^ - * •
•

,
(x in E^^^).
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Suppose then that we have some sort of integration process which

assigns an integral to each one of a certain class of functions. The
integral will be said to be invariant under translation if, whenever /(a;)

is integrable over is also integrable over for all sets

and the two integrals are equal.

We can now state our next theorem. (Observe that it is not

marked with an

10.9. The integralf as defined in 10.4 fior step-functions, is invariant

under translation.

Given any interval I, it is evident from the second sentence of this

chapter that = A/ for all h. By definition 10.4 our theorem is

seen at once to be true.

11. The next stage which we desire to reach in our development

of the Lebesgue integral is the integration of continuous functions.

However, it costs us little additional effort to define the Riemann
integral, and we thereby show the pattern later to be used in defining

the Lebesgue integral. (See also page 383.)

11.1s. Let fix) he defined and hounded*' on a closed interval I.

Then the upper Darboux integral of f{x) over I is the inf of six) dx

for all step-functions six) ^ fix) on I, and the lower Darboux integral

of fix) over I is the sup of six) dx for all step-functions six) g fix)

on I:

{R) J^fix) dx = inf
I

s(a:) dx
\
six) ^

(R) Jjfix) dx = sup
I

s(a:) dx
1

s(x) ^ /(x)|-

If these upper and lower integrals are equal, fix) is Riemann integrable

over I, and its Riemann integral is

(R) jjix) dx = [R) J^fix) dx = (R) jj{x) dx.

We need only a few of the simplest properties of these integrals;

in fact, it would be sufficient for our purposes to establish these proper-

ties only for continuous functions fix).

11.2s. If fix) is defined and hounded on 1, then

(K) Jjix)dx^ (R) j^fix)dx.

* Although we include =0 and — 00 in our number system R*, we retain the

usual meaning for this expression; fix) is bounded on I if it has a finite upper

bound and a finite lower bound on /.
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Let a{x) be any step-function ^ J{x) on I. Then for every step-

function s{x) ^ f{x) on 1 we have s{x) ^ a-{x), so by 10.6(c)

s(x) dx ^ (t(x) dx.

Thus a{x) dx is a lower bound for the integrals s{x) dx, s{x)

^ fix), hence it does not exceed their inf:

(R) J^fix)dx ^ aix)dx.

This holds for all G{t) g fix), so it holds for the sup of the orix) dx:

(R) ff(x)dx ^ (R) J^f(x)dx.

11.3s. If (p{x) is continuous on a closed interval 7, it is Riemann
integraUe over I.

Let € be an arbitrary positive number. There is a positive number
6 such that

|
(pixi) — (pixf)

1
< e whenever xi and are both in 7 and

\\xi, :r 2
I 1
< 5 (cf. the first exercise in §7). We subdivide 7 into

disjoint subintervals /i,
* •

•

,
Jm of diagonal less than 8

,
and on

each subinterval Jk we assign to six) and Six) the respective values

inf (piJk) and sup <piJk)- Then

s(a:) ^ (pix) S S(x) and Six) — six) ^ e

for all X in 7. By 11.1 and 11.2,

s{z) dx ^ ^{x) dx ^ <p(x) dx g Six) dx.

With 10.6 and 10.4 this yields

0 g ^ (pix) dx — (pix) dx ^ iSix) — six)) dx ^ edx = €A7-

But the last number of this inequality is an arbitrary positive number,

since e is arbitrary; so the upper and lower integrals of <pix) are equal.

This establishes the theorem.

The next theorem is not needed until much later, but we establish

it because its proof is intimately related to that of 11.3.

11.4s. If I is a closed interval, there is a denumerable collection ©
of step-functions on 1 with the following property. To each positive

number a and each function ipix) continuous on 7 there corresponds a

function crix) of the class @ such that
|
(pix) — crix)

j
< a for all x in 7.
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The only property of the partitions of I into subintervals Jk

used in 11.3 was that for every 8 there must be a partition into intervals

of diagonal less than 5. Evidently a denumerable sequence of par-

titions is all that is needed; for instance, the first partition could

consist of I alone, and each later partition could be obtained by
bisecting the sides of the preceding partition. For each partition we
construct the step-functions which are constant and rational-valued

on the intervals of the partition; these are denumerable by 3.3 and 3.4,

and the aggregate @ of all step-functions for all partitions used is

also denumerable by 3.2. In the proof of 11.3 we suppose e = a/2;

then for the function s{x) which we constructed we have
]
s(x) — (p{x)

|

< a/2. On each interval we can approximate the value of s(x)

by a rational number to within less than a/2. This gives us a func-

tion of the class ® differing from (p by less than a.

11.6s. If f{x) and g{x) are both Riemann integrable over a closed

interval I and c is a finite constant, then

(a) c is Riemann integrable over I, and

(R) j^cdx = cAl;

(b) cf{x) is Riemann integrable over I, and

(R) cf{x) dx = c (R) dx;

(c) f(;x) + g(x) is Riemann integrable over I, and

{R) ^ {f{x) + g{x)) dx = {R) fjfM dx + (R) g{x) dx;

(d) if f{x) ^ 0, then

{R) j^f(x) dx ^0;

(e) if fix) ^ gix), then

(jR) l^f{x) dx ^ {R) J^gix) dx.

Since the constant function c is continuous, it is Riemann inte-

grable. Also, c is at the same time a step-function ^ c and a step-

function ^ c, so by 11.1

{R) J c dx ^ cdx S {R) c dx.

This, with 11.2, completes the proof of (a).
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Let S stand for the class of step-functions ^ /(x). If c < 0, the

class of step-functions S cf(x) is the class of functions C6(x) with s{x)

in S. So by 10.6 and 5.5

(R) cf{z) dx = sup cs(x) dx
|
s{x) in s|

= sup |c ^ s(x) dx
I

s(x) in sj

= c inf s(x) dx
|
s{x) in

= c - (R) dx = c- (R) dx.

In just the same way

(R) ^ cfix) dx = c- (R) l^fix) dx.

This establishes (b) if c < 0. If c > 0, then by the proof just com-
pleted (~c)/(x) is Riemann integrable, and so is (

— 1)[( — c)/(x)]; and

(R) f^cfix) dx = (R) I (-l)i-c)f(x) dx = -iR) i-c)f(x) dx

= c - (R) dx.

If c ~ Oj (5) is trivial (it reduces to (a) with c = 0).

Let € be any positive number.- There are step-functions Si(x),

S 2 {x) such that 5i(x) g /(x), S 2ix) ^ ^(x), and

Si(x) dx > (R) dx —

SjCx) dx > (R) ĵ g{x) dx — -•

Hence by 10.6

jj
(si(a:) + S2 (x)) > (R) dx + {R) g{x) dx - e.

But Si{x) + Siix) g f{x) 4- g{x), so by the definition 11.1 of the lower

integral of f{x) + g{x)

(R) (fix) + g{x)) dx > (R) jj{x) dx + {R) l^g(x) dx -
e.

This holds for every € > 0, so by 5.2

(^) I (fix:) + g(x)) dx S (R) J^f(x) dx + (R) g(x) dx.
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Similarly, using step-functions 5i(a:), Si(x) such that Si(x) S fix),

Siix) ^ g{x), we can establish

(R) I (fix) + gix)) dx ^ (R) j^Jix) dx + (R) gix) dx.

This with 11.2 establishes (c).

To establish {d)^ we observe that 0 is a step-function ^ /(a;). So

{R) dx ^ 0 dx ^ 0.

For (e) we have by (b), (c) and (d)

(R) jjix) dx - (R) gix) dx = (R) ^ (/(x) - gix)) dx ^ 0.

Let us specialize these results to continuous functions. For such

functions (p(x) we denote the integral of (p(x) by <p(x) dx, omitting

the (R) before the integral sign; and we shall call the integral the

“elementary integraF’ or “Cauchy integraF’ of (p(x). For such

functions we have already proved in 11.5 the following statements.

11.6s. Let the functions <p(x) and \f/{x) he continuous on a closed

nterval I, and let ki and k^he finite constants. Then

(a) j^kidx = kijM,

(b) {ki<p(x) + k<ii/{x)) dx — ki <p(x) dx + /c2 ^(x) dx,

(c) if <p{x) ^ t^hen (p{x) dx ^ ^(x) dx.

Two further properties of the elementary* integral will be needed.

11.7s. Let (p{x) he continuous on a closed interval I, and let Ii, 1 2 ,

• •
•

,
In he a 'partition of 1 into non-overlapping closed intervals. Then

” / f

£ //,
""

}i

Let e be any positive number. There are step-functions s(x), S(x)

such that s(x) S <^(x) ^ /S(x) and

<p(x) dx S(x) dx ^ (p{x) dx ^ s(x) dx > (p{x) dx

* They are also properties of the Rieniann integral.
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On each // it is still true that 5 (0:) ^ (p{x) ^ S{x)j so

/ S(x) dx
/

<p(x) dx '^
\ s{x) dx,

jij jij jij

Adding for j = 1,
• *

•
,
n, and using 10.7,

S{x) dx (p{x) dx ^ s{x) dx.

Hence the numbers j‘^<p(x)dx and 2 (p(x) dx are both between

S(x) dx and s(x) dx, which differ by less than 26; so

I
<p(x) dx — V

/
<p(x) dx < 2e.

I 1

This holds for every positive €, so by 5.2 the two are equal.

11.8. The elementary integral is invariant under translation.

Let (p{x) be continuous on a closed interval 7, and let h ==

• •
•

,
be any g-tuple. The translation is continuous on

j{h)^ jTqj^ positive € there are step-functions s(a:), S{x) such that

s{x) ^ ip{x) ^ S{x) and

(p{x) dx + e > S(x) dx ^ s{x) dx > (p{x) dx — e.

Then for the translation we have ^ (p^^'^{x) ^ S^^'^{x), while by
10.9

h,,
s('‘'(x) dx = six) dx,

= jisix) dx.

Thus the integral of over 7^'’^ is between the integrals of s and S
over 7, and by the preceding inequality

ip{x) dx — € < dx < J (fix) dx + €.

Since e is arbitrary, by 5.2 the integrals are equal.

12. If we wish to generalize the concept of integral, a very natural

attempt would be to define a new kind of upper and lower integral

by replacing step-functions by Riemann-integrable functions in the

definition 11.1. This attempt is a failure; the apparently new integral

thus obtained is merely the Riemann integral back again. Another
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possibility is this. If a function happens to be representable in the

form sup f2 {x)j *
*

* }, where the (denumerable) set

consists of functions which we can integrate, we could define the new
integral of f(x) to be the sup of the integrals of all those integrable

functions g{x) ^f(x). There are some serious defects in this, the

most obvious being that if f{x) can be integrated thus, it is not nec-

essarily true that —fix) can also be integrated. So this kind of

integration is not a desirable end in itself. Nevertheless, we shall

investigate it, not as an end in itself, but as a means to an end, just

as the integration of step-functions was a means to an end. For we
shall use the functions integrable by this somewhat primitive and
unsymmetrical method to replace the step-functions in 11.1; and we
shall find that the integral thus defined is a highly important general-

ization of the Riemann integral, being in fact the Lebesgue integral.

In one minor respect we shall depart from the program just sug-

gested. We suggested studying functions which were the upper

bounds of collections of Riemann-integrable functions. Instead, we
shall study the functions which are the upper bounds of collections

of continuous functions. In the end we lose no generality, and we
gain the advantage that the continuous functions are a simpler class

to handle than the Riemann integrable functions.

By 7.5, a function which is the sup of a collection of functions

continuous on a closed interval I is lower semi-continuous, and

obviously it is bounded below. Likewise, a function which is the inf

of a collection of functions continuous on I is upper semi-continuous

and is bounded above. So we now introduce the definition of the

next class of functions for which the process of integration wfill be

defined

:

12.1s. A function uix), defined on a closed interval 7, will he called a

U-function if (a) u(x) is lower semi-continuous on I, and (fe) uix) is

hounded helow; that is, there is a finite constant M such that uix) ^ M
for all x in I. Furthermore, a function lix), defined on a closed interval I

will he called an L-function if (a) it is upper semi-continuous on I, and

(h) it is hounded above.

Before discussing the integrals of these functions, we shall stop to

investigate a few of their properties.

12.2s. Let fix) he defined on the closed interval I. Then fix) is

continuous on I if and only if it is both a U-function and an L-function.

For if fix) is continuous, it is bounded both above and below, and

by 7.1 it is both upper and lower semi-continuous; so it is both a U-

and an L-function. Conversely, if fix) is both a, U- and an L-function,
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it is bounded both below and above, so it is finite. Also it is both

upper and lower semi-continuous, so by 7.1 it is continuous.

12.3s. If u(x) is a U-function and l(x) is an L-function, then if

0 ^ c < 00 the function c • u(x) is a U-function and c • l{x) is an

L-function; while if < c ^ 0 the function c • u(x) is an L-function

and c ' l{x) is a U-function.

There are finite numbers M, N such that u{x) ^ M and l(x) g N.

If c < 0, then c ' u{x) S cM and upper semi-continuous, and c ' l{x)

^ cN and lower semi-continuous, by 7.2; so c * u{x) is an L-function,

and c • l{x) is a U-function.

If c > 0, then we apply the result for c < 0 twice; —c • u{x) is an

L“function, so ( — l)(“-c)u(a;) is again a U-function. Similarly

c • Z(^) is an L-function.

If c = 0, then C'l(x) and c ' u(x) are both identically 0, so they are

both U-functions and both L-functions by 12.2.

12.4s. If the functions fi{x) y

•
•

'
, /n(^) cire all U-functions {or all

L-functions) on /, then the functions fi{x) -\-fi{x) + * *
* +/n(^),

sup {fi{x)y •
*

• ifn{x)] and mi {f\{x)y
• •

• ^fn{x)] are all U-functions

{or all L-functions).

Suppose that all the fi{x) are U-functions. Then they are lower

semi-continuous, and there are finite numbers Mi such that/i(x) ^ Mi.

By a simple induction, we learn from 7.7 that fi{x) + f2{x) + * * *

+ fn{x) is lower semi-continuous. By 7.5, sup lfi{x),
* •

•
, fn{x)}

is lower semi-continuous, and by 7.6 inf {/i(a:),
• •

•
, fn{x)} is lower

semi-continuous. Moreover,

/i(x) + • •
• +Mx) ^ Ml + • •

• + M.,

sup {/i(x),
• •

• ,/.(x)} ^ inf {fi{x)y
' •

• ,/n(x)(

^ inf {Ml, - •
•

,
Mn}.

Hence if the are U-functions, 12.4 is proved.

Next, suppose that the fi{x) are L-functions. Then the func-

tions “/i(x) are U-functions, and by the preceding paragraph so

are (-/i(x)) 4- (-/2 (x)) + • -
• + (-/^(x)), sup {(-/i(x)), •

•
,

(-/n(x))}, inf {(—/i(x)), • •
*

, (~-/n(x))}. But these functions are

the negatives of fi{x) + • •
* +/n(x), inf \fi{x)y •

•
•

, fn{x)] and
sup {fi{x), *

•
•

, fn{x)} respectively; so these last three functions

are all L-functions.

12.6s. If f{x) and g{x) are non-negative U-functions, so is f(x)g{x);

and if f{x) and g[x) are non-negative L-functions, so is f{x)g{x).

If / and g are U-functions, they are lower semi-continuous, so by
7.8 /(x)g(x) is lower semi-continuous. Since furthermore /(x)gf(x) ^ 0,

it is a U-function.
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If / and g are L-functions, then they are upper semi-continuous,

and there are finite numbers M, N such that/(x) g M and g{x) ^ N.

Then by 7.8 the product /(a;)g(x) is uppei semi-continuous. Moreover,

f{x)g{x) ^ MN, so it is an L-function.

12.6s. Iff{x) is the sup of a collection of U-functions, it is a U-func-
tion; and if it is the inf of a collection of L-functions, it is an L-function.

We prove the first statement; the second is obtained by changing

signs. Since f{x) is the sup of a collection of lower semi-continuous

functions, it is lower semi-continuous by 7.5. If g{x) is any function

of the collection, it is bounded below, say g{x) ^ M, because it is a

[/-function. So f{x), which is the sup of all functions of the collection,

is g(x) ^ M, Therefore f{x) is a [/-function.

Remark. The functions Un{x) ^ n, n = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • are all

continuous, therefore by 12.2 they are U- and L-functions. Hence

their sup, oo
^
is a [/-function and their inf, —

,
is an L-function.

12.7s. Corollary. If f(x) is the limit of an increasing sequence of

U-functions, it is a U-function, and if it is the limit of a decreasing

sequence of L-functions it is an L-function.

Suppose Ui{x) S u^ix) ^ * * * and lim Un{x) = fix), where the
n-* ao

Un are [/-functions. Then fix) = sup Unix), so fix) is a [/-function

by 12.6. The other part of the theorem follows by change of signs.

12.8s. Let Uiix), u^ix), •
•

• 6e U-functions on a closed interval I,

and let lix) be an L-function on I. If Uiix) S U2ix) ^ • *
• and

lim Unix) > lix) for all x in I, then there is an tiq such that Unix) > lix)
n—» 00

for all n ^ no.

Put En = {x
\

X in I, Unix) ^ /(a:)). Each set is closed, by

7.4 and 2.7. Also En Z> En+i, for if x is in En+i then Unix) ^
^ lix), so X is also in L„. If there were a point xo belonging to all the

sets En, we would have Unixo) ^ lixo) for all n, hence iim Unix^) ^ lixf).
71—+ 00

This is contrary to hypothesis, so there is no point X(^ belonging to all

the sets En. But by 2.14, this implies that there is an n© such that

all the sets En with n ^ uq are empty. That is, if n ^ no there are

no points at which Unix) ^ lix), so for these values of n it must be

true that Unix) > lix).

Exercise. If ip^ix), <piix), •
• • are all continuous on a closed

interval/, and<^n(a:) —> <po(a’)foreacha:in/, and<^i(a:) S p^ix) ^ ,

then <^„(a:)Tends to (poix) uniformly on L Moreover, in this statement

I can be replaced by any bounded closed set.

Let us recall that the characteristic function Knix) of a set E is

the function which has the value 1 if x is in L and the value 0 if x is in
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CE. It is evident that the behavior of this function will depend

on the structure of the set E. One relationship between the set E
and its characteristic function is stated in the next theorem,

12.9s. Let Ebea set contained in a closed interval L The characteristic

function Ke{x) is a U-function on 1 if and only if E is open relative to /,

and is an L-function on I if and only if E is closed.

If Ksix) is a [/-function, it is lower semi-continuous. By 7.4, the

set oixinl such that Ke{x) > i is open relative to /. But this set is E
itself. Conversely, suppose E open relative to I. Since Ke{x) is

bounded below, it will be a [/-function if we can prove that it is lower

semi-continuous. So let Zq be any point of L First, if Zq is on CE,

then Ke{xo) = 0. For every h < Kb(xo) = 0 there is an e (for exam-

ple, 6=1) such that Ke(x) > A if x is in Neixo)!. Thus by 7.3 Ke{x)

is lower semi-continuous at Xq. Second, if xo is in E, then Kb{zo) = 1.

Let h be any number less than 1. Since E is open relative to /, there

is an € > 0 such that Ne(zo)I CZ E, so that Ke(x) = 1 > A for all x

in N^{xq)L Thus by 7.4 Ke{x) is lower semicontinuous at Xo, which

completes the proof of the first statement.

By 2.7, E is closed if and only if it is closed relative to I. This is

true by 2.5 if and only if / — £ is open relative to /. This, as we
have just proved, is true if and only if Ki^e(x) is a [/-function. This is

true, by 12.3, if and only if —Ki^e{x) is an L-function. This is true,

by 12.2 and 12.4, if and only if 1 — Kj^e{z) is an L-function. But

1 — Ki^e{x) is identically equal to Ke(x). So E is closed if and

only if Ke{z) is an L-function.

If, for example, E consists of a single point, then Ke{x) is an

L-function and Ki-e{x) is a [/-function. Both of these are discontinu-

ous, which proves that the class of [/-functions and the class of

L-functions are definitely larger than the class of continuous functions.

13. We. have now established all the facts concerning [/-functions

and L-functions which we need. Now we extend the definition of the

integral to these functions.

13.1s. Definition. If u{x) is a U-function on a closed interval I,

u{x) dx is defined to be sup <p(x) dx for all continuous functions

(p{x) S u{x). If l{x) is an L-function on /, ^ l{x) dx is defined to be

ip(x) dx for all continuous functions (p{x) ^ l{x).

Remark 1. If u(x) is a [/-function, it is bounded below; so there

really do exist continuous functions <p (x) ^ u{x). Likewise if l{x) is

an L-function there is a continuous (constant) function ^ l(x).
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Remark 2. If u{x) is a bounded C/-function, say
|

u{x)
|
S M

< 00
,
then for every continuous function (p{x) S u{x) we have

(p{x) S M, whence

<p(x) dx ^ M • A/.

Therefore the integral of u is finite, and does not exceed MAI. Like-

wise every hounded L-function has a finite integral.

We now have definitions of the integral for three classes of func-

tions, namely continuous functions, [/-functions and L-functions.

The question arises—are these definitions ever inconsistent? That
is, if a function is, say, both a [/- and an L-function, we have two
different definitions for its integral. Are the integrals equal? By
12.2, if a function is in two of the three classes it is in all three. So our

problem is to prove that if 4/{x) is a continuous function, the three

integrals coincide; that is,

() dx = inf (p{x) dx

for all continuous functions <p(x) ^ ^P(x);

() \l/{x) dx = sup <p{x) dx

for all continuous functions <p{x) g where the sign J always

means the elementary integral.

Since is itself a continuous function ^ i^{x), the right member
of (a) is not greater than the left. On the other hand, for every

continuous <p{x) ^ \l/{x) we have

4>{x) dx ^ I (p{x) dx.

So the integral of is a lower bound for the integrals of all such func-

tions ip, whence ^ xj/^x) dx S inf <p{x) dx for all continuous <p{x)

^ \l/{x). We have thus established (a).

If we write (a) in the form [—'^{x)] dx = inf ^ [
— <p{x)] dx for

all continuous functions — <^(x) ^ —\p{x), and then apply 11.6 and

5.5, we obtain (fe).

Thus the integral as defined in 13.1 is a true extension of the

elementary integral as defined for continuous functions, and (within

the class of L- and L-functions) the symbol l^f{x)dx always has

exactly one meaning.
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13.2s. If f{x) and g{x) are both U-functions or both L-funciions on a

closed interval /, and f(x) ^ g{x)^ then

j^f(x)dx^ j^g{x)dx.

Suppose them both f7-functions. Then the class F of all continu-

ous functions ^ f(x) contains the class G of all continuous functions

^ g(x), and by 5.1

j f{x) dx = sup
I

(p{x) dx
I

ip{x) in

^ sup
I

(p{x) dx
1

(p{x) in (?|

=
fj

gix) dx.

The proof in case /(a:) and g(x) are both L-functions is similar.

13.3s. Let Ui[x) ui{x) ^ he a sequence of U-functions on a

closed interval 7, and let g{x) = lim Un{x). Then g(x) is a U-function,
n—> so

and

lim / Un{x) dx = / g{x) dx.
n—* DO

For each x the numbers Unix) increase with n, and so do the

numbers funix) dx by 13.2. Hence the limits mentioned in the

theorem exist, by the exercise after 6.8. Also, g{x) is a [/-function, by

12.7.

Let h be any (finite) number less than g{x) dx. We can find a

number k greater than h, but less than the value of the integral, and

by 13.1 we can find a continuous function (pi{x) ^ gix) such that

(pi{x) dx > k.

Define (pix) = (pfx) — (/c — h)/{AI + 1). Then (fix) is continuous,

and (fix) < (fiix) S gix), and by 11.6

(p{x) dx = ipiix) dx - [{k - h)/(A7 -f- 1)] j^ldx> k — ik — h) = h.

Now lim Unix) = gix) > (fix), so by 12.8 there is an no such that

Unix) > (fix) for all a: if n ^ no. Then by 13.1 or 13.2

Unix) dx ^ (pix) dx > h
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for all n ^ no. Hence

69

lim Unix) dx > h.
n—

*

«

This holds for all h less than the integral of g, so by 5.2

lim
j

Unix) dx ^ ( g{x) dx.
n—> 00 Ji

On the other hand, for all n we have Unix) ^ gix), so by 13.2

^ Unix) dx ^ j gix) dx.

Hence

lim Unix) dx^ gix) dx.
n,^ eo J ^

This completes the proof of the theorem.

13.4s. Corollary. If <piix) g (p^ix) S ‘ ‘
• is a sequence of func-

tions continuous on I such that lim (pnix) = gix), then
n—»•

«

lim <p„ix) dx =
/ gix) dx.

fl^ tc J ^

This follows at once from 13.3 and the consistency proof just after

13.1.

13.6s. If fix) is a U-function or an L-function on I and c is a finite

constant, then

^ c-fix) dx - c fjfi^) dx.

Suppose that fix) is a CZ-function. Let F be the class of all con-

tinuous functions (fix) ^ fix). If c < 0, the class of continuous

functions § cfix) consists of the functions C(p{x) with (pix) in F. Also,

the function cfix) is an L-function by 12.3. Hence, using 13.1, 11.6

and 5.5,

cfix) dx = inf C(pix) da;
| ^ in f|

= inf |c (p{x) da;
1 ^ in

= c • sup
I ^ <p{x) dx\ (pin f|

= c • jjfi^) dx.
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If f{x) is an L-function and c < 0, then cf(x) is a IZ-function by

12.3, and by the proof just completed

c dx = c [c/(^)] dx

= c{cr^ j^cf(x) dx\

-
jj

This completes the proof for c < 0.

If c > 0, by the proof just completed for negative c we have

cf{x) dx = (-l)(-c)/(x) dx = (-1) (-c)/(x) dx

= (-l)(-c) J^fix) dx = c l^f{x)dx.

If c = 0, the equation to be proved is

dx = 0,

which is obvious.

13.6s. If fix) and g{x) are both U-functions or both L-functions on I,

then

jj
lf{x) + g(x)] dx = jj{x) dx + g(x) dx.

Suppose them both U-functions. By 7.9, we can find sequences

<pi{x) S <P2 {x) ^ • and ^pi{x) S i^ 2 (x) ^ • of functions con-

tinuous on I such that

lim <pn(x) = fix), lim ^nix) = gix).
n—> oo n—» oo

Then <pi{x) + ^i(x) g <pi{x) + \p2 {x) ^ ,
and

lim Wn{x) + i^r^ix)] = fix) + gix).
n—* «

So by 13.4 and 11.6

fr Ifix) + gix)] dx = lim f [<p„ix) + iA„(x)] dx

= lim
f

ipnix) dx + lim
j

^nix) dx
n—> 00 n—* «5 J ^

= j,
fi^) dix) dx.
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Suppose now that / and g are both L-functions. Then f(x) + g{x)

is an i-function, and —/ and —g are J7-functions. By the proof

above and 13.5 (with c = — 1)

jj [/(a:) + gix)] dx = - [-fix) -
sr(a:)] dx

= - [fjl-fix:) dx] + jj[-g{x)]dx'^

= jjfix) dx + gix) dx.

13.7s. Corollary. If u(x) is a U-function and Z(x) is an L-function^

and u{x) ^ l{x), then

u(x) dx ^ l(x) dx.

Since —l(x) is a ?7-function and u(x) + [ — Z(a:)] ^ 0, by 13.5, 13.6

and 13.2

^ u{x) dx — l{x) dx = [u{x) — Z(a;)] dx ^ j’^0 dx ^ 0.

13.8s. If f(x) is a U-function or an L-function on J, and Ji,
• •

•
,

In are non-overlapping closed intervals such that U 7i = J, then

ffix) dx = I) Lfi^)
i~l

We prove this for t7-functions; the theorem for L-functions follows

by change of sign. Suppose then that/(rr) is a [/-function on 7, and

let ^\{x^ ^ ^ • be a sequence of continuous functions

tending everywhere to f(x). (Such a sequence exists by 7.9.) Then

the (Pm(x) are also continuous on each !{. By 13.4 and 11.7,

f f(x)dx== lim
j

<pm{x) dx = lim
j

<Pm(x) dx)
J fn—>00 J

m

—^ *0 '
j _ 2

J ^ /

= S ( fr
= tr fr /(^)

13.9. The integrals of U-functions and of L-functions are invariant

under translation.

Let u{x) be a [/-function on a closed interval 7, and let

be any g-tuple of real numbers. There is a sequence
• •

* of functions continuous on 7 such that ^i(a:) ^ (pi{x) ^ *
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and lim <p„{x) = u(x). The translations <pf'^ix){i = 1, 2,
• •

•
) are

continuous on increase with increasing i, and approach u'-^^x).

Hence by 12.7 is a ?7-function, while by 13.4 and 11.8

jiw dx = lim (pf^ix) dx

= lim / <Pi{x) dx
t—» 00

= ^ dx.

The statement about L-functions follows by change of sign.

14. Our tools are now ready, and we proceed to use them to

define the upper and lower Daniell integrals of an arbitrary function

f{x). These upper and lower integrals will be used in the next section

to define the Lebesgue integral itself.

14,1s. Definition. Let J(x) be any function defined on the closed

interval I . Then its upper Daniell integral is

jjfM dx = inf u{x) dx

for all* U~functions u(x) ^ fix); its lower Daniell integral is

Jjf(x) dx = sup lix) dx

for all L-functions lix) ^ fix).

Remark 1. If fix) is bounded on /, say \fix)\SM, it lies

between the continuous functions —M and M. So by 14.1 its upper

and lower integrals over I are finite.

Remark 2. In definition 14.1 the interval I is distinguished from

all other intervals by being the common range of definition of all the

functions mentioned in the definition. Accordingly we shall call I

the basic intervaT^ in the definition 14.1.

The names upper integraT’ and ^Mower integral^ ' are justified

by the following theorem.

14.2s. For every function fix) defined on a closed interval 7,

j^f{x)dx^ J^f(x)dx.

* The class of all [/-functions ^ fix) is surely not empty, for by the remark
after 12.6 the function w(x) = oo is a [/-function. Likewise the class of /^func-

tions ^ fix) is not empty, since lix) = — <» is an L-function.
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Let l(x) be any L-function equal to or less than f(x). Then for

every ?7-function u{x) ^ f(x) we have u(x) t Kx), so by 13.7

l{x) dxj^ u(x) dx.

This holds for all tZ-functions u{x) ^ f{x), so we can replace the term
on the right by its inf

:

^ l{x) dx ^

This again holds for all LTunctions l{x) ^ /(a;), so we can replace the

term on the left by its sup

:

jj{x)dx^ J^f(x)dx.

14.3s. For every function J{x) defined on J,

jj
(-fix)) dx = - jj{x) dx.

If L is the class of all L-functions l{x) g f{x)^ their negatives

— l{x) form the class of [/-functions ^—f{x). Hence by 14.1, 13.5

(with c = — 1) and 5.5

^ (Six)) dx = inf
{

i-l(x)) dx
1m in l]

= inf
I
— l{x) dx

j
l{x) in l|

= — sup
I^ l{x) dx

1
l(x) in I/|

= - jjfix) dx.

14.4s. If fix) ^ gix) for all x in a closed interval J, then

jjfix) dx ^ jj
g{x) dx and jjf{x) dx ^ j^

gix) dx.

To prove the first statement, let F be the class of all [/-functions

^ /(a;), and let G be the class of [/-functions ^ g{x). Since /(a:) ^ g{x),

the class G contains F. So by 5.1 inf {juix)dx\u in F}

inf [fuix) dx\umG]. By definition 14.1, this proves the first part.

For the second part, since -fix) g ~gix), we can use the preced-

ing paragraph together with 14.3 to obtain

j fix) dx = - j i-f{x)) dx ^ - j i-g{x) dx = j gix) dx.
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14.5s. Let f{x) and g(x) be any functions defined on a closed interval 1

and such that f(x) + g(x) is also defined on I. Then

j ifi^) + g(^)) dx ^ j fix) dx + J g{x) dx,

f (fix) + gix)) dx^ j fix) dx + J gix) dx,

provided that the right members of these inequalities are defined.

If ui(x) ^ f(x) and ut{x) g{x) are C/-functions, then Ui{x)

+ u^{x) is a ?7-function by 12.4, and Ui{x) H- u^ix) ^ fix) + gix).

So by 14.1 and 13.6

I [/(^) + gi^)] dx ^ [uiix) + U 2 ix)] dx

= Uiix) dx u^ix) dx.

If we suppose Uiix) held fixed at any particular f/-function ^ fix),

this holds for all fZ-functions u^ix) ^ gix), so it holds if we replace

the last term by its lower bound:

Ui^) + gi^)\ dx ^ Uiix) dx + gix) dx.

Since this is ti^ie foir every ?7-function uiix) ^ fix), we can replace the

first term on the right by its lower bound:

^ [/W + gM] dx ^ J^fix) dx + gix) dx.

This establishes the first inequality. The second is obtained from this

by a change of sign, using 14.3:

j,
[/W + gi^)'] dx = - {[j-

- gi^)] dx^

^ - {jji-f(x)) dx + i-gix)) rfxj

= I fix) dx + gix) dx.

14.6s. If fix) is defined on a closed interval I, and c > 0, then

fj
cfix) dx = c jyfi^) dx and cfix) dx = c

J fix) dx.

If U is the class of all TZ-functions uix) ^ fix), then the functions

C'uix), uix) in U, constitute the class of rcfanctions ^ c-fix) (see
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12.3). Therefore by 14.1, 13.5 and 5.5,

^ cf{x) dx = inf
I ^ cu{x) dx

]
u{x) in

= inf c
•

I
u{x) dx

|
u{x) in

= c inf
I

u{x) dx
j

u{x) in ?7|

= c fjAx) dx.

To prove the second equation, we use the first equation and 14.3

:

^ cfix) dx = - c[-f(x)] dx = c^ - [-fix)] dx] = c J^f(x) dx.

16. As with the Riemann integral, we use the upper and lower

integrals to define the (Lebesgue) integral of f(x). (See page 383.)

15.1s. Definition. If f{x) is defined on the closed interval I, and

its upper and lower integrals are finite and equals f{x) is said to he sum-

mable over 7, and its integral is defined to he the common value of its

upper and lower integrals:
'

jjix) dx = Jjix) dx = jj(x) dx.

Our first duty is to show that this new integral generalizes and is

consistent with the integral which we have been using in the preceding

sections. As a matter of fact, in one trivial respect this is not so.

The new integral must be finite, whereas the integrals of [/-functions

as defined in 13.1 could be + qo
,
and the integrals of T-functions could

be oo
. So our first task is to show that if f{x) is a L"-function or an

L-function whose integral as defined in 13.1 has a finite value i, then

j^fix) dx = l^fix) dx = i.

We suppose first that f{x) is a [/-function. On the one hand, f{x)

is itself a [/-function ^ f{x), so by 14,1

(A) Jj{x)dx^i.

On the other hand, let h be any number less than i. By 13.1, there is

a continuous function ip{x) ^ j{x) such that <^(x) dx > h. But (f
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is by 12.2 an L-function ^ f{x), so by 14.1

J^f(z)dx.

Thus for every number h < i the lower integral of / is greater than h,

and so by 5.2

(B) Jjf(x:)dx^i.

From (A), (B) and 14.2,

Jj{x\dx ^ i ^ jj{x) dx g dx,

SO the upper and lower integrals of/ are both equal to the finite number
i, and the integral defined in 15.1 has the same value i as the integral

defined in 13.1.

If J(x) is an L-function, then —f(x) is a ?7-function whose integral

is (by 13.5) equal to —L So

Jj
[-/(a:)] dx = [-f{x)] dx = ~i.

This, with 14.3, proves that the upper and lower integrals of / are

both equal to i. In particular, we have shown that the Lebesgue

integral defined in 15.1 is consistent with the Cauchy integral for

continuous functions.

Now we begin the investigation of the more elementary properties

of the integral.

15.2s. If f(x) and g{x) are both summable over 7, and f{x) ^ g{x)

for all X in 7, then

fix) dx S gix) dx.

This follows at once from 14.4 and the definition 15.1 of the

integral.

Before proceeding with the study of our integrals we stop to

establish three simple inequalities which we shall need.

16.3s. If Cl, 02,
* •

•

,
On are numbers finite or + oo and bi, 62,

* •
*

, 5n are numbers finite or — ^ such that ai bi {i = 1, •
•

•

,
n)

then

(i) sup {a,, •
•

•
,
a„; ^ .sup [6,,

• •
•

, 5„],

(ii) inf |ai,
• •

•
, 0,1 S inf • •

•

,
/>„!,

Tl

(iii) sup |oi,
• •

,
o„) - Hup jf^i,

• •
•

,
6.„} ^ ^ (Oi - h,).

i = 1
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Since a; and 6, are functions on the range {1,
• •

•
,
n}, (i) and

(ii) are corollaries of 5.4. Let ak be the greatest of oi,
• •

•
,

a„.

Then, since each difference a, — bi is non-negative,

sup {fli,
•

•
, Oni - sup {6i,

• •
•

, 6„} = a* — sup {6i, •
,
b„}

n

^ Qk — bk ^ ^ (fli — bi).

1

In stating the next basic theorem it is convenient to introduce a

pair of symbols for which we shall have frequent use.

15.4s. Let f{x) be defined {finite or ± oo) on a set E. The functions

/^(x) and f^{x) are defined on E by the equations

i+{x) = sup {fix), 01, f-ix) = sup
{ -fix), 0}.

From the definitions we have at once the following trivial equations.

15.5s. If f{x) is defined on E, then for all x in E the equations

fi^) = /^(^) - i/(^) I
= f'^i^) +f~i^)

are satisfied.

In the next theorem we establish the basic rules of the arithmetic

of summable functions.

15.6s. Let fi{x) and f2 {x) both be summable over a closed interval I.

Then

(a) fi(x) + fiix) is summable over /, provided it is defined for all x in I;

and in this case

(«) j^Uiix) + Mx)]dx = Liix)dx+ jjiix)dx;

b) for every finite constant c the function cfi{x) is summable over 7, and

ifi) jj
cfiix) dx = c jjiix) dx;

ic) sup {/i(a:),/2 (x)), inf {fiix), f2ix)\,f+ix),fTix), \fiix)
\

are all sum-

mable over 7, and

(7) jj 1

/i(^)
1 ^ 1 1:

(d) /i(^) nndf^ix) are bounded^* f\{x)f2 {x) is summable over 7.

* This hypothesis is much stronger than necessary, as we shall see in 22.4 and

24.2.
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By hypothesis,

dx = dx, dx = jjMx) dx:

So to prove (a) and (a) we use 14.5 and 14.2:

fj
ifiix:) + f2{x)] dx ^ dx + f^Mx) dx

= dx + fjMx) dx = J^fiix) dx

+ JjMx) dx

^ I Ihix) + hix)] dx ^ [Hx) + h{x)] dx.

Hence equality holds throughout.

Statements (6) and (|3) are clear if c = 0, for then cf(x) = 0, which

has integral 0.

If c < 0, then by 14.6 and 14.3

Jj
cfi{x) dx = Jj\c\ i-l)fi(x) dx =-\c

\ Jj[-flix)] dx

= -
1
C

I fjMx) dx = c I^Mx) dx = -
I

c
1
J^Mx) dx

=
I
c

I ^ [-/iW] dx = l^\c \
{-l)fi{x) dx = l^cfiix) dx.

If c > 0, then in the proof just completed (~c)fi{x) is summable,
and therefore so is (--1)( — c)/i(a:) ^ cfi{x)j and

cfiix) dx = {-l){-c)fi{x) dx = - i-c)fi{x) dx

= c Jjfiix) dx.

Now let € be any positive number. By definition of the integral,

there are ^/-functions Ui(x), Ui{x) and L-functions li{x), li(x) such that

Uiix) ^ fi{x) ^ li{x) {i = 1, 2) and

^jfi(,x') dx c li{x') dXj 'Wi(x) dx dx d" ®

Hence (using 13.6)

^ = jj
[^'i(a^) — ^i(a:)] dx < 26,

^ = jj
['>J'2 {x) — h(x)] dx < 2e.

a = 1
,
2).
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Now define u{x) = sup {z4i(a:), u^ix)], l{x) = sup /2(a:)i.

Then by 12.4 u{x) is a t/-function and l{x) is an L-function. Since

Ui{x) - li{x) ^ 0, we have by 13.7, 15.3iii, 13.6 and 13.5,

0 ^ ^ [u{x) — l(x)] dx

^ Ui{x) dx - hix) dx + U2 (x) dx - kix) dx

< 4€.

Incidentally, this proves that the integrals of u(x) and l{x) are

finite. For since u and I are respectively U- and L-functions the

integral of u{x) can not be — oo, and the integral of l(x) can not be

4-
;
so if either had an infinite integral, the difference

j u{x) dx

— j l{x) dx would be +00, and not < 4e. Again, by two applica-

tions of 15.3i,

u(x) ^ sup {fi{x),f2 {x)} ^ lix).

Hence

J^l(x)dx ^ ^ sup {fi(x), f2 (x) \ dx

^ j^sup {fi{x),f2 (x)} dx ^ J^u(x)dx

^ ^ l{x) dx + 46.

This proves that the upper and lower integrals of sup /^{x ) }
are

finite, and that they differ by less than 4e. But e is arbitrary, so the

upper and lower integrals are finite and equal, and sup {/i(x), f2{x)]

is proved summable.

From this and (b) (with c = — 1) we at once see that inf [fi(x)y

f2 {x)} is summable; for —fi{x) and —Jiix) are summable by (6), so

by the part of the proof just completed and 5.5

-inf [fi{x)j2 {x)] = sup {-/i(:r), -f%{x)]

is summable, so by (6) inf {/i(a:), /2(:r)} is summable.

By the definition 15.4, with the part of (c) already proved, we see

that/^'(x) and /r(^) are summable; whence by (15.5) and (a) of the

present theorem we have \Ji{x)
|

summable. To establish (7), we

observe that /i(x) ^ l/i(x) 1
and -fi{x) g l/i(x)

j
. Integrating

and using 15.2 and (5) (with c == — 1) we obtain

jji{x)dx^ j^\fi{x)\dx, - Jjfi(x)dx^ j^\fi{x)\dx,

whence (7) follows at once.
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To prove (d), suppose first that 0 ^ fi(x) ^ M, (i = 1, 2). If e

is any positive number, we can (as in proving (c)) find unctions

ii 2 {x) and L-functions h{x) such that Ui{x) ^ fi{x) ^ li{x)j

(i = 1, 2) and

[ui{x) - h(x)] dx < c, (^ = 1
,
2).

There is no harm in assuming 0 ^ kix) and Ui{x) ^ M {i = 1, 2);

for otherwise we could replace Ui{x) by inf {ui{x)^ ikf}, which is a

[/-function ^ Siix)^ and we could replace li{x) by sup {[(z), 0}, which

is an i-function ^ Ji{x). By 12.5, li{x)l2{x) is an i-function and

ui(x)ui{x) is a [/-function. From 0 ^ li{x) S fi(x) ^ Ui(x) ^ M
(i = 1, 2) we find

0 S li{x)h{x) ^ Mx)f2{x) S ui{x)u2[x) ^
so

0 g ^ li{x)U{x) dx g f^fi(x)f2(x) dx ^ JjMx)f2(x) dx

g ^ Ui{x)u2{x) dx ^ dx = M^AI,

This proves that the upper and lower integrals of fi(x)f2(x) are finite.

To prove them equal, we observe that UiU 2 — hk is a (/-function, by

12.5, 12.3 and 12.4. For each x in the interval I the inequality

Uiix)U2{x) - li{x)l2{x) = Ui{x)[U2{x) “ hix)] + l2{x)[Ui{x) - li{x)]

^ M[u2(x) — (2(0:)] + M[U](x) — li{x)]

is satisfied, and the two terms in the last member are [/-functions by
12.3 and 12.4. Hence by 13.2 and 13.6

0 ^ dx - Jjfiix)fi(x) dx

^ Ui{x)ui(x) dx — li(x)lt(x) dx

^ Af [w2(x) — kix)] dx + [mi(x) — Zi(x)] rfxj

^ 2M(.

Thus the upper and lower integrals differ by less than the arbitrary

positive number 2Me, so they are equal. We have therefore estab-

lished (d) under the supplementary hypothesis that fi{x) and f2 (x) are

non-negative.

This supplementary hypothesis is easily removed. For if fiix)

and fzix) are bounded and summable, the functions
, /7 , /^, are

all summable by (c), and they are bounded and non-negative. Hence
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all four products
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ftftJtfl.flftJTfT

are surtimable by the proof just completed, and by (a) and (b) the

combination

-fUx)Mx) -fTix)mx) +fTix)fTix)
= (ft(x) -fT(x)){m=^) -Mx))
= Mx)Mx)

is summable.

The next theorem is a decidedly non-trivial convergence theorem.
It will form the basis for all the later theorems expressing the powerful

convergence properties of the Lebesgue integral.

16.7s. Letfn(x)(n = 1, 2, 3 * •
• ) he a sequence ojfunctiom defined

and summable on a closed interval I. Suppose that fi(x) ^ f2 (x)S') and define

Six) = lim
n~* «

Theti fix) is summable over I if and only if

lim [ fn(x) dx
n—> 00 Jr

is finite; and if this limit is finite, then

j fix) dx= lim
j
fnix) dx.

In the statement of the theorem, we have tacitly assumed that

fn{x) and J^fn(x)dx converge to limits (finite or -hoc) avS « —

>

This is certainly true, for the numbers fn(x) are monotonic increasing

functions of n by hypothesis and their integrals are monotonic increas-

ing functions of n by 15.2. It is also clear (cf. 6.8 and the exercise

after it) that/n(^) ^ /(x) for every n and every x in I. So by 14.4

f^Mx) dx g [jfix) dx

for each n, whence

iA) lim
j,

frfx) dx A fix) dx.
71
—> «
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This shows that if the left member of (A) is co, the function f{x) is

not summable. It remains to show that if the left member of (A)

is finite /(x) is summable and its integral is the left member of (A).

Let c be an arbitrary positive number. For each positive integer i

there is a [/-function uf{x) and an L-function l*{x) such that lt{x)

$ Ji{x) g utix) and

l*(x) dx > dx -

u*(x) dx < j^M^) dx +

Hence

-l*)dx<^.

For each n we define

Un(x) = sup {ut{x), •
• ,ut{x)},

Lix) = sup • •
•

, C/)}-

These are respectively a [/-function and an L-function, by 12.4. Also

it is clear that

Unix) ^ U*ix) ^fn{x) ^ Inix).

By 15.3,

Unix) - Inix) ^ ^ [U*ix) - l*ix)],

t = 1

SO if we integrate and use 15.6 and 15.2 we obtain

From the definition of Un, with 5.1, we see that Uiix) S u^ix)

^ • *
*

,
so Unix) tends to a limit (finite or -f oo) as-n—> «?. We
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call this limit u{x). By 13.3, .m(2:) is a U-function, and

(O /
u{x) dx = lim f Unix) dx.

We have already seen that Un{x) ^ fn(x) for every n, so

u{x) = lim Unix) ^ lim /„(a:) = fix).
71—^ 00 71—> 00

Hence by 14.1

(^) — Ii

From (jB) it follows readily that

(E) 1 lim f Unix) dx ^ ( + lim f fnix) dx.

Inequalities (C), (D) and (E) imply that

fjix) dx ^ ( + lim f fnix) dx.

But 6 is an arbitrary positive number, so by 5.2 we have

f fix)dx^ lim f fnix)dx.
J X gg JI

By 14.2, this inequality and inequality (A) imply that the upper and

lower integrals of f(x) over I are equal to the limit of the integrals

of the fn{x), and by definition 15.1 the conclusion of the theorem is

established.

Our next theorem shows a new relationship between U- and L-func-

tions and summable functions; every summable function /(a;) is caught

between two functions which are limits of U- or L-functions, and

differ from / to such a small extent as not to affect the value of the

integral.

15.8s. Ij S{x) is summable over /, there exist functions g(x) and h{x)

defined over I and having the following properties.

(1) There is a sequence of summable U-functions {un(a:)! such that

Ui{x) ^ U 2 {x) ^ Uz{x) ^ • •
• and lim Un{x) = h{x).

TL—* W

(2) There is a sequence of summable L-functions {ln(x)] such that

li(x) S h{x) ^ lz{x) ^ • and lim ln{x) - g{x).
n—* oo

(3) The sup of each of the functions /i(x), is equal to sup f{x).

(4) The inf of each of the functions g(x), ln{x) is equal to inf f{x).
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(5) g{x) ^ f{x) S h{x).

(6) ^ g{x) dx = l^fix) dx = h{x) dx.

It will be enough to prove the statements concerning h{x), since

those concerning g{x) can be obtained by a change of sign.

For each positive integer n there is a [/-function u*(x) on I such

that u*(x) ^ f(x) on I and

u*{x) dx < dx +

Also, we may suppose that sup u*{x) = sup f{x) on I; otherwise, the

first of these bounds would exceed the second, and we would need only

to replace u^ix) by inf supf(x)}. This would still be a

[/-function ^ f(x) by 12.4, and it would have an integral less than

J f(x) dx-¥^hy 13.2.

Next we define Un{x) = inf • •
•

,
ut{x)]. This is a

[/-function, by 12.4. By 5.1 we have Ui{x) § u^ix) ^ • *
•

,
so

that the limit

h{x) = lim Un{x)
n—> «o

exists on 1. Since u*{x) ^ J{x) for each n, it is clear that

f{x) g Unix) g uZix).

So by the definition of h{x)

f{x) S h{x) S Unix) ^ U*ix).

Since u*{x) is a L^-function ^/i(:r), we have by 14.4, 14.2 and 14.1

j
fix) dx ^ j

hix) dx ^ J
hfx) dx g j

u*(x) dx < J
fix) dx + “•

Here n is arbitrary, so the upper and lower integrals of hix) are both

equal to the integral of /(x), establishing (6). We saw that we could

choose u* so that its sup was equal to sup/(x). Hence each Unix) is

^ sup/(a:), and sup /i(x) ^ sup/(x). Inequality is impossible by

5.4, so (3) is established. Conclusions (5) and (1) have already been

shown true, so this completes the proof.

Remark. If/(x) is non-negative and vanishes on the boundary of

/, we may choose gix) and hix) so that they too vanish on the boundary

of L For we suppose inf gix) = inf fix) = 0, so 0 ^ gix) S fix) for
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all X. This forces g{x) to vanish wherever /(a;) vanishes, in particular

on the boundary of L All the properties of the functions Un(x)

mentioned in the theorem are retained if we replace Un{x) by
Unix) ' Kj{x), where J is the interior of I (cf. 12.9 and 12.5). So
we may suppose that each Un(x) vanishes on the boundary of I. Then
their limit hix) vanishes on the boundary.

16.9. The integral defined in 15.1 is invariant under translation.

Let fix) be summable over /, and let ‘
*

j
be any

g'-tuple of real numbers. For each positive e there exist a t/-function

uix) and an L-function lix) such that lix) g fix) S uix) on I and

^ [uix) “ Z(a;)] dx < e.

The translations u^^^ix), U^\x) are respectively ?7- and L-functions on

and satisfy the inequality

ZW(a:) ^ p^ix) ^ u^^^ix) ix in T^^).

This, with 13.9 and 14.2, implies that

l(x) dx g dx g dx ^ uix) dx.

But the integral of / over I also lies between the integrals of I and of u

over L Hence the upper and lower integrals of over both

differ from the integral of/ over I by less than e. Since e is arbitrary,

this with the definition 15.1 establishes the theorem.

16. In the preceding section we showed, immediately after defin-

ing the Lebesgue integral, that it is consistent with the ordinary

(Riemann or Cauchy) integral whenever the integrand is a continu-

ous function. But in §11 we sketched the definition of the general

Riemann integral, without restricting the integrand to be continuous.

Although we have not used and shall not use this general Riemann

integral, we shall here prove that we have actually generalized it; that

every Riemann integrable function is summable, and its Lebesgue inte-

gral is equal to its Riemann integral. The first step in this proof is

to establish a lemma concerning the integral of the characteristic func-

tion of an interval.

16.1. Ifh is an interval contained in a closed interval I and is either

open or closed or contains part of its boundary, then

Ki„{x) dx —
A/o.
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First let us suppose that Jo is a closed interval 7'*' ^ g B'-'K

Let In be the interval 7'*^ — 1 < a;(« < 5(0 + i. It is possible to find a
71/ 7%

continuous function (p{x) such that 0 ^ ^ 1 for all a;, <p{x) == 1 if a;

is in /o, and (p{x) = 0 if z is in C/n. For example, if d{x) is the distance

of X from Jo (end of §5) we can take <p(x) = sup {0, 1 ^ n • d(x)}. If

we split I into a finite number of intervals one of which is J fl /«, then

the sup of <p{x) on I Pi Inis 1 and the sup of <p(x) on each of the other

intervals is 0. Hence by the definition 11.1 of the elementary integral

<pix) dx g 1 • A(/ n In) < Mn = - 7'" + •

But (pix) is a continuous function nowhere less than Kio{x), so by 14.1

KiXx) dx g (p{x) dx.

Hence

Here n is arbitrary, so

F «

Ki,(x) dx ^ f]
(5^*^ = ^Iq-

1 = 1

If it happens that = 5^*^ for some f, then A/o = 0. But the

characteristic function of Iq is not negative, so

0 ^ Kio{x) dx ^ KiXx) dx S A/o = 0.

In this case our theorem holds.

Next let lo be the open interval < x^^^ < where 7^'^ <

for each i. For all large n we have 7^'^ + - < Let Jn be
n 71

the interval 7^'^ g ^ \ and let \l/(x) be a continuous

function such that 0 g i/^(x) ^ 1 and f(x) = 1 on J n, i^ix) = 0 on
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CJo. Then

K,,{x) ^ so K,„(x) dx ^ \!/{x) dx.

On the other hand, let I be split into a finite number of intervals of

which Jn is one. Then the minimum of ^{x) on is 1, and on the
other intervals the minimum of 4^(x) is ^ 0. Hence by the definition

of the elementary integral

Since this is true for all large n,

Q

K,,{x) ix ^ n - r<‘^) = A/o.

i*l

Finally, suppose that we are given a non-degenerate interval h
containing all, part, or none of its boundary. Then Iq contains an

interval < x^^^ < and is contained in ^ ^
Hence

Kj,{x) S KUx) ^ Ki,{x).

Therefore, using the above proof and 14.2 and 14.4,

AIq = All ^ j
Kj,{x) dx ^ Kiq{x) dx S jj.

Kio{x) dx

g Kj.^{x) dx ^ Ah — AJo.

By the definition 15.1 of the Lebesgue integral, this establishes 16.1.

From 16.1 we immediately conclude

16.2. Let Ii, •
*

*
^
In he a decomposition of a closed interval I into

disjoint intervals (each containing allj part or none of its boundary)
,
and

let s{x) he a step function having a constant value Ci on each U. Then

s(x) is summahle, and

/ s(x) dx = CiAli.
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For

six) = X
1=1

SO by 15.6 s(x) is summable and

/ s(x) dx = ^ Ci Kii(x) dx = ^2/

1=1 t = 1

Now let fix) be any function defined and bounded on L As in

§11, we define its upper Darboux (or Riemann) integral as the inf of

SCiA/i for all step-functions having on each /,• a value Ci equal to or

greater than sup fix) on h. Since the step-functions are summable,

by 5.1 this upper Darboux integral is not less than the inf of the

integrals of all summable functions ^ f(x):

fix) dx ^ inf
I

g(x) dx
|
gix) summable ^ /(x)|

^ [j(x)dx,

by 14.4. We can treat the lower integral similarly, and thus find

R jj{x) dx S j fix) dx ^ dx ^ R J^f(x) dx.

Hence if f(x) is Riemann integrable (so that its upper and lower

integrals are both equal to its Riemann integral) then/(x) is summable,

and its Lebesgue integral is equal to its Riemann integral.

If the converse of this statement were true, the Lebesgue integral

would be (at least for bounded functions) identical with the Riemann,

and all our work would represent simply a new and comparatively

involved way of defining the Riemann integral. But this is not so, as

we shall see in §18.

In all calculus texts there is some discussion of an extension of the

notion of Riemann (or Cauchy) integration to functions which have a

finite number of infinite discontinuities. Thus, for example, if fix)

is continuous for a < x S h, but has an infinite discontinuity at a,

it is customary to define

fix) dx = lim P fix) dx,

provided that this limit exists. Now it is quite possible for a function

to be integrable in this sense, even though \fix)
|

is not integrable.
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But with Lebesgue integrals, if f(x) is summable on [a, 6], so is
]
f(x)

|
.

Hence the Lebesgue integral does not cover this extension of the

Riemann integral. Of course, we could extend the definition of the

Lebesgue integral in exactly the same way, and this extended Lebesgue
integral would include the extended Riemann integral But this is

not worth while, for if we are interested in developing an integral for

functions such that \f(x)
[

is not summable there are much stronger

methods available. This subject will be treated in Chapter VIII.

17. In elementary calculus we considered not only integrals over

fixed intervals, but also integrals over variable intervals. That is,

along with the integral over [a, h] we also studied the integral over

subintervals [a, /3], and investigated its behavior as a function of a

and /3. Here we seek even more freedom. Instead of considering

integrals over one fixed interval I, as has been done heretofore, we
now wish to define and study the integrals of functions f(x) over

sets of a high degree of arbitrariness. Since we therefore wish to

disregard any contribution to the integral due to the functional values

assumed on I — E, this suggests changing the function /(a;) by setting

it equal to zero on 7 — £7 and then integrating the resulting function

over 7.

17.1s. If f{x) is defined on a subset E of a dosed interval 7, and the

function fo(x) which has the value f(x) for x in E and the value 0 for x

in I — E is su7nmable over 7, then we say that f(x) is summable over E,

and we define

dx =

It is occasionally inconvenient notationally to deal with functions

defined only on a set 77, especially when we are simultaneously handling

functions defined over other ranges. This inconvenience can easily

be avoided. We could, for example, use the/o(x') of 17.1. But for

the purpose of calculating the integral of /(:r) over E it is really imma-

terial how we extend the definition of f{x). For no matter what values

we may choose to assign /(.r) on CE, in calculating its integral over E
we replace all values on CE by 0. We may therefore just as well

assume that all functions are defined over the whole space Rq, and

then define

17 .2 s. j^fi'^) dx is defined to be j^f{x)KE{x) dx, provided that this

integral exists.

The equivalence of this definition with 17.1 is evident, iov f{x)KE{x)

is the same as the/o(.r) of 17.1.
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We can at once make one obvioiLs statement about integrals over

a set Cl /. Since every statement about the integral of f(z) over B
is merely a statement about the integral of f(x)KE(x) over /, theorems

15.2, 15.6 and 15.7 hold without change for integrals over E. That

is, in each of these theorems we have the privilege of replacing every-

where the symbol J/ by where £'* is any subset of /.

All our integration so far has been performed with respect to one

fixed fundamental closed interval /. But now that we are discussing

integrals over subsets E of J, we must remember that a set E com
tained in an interval 1 is also contained in infinitely many other inter-

vals. Suppose then that E is contained in I and also contained in

another closed interval /i, and suppose that J{x) is defined on E, If

fix) is summable over E when I is used as basic interval, is it still

summable over E when I\ is basic interval, and if so, has it the same
integral? We here meet a slightly unexpected situation; we must

establish two different theorems, one an theorem and the other

not.

For compactness we introduce a new notation, to be used in this

section only. If fix) is defined on a set E contained both in li and

in 72, we define

= j fix)KEix) dx, S2 = r fix)KEix) dx,
ji\ JI2

Si = j^Jix)KEix) dx, S 2 =
J^

fix)KEix) dx.

Then
17.3s. Lei the set E consist of points interior to each of two closed

intervals Ii and I 2 ,
cind let fix) be defined and non-negative on E. Then

Si — S 2 and Si =

Let us first suppose h d 1 2 ,
and let J be the open interval con-

sisting of the interior points of h. For every e > 0 there exists a

f/-function Uiix) ^ /(x)A’£-(x) and an L-function liix) ^ fix)Ksix)

such that

/ Ulix) dx < Si + €, / hix) dx > Si — €.

JIi Jh

By 7.10, we may suppose that ufx) and Ifx) are defined and are

respectively U- and /.-functions over the whole space Hg] and we may
further assume hix) ^ 0, since otherwise we may replace hix) by
sup |/i(x), 0). The functions Kjix) and Ki'fx) are respectively a

(/-function and an L-function, by 12.9. Hence by 12.5 the functions

U 2 ix) = Uiix)Kjix) and hix) = hix)Kifx)
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are respectively a ?7-function and an L-function, and are non-negative.

We see that l2 {x) = li(x)Kj{x)

;

for except on the boundary of Ii

we have KiS^x) == Kj{x)y and on the boundary we have 0 ^ li{x)

S f{x)KE{x) = 0, so that li(x)Kj{x) = 0 = Ii(x)KjXx) = h{x). It

follows readily that

U2 {x) ^ f{x)KE{x) ^ hix) for all x.

For if X is in J, we have U2 {x) = Ui{x) ^ f{x)KE(x) ^ li{x) === ^2 (0:),

while if X is not in J we find

Mx) = 0 = f{x)KEix) = li{x)Kj{x) = Ux).

Now let I2 be subdivided into a finite number of non-overlapping

intervals /i, /i, J 2 ,

* *
’

, /a, one of which is Ji and all of which are

closed. On Ji, • •
•

,
both U2{x) and l2{x) vanish identically. So

by 13.8, since the factor Kj{x) vanishes identically on Ji,
• •

*
, Ja,

S2 ^ I U2 (x) dx — U2 (x) dx= Ui(x)Kj(x) dx
Jli Jli Jh

” fh
dx < Si + e,

52 ^ ^ Uix) dx = hix) dx — liix) dx Si — e.

Here e is an arbitrary positive number, so

(A) S2 ^ Si, $2 ^ Si.

On the other hand, for every € > 0 there is a {/-function u{x)

^ f(x)KE(x) on I2 and an L-function l(x) ^ f{x)KE{x) on I 2 such that

f u{x) dr < S 2 + €, r l{x) dx > S 2 — €.

Using the same subdivisions of /2 as above, on all the intervals Ji,

• •
•

,
Ja we have l{x) ^ f(x)KE(x) = 0 ^ u(x). Hence by 13.8 and

13.2

S 2 + e> f u{x) dx ^
JI2

52 — € < ^ l(x) dx g

u{x) dx ^ Si,

l(x) dx ^ Si.

Since e is an arbitrary positive number, this proves S 2 ^ Si, S 2 S Si.

This, together with (A), establishes the theorem, provided that

Ji CZ / 2 . The restriction h d Ii is easily removed. For we can

always find a closed interval h containing both /i and 1 2 ,
and by the
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above proof (with an obvious definition of So and So)

S2 = So = Si, S2 = So = Si.

An immediate corollary is

17.4s. Let E be a set whose points are interior to each of two closed

intervals h and 1 2 ,
and let f(x) be defined on E. Then if either of the

integrals

J^
f{x)KE(x)dx, J^^f{x)KE{x) dx

is defined so is the other, and the two are then equal.

Suppose that the first of these integrals is defined. We define

' f'^(x) and/~(a:) as in 15.4. By 15.4 and 15.6, these functions are non-

negative and summable over Ii. Hence by 17.3

I^J+(x)Ke(x) dx = Jj+{x)KE{x)dx

= hj+(x)KE(x) dx

= j^J'*'ix)KE(x)dx

= ft{x)KE{x)dx,

SO f'^{x)KE{x) is summable over 1 2 ,
and

fj+{x)KE(x) dz = f^J+{x)KE{x) dx.

A similar statement applies tof~{x). So by 15.5 and 15.6 their differ-

ence /(x) is summable over 1 2 ,
and

f f{x)KE(x) dx = [ f~^(x)KE{x) dx — [ f~{x)Ki.:(x) dx
J II jll Jlvt

= / JHx)Kk{x) dx - I f-{x)K,dx) dx
JIl

= f f(x)KE{x) dx.
j /

1

Thus if the symbol

jj{x)dx

has a meaning when interpreted as the integral of fix)K,.:{x) over

some closed interval 1 to which E is interior, it continues to liave the

same meaning with respect to every such closed interval.
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So far we have considered only intervals containing the points

of E as interior points. If we wish to allow boundary points of I

to belong to E^ we must drop the from the theorem. More
annoying, we must refer to two theorems (19.13 and 23.3) which
we have not yet proved. But the next theorem is not needed in the

proofs of theorems 19.13 and 23.3, and because of its resemblance to

17.4 we wish to have the next theorem here, not later. So we shall

use these later theorems in anticipation of their proof.

17.6. If a set E is contained in {not necessarily interior to) two closed

intervals Ii and J2 ,
and f(x) is a fmiction such that f{x)KE(x) is

summahle over /i, then f{x)KB{x) is also summahle over 1 2 and has the

same integral as over h.
The product of h and /2 is a closed interval. Let Ei be the subset

of E which is interior to / 1/2 ,
and let Et, be the remainder E — Eioi E.

Then the points of Ei, will be on the boundary of / 1/2 . This boundary

consists of a finite number of degenerate closed intervals, so by 16.1,

19.13 and 23.3 we have

I^J(x)Ke(x) dx - J^J(x)KBi(x) dx,

f{x)Ks{x) dx = jj{x)KEix) dx.

But Ei is interior to Ii and to hj so by 17.4 the right members of these

equations are equal, and the theorem is established.

The results of this section justify our using the symbol dx

without specifying the particular interval to which E is interior.

To make this specific, we adopt the following definition

17.6s. If E is a hounded set and f is defined over E, and f{x)KE{x)

is summahle over some closed interval I which contains E in its interior^

we define

f^fix) dx = fix) Ke{x) dx.

By 17.4 the integral thus defined is independent of /; and if we

were willing to drop the ‘"s’" from the numbering of the theorem, we

could even omit the words ‘^in its interior'' without altering the con-

tent of the definition. However, one slight caution is needed. If E
is itself a closed interval, the symbol

fjix) dx

is ambiguous; it could mean either the integral as defined in 15.1,
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with basic interval E, or it could have the meaning stated in 17.6.

With the special definition of Al given in the first paragraph of §10

(that is, for the Lebesgue integral) this ambiguity is harmless; the

value of the integral is the same whichever way we choose to think

of it. But for other interval-functions AI satisfying 10.1 the two

kinds of integral may be different in value. As we have just agreed,

the symbol will have the meaning in 17.6 unless the contrary is specifi-

cally stated; on the few occasions on which we wish to go back to the

definition 15.1, we shall use some such expression as ‘'Using / as basic

interval, we compute

dx.”

18. In the preceding section we freed ourselves of the restriction

that integrals must be taken over intervals. But still there remains

one trace of the restriction to intervals; for we have as yet only con-

sidered bounded sets E. Now we shall rid ourselves of this restriction

too.

In elementary calculus there is a familiar way of defining integrals

over an unbounded range. We define

/ f{x) dx = lim
j

f{x) dx,

provided that the limit exists and is finite. If the limit still is finite

(it necessarily must exist) when we replace /(a:) by \J{x)
|
we say that

the integral converges absolutely. It is this last type of extension

which we shall adopt as a model. Denoting by Wn the interval

— n ^ ^ n (i = 1, •
•

•
, g) we define the integral of f{x) over an

unbounded set E as follows.

18.1s. Let f{x) he defined on an unbounded set E. Then f{x) is

summable over E if it is summable over EWn for each n and

is finite. In this case we define

(f{x) dx = lim f f{x) dx.

If the limit is finite, from the inequalities
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we see that the integrals

also approach finite limits as n —> oo . Hence so does their difference;

exists and is finite, so that the definition of the integral of f{x) over E
has a meaning.

Remaek. The word unbounded” in 18.1 is really superfluous.

If E is bounded the limiting process of 18.1 is trivial, for the set

EWn and the integral of f{x) over EWn remains constant for all n
large enough so that Wn contains E in its interior. Consequently, if

E is bounded and I is any interval containing E in its interior and /(a;)

is defined on the whole space iJg, either all three of the integrals

fix) dx, fix)K,ix) dx, jix)KEix) dx

(the second being understood as in 15.1 with I as basic interval)

are defined or none of them is defined, and if they are defined they are

all equal. In fact, with the special definition of AJ as the product

of the edges of I we can say the same if I contains E (not necessarily

in its interior).

Exercise. If f(x) is summable over E, then

lim f f{x) dx = 0.
jE^EWn''^ ^

Exercise. Let {Mn} be a sequence of bounded closed or open sets

such that each interval Wm is contained in all sets Mn with n greater

than a certain Um- If f{x) is defined on a set E, it is summable over E
if and only if it is summable over EMn for each n and the numbers

[ l/(x)lda:
jEMn ^ '

are bounded. In that case

j^fix) dx = jim f^^Jix) dx.

Now we have carried the definition of the integral as far as we wish,

and we shall begin the investigation of its properties. Our first

theorems are extensions of 15.2 and 15.6.
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18.2s. Iffix) and gix) arc hath samniahlr over a set hf and fix) ^ g(x)

for all X in E, then

^ /,//(') '/j'-

For all X, fix)K e(x) g; (f(x) K idx). If PI is coiifaincd in an interval

/, th(‘n our tli(*(>n‘ni follows at on(*(‘ from 15.2. If II is unhouiifleci,

then by 15.2 for (‘V(‘ry n we have

As n —> X th(‘ kdt and ri|.^ht iiunnlxu’s of this inr*(|uality tend respec-

tively to the left and right nH‘mh(U’s of the* iri(‘f|uality in the tlieorem,

so th(‘ theorem is establisluxi.

18.3s. If fix) and gix) an' tndh defined and sumnmblc over a sd E,

than thr funriians fix) + gix), (fix) (r anij finite constant), sup \fix),

gix)\, inf (/(./*) !o f^ix), f ix) and fix) ‘ are summabUj over E,

provi(i(Ml in th(‘ cas(‘ of f(x) + f/Cr) that this sum is dc‘finf‘d on E.

Furthermore

(fe-) + gf.r)) r/.r == f.X-'') f f fl'-O

/;; fi-Xa

(/.r ^ .Cx) ilx.

Suj)pos(‘ first that II is interior to an inte!'\"ai /. 'Ylien f^ xi K iJ x)

and gix)Ki:(x) arf‘ suinruable over /. So by 15. <» if^x) r f/hr |
j Ab.t ./*),

rfix)K i:(x), su|> 1/f.rj Ab.t.r), gi x)K td x) \

,

inf 1/i.r) A'/.t.r), gix) K i.ix)
\

,

f^ ix), f ix) and '/{.r)Ab;Lr) are all suiuinable over /. d'his e<tab-

lislu's thf‘ sunmiability of the functions sperafied in the theorfuii. Also

thf‘ two e({uations in thf‘ tlu'orein are ob\'i< ms e(nisf‘qnence.- of I o.t), arid

J^,f(x) dx ™ fix)K f.( X) dx fi fLrjKi'X) dx

='-

f,
fa) K,<x)tix^- /'.ct

,

i/./-,

Suppos(‘ now that II is inil)()Uiided. F»y the preceding: paragra{)h,

th(‘ funet ions /f.rj gix), etc., are all sunnnable (o.er AH’,.. V>y tlu*

definition of siiniinahility, the integrals

f fix) dj\ f r/Vr) dx
Jh'iv.. ^ Jrn,.

approach finite limits M, A' as // > X
. and therefore do not exeee(i 5/,
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N respectively. For every n the set EWv. is bounded, so we may use

15.6:

Jew. 1 I + 1
\]dx^M + N,

Jew. '
1
dx =

1
c

I I fix) \dx ^\c\M,

Jew. I 1 - Jew. ^ ^ \
]dx ^ M + N,

1
inf {fix), gix)}

I

dx ^ [ I fix) \ + |
gix) \]dxiM + N,

Jew. 1 = Jew.^^^^^
\dx^M,

Jew. I = Jew.
\dx^M.

Therefore these functions are all summable over E.

The formulas concluding the theorem have all been shown valid

for bounded sets, in particular for EWn- Letting n ^ establishes

these formulas for the set E.

The next theorem extends the important convergence theorem

15.7 to arbitrary sets E,

18.4s. Let the junctions fi{x), f2 {x)j
• •

• be non-negative'^ and

summable over a set E, and let fi(x) ^ f2 (x) ^ fs{x), ^ . Let

f{x) = lim/n(rr). Thenf{x) is summable over E if and only if
71—

>

00

lira fnix)dx
n—

4

00 J ^

is finite; and if this limit is finite ^
it is equal to the integral of f{x):

l^fix) dx = jim jj^fnix) dx.

Let us first suppose that E is bounded and interior to an interval I,

wliieh we shall use as our basic interval. We shall denote by/J,(:r),

f'{x) respectively the functions fn{x)KE{x), f{x)KE{x). (Here the

symbol ' has nothing to do with differentiation.) Then

f[{x) Snix) ^ • Sf(x),

and fjx) So by 15.7 f{x) is summable over I if and only

if the integrals of the/J,(.T) approach a finite limit, and in that case

f f(x)dx= lim
I f'fix) dx.

J ' n—> 00 d /

* lli(‘ hypotluLsis that the Jiix) ara iion-nGgativG is not really necessary, hut

it makes th(‘ proof (‘asier. W(i shall romov(^ it aftcu* establishing 23.4.
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But

dx = j^f(x) dx, f,fnix:) dx = J^f«(x) dx,

SO this concludes the case of bounded E.

Now suppose that E is not bounded. If J{x) is summable, then

by 18.2

j^fi{x)dx^ j^fix)dx

for every i, so

(F) Hm J^Mx) dx ^ j^f(x) dx < «>.

Conversely, suppose that this limit is finite, say equal to M. Then
for each n

lim f fi{x) dx < M,

So by the preceding proof f(x) is summable over EWn, and its integral

is not greater than M. Since f(x) ^ 0, this proves that

hw. I JewA^'^
dx^M.

Hence /(x) is summable.

Let € be any positive number. There is an n such that

IewJ^^^
^ ~

by definition 18.1. Hence, using the preceding part of the proof,

^Um p,ix) dx ^ Ihn I^^Mx) dx = dx > Jj{x) dx - e.

Here € is an arbitrary positive number, so by 5.2

This, with (F), establishes the theorem.

18.6s. Corollary. Let the functions f\{x), f‘i{x), • •
• non-

positive^ and summable over a set and let fi(x) ^ /‘lix) ^ .

This hypothesis is actually superfluous, and will be removed after 23.4.
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Let f(x) = lini/„(x). Then f(x) is summable if and only if

n—* w

lim LMx) dx
n—* 00

is finite; and if this limit is finite ^
then

j^fix) dx = jim l^fnix) dx.

If we define gn(x) = —/n(rc), the Qn satisfy the hypotheses of 18.4.

Now replacing g^ix) by —fn(x) in the conclusions of 18.4, we obtain

the theorem above.

18.6s. Corollary. If the functions fn{x) are non-negative and sum-
mable on E, and

n = l

converges
j
then the sum of the series 'I^fn(x) is summable

^
and

h [ t i
n = 1 n = 1

For the partial sums gn(x) = fi(x) + • *
• + fn{x) satisfy the

hypotheses of 18.4, and by 18.3

lim f gn(x) dx - lim V f fn(x) dx < oo.

n— oo n—^oo
j
—

Let E be the aggregate of rational numbers in [0, 1]. The set E is

denumerable, so its elements can be arranged in a sequence ri,r 2 ,

• • *
.

lifn{x) vanishes except at r„ and/n(rn) == 1, by 16.1 the integral

U{^)dx

exists and has the value 0. The sum of the functions /n(:r) is Ke{x),

so by 18.6 this function also is summable over [0, 1], and

Ke{x) dx = 0 .

Since the rationals are everywhere dense in [0, 1], we see readily that

the upper and lower Riemann integrals of Ke{x) over [0, 1] are respec-

tively 1 and 0. Hence the Riemann integral does not exist. This

shows that the Lebesgue integral is more general than the Riemann.
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18 .7 . The Lebesgue integral^ defined in 18.1, is invariant under

translation.

Let j{x) be summable and non-negative over a set E, and let

• •
*

,
be a g-tuple of real numbers. If n is a positive integer

and I any closed interval containing Wn in its interior, by 15.9 we have

(x) dx.

By 17.5 and 18.1, both integrals may be taken over the entire space Rq
instead of over and I respectively, without changing their values.

Then as n increases the integrand in the right member increases and.

tends to J{x)Ke{x)) so by 18.4 its integral tends to that of J{x)Ke{x).

So the left member has the same finite limit, and again using 18.4 we
find that the limit of the left integrand is summable, and

L j^^'^{x)K.Ea){x) dx == lim ( f^^x^Ksih^WnOoix) dx
J Rq 00 J Rq

= lim f f(x)KEWn{x) dx = f f{x)KE(x) dx.
OO J Rq J Rq

This establishes the theorem if f{x) is non-negative. For the general

case, we write f{x) = /+(rc) — f'~{x) as before. The integrals of /+

and /“ are invariant under translation by the part of the proof just

completed, so by 18.3 the same is true of the integral of /.



CHAPTER III

Measurable Sets and Measurable

Functions

19. In 16.1 we saw that we could obtain the volume of an interval

/o by integrating its characteristic function. Written in the notation

of §17, Alo= j^^ldx. This of course seems to be a complicated

way of getting back what we knew to begin with. Nevertheless, it

suggests the following extension. Suppose that E is an arbitrary set.

Even though E is too intricately constructed to permit us to assign

it a volume by elementary processes, still the number [ 1 dx will (if

it exists) give us a measure of the “amount"’ of the set E, and this

“amount” will agree with the elementary volume in the simpler cases,

such as sets E consisting of a finite number of intervals. However,

even though E has a very simple structure it may still happen that

1 dx is not defined; consider for example the set E consisting of

the whole space Rq. Consequently we phrase our definition so as to

bring these sets also within the fold:

19.1s. The set E is measurable if for each of the intervals Wn =

{x
\

— n S ^ Yi] the function 1 is summdble over EWn; and if E is

measurable, its measure is defined to be

mE = lim / 1 dx.
n—^ oo JEWn

The following theorem is almost self-evident.

19.2s. If E is measurable, then 0 ^ mE ^ co
.

If E is bounded and measurable, then 0 ^ mE < ^

.

If E is measurable and mE <
,
then

mE = f Idx =
I

Kb(x) dx.

For every n the integral of 1 over EWn is non-negative, so letting n

increase we obtain 0 S mE g oo . If furthermore E is bounded, the

integral in the right member of the defining equation 19.1 remains

constant for all n large enough so that Wn contains E in its interior;

so mE is that constant finite value. If niE is finite, definition 19.1 is

merely the definition 18.1 of / 1 dx.
J E

101
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From our theorems on integrals we obtain at once several theorems

on measurable sets.

19.3s. If El and E2 are measurable^ and Ei is contained in £'
2 ,

then

mEi S mEi-

Let n be any positive integer. Then EiWn Cl EiWnj so Ks^Wnix)

^ Ks^wnix) for all x. By 18.2

Ie.w.
1 = L = L = Ie.w.

1

Letting n-^ 00 yields our conclusion.

19.4s. If E is closedj it is measurable.

Let n be an arbitrary positive integer and I a closed interval (which

we use as basic interval) containing Wn in its interior. Since EWn is

closed, its characteristic function is an ^-function by 12.9. Being

bounded, it is summable over I by the remark after 15. 1. That is, 1 is

summable over EWn for every n.

19.6s. The whole space Rq and the empty set A are measurable sets,

and mA = 0.

Both of these sets are closed, so they are measurable by 19.4.

Also, Kjs.{x) = 0, so

j^^K^ix)dx = 0

for every n
;
hence mA = 0.

19.6s. If El and E2 are both measurable, so are Ei — E%, E 1E2

and CEi.

For each n the characteristic functions of EiWn and E^Wn are

summable, so the functions

and
K[e^~E 2\W^ (x) = sup {Ke,w„{x) — Ke,w„(.^\ 01

KsiEzWnix) = KEiWn(x)KEiWn{x)

are summable by 15.6. Hence Ei — £'2 and EiEi are measurable

by the definition 19.1. Since CEi = i?g — Ex, and Rg is measurable

by 19.5 and Ei is measurable by hypothesis, CEi is also measurable.

19.7s. If E is open, it is measurable.

For CE is closed by 2.6, hence measurable by 19.4. So by 19.6

E — C{CE) is measurable.

Exercise. Prove that every interval is measurable.

19.8s. If, El, £ 2 ,
Ez, •

•
* is a finite or denumerable collection of

measurable sets, then U Ei is measurable, and m U £t g '2mEi. More-

over, if the Ei are disjoint, then m\] Ei = ZmEi; and if the Ei
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are denumerable in number and Ei CZ E% CZ E3 CZ •
•

,
then

m \j Ei = lim mEn.
n—* «

In order to avoid considering separate cases, we suppose that the

Ei are denumerable in number; if the Ei are finite in number, we add on

infinitely many repetitions of the empty set A. Define

Mx) = inf{l, 5 Kb,(x)}, fix) = inf {1, J
1=1 i-l

Then by 1.1 fpix) a,ndf{x) are respectively the characteristic functions

of EiU • Ep and of U Ei. From the definition it is clear that

0 S /i(x) g fiix) g • •
• and that lim fp{x) = /(x). For each n

and each p,

fwMx)dx^ J^^ldx<

so by 18.4 f(x) is summable over Wv,. That is, 1 is summable over

lUn(U Ei), SO by definition U Ei is measurable.

For each n we have by 18.4
%

V

mTF„(U Ei) = f fix) dx = lim f fpix) dx S lim f Ksiix) dx

= lim y [ KeXx) dx = lim ^ mEiWn = £ mEiWp ^ ^ mEu
P-* « JWn p-^oo ^--=1

Since this holds for each n, m\J Ei = lim mTFn(U Ei) S X
n-> « t = 1

If the Ei are disjoint, for every positive integer p we have by 1.1

p

KeiU • • -
=

2) Ksi(x).

Hence by 19.3 and 18.3

m (\ Ei ^ m (} Ei == f dx

= t f dx -= X mEi.
i = i

This holds for all positive integers p, so

m [j Ei ^ X
1-1 ,*=i
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Together with the reverse inequality already established, this proves
00

m U £'» =
t = 1

Now suppose El d CL ' '
'

• Using again the functions

Jp{x)yJ{x) of the first paragraph, we see that/p(:r) is the characteristic

function of U • *
* U Ep^ which is Ep. So, as above, for each n

mWniS^ Ei) = lim f fp{x) dx = lim mWnEp g lim mEp,
p~^ 00 J Wn P~~* * “

This holds for all n, so

m\J Ei= lim mTf„(U Ei) g lim mEp.
n—

>

00 p—

*

00

On the other hand, for every p the set Ep is contained in U Ei, so by

19.3 mEp ^ m\J Ei, and lim mEp ^ m U Ei. This completes the
p—> 00

proof of the theorem.

19.9s. If Ely E 2 ,

• ‘
' is a finite or denumerable collection of measur-

able sets, then fj Ei is measurable. Moreover, if there are denumerably

many Ei and EiID Ez *
* * and at least one Ei has finite measure,

then m f\ Ei = lim mEi.
> 00

Since f) = C'(U CEi), it is measurable by 19.6 and 19.8. Now
suppose 3 £^2 ID • •

•
. If the set E^ has finite measure, neither

the set f| Ei nor the limit lim mEi is affected if we discard the sets

El, •
•

•
, Em-i] so we may as well suppose mEi < Define

Di == El — Ei. Then Di is measurable by 19.6, and DiClD 2 CID
• •

•
. Hence by 19.8 U A- is measurable, and m U Di = lim mD,.

i—> 00

But Di U A = El, and Di and Ei are disjoint; so by 19.8 mDi = mEi
— mEi. Also (U Di) U (fl Ei) = Ei and U Di and D Ei are disjoint;

so m U Di = mEi — mf\ Ei. Therefore

mEi — m(] Ei = lim {mEi — mEi),

whence mi] Ei = lim mEi.

It is interesting to observe that the hypothesis that at least one Ei

has finite measure can not be removed. Suppose, for example, the

En is the set of all (finite) numbers x ^ n. Then mEn = for each n,

but n En is the empty set and has measure 0.

If El, E 2
,

*
•

• is an infinite sequence of sets, we define the com-

plete limit-set lim sup Ei to be the set of all points which belong to
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infinitely many sets Ei, and we define the restricted limit-set lim inf Ei

to be the set consisting of all points which belong to all but a finite

number of the Ei. A point x belongs to infinitely many Ei if and only

if it belongs to the sum E^ U U * •
• for every n\ and this in

turn is true if and only if it belongs to the intersection (product) of

all such sums. Again a point x belongs to all but a finite number of

the Ei if and only if it belongs to the intersection EnEn+iEn^r^ '
’ *

for some n] and this in turn is true if and only if it belongs to the

sum of all such intersections. In symbols, we have established the

following theorem.

19.10s. If Eli -^2 ,

' ^ ' is an infinite sequence oj sets, then

lim sup Ei = ^ U Ei,
n = 1 i—n

lim inf jEi = 0 fj Ei.
n 1 i = n

Concerning these two limit-sets we now establish two theorems.

19.11s. If the sets Ei, E2 ,
*

*
* are all measurable, so are lim sup Ei

and lim inf Ei, and

(A) m(lim inf Ei) ^ lim inf mEi.

Also, if all the sets E are contained in a set of finite measure, then

(B) m(lim sup Ei) ^ lim sup mEi.

Consider first the set lim inf Ei. The intersection EnEn^i •
• is

measurable for each n, by 19.9; so by 19.8 the sum of these intersec-

tions, which is lim inf Ei, is measurable. If lim inf mEi is 00
,
inequal-

ity (A) is obvious. Otherwise, let be a number greater than

lim inf mEi. By 6.2, in every neighborhood of 00 there are integers i

such that mEi is less than h. In every intersection E^En^i *
* *

there appears such a set Ei, hence by 19.3

m ^ Ei < h.
i = n

As n increases the intersection-set EnEn+i ' ‘ ' expands, so by 19.8

and the preceding inequality we have

^ ( U f] Ei)
— lim m n Ei S h.

n = l 1 = 71 n—* <=o i = n

Since h is an arbitrary number greater than lim inf mEi, by 5.2 our

statements concerning lim inf Ei are established.
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Let E be any measurable set containing all the Ei (for example,

itself). Then by 1.1

lim sup Ei = E — [E — lim sup Ei]

= ~ n (} Ei]
n = 1 t = n

= £ - U [^ - \i E.]
n = I t = n

= s - u [.n (^ -
n«= 1 i = n

= E — lim inf (E — Ei),

This shows that lim sup Ei is measurable. Moreover, if E has finite

measure, by (A) and 6.3 we have

m lim sup Ei = mE — m lim inf {E — Ei)

^ mE — lim inf {mE — mEi)
= mE — [mE — lim sup mEi]
= lim sup mEi.

This completes the proof.

In case lim sup Ei and lim inf Ei are identical, we denote them both

by lim Ei. From 19.11 and 6.7 it is obvious that the following is true.

19.12s. If Elf £2 ,

* *
* ure measurable subsets of a set E of finite

measure, and lim Ei exists, then lim mEi also exists, and

m lim Ei = lim mEi.
t— 00

19.13s. If a set E has measure 0, and the set Ei is contained in E,

then mEi = 0. If Ei, E2 ,

''' is a finite or denumerable collection

of sets of measure 0, then U Ei has measure 0.

If El CZE, then KeXx) ^ Ke{x). Then for each integer n and

each interval I containing Wn in its interior we have

0 g KwnEy{x) dx S KwnEfx) dx S KwnE{x) dx

^ f Ke{x) dx = 0.
J Rq

So the characteristic function of TTn£^i is summable and its integral is 0

for every n, and by definition, mEi = 0.

The second part of the theorem follows from 19.8, for U Ei is

measurable, and

0 g m U Si ^ Smfii = 0.

The next three theorems are not '^s'' theorems.
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19.14. If E is a denumerable set, mE = 0.

By 16.1, the measure of a set containing a single point (which can
be regarded as a degenerate closed interval) is zero. If E is denumer-
able, it is the sum of denumerably many sets consisting of one point

each, so by 19.13 it has measure zero.

The concept of a set of measure zero is so important and useful that

it is frequently used in discussions in which no other concept out of

the theory of Lebesgue integration is needed. Thus, for example, in

the study of the Riemann integral it is shown (though we shall not

prove it) that in order for a function f(x) defined and bounded in an
interval I to be Riemann integrable over J, it is necessary and sufficient

that the set of discontinuities of f(x) have measure zero. When sets of

measure zero enter in such discussions, it is customary to say that a

set E has measure zero if for every positive e it is possible to cover E
with a finite or denumerable set of open intervals h, hi ^ ‘ ‘ such

that 2Ain < €. We now proceed to show that this definition is in

fact equivalent to ours. (It is not an theorem.)

19.16. In order that a set E have measure 0, it is necessary and

sufficient that for every positive e there exist a finite or denumerable set

of open intervals 7i, 72,
* •

* such that U 7n 3 E and 2Ah < €.

The condition is sufficient. Suppose first that E is bounded, interior

say to a closed interval 7, which we use as basic interval. With the

intervals In of the hypothesis,

Ke{x) ^ KuUx),

Ke{x) dx ^ Ku,M dx

=
'I \^Ku{x)dx

=

Since this holds for every positive €, and Ke{x) is non-negative, by 5.2.

14.4 and 14.2 we have

0 g Ke{x) dx g Ke{x) dx g 0.

Hence, by 19.1, mE = 0.

If E is unbounded, by the preceding paragraph mEWn = 0 for

every n, so by 19.1 we again have mE = 0.

The condition is necessary. Suppose first that E is bounded,

interior say to a closed interval 7, which we use as basic interval. Let e
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be a positive number. Since the integral of the characteristic function

of E is zero, by 15.1 there is a !7-function u{x) ^ Ke{x) such that

u{x) dx <~
(Recall that our set E is in g-dimensional space Rq.) Let V be the

subset of I on which u{x) > i. This is open relative to I by 7.4, and

contains E. It is clear that

iKv{x) ^ u(x);

for if a; is in 7 the left member is 1 and the right member exceeds i, and

otherwise the left member is zero and the right is ^ Ke{x)^ hence non-

negative. Since Kv{x) is a bounded ^/-function by 12.9, it is sum-

mable, and

Kv{x) dx ^ 2 u(x) dx < 2“"«e.

The set V is the sum of a finite or denumerable collection of closed

intervals I*, by 3.7. If we denote the interior of /* by /n, the sets

Jn are disjoint, and their sum is contained in F. By 16.1,

ml* = mJn =

Now using 19.8 and 19.3

2AJ* = 2mJn == m U /n ^ m.V

= mU J: g Smz: = SAi:,

whence

ZAJ* = mV < 2-«e.

The are still not the intervals desired, since they are closed.

Suppose that Xn is the center of I*, so that I* is defined by inequalities

x^^^ — e!;'^ ^ x^^^ ^ Let In be the interval

x^^^ - 2€S^> < + 2e^'h

Each edge of In is twice the corresponding edge of /*, so A/„ = 2^A/*.

Hence

SAJn = 2<^ZA/* < 6,

and the In are the intervals desired.

If E is of measure zero but unbounded, for each n the subset EWn
can be enclosed in open intervals In. 1 ,

7n.2,
* *

* with

X < e2-”.
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Then the aggregate of all intervals 7n,/ (ti = 1, 2,
• •

• ) is denumer-
able, and

X A/n.,- < eX2-" = e.

n,3

Clearly E is covered by these intervals. This completes the proof,

19 .16 . Let Ebe a set^ and ‘ a q-tuple of real numbers.

If E is measurable so is its translation E^^\ and

= mE.

If mE is finite, this is merely 18.7 applied to Ke{x). Other%vise,

for each n we consider EWn- This has finite measure, so its translation

has the same finite measure:

= mEWn.

As n increases the sets EWn expand, and so do their translations.

So by 19.8 the sum of the translations is measurable, and

= lim — lim mEWn = mE.
n—> « 7i-—> w

20 . The simplest sets with which we have had to deal are the

intervals. For these the measure is easily found; by 16.1, ml — Al.

(This is not an ^^s^^ theorem, but a rather more complicated device

permits us to obtain the measures of intervals from the interval-func-

tion A/ without using any properties of AJ except those in 10.1. The
proof occurs later, in 47.3.) We may regard open sets as next in

simplicity, since by 3.6 each open set G is the sum of a denumerable

set of disjoint intervals Ji, 72,
* •

•
. Thus for an open set ff we have

mG = 2mln. That is, on the basis of the theory which we have

developed it is now possible to calculate the measure of an open set

directly from the values of the interval-function A7, without explicitly

computing any integrals. If F is a bounded closed set, we can enclose

it in an open interval G; then mF is the difference between the measures

of the open sets G and G — F. If F is an unbounded closed set, it is

the same as lim FWn, and each set FWn is a bounded closed set. So

the measures of closed sets are also obtainable without explicitly

performing an integration.

We now proceed to show how the measures of arbitrary sets can

be studied through a knowledge of measures of open and closed sets.

It will follow that the whole theory of measure, and with it the whole

theory of integration, could be built on this basis, although we do not

choose to develop it in that way. However, a word of caution may
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not be amiss. We have already used 19.8 in obtaining the equation

mG = hmln, in the preceding paragraph. This informs us in particu-

lar that the sum Zmln has the same value, no matter how we choose to

decompose the set G into non-overlapping closed intervals. If we had

chosen to base our theory of integration on the measures of open sets,

putting the definition mG = Sm/n at the beginning of the theory, we
would have had to devise some other proof of this independence. This

would have called for a proof somewhat like that of 10.2, but more
complicated because it would involve infinite collections of intervals.

And this would be only the first of several troubles, for the theorems

to which we shall refer in the proofs in this section would be no longer

available, and consequently the proofs would be much more difficult.

It is convenient to define first two numbers, the exterior measure

MeE and the interior measure miEy which are defined for all sets and
which are related to the measure of E (when it exists) in much the same
way that the upper and lower integrals of /(x) are related to the integral

of /(x) (when it exists).

20.1s. Let E be an arbitrary set in the space Rq. Then its exterior

measure meE is the inf of the measures of all open sets containing E, and

its interior measure miE is the sup of the measures of all closed sets con-

tained in E.

As an immediate consequence of the definition we have the follow-

ing theorem.

20.2s. For every set E the inequalities

0 S niiE ^ meE

are satisfied.

Let £ be a set, and let F and G be respectively a closed set and an

open set such that F Cl E Cl G. By 19.3 0 ^ mF ^ mG. For each

closed set F contained in E this inequality holds for all open sets G con-

taining E, so mF is a lower bound for mG, and cannot exceed the inf.

That is,

mF g meE.

This holds for all closed sets F contained in £7, so meE is an upper bound
for the measures of such sets, and cannot be less than their sup, which

is miE.

Another immediate consequence of 20.1 is the following

20.3s. If El C E^y then mSi g miE2 and meEi ^ m«£’ 2 .

The class of closed sets F CZ Ei is a subset of the class of clo.sed sets

F d £'
2 ,

and by 5.3 this implies the first inequality. The second is

proved analogously.
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Still another corollary of definition 20.1 is this theorem.

20.4s. If Eij E2, *
*

* zs a finite or denumerable collection of sets in

the space Rqj then

meU Ei ^ 2meEi.

If the right member of the inequality is infinite this is trivial

Otherwise, let e be an arbitrary positive number. By 20.1 we can

enclose Ei in an open set Gi such that

mGi < m^Ei +

Then (? = U Gi is an open set, and by 19.8

mG ^ ^ mGi <

= ^TYleEi -f- €.

So by 20.1 we have

Ei < 'ZmeEi 4- c,

and by 5.2 this implies the conclusion of the theorem.

Now we establish a connection between the exterior measure and

upper integral, and between interior measure and lower integral.

20.5s. Let E he a bounded setj interior to a closed interval /. Then

meE = Ke{x) dx and miE ~ Ksix) dx.

Let J be the interior of 1. If G is any open set containing E,

then JG is open by 2.10, contains E because J and G both contain E,

and is interior to 7. Hence by 19.3, 19.2, the remark after 18.1, 1.2

and 14.4

mG ^ mJG = f Kjg(x) dx
JBq

jq(^X^ dx

^ ^ Ke{x) dx.

Thus by definition 20.1 we have

(A) m,E ^ j^Ksix) dx.
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Likewise, if F is closed and contained in E,

mF ==
I

Kf{x) dx
J Rq

= j^KAx)dx

^ Ks{x) dx,

whence by 20.

1

(B) rrnE ^ Keix) dx.

Let e be an arbitrary positive number. By definition 14.1, there

is a [/-function u(x) ^ Ke(x) such that

j
u{x) dx < J Ke(x) dx +

Define

+ 2(AlVl)'

This is a [/-function by 12.4, and is clearly positive-valued. We
define G to be the subset of I on which Ux{x) > 1. This set is open

relative to I by 7.4. So is JG, since J is the interior of J
;
and by 2.7

the set JG is open. Also, JG contains for if a: is in £7 it is in J by

hypothesis, and

ui{x) = u{x) + 2(A/ + 1)
^ Ke{x) +

2(A7 + 1)
> 1

,

so that X is in (?. Also the characteristic function of JG is less than

Ui{x)] for if X is in JG the characteristic function is 1 while Ui{x) > 1

by definition of G, and otherwise the characteristic function is 0 while

2/i(x) is positive-valued. Hence by 20.1, 19.2, 18.3 and 11.6
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Since € is arbitrary, by 5.2 this implies
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S
j

Ks(x) dx.

This, with (A), establishes the first of the two equations in the con-

clusion of our theorem.

Again, let € be an arbitrary positive number. There is an L-func-

tion l{x) g Ke{x) such that

Define

dx >

h{x) l{x)
2(47 + ly

and let F be the set on which li{x) ^ 0. This is closed relative to

I by 7.4, hence is closed by 2.7. It is contained in S, for at each point

rc of F we have

Ke(x) g l{x) > hix) ^ 0

so Ke{x) must be 1. Also, Kf{x) > li{x) for all x; for if a; is in F
we have Kf{x) = 1 and hix) < l{x) g Ke{x) g 1, and otherwise

Kf{x) is zero and hix) is negative.

By 20.1, 19.2, 18.3 and 11.6

iriiE ^ mF

>

>

dx

eU
2{AI + 1)
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Since e is arbitrary, by 5.2 this implies

ntiE j Ke{x) dx,

and this with (B) completes the proof.

From this theorem we deduce several corollaries.

20.6s. If E is hounded^ it is measurable if and only if miE = MeE;
and in that case mE = meE = miE,

Let / be a closed interval containing E in its interior. Since E is

bounded, by 19.2 it is measurable if and only if it has finite measure.

Again by 19.2, this is true if and only if Ke(x) is summable over

the space Rq. By the remark after 18.1, this is true if and only if

Ke(x) is summable over /. By 15.1, this is true if and only if the

upper and lower integrals of Ke(x) are finite and equal. Since Ke{x)

is bounded, its upper and lower integrals over J cannot be infinite;

so E is measurable if and only if the upper and lower integrals of

Ke{x) over I are equal. By 20.5, this is true if and only if miE = meE,

Furthermore, if miE = meE^ by 20.5 their common value is the integral

of Ke{x) over /, which by 17.4 and 18.1 is its integral over Rq, which

by 19.2 is mE,
Theorem 20.6 permits us to distinguish bounded measurable sets

from bounded non-measurable sets, and to compute the measures of

the former. From this we could proceed as in §19 to define measurable

sets to be those sets E such that EWn is measurable for each n, and

to obtain their measures as in 19.1. An alternative procedure will

be mentioned after 20.10.

20.7s. If E is a measurable set and e is a 'positive number, there

exists an open set G containing E such that m{G — E) < e, and there

exists a closed set F contained in E such that m{E — F) < e.

If E is measurable and bounded, by 20.6 we have MeE = mE, so

by 20.1 the set E is contained in an open set G such that mG < mE + €.

But by 19.8 we have mG = mE + m{G — £), so m{G — E) < e. If

E is measurable but unbounded, for each positive integer n the set

EWn is measurable and bounded, and by the preceding sentence is

contained in an open set Gn such that

m((?n - EWn) < ~

The set = U Gn is open by 2.10 and contains U EWn, which is E.

Also, G — £ is contained in U {Gn — £'lFn); for if x is in G — E, it is
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in some Gn but not in any EWn- Hence by 19.3 and 19.8
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m(G - E) g m U (U„ - EWn)

= €.

Thus the first conclusion is established.

If E is measurable, so is its complement CE. We enclose CE in

an open set G such that in{G — CE) < e, and we define F — CG.

This is closed by 2.6, and is contained in E. Moreover,

E -F = E(\CF = EG =-G - CE,

so m{E — F) = m{G — CE) < c. This completes the proof.

20.8s. If E is measurable, then rriiE = m^E = mE,
If mE = 00

,
then by 20.7 with e = 1 there is a closed set F CZ £7

with mF =00. By 20.1 and 20.2 this implies, miF = meE = co. If

mE is finite, the sets F and G of 20.7 show that miE ^ mF > mE — €

and meE g mG < mE + €, Since € is arbitrary, by 5.2 and 20.2 we
have

MeE S mE ^ MiE S meE,

establishing the theorem.

20.9s. Let M he a set having finite measure, and let E be a subset

of M. Then

(A) mi{M — F) = mM — meE

and

(B) me{M — F) = mM — miE.

Let € be an arbitrary positive number. The numbers in equations

(A) and (F) are clearly finite. By 20.7 there is an open set G con-

taining M for which m{G — M) < €/2, and by 20.1 there is a closed

set F contained in F for which mF > miE — The set — F =

G(\CF is open by 2.6 and 2.10, and contains Af — F = ilf fl CE,

Hence by 20.1 and 19,8
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me(M - E) ^ m{G - F)

= mG — mF

ImM + 4 — m^E - ^

mM — miE + e.

By 5.2 this implies

(C) me{M — £) + rriiE g mM,

On the other hand, by 20.7 there is a closed subset Fi oi M such

that m{M — Fi) < e/2, and by 20.1 there is an open set Gi containing

M — E such that mGi < me(M — E) + |- Then the set f i
— (?i ==

Fif\ CGi is closed by 2.6 and 2.10, and is contained in E. So by
19.3 and 19.8

mGi + m(Fi — Gi) ^ mFiGi + m{Fi — Gi)

= mFi

> mM —
|-

But by 20.1 and the choice of Gi this yields

me(M — E) + miE > mM — e,

and by 5.2 we find

me{M E) + MiE ^ mM.

This and (C) together imply (B). From (B) we obtain (A) by inter-

changing E and M — E.

20.10s. Let E be a set in the space Rq. In order that E he measurable

it is necessary and sufficient that the equation

(A) MeEi = meEiE + meEi n CE

he mtisfied jor every set Ei.

Suppose that E is measurable; then CE is also measurable. Let e

be an arbitrary positive number. By 20.7, there are open sets Gi

and G 2 such that Gi contains E, G2 contains CE, and

m{Gi — E) < € and m((?2 — CE) < e.

G 1G 2 = GiG^iE U CE)
- G 1G2E U G 1G2CE
= G2E U GiCE
= [G2 - CE] U [Gx - E],

But
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so by 19.3 and 19.8
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mGiGi g m[G2 - CE] + m[Gi — E] < 26.

We now wish to establish the inequality

{B) rrieEi ^ m,EiE + rrieEi H CE

for all sets Ei. If rrieEi = qo this is trivial. Otherwise, by 20.1 there

is an open set Gz containing Ei for which mGz < mJEi + e. Then
GzGi and GzG^ are open sets by 2.10, and contain EiE and Ei fl CE
respectively. Hence by 20.1

rrieEiE ^ rnGzGi^

rrieEi n CE g mGzGi,

The three disjoint sets Gi fl CG^, G2 n CGi and G 1G2 fill the set Gi U G2 ,

so by 19.3 and 19.8

mGz ^ rnGz H [Gi U C2]

= mGzGi n CG2 “b mGzG2 0 CGi -f- mGzGilG2

= \mGzGi n CG2 “b rnGzGiG^ -b \rnGzG2 H CGi + mGzG2Gi\
— mGzffiGz

^ mGzGi ”b rnGzG2 — mG-^Ji.

It follows that

6 + m^Ei > mGz

^ meEiE + MeEi n CE — 2€,

and by 5.2 this implies inequality (B). But EiE U EiCE == Ei, so by
20.4 we have

meEi ^ meEiE + meEi fl CE.

This and {B) together establish equation (A).

Conversely, suppose equation (A) satisfied for a set E. For E\

we choose a bounded measurable set. By 20.9,

MiEiE = mEi — me(Ei — E).

Since Ex is measurable, by 20.8 equation A implies

m,EiE = mEi — me{Ei — E),

Hence the exterior and interior measures of the bounded set EiE are

equal, and by 20.6 EiE is measurable. In particular, if Fi is the

interval Wn this shows that EWn is measurable, so by 19.1 the set E
is measurable. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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If we had a more complete theory of the exterior measure of sets,

developed without reference to measurable sets, we could use the

property expressed in 20.10 to define the property of measurability.

That is, a set E would by definition be measurable if the equation

rrieEi = rrieEiE + rrieEiCE

held for every set Ei. Having selected the measurable sets by this

test, we could define the measure of a measurable set to be the same

as its exterior measure. From the properties of exterior measure

already established we could then deduce the properties of measurable

sets, and erect a theory of integration on this foundation. This is

the method originated by Carath6odory. An exposition can be

found in Carath4odory^s Vorlesungen uber reelle Funktionen, or Kestel-

man^s Modern Theories of Integration,

Exercise. Show that if is a bounded set, there are sets P and S
with the following properties. P is an intersection of open sets and

contains E. aS is a sum of closed sets and is contained in E, The equa-

tions mP = nieE and mS = rriiE hold. Furthermore, for every

measurable set M we have mPM = rrieEM and mSM = rriiEM,

Extend this to unbounded sets E.

21. If we recall even a very little about the Riemann integral and

the mild generalization of it mentioned in §16, we see that a function

f{x) which is not Riemann integrable may lack integrability for either

of two very different reasons. It may have too many discontinuities,

as in the example after 18.6. Or it may simply have too many large

functional values; for example the function f{x) which is for

0 < a; g 1 and has the value 0 at x == 0. This function is not inte-

grable, although it has only a single discontinuity. This latter type of

function may clearly have many of the desirable properties of Riemann-

integrable functions, even though it is not integrable.

In the case of the Lebesgue integral the situation is similar. A
function which is not summable may be of so intricate a structure

that its upper and lower integrals have different values. Such compli-

cated functions we shall avoid. On the other hand, it may be non-

summable merely because it has too many large functional values.

In this case its structure may be as simple as that of the summable
functions. In order to be able to discuss the functions of relatively

simple structure we introduce the notion of a measurable function.

The class of measurable functions is closely related to the class of

summable functions, as theorems 21.4: and 22.1 will show.
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21.1s. A function f{x) defined on a set E in I is measurable {on E)

if for each constant a {finite or infinite) the set of points x in E at which

f{x) ^ a is a measurable set.

We use the symbol E[f a] to mean the set of all xinE such that

f{x) a (in our previous notation: [x\f{x) ^ a\ f) E), and we also

use analogous symbols for sets on which /(2;) satisfies other conditions.

The meaning will be evident in each case.

A first remark is that if f{x) is measurable on Ey then is a measur-

able set. For E[f ^ — oo] is then measurable, and this set is E
itself.

A second simple remark is that a set E is measurable if and only if

Ke{x) is a measurable function on the space R^. For if E is measurable

the set RqlKs ^ a] is one of the measurable sets Rq, E, A according

asa^O, 0<a^ l,a>l,* and if Ke is a measurable function the

set E = RqlKs ^ 1] is measurable.

A third remark is that if f{x) is measurable over E and • •
•

,

are arbitrary constants, then (with the notation 10.8) f^^{x) is

measurable over E^^\ This follows from 19.16 if we observe that x

is in E^^^ and f^^^{x) ^ a if and only ii x + hisinE mdf{x + h) ^ a.

It is not an s-theorem.

A fourth remark almost as obvious is

21.2s. If f{x) is defined and measurable on a set E, and Eq is a

measurable subset of E, thenf{x) is measurable on Eq,

For if a is any number, the set E^f ^ a] is the product of the

measurable sets Eq and E[f ^ a], so it is measurable by 19.6.

We now list five conditions each of which could serve as a definition

of measurability.

21.3s. If f{x) is defined on a measurable set F, then each of the

following conditions is necessary and sufficient in order that f{x) be

measurable on E:

{a) E[f ^ a] is measurable for all a;

(b) E[f < a] is measurable for all a;

(c) E[f > a] is measurable for all a;

{d) E[b ^ / > a] is measurable for all a and all b;

{e) E[b ^ ^ a] is measurable for all a and all b.

(We could state two more necessary and sufficient conditions by

replacing ^ by > after the number b in {d) and (e).)

Suppose /(a:) is measurable. The set E[f > a] is the sum of the sets

E[f ^ r] for all rational numbers r > a. For if a < oo and/(a;) > a,

there is a rational r such that/(a;) ^ r > a, and so a: is in E[f ^ r]; and

if X is in some one of the sets E[f ^ r], sa^yElf ^ ro], then/(a:) ^ ro > a,
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SO X is in Elf > a]. If a = oo
,
the set E[f > a] is empty and there

are no r > a, so the equality of E[f > a] and U E[f ^ r], r > a is still

valid. Each of the sets- E[f ^ r] is measurable by hypothesis, and
there are at most denumerably many of them because the rationals

are denumerable. So their sum E[f > a] is measurable by 19.8.

Thus if f{x) is measurable, (c) is satisfied.

Suppose that (c) is satisfied. For every a we have E[f ^ a] = E
— E[f > a]. But E[f > a] is measurable for every a, so by 19.6

so is E[f g a]. Therefore if (c) is satisfied, so is (a).

Suppose (a) is satisfied. If in the first paragraph of this proof

we replace the signs ^ ,
> by g ,

< respectively and replace oo by
— CO

,
we have a proof that (6) is satisfied.

Suppose that (6) is satisfied. Then for every a the set E[f < a] is

measurable. But E[f a] = E — E[f < a], so by 19.6 E[f ^ a] is

measurable for every a, and so is measurable. Summing up, we
have shown that the measurability of fix) implies (c), which implies

(a), which implies (6), which implies the measurability of /(a;). Hence
the measurability oifix) is equivalent to (a), to (6) and to (c).

If fix) is measurable, then for every a and h the sets E[f ^ b] and

Elf > a] are measurable, by condition (a) and condition (c) respec-

tively. Hence their product E[b ^ f > a] is measurable. Con-

versely, if E[b ^ / > a] is measurable for all a and f), then by setting

b = oo we find that Elf > a] is measurable for each a. This is condi-

tion (c), equivalent to measurability, so condition (d) is equivalent

to measurability.

If in the preceding paragraph we replace > by ^ and replace the

words condition (c)’^ by ^‘the definition of measurability of fix)f*

we have a proof that (e) is equivalent to the measurability of fix).

Exekcise. Theorem 21.3 remains valid even if a and b are

restricted to lie in a set M whose closure is R*.

The next theorem partly exhibits the relationship between measur-

ability and summability. This relationship will appear even closer

after the demonstration of theorems 22.1 and 22.2, which are partial

converses of 21.4.

21.4s. If fix) is defined and suinmable over a measurable set E, it is

measurable on E.

We define fix) to be — oo on the complement of E; this does not

affect its summability over E. Let a be an arbitrary real number.

For each integer n we define

fnix) = inf {n-sup {/(a;) ~ a, 0}, 1).
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It is clear that fi{x) ^ f^ix) ^ • •
•

,
so the limit of fn(x) as ti —» °o

exists. Call this limit g(x). We shall now show that g(x) is the

characteristic function of Elf > a].

If X is in E[f > a], then f(x) - a > 0, and sup {f{x) - a, 0} =
f{x) ~ a > 0. Hence for all n greater than (f(x) — we have
n • sup {fix) “ a, 0} > 1, so that fnix) = inf [n • sup {fix) — a, 0},

1 }
= 1. Thus fnix) = 1 for all large n, and the limit gix) of is 1.

If X is not in E[f > a], then fix) — a ^ 0, and sup {fix) — a, 0}
= 0. Then for all n we have 7i*sup {/(a;) — a, 0} =0, so that

fnix) = inf {n • sup {fix) — a, 0}, 1} = inf {0, 1} = 0. Therefore^ (a;)

— lim fnix) = 0. Thus gix) = 1 if a; is in E[f > a] and is 0 otherwise.

For each of the intervals Wp the intersection EWp is measurable

by 19.1, so 1 is summable over EWp by 19.2. Also fix) is summable
over EWp by 18.1; so by 18.3 fix) — a is summable over EWpj and

so also is sup {fix) — a, 0}. But this vanishes on Wp — E, as shown
above; so by the definition 17.1 it is summable over the entire interval

Wp. Again by 18.3, n sup {fix) — a, 0} and

fnix) = inf {nsup {/(x) - a, OJ, 1}

are summable over Wp. For all n we have (by 15.2)

J^Mx)dxi

so the integrals do not tend to « as n —> » . Therefore by 18.4

the limit gix) of the fnix) is summable over Wp. Since gix) is the

characteristic function of E[f > a], this implies that WpE[f > a] is

measurable for all p, so for every finite number a the set E[f > a] is

measurable by definition 19.1.

For a = + 00
, E[f > a] is empty, and for a = — oc

, E[f > a] is

the whole set E. In either case, it is measurable. Therefore Elf > a]

is measurable for all a, and by 21.3 the function /(x) is measurable.

21.6s, Corollary. If fix) is summable over a set E, then the subset

Eo of E on which fix) 9̂ 0 is measurable.

Let/o(x) = fix) if X is in E, foix) == 0 if x is in CE. Then /o(x) is

summable over the whole space Rq, and by 21.4 it is measurable.

By 21.3, the sets Rq[fo > 0] and Rq[fo < 0] are measurable. But these

sets lie entirely in E, and their sum is E[f ^ 0].

Theorem 21.4 would lead us to suspect that theorems analogous

to those of §18 should hold for measurable functions. We now

establish several such theorems.
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21 .6 . If fix) is measurable on E and c is any finite"^ constant, then

cf{x) is measurable on E.

For c = 0 this is obvious. Suppose c < 0. Then for every a

the set E[cf ^ a] is the same as the set E[} ^ which is measurable

by 21.3a; so cf{x) is measurable on E. If c > 0, then as we have just

seen ( — c)/(a:) is measurable, and therefore so is ( — l)(“-c)/(:r) = cf{x).

21.7s. If fi{x), f%(x),
’ ‘

’ is a finite or denumerable collection of

functions measurable on E, then sup^ {fi{x) }
and inf^ {fi{x) }

are measurable

on E.

Let ip{x) — supi {fi(x)}, and let a be any number. We first show

E[(p > a] = U E[fi > a]. If x is in E[(p > a], then (p{x) = siipt/,(a;)

> a, so for some value j of i we have/, (a:) > a. Thus x is in E[fj > a],

and therefore is in U E[fi > a]. Conversely, if is in U E[fi > a],

it is in some set Elfi > a]. Hence ffix) > a, and (p(x) ^ ff{x) > a.

Therefore x is in E[<p > a].

Now each set E[fi > a] is measurable by 21.3c. Hence E[<p > a]

is the sum of a finite or denumerable collection of measurable sets, and

is measurable by 19.8. So by 21.3c, the function ip{x) is measurable.

The functions —fiix) are measurable by 21.6. Hence, by the

preceding part of the proof, sup^ [—fi(x)] is measurable. But this is

the same as - infj//x)], by 5.5; and, applying 21.6 again, iniifi{x)

is measurable.

21.8s, Corollary. If f(x) is measurable on B, then \f{x)
| , f'^{x)

and f^ix) are also measurable on E.

For then —/(x) is measurable on E, by 21.6; so by 21.7 the functions

\fix)
I

= sup {fix), -f(x)\,

f+ix) = sup [fix), 0|,

f-ix) = sup {-fix), Oj

are measurable on E.

21.9s. If fi{x), /2 (x), ‘ is a sequence of functions all of which

are measurable on E, then

lim sup fn(x) and lim inf fn(x)
n—* 00 n—* 00

are measurable on E.

If we define gn{x) — sup {fi{x) \i ^ n], then gn{x) is measurable by
21.7 and also infn {gn{x ) )

is measurable by 21.7. This last is the upper

limit of /n(x) as n —> ,
by the paragraph following 6.1. Interchang-

ing sup and inf proves that the lower limit is measurable.

* The theorem remains true ifc = +ooorc = — oo.
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21.10s. If fix) is defined on a set E, and E is the sum of a finite or

denumerable collection of measurable sets Ei, Eo, ‘
' on each of which

f(x) is measurable
f
thenf(x) is measurable on E,

For then the set E\f ^ a] is the sum of the various sets Elf ^ a],

each of which is measurable by hypothesis. So E[f ^ a] is measurable

by 19.8, that is, f{x) is measurable on E.

In particular, if f(x) is defined on E and is measurable on ^ — Eq,

where mE^ = 0, then fix) is measurable on E. For /(x) is measurable

on Eqj since for each a the set Elf ^ a] has measure 0 by 19.13.

21.11s. If

(a) fiix)j ’
•

• fhix) are functions defined, finite and measurable on a

measurable set Eq in q-dimensional space R^;

(13) S is a set of points * *
*

,
in h-dimensional space Rh,

and S is either open, or closed, or the sum of a denumerable set of closed

sets;*

(y) piz) s (piz^'^\ •
*

•
,
2^*0 defined on S and is continuous or

upper semi-continuous or lower semi-continuous on S;

then the subset Ei of Eo, on which the function (pifi(x), • •
•

, fhix)) is

defined, is measurable and (pifi(x), •
•

•
, fhix)) is measurable on Ei.

Let F be the mapping of Eo into Rh defined by

• •
• ,fh(x)).

Even if the fi(x) happen to be defined at values of x not in Eo, we
shall ignore such values, so that Fix) is defined only on Eq, The
inverse mapping, which may be many-valued, will be denoted by
F~'^(z). Thus for each z in Rh we define F~'^iz) to be the set of all

points X in Eq such that F(x) = z. Also, if ;So is a point-set in Rh,

F“KSo) is the collection of all x in Eo such that Fix) is in So-

Let J be any interval in Rh of the type described in 3.6, namely

{z
I

^ z^^^ < i — 1,
' '

•
,

h}. We now prove that F-^J)

is measurable. Clearly it consists of all x in Eo such that Fix) is in

/ ;
so it consists of all x in Eq which satisfy all of the inequalities

^ fiix) < ^ = 1,
• •

•
,
A.

Otherwise stated, if ¥^^) is the set of all x satisfying

S fiix) <

the set P-'^iJ) is the intersection Each of these sets

is measurable by 21.3, so by 19.8 their intersection is also measurable.

* Every open set is the sum of denumerably many closed sets, by 3.6.
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Now suppose that So is an arbitrary open set in Rh. By 3.6, So is

the union of intervals Ji, J 2 ,

• *
* of the above mentioned type.

Since each is measurable the union = F-’-(So) is

measurable by 19.8.

If So is closed, then CSo is open. Hence F-^(CSo) is measurable,

and since F“^(So) = Fo — F~'^(CSq) it too is measurable by 19.6.

If So is the sum of denumerably many closed sets Ti, 72,
* •

•
,

then F-KS,) = U F~'‘^[Tn) and hence is measurable by the preceding

paragraph and 19.8.

From the preceding proof, for each of the three types of set S under

consideration the set Ei on which <p{Ji{x), *
•

•
, Mx)) is defined is a

measurable subset of Fo, because obviously Fi = F~^(S).

Now let us suppose that <p(z) is lower semi-continuous. Suppose

first that S is open. For every number a in F* the set S[<p > a] is

open relative to S by 7.4, and so it is open, by 2.7. The set

'
j fh) > 0]

is the same as the set F~^^(S[<p > a]), and since S[<p > a] is open this

set is measurable. By 21.3(c), this implies that (p{flix), •
•

•
, fh{x))

is measurable on Fi. Suppose next that S is closed. The set

^ a] is closed relative to S for every a, by 7.4; so by 2.7 it is closed.

The set Ei[<p(fif *
•

•
, //i) ^ a] is the same as the set F-^'^{S[(p g a]),

and by the first part of the proof this is measurable because g a]

is closed. Hence by 21.3(a) the function <^(/i(a;), • •
•

, fh{x)) is

measurable on Fi. Finally, suppose that S is the union U Tn of a

denumerable set of closed sets. The set S[<^ g a] is the sum of the

sets g a]. Each set Tn[(p ^ a] is closed relative to the closed

set Tn, by 7.4, so is closed by 2.7. So each set F-'^(Tn[<f g a]) is

measurable, by the first part of this proof. The sum of these sets,

for n = 1, 2,
• •

•
,
is F'~'^(S[<p g a]), which is the same as

EiWih •
•

•

, A) ^ a].

This last set is therefore measurable. By 21.3 a, the function

• •
• ,Uix))

is measurable.

Finally, if <p{z) is upper semi-continuous, then —(p{z) is lower semi-

continuous. Therefore -<p{Ji{x), *
•

•
, Jh(x)) is measurable on Fi
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by the proof above, so by 21.6 the function ^(fi(x),
* *

*
, fhix)) is

also measurable on Ei,

21.12s. Corollary. If the functions fi{x)j •
•

*
, fk{x) are finite

valued and measurable on a set E, then the functions fi(;r)
• *

* +//i(x)

and fi{x)f%{x) •
•

• fh{x) are also measurable. The quotient fi{x)/f2 {x)

is measurable if f^{x) 0. // a ^ 0, the function \fi(x) is measur-

able on E. If a < 0, the function \fi{x) |“ is measurable if fi(x) ^ 0.

These all follow from 21.11 by special choices of ip{z). For S/t

we use <p(z) == . . . -j- continuous for all z; for U/i we use

(p(z) = continuous for all z. In both cases the set on which

^(fh ’
*

‘
, /O is defined is all of E. For the quotient we use ^(2:^

= defined and continuous on the open set where 9̂ 0;

then if

/

2 (a:) 9̂ 0, <p(fi(x)j U(x)) = fiix)/f2 (x) is defined for all x in E
and is measurable. If a ^ 0 the function (p(z) =

1

5:
|“ is continuous

for all z, so \fi{x) |“ is defined for all x in E and is measurable. If

a < 0, the function
|

0 |“ is defined and continuous on the open set

2 7*^ 0 ;
so if fi{x) 9^ 0

,
the power |/i(x) |“ is defined and measurable

on E.

Remark. It follows readily that the product of measurable

functions is measurable, even though the functions are not finite-

valued. Let f(x) and g(x) be measurable on E, Then so are

fn(x) = inf {n, sup {f(x), -n}},

Qnix) = inf {n, sup -n] },

by the second remark after 21.1, 21.6 and 21.7. Also fn{x) -^f(x)

and gn(x)-^g{x) for all x. By 21.12, fn(x)gn{x) is measurable for

each n; so by 21.9 the limit /(a:)g'(x) is also measurable.

22. We saw in 21.4 that every function/(a:) which is summable over

a measurable set E is measurable. Of course the converse is false
;
the

function 1 is measurable over the whole space but is not summable

over Rq. However, two partial converses to theorem 21.4 can be

established.

22.1s. If f(x) is hounded and measurable on a set E of finite measure,

it is summable over E.

Suppose that —M < f(x) < M, where M is finite. We consider

first the case in which E is bounded, and therefore interior to some

closed interval J, which we use as basic interval. If e is a positive

number, we can subdivide the interval [
— M, M] by points ao = —M

< ai ’ •
' < an ~ M into subintervals of length less than e. Let E^

be the set < f(x) ^ ai], f = 1, 2,
• •

•
,
n. Every point x oi E

belongs to exactly one set Ei, since each /(a:) lies in exactly one interval
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(tti-i, aj. Now define

<f>(z)
=

2) (Xi-iKEi{x), ^ ouKeIx).
i=l

Then (p{x) < f{x)KE{x) g ^{x) for all x, For if x is in CE all three

are equal to 0. If x is in J? it belongs to one set Ej, Then in the’sums

defining <p and Tp all terms except the term with i = j have value 0, so

ip{x) = a.j^i <J{x)Ke{x) = fix) g aj = f(x).

Also 0 < \pix) — (fix) — aj — aj-i < e, so \pix) — <p(x) < e for all x.

By 21.3(d), each set Ei is measurable, so each characteristic function

Ksfx) is summable over I. By 15.6, the functions (p(x) and xpix) are

summable over I. Therefore by 14.4 and 14.2

(fix) dx S j^f(x)KE(x) dx g J^f(x)KE(x) dx S ^ix) dx.

This tells us, first, that the upper and lower integrals of fix)Ksix) over

I are finite, and second, that

0 S l^^fix)KEix) dx - j'^f(x)KEix) dx g fj
dx

S j^edx = eAL

Hence the difference between the upper and lower integrals offix)KEix)

does not exceed the arbitrarily small positive number eAl
;
so the two

are equal, and fix)KEix) is summable. That is, fix) is summable
over E.

If E is not bounded, by the proof above /(x) is summable over EWn
for every n. Also,

f I
fix) \dx < f Mdx < MmEWn < MmE < oo

.

jEWn '

^ ^ ‘ — jEWn

So fix) is summable over E.

Exercise. Let (pit) be continuous, strictly monotonic increasing

(that is, (fiti) < (pit2 )
if ti < h) and bounded for — oo < t < oo

;
for

instance, (pit) = t/il +
|

^ 1) or (pit) = arc tan t, A function fix)

defined and finite on a measurable set E in the space Rg is measurable if

and only if (pifix)) is summable over EWn for every n.

We now generalize 22.1 so as to allow both the set E and the func-

tion fix) to be unbounded.

22.2s. If fix) is measurable on E and gix) is summable over E and

\fix)
1 g gix), then fix) is summable over E,
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Suppose first that E is bounded and that/(a:) is non-negative. For

each positive integer n we define fn{x) = inf {f{x)^n}. Clearly we
have 0 ^ fi{x) ^ f^ix) g • •

* ^ f(x) ^ g(x). Each /n(a;) is measur-

able by 21.7, and is bounded
;
so by 22.1 each (a:) is summable. Also,

by 18.2

/^/nCa:) dx ^ g{x) dx < co

.

As n—> 00
,
the functions fn(x) tend to f(x). For if f{x) is finite,

then/„(a:) = f(x) for all n > f(x), so lim fn(x) = f(x); and iff(x) = oo,

then fn{x) = n for all n, and lim fn{x) = oo
. Therefore by 18.4 the

limit f(x) of the sequence {fn(x) }
is summable over E.

Now we remove the restriction /(3:) ^ 0, still supposing E bounded.

The functions/'*" (a;) and/“(x) are measurable by 21.8, and they satisfy

the inequalities

0 ^ f-^(x) g g(x), 0 ^ f~{x) ^ gix).

So by the preceding paragraph they are both summable over E,

But by 15.5 f(x) is the difference off'^(x) and /“"(a;), and is therefore

summable by 18.3.

Finally suppose that E is unbounded. For each p, the function

f(x) is summable over EWp, by the preceding proof. Also, for all p

Ibw. I /(^) I
dx ^ g{x) dx g gix) dx < co

.

So f{x) is summable.

Exercise. Let (p(t) be as described in the preceding exercise. A
function f(x) defined and finite on a measurable set E is measurable if

and only if

exp ( - X
1=1

is summable over E.

22.3s. Corollary. If f(x) is measurable dnd
|

/(a:)
[

is summable,

then f{x) is summable.

For then the hypotheses of 22.2 are satisfied, with g{x) = \f{x) 1-

From theorem 22.2 we obtain two important corollaries.

22.4s. If f{x) is summable over a measurable set E and g{x) is

bounded and measurable over E, then f(x)g{x) is summable over E.

Suppose
I

g{x)
|

< M. By 21.4 and the remark after 21.12,

f{x)g{x) is measurable on E. Also, \f{x)g{x)
|
^ M |

/(x)
1 ,

which is

summable by 18.3. So f{x)g{x) is summable over E, by 22.2.
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22.5s. If fix) is summahle over a measurable'^ set Ei and E is a

measurable subset of Ei, thenf(x) is summable over E,

For Ke{x) is bounded and measurable over the whole space Rq,

so it is measurable over Ei by 21.2. By 22.4, the product f{x)KE{x)

is summable over Ei
\
that is, fix) is summable over E.

23. We shall shortly see that sets of measure zero are usually

unimportant in the theory of Lebesgue integration. Consequently, it

frequently happens that a statement about a function which is true

except on a set of measure zero carries the same consequences as if it

were true everywhere. This situation arises often enough to justify

the introduction of a special name. A statement will be said to hold

“almost everywhere^^ or “for almost all a:” provided that it holds for

all X except those belonging to a set of measure zero. (The set of

measure zero may be the empty set A; that is, if the statement holds

everywhere it holds almost everywhere.)

23.1s. Iff{x) is summable over E^ then fix) is finite almost everywhere

in E.

Letfoix) be equal to fix) on E and to zero elsewhere. Then fo{x)

is summable over the whole space Rg^ and so is |/o(x)
1

by 18.3. By
19.5 and 21.4 this function is measurable, so by 21.1 the set Eo on which

it is + oo is measurable. This is the same as the set S[
1

/(a;)
|

= co].

For every n we have n S
I fi^) |

for all x in Eq. Therefore for each

interval Wp

nmBoW, = j^^^ndx g {/{x) \dx^ l/(x) \dx< co,

since \fix)
|

is summable by 18.3. This holds for all n, which is

possible only if mE^Wp = 0. Since mEoWp — 0 for all p, by definition

mEo = lira mE^Wp = 0.

P—» oo

The next theorem is merely a lemma to be used in the proof of

23.3.

23.2s. If E is a set of measure 0, and f{x) is defined on E, then f{x)

is summable over E, and its integral is 0.

The function /(a;) is measurable on J?, for E[f ^ a] is contained in

E and has measure 0 by 19.13. By 18.3, for each n, the integral

n dx exists and has the value n
/
Idx n • mE = 0. Hence by

JE JE

18.4 the function co is summable over and / oorfx = 0. Since
J E

* By use of 21.5 it can be shown that the hypothesis that Ei is measurable can

be omitted.
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f{x) is measurable on E and |/(a;)
|
^ co on E, f{x) is summable.

Also

0 ^
I

fix) dx j^\ fix) dx = 0.

23.3s. If f(x) is summable over a set E, and g(x) is defined on E
and equal tof{x) for almost all x in E, then g{x) is also summable over E,

and

f gix) dx = b fix:) dx.

Define foix) to be equal to f{x) on E and equal to zero elsewhere,

and define go{x) analogously. Let N be the set of measure zero on
which g{x) 9^f{x). Since N has measure 0 both fo(x) and ^o(^) are

summable over N, and their integrals over N are zero. In other

words

I
gQ{x)K,y{x) dx = f fQ(x)KN(x) dx,

J tiq J Rq

both integrals existing and being equal to 0. The set CN is measur-

able by 19.6, so /o(:c) is summable over CN by 22.5. But on CN the

functions /o and go are equal, so

l‘^^gQ{x)KcN{x) dx = fQ{x)Kcsix) dx,

both integrals existing. Adding these equations member by member,

we find that goix) is summable over Rq and has the same integral as

/o(x), which is equivalent to the conclusion of our theorem.

Two functions /(rr), g{x) which are both defined on the same set E
are called equivalent if f{x) = g{x) for almost all x in E. Thus 23.3

can be stated in the form that if one of a pair of equivalent functions

is summable, so is the other, and the integrals of the two functions

are equal.

23.4s. Let f{x) be defined on the sum of two sets Ei and E^, and let

m(Ei ™ Ei) = m{Ei — ^i) = 0. Then f{x) is summable over Eo if

and only if it is summable over Ei, and if it is summable, then

fix) dx = fix) dx.

Suppose/(x) defined in any manner on C{Ei U Ei). The functions

f(x)KEfx) and f(x)KE,(x) are equivalent on the whole space Rq.

For they differ at most on the set (Ei ~ Ei) U (Ei — Ei), which has

measure 0. The first of these functions is summable over Rq if and

only if f(x) is summable over Ei, and the second is summable over Rq
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if and only if f(x) is summable over Ei. So by 23.3 f(x) is summable
over El if and only if it is summable over E^. Moreover, if it is

summable then by 23.3

/b, = fu, = /b,
dx = fix) dx.

Remakk. We can now show that the hypotheses concerning the

signs of the functions fiiz) in 18.4 and 18.5 are superfluous. We
consider only 18.4, since this yields 18.5 as a corollary. Let Eo be
the subset of E on which \fi{x)

|

= oo
;
by 23.1, this has measure 0.

Define D = E — Eo, and on D define p„(a:) = /„(x) — /i(x). These
functions are summable over D, by 23.4 and 18.3, and

0 = giix) g Qiix) ^ .

They tend to fix) ~ fiix) as n—^ oo. So by 18.4 fix) — fiix) is

summable over D (that is, fix) is summable over D) if and only if

l™ L ifnix) - fiix)) dx < 00
;

n—* 00 J^

and this is true if and only if

lim LUix) da: < 00.

n—

*

00 J ^

In this case, by 18.4

Jim iUix) - fiix)) dx = ifix) - fiix)) dx;

that is,

/^/r.(a:) dx = dx.

Since D and E difer only on the set Eo of measure 0, by 23.4

/g/"(^) dx = j^fix) dx.

23.5s. If f(x) ^ 0 on a set E, then the integral of f{x) over E exists

and is zero if and only if f(x) =0 for almost all x in E.

Suppose that f{x) = 0 for almost all a? in E, By 23.3, f{x) is

summable, and

l^fix) dx = j^Odx ^ 0.

Conversely, suppose that /(a;) is summable and that its integral is

0. Let El be the set on which f{x) >0; we must show mEi = 0.
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As 00
,
the function nf(x) tends to oo if x is in Ei, and is always 0

if X is not in Ei. Hence linin/(a;) = coKe^{x). Also, f(x) S 2/(a;)

^ 3/(:c) ^ ,
and

j^nfix) dz = n jj(x) dx = 0.

So by 18.4 the limit function ^Kstix) is summable. It is equal to oo

on El. But by 23.1 the set of points on which a summable function

has the value oo must have measure 0; so mEi = 0.

A simple generalization of 23.5 is

23.6s. If f{x) and g{x) are both summable over a set E, and f{x)

^ g{x)j and

l^f(x)dx = l^g(x)dx,

then f(x) = g(x) almost everywhere in E.

Let Eq be the subset of E on which
|
g(x)

|

= «>
;
by 23.1, mEo = 0.

On E — Eq the function /(x) — g(x) is defined and non-negative, and

by 23.4 and 18.3

!e-e, = Ie-eA^^

= dx - g{x) dx = 0.

So by 23.5 f{x) = g(x) for all xin E — Eo except those x belonging to

a set jBi of measure 0. Then EqU Ei has measure 0, and f{x) = g{x)

on E — {Eq U El); that is /(x) = ^(x) almost everywhere in E,

24. The mere fact that two functions /(x) and g{x) are both sum-
mable is of course insufficient to assure us that their product is sum-

mable. For instance, let /(x) = g{x) = x“^ for 0 < x ^ 1. Each of

these is summable, but their product x~^ is not. In 22.4 we obtained

one set of conditions under which we could be sure that/(x) ^(x) is sum-

mable. Here we shall obtain a different set of conditions for the

integrability of/(x)g(x), and in the process we shall establish one of the

most important inequalities of analysis, the Schwarz-Holder inequality.

Let us say that two functions 4>(/) and ^(0 are associated (in the

sense of W. H. Young) if (a) they are defined and continuous for

0 ^ ^ < 00
; (5) they have continuous derivatives <p(t) = ^'{t) and

\p(t) = ^'(0; (c) ^(0) = \pi0)
= $(0) = ^(0) =0; (d) <p(t) is strictly

monotonic increasing (that is, (p{ti) < ^(^ 2) if 0 < < ^ 2); (e) i^Mt))

= t. Condition (e) states that <p(t) and ^Pit) are inverse functions, so

4^(1) is also strictly monotonic increasing. We first establish a lemma

concerning associated functions.
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24.1s. Let ^{t) and be associated functions, and furthermore

let their secoJid derivatives <p'(0 and be continuous for* Q < t < oo .

Then for all non-negative numbers a and b the inequality

ah S Ha) + ^(b)

holds.

We must show that ^(a) + 4^(6) — ab 0. If we set b = <^(a),

this function vanishes; that is, <i>(a) + ^{(p{a)) — a(p(a) is identically

D. For if a > 0 its derivative is

i5'(a) + ^'(v?(a))/(a) - <p{a) - a^'(a)

= <p(a) -f H<p(a)) • <p'(a) - <p(a) - a<p'{a) = 0,

by (e) of the definition. So it is constant for 0 < a < oo. Being

continuous for a ^ 0, its constant value is its value at a = 0, which is

0 b\" part (c) of the definition.

The partial derivative of <i>(a) + ^{b) — ab with respect to b is

Hb) — a. If b < <p{a) then \l/(b) < = a, so this derivative

is < 0. If h > <p{a) then \p(b) > H^{a)) = a, so this derivative is > 0.

So for each fixed a the function Ha) + ^(b) — ab has its least value

at 6 = (p{a). In the first paragraph we saw that its value when
b = (p{a) is 0. So the least value of $(a) + ^(6) — ab is 0, and it is

therefore non-negative.

24.2s. If fix) and g(x) are finite valued and measuraoie on a set

E, and there are associated functions ^{t), ^(0 with second'\ deriva-

tives defined and continuous on Q < t < ^ such that <I>(
]

/(x)
j ) and

I 9(^) I ) are summable over E, then fix)gix) is summable over E, and

1

\j{x)g{x) dx
j

^ h\f{x)g{x) |
dx ^ #( l/(a;) 1 ) dx

+ L^(\ gix) I ) dx.

The product /(x)^(x) is measurable by 21,12, while by 24.1

I
fix)

1 1
g{x)

I
g $( |/(a;)

1 ) + '*'(
I

g{x)
\ ).

Hence, by 22.2, f{x)gix) is summable Over E. By 18.2 and 18.3

I L fi^^six) dx
I

f{x)g{x) \dx j^^{\ J{x)
1 ) dx

+ I ) dx.

* We shall see in §38 that this requirement of differentiability of (p and can

bo omitted.

t As previously remarked, the condition on the second derivatives is unneces-

sary.
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Now we shall specialize this result to obtain the Holder inequality.

As is customary we shall say that

24.3s. The function f{x) is of class Lp on E {or is in Lp) if it is

measurable on E and \f(x) is summable over E.

Then
24.4s. If fix) is of class Lp on E and g{x) is of class Lq on E, where

p > I, q > 1 and 1/p + 1/^ = 1, then fix)gix) is summable over E and

^\ = Is

h\g(x)

(This is the Holder inequality.)

We may without loss of generality assume that f{x) and gix) are

finite-valued. For by 23.1 they are both finite except on a set Eq

of measure 0. If we define /o(a:) = f{x) on E -- Eq, /o(x) = 0 on Eo,

and define goix) similarly, then by 23.3 f(x)g{x) is summable if and

only if /o(x)^o(3:) is summable, and none of the integrals in the theorem

is changed if we replace /(x) by/o(x) and g{x) by goix).

The functions <i>(0 = t^/p a>nd^(t) = associated functions.

For they are continuous for 0 ^ i Their derivatives are ^(0
= and ^(0 = respectively, and these too are continuous and

strictly monotonic increasing. The second derivatives, (p
—

and (q — are continuous for 0 < t < x . Moreover, <l>(0)

= ^(0) = ^(0) = ^(0) — 0, and = (^p-"i)«~i = ty since

ip — l)iq — 1) = 1. Therefore by 24.2 the product fix)g{x) is sum-

mable, and

We still must establish the Holder inequality. If either f(x) or

gix) is almost everywhere zero, then f{x)gix) is also zero almost every-

where. Hence / \fix)g{x)
|

dx = 0, by 23.5, and the inequality holds.

If neither /(x) nor gix) is almost everywhere zero, then the numbers

«= 0 = i^j^\gix)\o dxY
“

are both positive, by 23.5. Applying the inequality of the preceding

paragraph to fix)/a and gix) /^y we obtain
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Hence

1

I(3;)g{x) dx\^ j^\
J{x)g{x) ]

dx

= {jj
|/(a:) 1® dxY'” •

1
gix)

A frequently used special case of this is the Schwarz inequality,

obtained by setting p = q
— 2.

24.5s* If f{x) and g{x) are of class L 2 on E, then f{x) g{x) is sum-

mable over E, and

[/j/W Sf(x)<ia:]^ g [j^(f{x)ydxJ^J^{g(x)ydxY

The next two theorems state some properties of the classes Lp,

24.6s. If f[x) and g{x) are of class Lp{p > 0) on E, and c is a finite

constant, then the functions cf{x), f'^{x), f~(x) and \fix)
|

are in Lp, and

so is f{x) + g{x) if it is defined on E. Also

i^j^\cf{x)\’’dx^ =\c\^jjf(x)ydx^

The functions cf(x), f'^ (x), f^ (x), |/(a;)l are all measurable by

21.6 and 21.8. The p-th powers of their absolute values do not exceed

ll + lc|^]|/(rr)l^

which is summable since/ is of the class Lp. The equation is an obvious

consequence of 18.3. It still remains to consider the sum /(a;) + g{x).

There is no loss of generality in supposing that f{x) and g{x) are

finite-valued; for by 23.1 this is true except on a set of measure zero,

and by 23.3 we can re-define/ and gf to be 0 on this set without affecting

any of the integrals. The sum/(rc) + g{x) is measurable, and so is the

p-th power of its absolute value by 21.12, Also,

|/(a;) 4- g{x) |p g { I
Six)

\ + |

g{x)
\

^ [2 sup
{ \f{x)

1 , 1

g{x)
I

}]p

= 2=’ sup
{
|/(a:)

1 5r(x) l^).

This last is summable by 18.3; so \f{x) + g{x) \p is summable over E,

and f{x) + g{x) is of class Lp on E.

The next theorem states the important inequality of Minkowski.

24.7s. If f{x) and gix) are of class Lp on E, and p ^ 1, then

I/ 1
/(a:) + gr(a:) dx|

|
1
/(x)

I*-
dxj + {/ 1

s(a;) 1”

»
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If p = 1 this is trivial, for by 18.2

/g 1
/(a:) + g(jx)

I

da: g j^[\ f{x)
\
+

|

g(x)
] ] dx

=
I
/(a:)

1
da: + |

g(x)
|

dx.

If p > 1, define q
= p/(p - 1). Then i + i = 1. Also (p — 1)3 = p,

and p —
^
= 1. Define s(a:) = |/(x)

| + 1
g(x)

|
. Then s(a:) is in Lp

by the preceding paragraph, and

jg
(s(a:))p dx = s(x)p-i s(x) dx = s(x)p-i

{ \f(x)
| + |

g(x)
\ }

dx

= sCx)*"-!
I
fix)

1

da: + s(x)p-i
|
gix)

\

dx.

Since (s(x)*’“0® = s(x)p, which is summable, s{x)^^ is in L^. So by
applying 24.4 to each of the last two integrals, we obtain

l^isix))fdx ^ l^dx]'^”

+ ^l^six)^dxY^[l^\g{x) |’’dx]'^^

Dividing both members of this equation by the common factor on the

right, and recalling that 1 — - =
q p

^l^six)^ dxY'’ s |'’dx]‘'''’+ ^j^\gix)\’’ dxY'‘.

Since

/g I

s(a:) \^dx = l^i\ fix)
\ + |

gix)
|

)^ dx § |/(x) + gix) 1^ dx,

the inequality is established.

Exercise. Show that in the Holder inequality the two members
are equal if and only if there are numbers X, /x not both zero such that

X
I
f(x) = At

I

g(x) 1« for almost all x.

Exercise. Show that in Minkowski’s inequality for p > 1 the

two members are equal if and only if there are numbers X, p not both

zero such that X/(a;) = jJLg(x) for almost all x.

Exercise. Let E he 2i set of finite measure. If 1 g a < 5, and

f{x) is a function of class Lb on E, it is also of class La on E, (Define

p — h/a. Then! /(a:)
I**

is of class Lp on E. Apply 24.4 with /, g

replaced by
|
f{x) |“, 1 respectively.)



CHAPTER IV

The Integral as a Function of Sets;

Convergence Theorems

26. Our treatment of integration has permitted us to discuss mul-

tiple integrals along with single integrals, without regard to the num-

ber of independent variables We shall now discuss the reduction

of a multiple integral to an iterated integral. In order to avoid com-

plexity of notation we shall suppose that all functions mentioned are

defined over the whole space Rg. As we know, the integral of f(x)

over E can be considered as the integral of f{x)KB{x) over iJg, so this

agreement does not involve any loss of generality.

Let s, t be positive integers such that s + t = q. The point

X = (x^^K ’
‘

‘

j
be written in the form (cr, r) == * • •

^( 1
)^

* *
*

,
where • *

•
,

’ ’
*

?

(^(
1
)^

• •

•

, ,
^^*0- Thus a- is a point in the

s-dimensional space Ra, and r is a point in Rt. Likewise, suppose that

/ is a closed interval in Rg, defined by inequalities ^ ^
• •

•
, ^ x^^^ ^ If we define S to be the closed interval

g g ¥^\ * '
, ^ ^ ¥^\ and IT to be the closed inter-

val ^ ^ ‘ ^ ^ ¥^\ then the point

x = i<T, r) is in I if and only if cr is in ;S and r is in T.

This relationship between /, S and T is often designated by the

statement that I is the ^‘Cartesian product of S and T,” and written

symbolically I = S X T. More generally,

26.1s. IfM and N are sets of any kind, the collection of ordered pairs

(m, n) in which the first element belongs to M and the second to N is called

the Cartesian product ofM and N, and denoted by M X N,

Thus if M is a point-set in Rs and N a point-set in Rt the Cartesian

product M X iV is in Rs+t- Of course not every set in Rs^t is repre-

sentable as a Cartesian product of a set in Ra and in Rt^ But by

repeating the discussion in the second paragraph of this section, taking

care not to alter any of the signs < or ^ involved in defining I, we

find that every interval I in Rg is the Cartesian product of an interval

S of Rs and an interval T of Rt.

With the definition of Al as the product of the length of the edges of

I (as in the first paragraph of §10) the following statement is evident.

26.2. IfI = SXT, then M = AS • AT.

136
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For instance, if g = 3, s = 1 and t = 2, theorem 25.2 states that the

volume of a rectangular parallelopiped is equal to the product of the

altitude and the area of the base.

The theorems of this section will not be s-theorems, for in addition

to 10.1 we shall use the property stated in 25.2. However, this is the

only additional property of the ^Volume” A/ which we shall need; so

if we encounter any function AJ of intervals (not necessarily the prod-

uct of the edges of I) which satisfies 10.1 and 25.2, all the theorems of

this section will be valid for the resulting integral.

Since we are considering the three different spaces Eg, E, and Rt

simultaneously, we will have three kinds of integral and three kinds of

measure present in our discussions. The notation for integrals shows

clearly which kinds of space is involved. To any set E in Eg, E* or Rt

only one of the three kinds of measure can apply, according to which

space contains it. Nevertheless, we shall try to introduce a theoreti-

cally superfluous clarity by writing for the measure of E
according as E is a subset of Eg, E*, or Rt.

The principal theorem on iterated integrals is the following.

26.3. (Fubini). If f{x) =/(o-, r) is summable over the space Eg,

then

(a) for all points <t of Rs except those of a set Ei of s-dimensional

measure zero the function f{a, r) is summable over Rt;

(&) the function of a defined by the integral

/(<7, t) dr

is summable over Rs — Ei;

[ /«.
= A.

Let / = aS X T be a closed interval in the space Eg, and let

f{x) = 2 C,K:fx)
i = l

be a step-function on Z, the intervals /,* = Sj X Tj being disjoint and

having I for their sum. Then by 10.4

f f(z) dx = CiMj.
'

j = i

But it is easily seen that

K,M, r) = Ks,W)Kr,{r),
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so that by 10.4 and 10.6

/j,
/(o-. r) dr = 2 CiKsM L Knir) dr

i = 1

n

= X CiKsi(a)ATj,
J =1

whence by 10.4 and 10.6

Is [ /j. /(<^> 0 dr] d<T = ^ c,AT,- /' dr
3=1
n

= 2)
cATASp

3 = 1

Now from these equations and 25.2 we deduce that for step-functions
j(x) we have

dx = f{c, t) dr] dr,

the integrals being defined.

Next let fix) be continuous on the closed interval I. The integral

fj.
f(<^, r) dr

is defined and continuous for all <r in S. For if ^ is any positive num-
ber there is a positive 5_such that |/(o-i, r) - /(o-^, r)

|
< e(l -f- AT)-'

whenever n and C 2 are in S and r is in T and
1 1

vi, o-j
1 1

< 5. Hence
for such a I and a2 we have by 11.3 and 11.6

I fj.
/(vi, r) dr - fin, r) dr

j

= /j. \f(<^h 0 — ficF2 ,
r)

I
dr

g /j,
t(l -h AT)-i dr < 6,

establishing the continuity of the integral (B).
Again, let e be any positive number. By the definition 1 1 . 1 of the

elementary integral there are step-functions s(rr), S(x) on I such that
s(a;) ^ fix) g S(x) and

(C) I fix) dx-,< six) dx ^ f'
Six) dx < fix) dx -h 6.

Also by 11.1 we have

fj.
sir, r) dr g fir, t) dr ^ Sir, r) dr
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for each a in S. As functions of a these three integrals are a step-

function, a continuous function and a step-function respectively.

Hence

/s [ /r - Js[It *] -
/s [ /r

Again, by 11.1,

s{x) dx ^ f(x) dx ^ S(x) dx.

But by (A) the last two sets of inequalities have equal first mem-
bers and equal last members. That is, the integrals

f(x) dx and
/«[/.

/(a-, r) c?tJ da-

are both between the integrals of s and S over /, which by (C) differ

by less than 2€. Since e is arbitrary, equation (A) holds (the primes

being omitted from the integral signs) for continuous functions /(x).

Next let/(rr) be a U-function on the interval /. By 7.9 there is a

sequence of functions <pi{x) S <p2{x) S <pz{x) ^ * * * continuous on /
and converging to f{x) for each x in J. By 13.4,

iP) lim ( (pn{x) dx = Ij{x) dx.

As in the previous part of the proof, the integral

{E) ipni<y, t) dr

is a continuous function of a on S. Since for each such fixed a the

continuous function r) has f{a, r) as limit, this last is a U-function

by 12.7, and by 13.4

lim f <p„((T, t) dr = f fi<r, t) dr.

The integrals {E) being continuous, by 12.7 the right member of this

equation is a [/-function on and by 13.4

\s [ It = /s [

Since equation (A) (without the primes) holds for each (pn, this equation

with (D) shows that (A) also holds for the [/-function /(a;).

By change of sign we find that (A) (without the primes) holds also

for L-functions.
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Next let/(a:) be a summable function which vanishes at all points

not interior to /, which we use as basic interval. For each positive e

we can find a tZ-function ifc(x) and an L-function l(x) such that l{x) S
j{x) S u{x) on I and

(F) dx — 6 < l(x) dx S 'w(a;) dx < f{x) dx + e.

As in the preceding paragraph, the integrals

jj.
«(o-, r) dr, r)] dr

are [/-functions on S, and by 14.1 and 14.2

jj,
t) dr ^ t) dr

= jj,

for all cr in S. Since equation (4) holds for u{x) and l{x), this together

with 14.2 and 14.4 implies

l{x) dx = lie, t) dr d&

= Is

- Is

- Is It

= j^uix) dx.

From this and (F) we see that the third and fourth members of the

inequality differ from the integral of f(x) over I by less than e; and
since e is an arbitrary positive number,

/s
r) dr] dcr = ^ [p(e, r) dr] da

= dx.

By 14.2 and 14.4 the integrals

Is [ It Is [It
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both lie between the first two member^? r»f fVio
they too are equal to the integral of f(x) over / ThTfand lower integrals of fU r) over uWtv, T) over r are both summable over S, and

=
fj

fi^) dx.

hypothesis soTv 18
r) vanishes for all t by

nLTlTi “be
ae S.t t™ b, .bS

values. We suppose
fiiut two membeu, of (0) are fiuiMa l)td »u7X”t S"'except those on a set E. of measure zero That 's on ^ Tupper and lower integrals of /(<r, A over T are finitl oT
such (T that function i.s snm,vop.Ki„ r.

so for

as its integral over Rt, so
’-'J X I

/(o-, r) dr
J

da-

(by 17.6)

' L-Bo ^)dT]da (by 15.1)

drj da (by 23.4)

Is dr'^da (by 17.6)

Six) dx
(by (G))

ji^/i^) dx.
(by 17.6)

produTt

V

mx ’
b^unuPaWe and non-negative on S.. For each n theproauct;(a:jA,F„(a:) vanishes except on a bounded set - anW fr,. u

/../<*)*- .Ita /./WfTv.W dx.

T! functions which vanish outside of abounded set, for each n there is a set E in R horeie Ib a set in E, having measure zero
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and such that

j^J{x)Kwn{x) dx =

the indicated integrations being possible. If we write N = EiU E2 U

£^3 U * •
•

,
then mW = 0 by 19.13, and by 23.4 we can replace En

by N in the preceding equation without altering the right members.

This yields

j^JCx) dx = ^lim r)K^n{cr, r) dr] d<r.

The limit on the right is finite, being equal to the left member, and the

quantities in brackets increase with n. So by 18.4 the limit of those

quantities is summable over Rs — N, and

dx = r)Kwn{<r, r) dr] da.

By 23.1, the quantity in brackets is finite on all of — iV except a

set having s-dimensional measure 0. We add this set to N and call

the sum Eq. By 23.4, we may replace N by £0 in the last equation

without injury. By 18.4, for all c in Rs — Eo we have

lim
/

/(<r, r)Kwn{cr, r) dr
00

= 1™ /(<r, T)Kwn{a, t)
j
dr

= fj(a, r) dr.

Hence

jj{x) dx = r) dr} da,

and 25.3 is established for non-negative summable functions /(a:).

If f(x) is summable, we write it in the form f(x) = f-^(x) — f~{x).

These last functions being non-negative by definition 15.4 and sum-
mable by 18.3, there are sets Eij E2 having = m^E^ = 0 and
such that

I^J+(x) dx = r) dr] da,

jj-{x) dx = r) dr] da,

the integrals all existing. Define Ea = ExU E^. This has measure
m’Eo = 0, and by 23.4 we may replace Ex, Ei by Eo in the two pre-
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ceding equations. On subtracting we obtain the conclusion of 25.3,

and the proof is complete.

Several theorems follow as corollaries of 25.3.

26.4. Let E be a measurable set in the space R q. For each point a in

Rs, let E{a) be the set of all points r in Rt such that"^ (o-, r) is in E. Then

for all points a of Rs except those of a set Eq of measure zero the set E{a) is

measurable. Moreover
^ if measure m^E of the set E is finite, thejunction

m^E{c) w summable over the set on which it is defined, and

If m^E < 00
,
then Ke{x) is summable over Rq. Hence by 25.3,

except on a set Eq with m^Eo = 0 the function Ke{(j, r) is summable
over Rt, and

= L-e. [L
For each fixed a- the value of Ksia, r) is 1 or 0 according as (a-, t)

is or is not in E] that is, Ksicr, t) = 1 if t is in E{<i), and KE{<r, t) = 0
if T is not in E{a). Hence Ksia, t) — and so

If E is measurable, but mE = oo, then for each interval Wn the set

EWn has finite measure. Define EWnia) to be the set of points r of R^

such that ((T, r) is in EWn^ By the preceding paragraph, EWn{(T) is a

measurable set in Rt except for the values of o- in a set En with m^En =
0. Define Eq = U then m^EQ = 0, and for all a in R; — Eq all the

sets EWn{cr) are measurable subsets of Rt. But Eia) is the sum for

n = 1, 2,
• •

• of the sets EWn{(r), so if <t is in — Eq the set E((r) is

a measurable set in the space Rt-

26.6. If E is a set in Rq with q-dimensional measure m^E = Oand

for each a the set E{cr) consists of all r in Rtfor which {a, r) is in E, then

for almost all a in Rs the set E{<t) has measure m^E{<j) = 0.

Except on a set Eq with m^EQ — 0, the set E{a) is measurable, and

0 = m^E = /* m^E{(T) da,
J Ra~ Eo

as was proved in 25.4. But m^E{a) ^ 0, so by 23.5 m^E(a) = 0 for

almost all cr in /Js — Eq, that is, for almost all cr in Rs.

* That is, E{a) is the projection on the
,
a;^«^)-space of the part

of E lying in the '‘plane” • •
*

»
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A special consequence of 25.3 is that if f{x, y) is sumniable over the

plane, then for all fixed values of y except those of a set E of measure
m^E = 0 the integral

fix, y) dx

exists; and if we replace this integral by 0 on Eo, then

[j~J = f lnJi^y y) y)-

A similar statement holds if we integrate first with respect to y and
then with respect to x. This might lead to false hopes that even if

/(r, y) is not summable, the existence of one iterated integral might
imply that the other exists and has the same value; or that if both
iterated integrals exist and have the same value, then f{x^ y) must be
summable. Two simple examples lay these hopes to rest.

On the interval - define /(x, y) ^ x/y if

y 9^ 0, /(x, 0) = 0; outside of the interval we set f(x, y) = 0. This
function is measurable; in fact it is continuous at all points {x, y) with

y 7^ For each fixed y the function f{x, y) is continuous in x, and its

integral from :r = — 1 to a: = 1 is 0. So

/_\ [
y^ ^ /-\

0 = 0 -

But if - 1 ^ X ^ 1 and x 0, the function f{x, y) is not summable
from y — —1 to 2/

= 1, for |/(x, y)\ =
|
a:

1 /| 2/ |,
which is easily seen

to be non-summable as a function of y. Therefore one of the iterated
integrals can exist and the other be meaningless.

Next, consider the function /(x, y) which is defined on the interval
-1 ^ X ^ 1, -1 ^ 2/ ^ 1 by the formula /(x, y) = %xy{x^ -|- 2/*)-^ if

ix, y) ^ (0, 0),/(0, 0) = 0. Outside of the interval we set/(x, y) = 0.

For each fixed y, the function is continuous in x, and is odd; that is,

fi—x, y) = —fix, y). Hence its integral from* x = — 1 to x = 1 is

0, and

/_\ ^'y = 0 .

Likewise

j-i y^ ^

Yet fix, y) is not summable over the interval. If it were, it would also
be summable over 0^xgl,0^2/gl, by 22.5. Then the iterated

* Or from — oo to «

.
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integral

would exist. But the integral inside the brackets is readily calculated

to be ~ y{l + which is not summable from 0 to 1.

Having shown the falsity of some statements converse to 25.3, we
establish a theorem which is in the nature of a converse.

26.6 (Tonelli). If f(x) = /(o*, r) is measurable over Rg, and for all

points (T in Rs except those of a set E with m^E = 0 the function j
f{a, t)

j

is summable over Rt, and the iterated integral

-')\dr]da

exists, then f{x) is summable over Rg.

Let g{x) be a positive-valued function summable over i?,; for exam-
ple, we could let ^(x) be the exponential of • • • -}-

Define /„(x) = inf
{
|/(x)

| , ng^Cx)}. Then /„(x) is measurable by
21.4, 21.6 and 21.7, and

I

/n(rr)
|
S ngr (a:), which is a summable function.

So fn{x) is summable over Rg, by 22.2. Except for the points o- in a

set En with m^En = 0, the function /n((r, r) is summable over Rt, by
25.3. Define Eq — E U Ei\J * *

•
; then m^E^ = 0, and if a is

in Rs — S'o all the functions /n(<T, r) are summable over Rt, Also,

fn{x) ^ I
f{x)

1 ,
so by 25.3 and 18.2

dx = dr] da s
{L IM r)

\

dr} da.

Therefore the integrals of the fn{x) are bounded. But by the defini-

tion, fi{x) ^ f2 (x) ^ ,
and lim/„(a;) = \f(x)

j ;
so by 18.4

\f{x)
I

is summable over Rg. By hypothesis f(x) is measurable, so

by 22.3 it is summable over Rg.

In theorem 25.6 it is annoying (though necessary) to have the

measurability of f{x) as a hypothesis. Likewise in 25.4 it would be

desirable to conclude from the measurability of Ea for almost all a

that E is measurable. This is not so; Sierpiilski* has constructed an

example of a non-measurable set contained in the plane, and yet not

having more than two points in common with any line. However,

we can prove
26.7. If E'^ is a measurable set in Rs and E^ is a measurable set in Rt,

then the set Ei = E^ X =
{
(cr, r)

|

a in E\ r in E^] is measurable and

*W. Sierpinski, Siir une problhne concernant les ensembles mes arables superji-

ciellement; Fundamenta Mathematicae vol. 1 (1920) pp. 112-115.
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Suppose that and are bounded. For each e > 0 we can by

20.1 find sets F\ in Et such that is closed, is open, Cl

C G\ and niF^ > m^E^ — e, m^G^ < + e. Likewise we can find

sets F% G^ in Rs such that F^ is closed, G^ is open, F® C E® C G% and

m®F® > — e, + €. Let G he G^ X G^ ==
{
(a, r)

|

a

in G", T in G^}, and let F be F® X FK The set G is open. For let

X = (a, t) be any point of G. Since o- is in the open set G% there is a

7 > 0 such that if
| |

<t, o-
| |
< y, then a is in G\ Since r is in the

open set there is a 5 > 0 such that if
| |

f, r
| |

<5, then f is in GK

Let a be the smaller of y and 5. If x = (o', f), then
] |

x, x
\

\^ =

I I

<7", O'
I

|2 + I I

f, T
I

by the definition of distance. So if
| |

x, x
| |

< a,

then
I I

0-

I I
< a ^ y and | 1

f, r
| |
< a S 8. Therefore a is inG® and

f is in G^, and so x is in G.

The set F is closed. For let x = (a, r) be an accumulation point

of F, and let (cri, ri), (0
-

2 ,
72),

* •
• be a sequence of points of F tending

to X. Since \\<Tn, (r\
\ ^ | 1

Xn, x
| |

and
| |

Tn, r
| | g | |

Xn, x
| [, it is

also true that a-n tends to a and Tn to r. But an is in F®, which is closed,

so a is also in F®. Likewise r is in F^, so (o-, r) is in F.

Since G is open, it is measurable. The set G(a) defined like E{a) in

25.4 is the same as G^ for all a in G® and is empty for a not in G®.

Therefore m^G{a) = Ko>(a)m^G^^ and by 25.4

m«G = f m^G(a) da = f KG>{a){m}G^) da = (m^G0(w®G®)
J Ra jRa

< (m®F® + €){m^E^ + e).

By 20.1, mfE < (m®F® + e){m^E^ + e) for all e > 0, so

m^E ^ (m®F®)(m^F0.

Since F is closed, it is measurable. Just as above, we find

mfE ^ (m®F®)(m^F9.

So by 20.2 mjE = m^E = {m^E^)(m^E^), which establishes our theorem

for bounded sets.

If F® and E^ are not both bounded, we let E^ be the part of F® in

the cube — n ^ a^^'^ g n, and let E^ be the part of E^ in the cube
— n S g n. The set En is defined to be the set of (o-, r) with a in

F; and r in F'„. By the preceding proof, for each n the set En is

measurable and

m«Fn = (m®F;)(m^F5,).

As n 00
,
the sets F^, F^ and FJ^ swell, and their sums are respectively
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and EK So by 19.8 the set E is measurable, and

m^E = {m^E^){w}E^).

The next theorem is designed to permit us to avoid in applications

the sets of measure 0 on which /(o', r) may fail to be summable over

Rt. We shall prove this only for double integrals. For values of q
larger than 2 the corresponding theorem is valid, but the proof is

longer,

25.8. Iff{xj y) is summable over the plane — oo <a:< 00^—00 <c. y
< 00

^
there is a function g(Xy y) equivalent to f{x, y) such that g{x, y) is

summable as a function of y for all values of x and summable as afunction

of X for all values of y, and

= L [L y^ ^y = IrXIr. y'> '^y]

or in the conventional notation of the calculus^

III = /A y') ^-y

= /A [/A y^^’ 2/) ^2/] dx.

By 25.3, except on a set X with measure m^X — 0 the function

f{x^ y) is a summable function of y. Let Eihe X X Ri] by 25.7, this

set has measure 0. Define /i (a:, y) = /(x, y) if (a:, y) is in CEi, f{x, y)
== 0 if (x, y) is in Ei. Then /i(x, y) is equivalent to/(x, y). For all

X it is summable as a function of y; for either x is in CX and /i(x, y) is

equal to the summable function /(x, y), or else x is in X and/i(x, y) = 0.

Again by 25.3, except for y in a set Y with m^Y = 0 the function

/i(x, y) is a summable function of x. Let E 2 be Ri X F, By 25.7,

m^E 2 = 0. Define g(x, y) = /i(x, y) if (x, y) is in CE2 ,
g(x, y) = 0 if

(x, y) is in E 2 . As before, g{x, y) is a summable function of x for all

y. Consider any fixed x. For this x the functions g{x, y) and/i(x, y)

are equal unless y is in the set F
;
that is, g(x, y) is equivalent to/i(x, y)

as a function of y alone. Since /i(x, y) is a summable function of y, so

is g{x, y). Thus g(x, y) is a summable function of each variable for

each fixed value of the other. The equations in the statement of this

theorem are then an immediate consequence of 25.3.

In elementary calculus we have the theorem that if /(x) is continu-

ous and positive on the interval a ^ x S b, then f{x) dx is the area

under the curve y = /(x); that is, it is the area of the region bounded

above by y = /(x), below by the x-axis, and on the left and right
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respectively by the lines x — a and x = h. Using the Lebesgue

integral, we can generalize this result directly. Consistently with

our previous notation, we shall use x for points ' *
*

>
cr

for points • *
*

,
of Rq, and r for points (real numbers) of

Ri. Thus each x can be written as {a, r). We shall suppose that we

are given an interval-function Aglq for intervals in the g-dimensional

space Rq] in order that the next theorem may be an s-theorem, we do

not make use of the definition of Aqlq as the product of the sides of Ig,

and instead utilize only the “s-properties’^ 10.1 and their conse-

quences. For intervals Iq^i of the space Rq+i we define an interval

function Aq+Jg+i as follows. If the closure Ig+i of Iq+i is defined by

inequalities ^ x^^^ ^ i = 1, 2,
• •

•
, ^ + 1, and Iq is the

interval ^ x^^^ ^ i = 1, 2,
• *

•
, g, then we define

It will be noticed that if we take Aqlq to be the product of the sides of

Iq, then Aq+ilq^i is merely the product of the sides of Iq+i. Having

now a Ag+i/g+i defined (and plainly satisfying 10.1) for all intervals of

(q + l)-space Rq^i we are able to define integrals and measure in

Rq+l-

Now suppose that /(cr) is defined and non-negative on a set E in Rq.

The generalization of the region under the curve’' will be the ordinate

set Q. This set consists of those points (cr, r) = ‘

such that cr is in F and 0 g r < /(o-). The elementary theorem on the

area under the curve y = f{x) has the following generalization

:

26.9s. Let f{a) be defined and non-negative on a measurable set E
in q-dimensional space, and lei 0 he its ordinate set. Then

() Q is measurable if and only if /(cr) is a measurable function;

() Q has finite measure if and only ^//(<r) is summable;

(c) if is finite, then

= h^da.
To simplify notation we extend the range of definition of f{a)

by setting it equal to zero on Rq — E. This leaves the integral in (c)

unchanged; and also it leaves the set unchanged, for at all points of

Rq — E the condition 0 g r </((r) cannot be satisfied. The set Q

now consists of all (cr, r) such that 0 ^ r < /(o-). We observe that

because of the way Aqj^Jqj^i is defined, it satisfies the factorization

requirement 25.2.

Let us first suppose that Q is measurable. The set of all points

(a, t) with cr in Rq and r < 0 is measurable by 25.7. We add this set
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to 0 and call the sum 0*. Then Q* is measurable. From its defini-

tion, it consists of all (<t, r) with r </(cr). By 25.3, for almost all

numbers r (say for all r in T, where m}{CT) = 0), the set 0*(r) is

measurable, where by we mean the sei of all <t such that (cr, r)

is in 12*. Now we show that 12*(r) is the same as the set Rq[J > r].

If (T is in 12*(t), then (cr, r) is in 12*, so r < /(o’). Conversely, if t < /(o’)

then (o’, r) is in 12* and a is in 12*(r). Hence 12*(t) = i2J/ > rj.

But we have seen that 12* (r) is measurable for all r in the set T.

Hence R^f > t] is measurable for all r in the set T, which is dense

in the space of real numbers; and by the exercise just after 21.3 the

function /(o-) is measurable.

Conversely, let /(o-) be measurable. The positive rationals are a

denumerable set, and can be arranged in a sequence ri, .

Let Ej be the set of all (o-, r) such that /(o’) > and 0 ^ r ^ r/. The
conditions on a and r being independent of each other, the set Ej is

measurable by 25.7. If (cr, r) is in then 0 ^ t < /(o-), so (cr, r) is

in 12. Therefore U Ej is contained in 12. On the other hand if {a, r)

is in 12, then 0 ^ r < /(o-)
;
so there is a rational number ry such that

T < Tj < /(o’) and (o’, r) is in Ej. Hence U Ej = Q. The set 12 being

the sum of measurable sets is measurable by 19.8. Thus conclusion

(a) is established.

For each point o’ in we now define 12 (o’) to be the set of ail r

such that (o-, r) is in 12. This set is empty if /(a) = 0, and is the

interval 0 g r < f(cr) if /(cr) > 0. Therefore for all o’ the set 12(cr) is

measurable and the equation

m'12(o’) = /(cr)

holds; for if f(cr) = 0 then 12(o-) is empty and has measure 0, and if

/(o’) >0 then m^Q(cr) = /(o-) — 0 = f(o-). Suppose then that

< 00 . By 25.4

dc = /(cr) d<T = /(cr) da,

since /(o') == 0 except on E. This establishes half of (5) and also (c).

Suppose, conversely, that /(o’) is summable. Let ^^(or, r) be the

characteristic function of Q. This function is measurable, since 12 is

a measurable set by (a). For each fixed o-, the function J?a(cr, t) is

equal to 1 for 0 g r < /(o) and to 0 elsewhere. So

I

Kc^ia, r)
I

cfr = /(cr).

This is summable over Rgj by hypothesis. Therefore by 25.6 the

function Kq is summable over Rq+i, and m^+^12 is finite by 19.1.
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An obvious analogue of 25.9 holds for non-positive functions /(x).

If for such functions we define the ordinate set Q to be all (<x, r) with

<T in E and 0 ^ r > f(a), theorem 25.9 remains valid except that the

left member of the equation in (c) must be multiplied by -1. The

proof is unaltered except that all inequalities are reversed and /(o-)

is replaced by -/(cr) in the last two equations in the proof.

The extension of the theorem to functions which are not necessarily

non-negative is trivial. If /(<r) is defined on a measurable set E, we

define Q+ to be the set of points {a, t) such that (r is in E, f(cr) > 0, and

0 S T < f{a) ;
and we define to be the set of points (a-, r) such that

c is in E, /(o-) < 0, and /(tr) < t ^ 0. The set Q+ is the ordinate set

for the function /+((t) s sup {/(tr), Oj, and the set is the ordinate

set for the function -/“(o-) = -sup {-/(cr), 0}. Recalling 21.8,

21.12, 19.4, 19.6 and 19.8, we see that /(cr) is a measurable function if

and only if £2+ and 0_ are measurable, which is true if and only if

£2+ U £2_ is measurable. The function /(cr) is summable if and only

if £2+ U £2_ has finite measure, and in that case the equation

/(<r) dif = w«+i£2+ - m«+i£2_

holds.

Our choice of the signs ^ or < in the definition of the ordinate-set

Q was more or less arbitrary, and we chose the signs as we did for

convenience in proof. For example, if Jix) is non-negative we can

define another ordinate-set as the set of all points (<r, r) of /Jg+i with

0 ^ r ^ /(cr). This contains 0, and ^ consists of the points

(ffj /(cr)) with /(a) finite. We leave it as an exercise to prove that

$2) 0. From this it follows that theorem 25.9 remains

valid if we replace ^ by ^2".

It is hardly necessary to point out that if the concept of measure in

J?g+i has been defined by some method independent of the concept of

integral, we could use the measure of the ordinate-set Q as the definition

of the integral of /(cr).

26. Let /(x) be a function defined and summable over a measurable

set El. By 22.5, f(x) is also summable over every measurable subset

E of El. That is, if J? is a measurable set contained in Ei the number

dx is defined. Thus we have a law of correspondence by which

to each set E In the class of all measurable subsets of Ei there is

assigned a (finite) real number. In other words, we have defined a

function F(E) in which the functional values are (finite) real numbers,

but the independent variable E ranges over the class of all measurable
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sets contained in ^i. Such a function is called a set-function^ or

function of sets.

We have Just had one example of a set-function. Some other

examples are:

(a) F{E) is defined for all measurable sets E, and for such sets

F(E) - mE.
(b) F(E) is defined for all measurable subsets E of sl set Ei of finite

measure, and for these sets F{E) — mE.
(c) F{E) is defined for all sets E; F{E) = 1 if £ contains the origin

Oj F{E) =0 otherwise. Here F{E) is given by the formula F{E) =
Kij(O).

(d) F{E) is defined for all sets and F{E) = diam E; that is,

F{E) = sup {| 1
xi, X 2

1 1 1
xi, X 2 in E}.

(e) F{E) is defined for all subsets E of the interval Wi, and for such

sets F{E) = diam E.

The first two of these examples can be expressed in the form

F(E) ” ^ 1 later theorems will show that there can not

exist any function f(x) such that j^fi^) dx gives us the set functions

(c), (d) or (e).

There are a number of properties which a set-function may have.

For this section we wish to define and discuss several of these properties.

First, however, we introduce a definition concerning collections of the

sets themselves.

26.1s. A class {£^) of sets is additive if for every finite number Ei,

E2 ,

’ '
’

i
En of sets of the sum U Ei is also a set of {E\; it is com-

pletely additive if for every finite or denumerable set Ei, £”2 ,

' -
’ of sets

of [E] the sum U Ei is also a set of [E].

Returning now to functions of sets:

26.2s. A set-function F{E) defined on a class {£'} of sets is bounded

if there is a finite number M such that
|

F{E)
|
S M for each set E of

{E\.

26.3s. A set-function F{E) defined on a class {E} of sets is of bounded

variation (abbreviated ^‘of BV*^) if there is a finite number M such that

I

F(Ei)
I

+ • •
* + I

F(En)
I
^ M for every finite collection Fi, * *

•
,

En of disjoint sets of {E].

26.4s. A set-function F(E) defined on an additive class [E] of sets is

additive if F{\j Ei) = 2F(Ei) for every finite collection Ei, •
‘ En of

disjoint sets of {E]

.

A set-function F(E) defined on a completely additive

class {E} of sets is completely additive if Fi\} Ei) = ZF(Ei) for every
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finite or denumerable collection Ei,
‘

' of disjoint sets of the class

{E}.

Example (a) is unbounded and not of BV. It is completely additive

by 19.8.

Example (6) is completely additive, bounded, and of BY, by 19.8

and 19.3.

F'o.raple (c) is bounded, for F(E) = 0 or 1 for every set. By 1.1,

if Ei, Ei, •
•

• is a finite or denumerable collection of disjoint sets

= '2,KEix)

for every x. Substituting the origin 0 for x, we obtain

2
I

F{Ei)
I

= 2E(Ei) = F(U E<) = 0 or 1,

which proves that F{E) is completely additive and of BV.
Example (e) is bounded, example (d) is not. Neither is additive.

For if El consists of a single point Xi and E2 of a single point 0:2 Xi,

then F{Ei U £ 2) = M ^ 1 ,

^'
2

1 h while F(Ei) = FiE^) = 0. Neither is

of BV. For let S', S" be two spheres in Si of radius r and distance

between centers Sr. Let x'l, rrg,
• *

* be distinct points of S' and let

x[', x'f, •
•

• be distinct points of S". Define En to be the set con-

sisting of and x'f] these sets are disjoint. Then F{En) ^ r, so

I
F{Ei)

I
+ • •

‘ + I
F{En)

I
§ nr, and F{E) is not of BV.

It is obvious that if F{E) is completely additive, it is additive.

Moreover the concepts of boundedness and BV are closely related, for

26.6s. If F{E) is of BV on the class {£’} it is hounded. If [E] is an

additive class of sets and F(E) is additive and hounded, it is of BV.
If 2

1

F{Ei)
I
^ M for every finite collection Ei, •••,£'„ of sets

of { ^ ), then in particular (taking n = 1)
|

F{E)
|
^ Mfor each of the

class {E}.

Suppose that {E\ is additive and F{E) is additive on {E], and let M
be a finite number such that

|

F{E)
|
^ M for each £' of {.fiJ}. Let

Ei,E 2 ,

*
•

•
,
iBn be a collection of disjoint sets of {S'}

.

We subdivide

the aggregate of sets Ei, • •

,
En into two parts; the sets (which we

denote by ^|) such that F(£'t) ^ 0, and the other sets (which we
denote by E]:) such that FiE]:) < 0. Then

I
1E(E0

I
= IF(E^) - XE(Ep)

= E(U i?+) - E(U Ej) =
I

/-(U E+)
I + I

F{ U^r)
I
^ 2M,

so F(E) is of BV.
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Next we prove a very simple theorem.

26.6s. If F{E) is finite and additive on a class of sets including the

empty set A, then F{k) = 0.

For A = A U A; therefore F(A) = F(A) -h F(A).

We now define continuity and absolute continuity (AC) for

set-functions.

26.7s. A set-function F{E), defined on a class {E\ of sets, is con-

tinuous if to every e > 0 there corresponds a 5 > 0 such that \F{E)
\

< e

for all sets E of the class [E] whose diameter diam E is less than 5.

Examples (d) and {e) are clearly continuous. Examples {a) and (6)

are also continuous. * For if diam E < h, then E can be enclosed in an
interval of side 2h and volume (25) «. Hence mE ^ (25) ^ which is less

than an arbitrary e if 5 is small enough. But example (c) is not con-

tinuous. For let 6 = ^. No matter how small a number 5 > 0 we
choose, there is a set E (the set consisting of the origin alone) of

diameter diam E = 0 < 5 and such that F{E) — I > e.

26.8s. A set-function F{E) defined on a class [E] of measurable sets

E is absolutely continuous if to every e > 0 there corresponds a 5 > 0

such that
I

F{E)
1
< e for all sets E of the class {E} which have measure

mE < 5.

Examples {a) and (6) are clearly absolutely continuous (we can

take 5 = e). Examples (d) and (e), which were continuous, are not

absolutely continuous. For suppose Xi and are two (distinct) fixed

points of I. If we take e ==
\ \

Xi, X2
\ \

there can be no 5 satisfying

26.8. For if 5 > 0, the set E consisting of the two points xi and 0:2 has

mE = 0 < 5 and F{E) = diam E =
\ \

Xi, x^W = e. Example (c) is

surely not absolutely continuous, for it is not continuous, while

26.9. t If a set-function F{E) is absolutely continuous, it is con-

tinuous.

Let c- be a positive number. There is a 5 such that
|

F{E)
\

< e

wherever mE < 5. If diam E < then
[

F{E)
[

< e. For then

E can be enclosed in an interval Jo of sides less than 5^^^, hence of

volume A/o < 5; so mE S Alo < 5, and
|

F{E)
\

< e.

A simple consequence of absolute continuity is given in the next

theorem.

26.10s. If F{E) is defined and additive on the class of all measurable

subsets of it is AC if and only if for every e > 0 there exists a 5 > 0

such that Z
[

F{Ei)
[

< e for all finite collections Ei, En of dis-

joint measurable subsets of E* such that ZmEi < 6.

* This is not an “s'" statement.

t Observe that this is not an “s*' theorem.
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If the condition of 26.10 is satisfied, then F{E) is AC, as we see by

considering only collections consisting of one set Ei. Conversely,

suppose that F{E) is AC, and let e be a positive number. There is a

6 > 0 such that
|

F{E)
|

< e/2 if mE < 5. Let Ei, E 2 ,

' ‘
‘

,
En be

a collection of disjoint measurable subsets of I with 'EmEi < 8, We
classify the Ei into the sets such that F(E-^) ^ 0 and the remaining

sets Ek such that F{E-^) < 0. Then

S
I

F{Ei)
I

= - liF{Ej) = ii’(U E+) - ^’(U E^).

But m(U E'j) ^ m\J Ei < S and m(U E^) g m U £?< < 6, so each

term on the right is less than 6/2, and 2
|

F{Ei)
|

< €.

We now establish the relationship between AC functions and

functions of BV,
26.11s. If F(E) is additive and AC on the class of all measurable sets

E contained in a set E"^ of finite measure ,
then it is ofBV and hounded.

We have shown in 26.5 that F{E) is of BV if and only if it is

bounded. Suppose it is not bounded. Let k =
|
F(£*)

[
+ 1. Then

there is a measurable subset Ei of J?* such that
|

F{ED
|

> 2h. Defin-

ing Ei — E* — El, the sets Ei and E2 are disjoint and measurable, so

I
FiEi)

I ^ I

F(E0
I

-
I

F(E*) \>2k- (k-1) >k.

Either F{E) is unbounded on the subsets of Ei, or it is unbounded
on the subsets of E^. For suppose

|

F{E)
] S Mi for all measurable

subsets of Ei(i = 1, 2). Every measurable set E in I can be sub-

divided into the two disjoint measurable portions EEi and EE2 ,
and

EEi is a subset of Ei{i = 1, 2). So

1

F{E)
I

=
I

F{EEi) + F(EE2)
I g I

F(EEi)
1 + |

FiEE^)
|

S Ml + M2 .

But this contradicts the assumption that F{E) is unbounded. Let us

therefore suppose (a mere matter of choice of notation) that F{E) is

unbounded on subsets of Ei. Then there exists a measurable set

Ez d El such that
1
F^Ez)

|
> 2

|
F(Ei)

\

> k. If we define Ea =
El ~ Ez, then

1
F{Ea)

I ^ I

F(Ez)
I

-
1
FiEi) 1^21 F{Ei)

|

-
1

F(Ei)
\
> L

Again, by the same argument as above F(E) is unbounded either

on the subsets of Ez or on the subsets of Ea. Suppose Ez is the one.

We choose an E& in Ez such that
]
F{Ez)

|
> 2

|
^(^^3)

| ,
define

Eq=^Ez — Ez, and proceed as before. Continuing thus, we obtain a
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sequence of measurable sets Ei ID E3 3 E5 3 • •
• such that

I
F(Ei)

1
> fc and

1

F{Ei) - F{Ei+i)
|

> A (i = 1, 3, 5,
•

• From
this we shall show that F{E) can not be AC. For let e = k, and let 5

be any positive number. The sets Ei — E3, E3 — E3, are all

disjoint and all contained in Ei, so by 19.8

00 r 00 1
V m(E2i-i - E2i+i) = m U {E^i-^i - £21+1) ^ mEi < 00.

Because the series converges, its terms tend to 0, and we can find a

set E^i^l — of measure less than 5. But
|
FiE^i^i ~ jB2i+i)

|

> = €, so F{E) is not AC.
Exercise. Show that if is omitted from 26.11 a simpler proof

is possible along the following lines. Split E* into a finite number of

parts
,
En each of measure so small that

|

f(E)
|
< 1 if E

is contained in any one Eu Then for all sets E,
|

F{E)
i ^ j

F{EEi)
|

+ • •
• + 1

F{EE.)
1
< n.

The words absolutely continuous” have been used in this section

with a meaning quite different from their meaning in §9. There is no

possibility of confusion, since in the two places the words are applied

to two different types of functions. Hence no proof of consistency

is needed, or even possible. However, it can be shown that there is

actually a relationship between AC set-functions and AC functions

f{x) of a single real variable x. Suppose that F{E) is an AC additive

function of measurable sets in an interval I = [a, b] of one-dimensional

space Ri. With F{E) we can associate a function /(:r) as follows. If

a ^ X we define /(x) = F{[a, x)); since the interval [a, a) is the

empty set A, this gives /(a) == F([a,a)) = F{A) = 0. Thefunction/(x)

thus built out of F(E) is then AC. For ifa^a<p^b the intervals

[a, a) and [a, /?) are disjoint, = F{[a, /3)) = F{[a, a)) + F([o', ^))

= f{a) + FQa, ^)). That is, F([a, jS)) = /(^) - /(a). Let € be any

positive number. Since F(F) is AC, by 26.10 there is a 5 > 0 such

that S
I

F{E^
I

< € whenever Fi, • •
*

,
Fn are disjoint measurable

subsets of I such that ImEi < 8. In particular, let [aijSi),
•

•

,

[an, /3n) be a set of disjoint intervals such that S
1 |

<8.

Then* m U [ai, ^i) == Im[ai, ^i) = h
\
pi — ai\ < 8, so

6> SlF([a,, pi))\ = Si /(ft) -Kai)\.

This proves that /(x) is AC as defined in §9.

* This is not an “s'* statement since we use a special property of A/.
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Exekcise. Show that if F{E) is of RF on the class of measurable

subsets of [a, 6], then the function f(x) defined in the preceding para-

graph is of BV as defined in §8.

27. Our introduction to set functions was by way of the particular

set-function

F{E) ^ J^fix)dx,

where /(a:) is a function summable over a measurable set B*. We have

already remarked that this set-function is defined over the class of

all measurable subsets of E*, which is a completely additive class by

19.8. Now we proceed to study this particular set-function in more
detail In fact, we shall show’' that it has every one of the properties

defined in §26.

27.1s. If f(x) is summable over a measurable set E*, then the set

function

F{E) = jj{x)dx

is absolutely continuous on the class of all measurable subsets of

Let € be a positive number. By 18.3,
|
f(x)

i

is summable over

Define fn(x) = inf {|/(a:)
| ,

n}. This function is measurable by
21.4 and 21.7, and \fn(x)

| g \f(x)
| ,

so fn(x) is summable by 22.2.

Moreover,

J^^f„(x)dx^ j^Jf{x)\dx.

Clearly fi(x) ^ fiix) ^ . As n~* <x>, the functions fnix)

approach \fix)
\

as limit; for if |/(x)
|

= «5, then /„(x) = n—

>

and if f{x) is finite, then /n(x) =
]
/(x)

1
for all n § 1

f{x)
|

. By 18.4,

Ie* Ie* I I

So for some value p of n we have

j
fp(x) dx > f

I

/(x)
I

dx -
J E* J E* ^

Now let E be any subset of E* with mE < €/2p. Then

1
^(-E)

I =
I
/j, /(^)

j

g j^\ fix)
I

dx

= IJMx) + i\f{x)\-Mx))]dx

= P + /g, ( I
fix)

I

- Mx)) dx < e.

So F(E) is absolutely continuous.
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The hypothesis in 27.1 that E* is measurable is easily removed.
For if we set f{x) = 0 on CE* it is integrable over the whole space
Rq, and its integral over subsets of E* is unaffected.

In order to prove the complete additivity of F{E) we establish a
lemma which is of interest in itself. It is a partial converse to theorem
22.5.

27.2s. If El, E2 ,

*
*

• is a finite or denumerable collection of dis-

joint sets, and f(x) is defined on U Ei and is summable over each Ei, and

X Isi \
dx < «),

then fix) is summable over U Ei and

Suppose first that /(a;) ^ 0. By 1.2,

f{x)K^,^^{x) = X mK,,(x).

Each of the functions on the right is summable over the whole space

Rq, So this equation, together with 18.3 if the Ei are finite in number
and with 18.6 if the Ei are denumerable, shows that fix)K^^,{x) is

summable over Rq (that is, f(x) is summable over U Ei) and

/uE-
""

/«<
= X

= X h,

We now remove the restriction that fix) ^ 0: The functions

and f~ of 15.4 are non-negative, and by 18.3, both are summable over

each Ei, and

I
\dx S fix)

1
dx,

h. 1
f~ix)

I

dx <
I
fix)

1

dx.

Hence by the preceding part of the proof f'^{x) and /'"(x) are summable

over U Ei, and
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Therefore by 18.3 /^(x) — is summable over U Ei, and

f fix) dx = f \f+{x) - tix)} dx
JUBi 'US.

Exeecise. If El, £2 ,

• •
* is a finite or denumerable collection of

measurable sets (not necessarily disjoint) and J{x) is defined on U Ei

and is summable over each Ei, and X jg. I

\dx < co
,
then j{x) is

summable over Ue<.
Exercise. Construct an example to show that the hypothesis

\dx < 00 ” in 27.2 and the preceding exercise can not be

weakened to read
|

dx
j

<

27.3s. If f(x) is summable over E*, then the set-function

F(E) = jjix) dx

is completely additive on the class of all measurable subsets of £*.

Let El, J5/2 ,

• *
• be a finite or denumerable collection of disjoint

measurable subsets of E*, By 1.2, K\jEi{x) = ^ Ksiix), If the

Ei are finite in number, then by 1.2, 18.3 and 18.2

X Je,
I I S /rJ I = [rJ I -^U£.(^)

- Is, I
Ks'ix) dz = \fix) \dx < CO.

If the Ei are denumerable in number, this still holds for each finite

subset El, ‘
‘

,
En of them, so

s L I = J™ X L I = L I
< °° •

In either case, the sum is finite. So by 27.2

^(U Ei) = I^Jix) dx = 2 fjix) dx = ^FiEi),

which establishes our theorem.

27.4. Corollary. The function F(E) of 27.1 is continuous. This

follows at once from 27.1 and 26.9.
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27.6s. Corollary. The function F{E) of 27.1 is of BV and hounded.

This follows from 27.1, 27.3 and 26.11. But a simple proof is

possible without reference to 26.11. For if Ei, •
•

^
En are disjoint

measurable subsets of then

D I 1
=

2)
I

da:
I

g ^ f{x)
!

dx

=
I f{^) I

K[jEi{x) dx ^ fix)
I

Ks-ix) dx

=
I

/(a:)
I

da: < ®

.

Hence F{E) satisfies the definition 26.3 of RF, withM =
|

/(;r)
|
dx.

With n - I, this proves that F(E) is bounded.

For simple integrals over intervals it is useful to introduce the

usual notation of the calculus. Let /(a;) be summable over an interval

[a, 6]. If a ^ a < ^ b the function/(x) is summable over [a, /S), by
22.5. We define

fix) dx = l^Jix) dx,

1^“ fix) dx = - j^^^^fix) dx,

f(^) dx = 0 .

With this notation it is easy to establish the following statement.

27.6s. If f{x) is summable over [a, h], and c, d, e are all in [a, b], then

fj
fix) dx = If fix) dx + If fix) dx.

To prove this we re-write it by transposing all terms to the left,

obtaining

If fix) dx + Iffi^) dx + If fi^) dx = 0

The left member is unchanged if we permute the letters c, d, e cyclically,

and it is only changed in sign if we interchange any two of the letters.

We may therefore suppose the notation chosen so that c S d ^ e.

Now if c = d or d = 6 the equation is trivial. Othermse the intervals

[c, d) and [d, e) are disjoint and their sum is [c, e), so the equation is

true by 27.3.

The next statement is an immediate corollary of 27.1.

27.7. If fix) is summable over [a, b], then the function

Fix) — If fix) dx

is absolutely continuous on [u, b].
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If for measurable subsets E of [a, h] we define F'^(E) to be the

integral of f{x) over E, by 27.1 this is an AC function of sets. By the

last part of §26, the function F*([a, .t)) is AC on the interval [a, 6].

But this is exactly F{x),

28. One of the outstanding virtues of the Lebesgue integral is that

it permits passages to the limit under hypotheses much weaker than

those needed when using Riemann integrals. We have already had

an example in 18.4 of a convergence theorem valid for Lebesgue

integrals, but certainly false for Riemann integrals, as the example in

§18 proved. In this section we shall study several ways in which a

sequence of functions can converge to a limit function, and in the next

section we shall establish a number of very powerful convergence

theorems.

The reader is already familiar with the idea of uniform convergence.

A sequence of functions /n(a:) defined on a set E converges uniformly to

J{x) on E if for every 6 > 0 there is an such that
|
fnix) — J{x)

|
< e

for all x in E whenever n > Moreover we have used in 18.4 the

idea of convergence everywhere. If f{x), J2 (x), •
•

• are all

defined on a set E, then /„(x) converges everywhere tof{x) if for each

X in E the numbers /n(x) converge to the number /(x). But we know
that sets of measure zero are unimportant in integration, so we may
suspect that a concept more suited for use with the Lebesgue integral

is the following.

28.1s. Let the functions f(x), fi{x), f2 {x), •
•

• he defined on a set E

.

Then fn(x) converges almost everywhere to J(x) if the numbers fn(x) con-

verge to the number f{x) for all x in E — Eq, where Eq is a set of measure 0.

If fnix) tends uniformly to fix), then for every 3 > 0 the relation

^‘fnix) in Nsifix))
” holds for all x if n is greater than a certain ns. If

we wish to define a somewhat similar but weaker type of convergence

we could require that to each positive number 8 there shall correspond

an integer ns such that/„(x) lies in Nsifix)) for all n > ns and for all x

except at most those in a small’' subset of E. However, the question

arises—Should this ^^small" subset, on which fnix) is not in Nsifix)),

be allowed to depend on n, or should one such subset serve for all n?

We are thus led to consider two definitions:

28.2s. Let the functions fix), f\ix), •
•

• defined on a measurable

set E, Then the functions fnix) converge (or tend) almost uniformly to

fix) if to every pair e, 5 of positive numbers there corresponds a set E^

idepending on e alone) of measure mE^ < € such that frfx) is in Nsifix))

for all X in E — E,, provided that n is greater than a certain n^.s. Here

the ^^smalF’ subset E^ is independent of n.
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28.3s. Lei the functions f{x), fi(x)j ‘ be defined on a measurable

set E. Then the functions fnix) converge in measure to fix) if for every

pair €, d of positive numbers the set of x on which fn{x) is not in Nsif(x))

can he enclosed in a set En,6 with measure mEn.s < provided that n is

greater than a certain n^,s- Here the ''smalV subset Ens is permitted to

vary with n.

We thus have three new kinds of convergence, each of which will

turn out to be especially well designed to apply in certain cases and less

useful in others. It is therefore important to establish the properties

of these convergences and the interrelations between them, so that we
may be able at any time to use the most appropriate formulation.

To begin with, we observe that our last two definitions can be
worded rather differently. The definition of convergence in measure

is merely the statement that for every 5 > 0 we have lim mEr,,h = 0.
n—> 00

And if fix) be almost everywhere finite, the definition of almost uni-

form convergence requires merely that fnix) converge uniformly to

fix) on E — Ee, if we make the provision that the set of measure 0 on
which

\ fix) \

= 00 is to be included in E^.

In the next two theorems we establish some simple properties of

these convergence modes.

28.4s. Let fix), fiix), f^ix), •
•

• defined on a set E, Then if

fnix) converges to fix) in any one of our three modes, every subsequence

converges to fix) in the same mode, and \fnix)
1

converges to

I
fix)

1

in the same mode.

For convergence almost everywhere this follows from the known
properties of sequences of numbers; for except on a set of measure 0

the numbers /n(x) tend to fix), so the same is true of every subsequence,

and also
|
fnix)

|

tends to
|
fix)

|

(cf. 4.3).

If fnix) fix) in measure, then for every d > 0 we can enclose the

set of X for which /n(a:) is not in Nsifix)) in a measurable set En,6 such

that mEn.s tends to zero as —> oo . Then for each integer a the set of

x for which faix) is not in Nsifix)) is enclosed in and since the

numbers mEa,s are a subsequence of the numbers mEn,8 they too

approach zero as a —> oo
. Hence faix) tends to fix) in measure.

Also, the set on which
|
fnix)

|

is not in Ns{
( fix) j ) is contained in

En,S) by 4.3. Since mEn,s 0, this proves that \fnix)
|

converges in

measure to
|
fix) 1.

If fnix) converges almost uniformly to fix), then except on a set

E^ of measure niE, < e the functions /« (a:) tend to/(a:) uniformly. The

same is therefore true of the subsequence faix). Also for n greater

than a certain n, the numbers /n(x) are in N,ifix)) for all xin E — E,, so
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by 4.3
I
fn{x)

i

is in N, (| f(x) |) for all such n and x, and
|
fn(x)

|

tends

uniformly to
\
f{x)

\

on E — E,. Hence
|
fnix)

|

tends to \f(x)
|

almost

uniformly on E,

28*6s. // the functions f{x), fi(x), *
•

•
,

g(x), gi(x), •
•

* have

finite values on a set E, and fn{x) converges to f{x) in any one of our three

modes
j
and gn(x) converges to g(x) in the same mode, and c is any finite

constant, then fn(x) + gn(x) converges to f(x) + g(x) and cfn(x) con-

verges to cf(x) in the same mode.

Suppose first that fn{x) tends to f{x) and gn{x) to g{x) almost every-

where. Then except on a set Eq of measure zero /„(x) tends to f{x)^

and except on a set of measure zero gn{x) tends to g{x). So except

on Eq the functional values cfn{x) tends to cf{x) and except on the set

Eq U El (which has measure 0) the functional values fn{x) + gn{x) tend

to /(a;) g{x).

Suppose next that/n(a;) converges to f{x) and g^ix) to g{x) almost

uniformly. For every € > 0 there are sets Ei,, and E^,^ of measure

less than 6/2 such that/n(a:) converges tof{x) uniformly on — Ei,,

and gn{x) converges to g{x) uniformly on E — E^,^^ Therefore on

E — {El,, U Ei,,) the functions fn{x) + gn{x) converge uniformly to

f{x) + g{x) and cfn{x) converges uniformly to cf{x)] and m{Ei,, U Ez,,)

< €. So fn{x) + gn{x) converges to f{x) + g{x) and cfn{x) to cf{x)

almost uniformly on E.

Suppose finally that fn{x) converges to f{x) and gn{x) to g{x) in

measure. Let e, 5 be any positive numbers. There is a number ui

such that if n ^ ni the set of x on which fn{x) is not in Ny^ifix)) can

be enclosed in a set Ei,n ,5 of measure less than e/2. That is, if n ^
then \fn{x) — fix)

\
< d/2 except on Likewise, there is a

number n 2 such that if n ^ n 2
,
then

|
gn{x) — g{x)

|

< 5/2 except on a

set E2.n,5 of measure less than e/2. Therefore, except on the set

Ei,n,S U E2,n,d, whose measure is less than e, we have
|
(fnix) +

Qnix)) — (fix) + g(x))
I
< 5, and fnix) + gnix) converges in measure

to fix) + gix). Likewise
|
cfnix) — cfix)

| < |

c
j
5/2, which is an

arbitrary positive number, so cfnix) converges in measure to cfix).

We now begin to study the interrelations of the three modes of

convergence.

28.6s. Let fix), fiix), f2 ix), ‘ be defined on a measurable set E.

If fnix) tends to fix) almost uniformly, then fnix) tends to fix) almost

everywhere and fnix) tends to fix) in measure.

Let Eo be the set on which /^(a;) fails to converge to/(:r); we must
show mEo = 0. By the definition of almost uniform convergence, for

every e > 0 there is a set E, with meE, < e such that fnix) tends to
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f(x) uniformly on E — Then no point of Eo can be in

so Eq CZ E^. Now let e take on successively the values 1,
* * *

then Eq is contained in each set £i/„, so it is contained in fl Ei/n. This

set is measurable by 19.9, and m fl Ei/n ^ mEi/n < Ijn for every n.

So m n Ei/n = 0, and by 19.13 £ois measurable and mEo = 0. There-

fore /,i(a:) converges to f(z) almost everywhere in E.

Let €, 5 be any positive numbers. Except on a set E^ with mEe < e

we have fn{x) in Ns{f{x)) whenever n > Hence if n > the

set of X on which fn(x) is not in Ns(f(x)) is contained in Ee, and so E^

will serve as the En,s of the definition of convergence in measure.

Therefore/n(a:j) converges in measure to f(x).

Thus almost uniform convergence is the strongest of the three

modes.

28.7s. Let f{x), fi(x),
• •

• be defined on a measurable set E. If

fn{x) tends to f(x) in measure, then there exists a subsequence fni(x),

fnX^), *
* * such that fmix) tends to f(x) almost uniformly (hence almost

everywhere)

.

Since /n(a;) tends to f(x) in measure, for each positive 5 and for each

n the set of points x at which /n(a;) is not in Nsifix)) can be enclosed

in a set En,d in such a way that mEn,s tends to zero as n —> co
. Let this

first be done for 5 = 1. Since mEn,i tends to zero, there is a first n

(call it ni) for which mEn,i < 1. The corresponding set En,i we

rename Ei. Next take 6 = there is a first n > ni (we call it ns) for

which mEn.^ < i. The corresponding set En,^ we rename Ez. Con-

tinuing this process, we obtain a subsequence

fm(x)Jn,(x)JnM)y *
* *

of our original sequence which has the property that fnk(x) is in

Nzi-kifix)) for all points x outside of a set Ek of measure less than

We now prove that the functions so chosen converge almost

uniformly to f(x).

Let e and 5 be any positive numbers. Since mEk < we can

choose ne large enough so that

£ mEk<X

ao

E,= B,;
k = ng

Define
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then by 19.8 mE^ < e. Now choose a number so large that

2^-"e,5 < h. For any k > the set Ek is contained in so on

E — Ei we have

U{x) in N2-^^^{f(x))C:Ns(f{x)).

This proves our theorem.

28.8s. Let the functions fi{x), Mx), *
•

* 6e defined and measurable

on a measurable set E, If fn{x) converges to f{x) in any one of our three

modes then f(x) is measurable.

lifn tends almost everywhere to/(x), then /(a:) is almost everywhere

equal to lim inf/n(a:), which is measurable by 21.9. If fn tends to /
almost uniformly, then/n tends to / almost everywhere by 28.6, so /is

measurable. If fn converges in measure to /(:r), a subsequence con-

verges almost everywhere to f{x) by 28,7, sof(x) is measurable.

Before proceeding to the proof of the next theorem we establish

a lemma.

28.9s. Lemma. If f{x) and g{x) are defined and measurable on a

set E, then for every h > 0 the subset Es of E on which g(x) is not in

Nsifix)) is a measurable set.

Let us subdivide E into the set Ei on which /(a;) and g(x) are both

finite, the set E 2 on which f{x) is finite and
|

g(x)
|

= <», the set Ez

on which f(x) = + 00
,
and the set E4 on which /(a:) = ~ co . By 21.3^

each of these sets is measurable. On Ei, the function f{x) — g(x)

is defined and is measurable by 21.12 and 21.2. So \f(x) ~ g(x)
|

is

measurable by 21.8, and the set Ei,s on which \f(x) — g(x)
|
^ 5 is

measurable by 21.1. On all of E2 ,
g(x) fails to lie in Nsifix)). On

Ez, g(x) is measurable by 21.2, and so the subset A'3,5 on which g{x)

S 1/5 is measurable. Likewise g(x) is measurable on Ei, so the subset

^4,5 on which g(x) ^ —1/5 is measurable. But by the definition of

neighborhood, the set Es on which g(x) is not in Ns{f{x)) consists

of Ei,s U £'2 U Ez ,5 U Ei, 5 ,
so it is measurable.

28.10s. Let the functions f(x), fi(x), f^ix), •
•

• be defined and

measurable on a set E of firnte measure. If fn(x) converges almost

everywhere to f(x), then fnix) converges to f{x) almost uniformly {hence

in measure).

Let e and 5 be positive numbers, and let fin.a be the subset of E
on which /n(x) is not in Ns{f{x)). By 28.9, each En,s is measurable.

So if we define
eo CO

= U and £5 = fl
n - k k = I

we see by 19.8 and 19.9 or 19.11 that Es^ and Es are measurable sets.
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But if X belongs to Ei, it belongs to all If it belongs to Ei^, it

belongs to some E'n.s with n ^ k. So if it is in E^ it belongs to infinitely

many En^> Therefore for infinitely many n the number fn{x) is not in

Nsfix), and fn(x) does not tend to f(x). So x must belong to the set

Eo of measure 0 on which fn{x) does not tend to f{x)

;

that is, Es Cl Eqj

and by 19.13 mE^ = 0.

By their definition, the sets E^^ shrink as k increases: Eb^ ID E^-
• •

•
. Also they are all* contained in the set E^ which has finite

measure. Hence by 19.9 lim mEs^ = mEs = 0, and for some k we have
k—* CO

ttiEb^ < 6. Now define E^ = = k. Then mE^ < e. By the

definition of Eb^, if n > n«.a = k then En ,5 Cl Eb^ = Ee, so for every x

in E -- E, we know that x is not in En,B, and therefore fn(x) is in

Nsifix)). This proves thntfnix) tends to f{x) almost uniformly.

An important property of any limiting process is the uniqueness

of the resulting limit. In the present case, we have no true unique-

ness, for if fn tends in any one of our three modes to f(x), it tends

equally well to any function g{x) which differs from f{x) only on a

set of measure zero. But we can prove that no greater arbitrariness

than this is allowed

:

28.11s. Let f(x), gix), fi{x)j •
•

• be defined on a set E, If fn(x)

converges in any one of our three modes to f{x) and also converges in any

one of our three modes to g(x)j thenf{x) = g{x) for ahnost all x.

If fn{x) converges in measure to f{x), by 28.7 it is possible to select

a subsequence {fa(x)}(a = ni, n2 ,

* •
* ) which converges almost

everywhere to f(x). If fn{x) tends to f{x) almost everywhere, this is

still true even if we take the whole sequence, and if fn{x) tends almost

uniformly to f{x) it tends almost everywhere to f{x) by 28.6. So in

any case we can choose a subsequence {fa(x)} converging almost

everywhere tof(x).

The sequence {fn{x) j
converged in some one of the three modes

to gix), so the subsequence {faix)} converges in the same mode to

gix), by 28.4. As in the preceding paragraph, it is possible to select

a subsequence {f^ix)} out of the sequence in such a way that

f^ix) tends to gix) almost everywhere. The sequence f^ix) continues

to converge almost everywhere to fix), by 28.4. Then the equations

lim f^ix) = fix) and lim /^(x) = gix)
/
3— 00 ^—>• 00

are respectively true for all x except those belonging to two sets Eo,

El of measure 0. Therefore except on the set Eo U Ei of measure 0

we have/(x) = gix), as was to be proved.
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It might be thought that 28.7 could be improved to read that if

/n converges in measure to/, then/n converges almost everywhere to/.

An example shows that this is false. Let Ei be the interval [0, 1],

E% and Ez, the intervals [0, i] and [i, 1] respectively, E4, £ 5, Ea, E7

the intervals [0, i], [-J, i], [i, |], [f, 1] respectively, and so on, proceed-

ing by successive bisections. Let /„ = Ksn- Then fn converges in

measure to 0 on the interval [0, 1]. For if 5 > 0, then fn(x) is in

Ns(0) (in fact, is equal to 0) except at most on Enl so we can take

En,s = En, and limn mEn.s = Hnin mEn = 0. But at no point is

limfn(x) — fix); in fact, lim /n(a:) does not exist. For each x in

[0, 1] is contained in infinitely many En, so infinitely many fnix) have

value 1 ;
while there are infinitely many En which do not contain x, so

fnix)
— 0 for infinitely many n. Hence lim fnix) does not exist.

29. It is at once apparent that the mere convergence, in any

one of our three modes, of a sequence of functions fn(x) to a limit

function /(a;) is not enough to guarantee that the integrals of the fnix)

will converge to the integral of fix). For example, let fn(x) be defined

thus:

fnix) = n^x, 0 ^ X ^
fnix) = 2n — n^Xj < x ^ 2n~^,

fnix) = 0, 2n~~^ < X ^ 2 (n = 1, 2,
• •

• ).

These functions are all continuous and tend everywhere (hence in

all three of our modes) to foix) = 0. But

dx = 1, dx = 0,

SO the integrals of the/n(a:) do not converge to the integral of foix).

This example makes it clear that we must make other assumptions

besides mere convergence of the fnix) in order to obtain convergence

of the integrals. In this section we set forth several such sets of

assumptions. First, however, we shall make a general observation.

If a sequence of summable functions {fnix)} converges in any of our

modes to a function /o(a:), we know by 23.1 that each function /„ (a;)

is finite except on a set En of measure 0. If we re-define fnix) by
assigning it the value 0 on En, then the new functions fnix) have the

same integrals as the old and still converge in the same mode as before

to foix) ;
for the change of values on the set U En of measure 0 does not

affect any of our types of convergence. Hence in the theorems of this

section there is no loss of generality in assuming that the functions

fnix) have finite values. This assumption simplifies the statements

of some of our conclusions.
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The first theorem which we shall establish is a lemma which not

only is useful for later proofs, but is of considerable importance in

itself.

29.1s. (Fatou’s Lemma). If the functions fn{x) are all summable

over a measurable set E, and the lower limit of their integrals is not + ^

,

and there is a summable function g{x) such that fn{x) ^ g{x) on S, then

lim inf fnix) is summable
^
and

n—> «

/
lina inf /„(a:) dx g lim inf Luiz) dx.

Ja eo n—> 00

Define gn(x) = inf [fi{x) \i ^ n}. Then g{x) S gi{x) ^ gi{x) S
• •

•
;
and by 6.9 the limit of gn{x) is lim inf /n(x). Moreover, gn{x)

is measurable by 21.7, andgix) S gnix) g fn{x), so
i
gn(x)

| g |g(2:) |

+ 1
fn(x)

1 ,
which is summable. So by 22.2 gnix) is summable over

jB, and by 18.2

f^gn{z)dx^ l^fn{x)dx.

It follows that

lim gnix) dx g lim inf Ifnix) dx.
00 n-^ 80

Now the gn{z) satisfy the hypotheses of 18.4, so by that theorem

lim
/ gn{x) dx =

/
lim g^ioc) dx = Llim inf /„(x) dx.

Together with the preceding inequality, this establishes the theorem.

29.2s. Corollary. If the functions fnix) are summable over a meas-

urable set E, and on E they converge in measure or almost everywhere to a

function fix) ,
and there is a summablefunction gix) such thatfnix) ^ gix)

for all n and all x, then fix) is summable on E and

; fix) dx ^ lim inf
/ fnix) dx

JE 00 JE

provided that the right member of this inequality is finite.

Let us suppose that fnix) tends to fix) almost everywhere in E,

Then lim inf fnix) = fix) for almost all x in E. But lim inf fnix) is

summable by 29.1, so fix) is summable by 23.3. The inequality

follows at once from 29.1 and 23.3.

Now let fnix) tend to/(a:) in measure, and define
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From the sequence {fn(x)} we can (by 6.4) select a subsequence

{fa(x)}, a = Hi, 712
,

‘
‘

,
such that

lim / fa(x) dx = X.

CC—> 00 J^

The Ja{x) still converge in measure to f(x), by 28.4. From them we
select a subsequence Ihix)} converging almost everywhere to f(x), as

is possible by 28.7. Then by the preceding paragraph/(x) is summable,

and

/ f(x) dx ^ lim inf
/

/^(x) dx = 'k = lim inf
/ fn{x) dx,

CO n—> 00

From 29.2 it is almost apparent that bounding the fnix) both

above and below by summable functions will enforce the convergence

of the integrals. Because of the simplicity of the proof we give here

the proof of this statement, although it is in fact a special case of

theorem 29.7.

29.3s. Let the functions fn{x) be defined, finite and measurable over a

set E. If on E the functions fn(x) converge in measure or almost every-

where to a limit function f{x), and there is a summable function g(x)

such that
I
fn{x)

]
S g{x) for all n and all x in E, then f{x) is summable

over E, and the integrals of the fnix) converge to a limit, and

(a) lim ffnCx) dx = dx,

(b) lim f
I
fn(x) — fix)

I

da; = 0.
n—

>

00 J ^

By 22.2, the functions /n(x) are summable over E. The functions

fnix) are equal to or greater than the summable function ~gix), and

for all n

f^fn{x)dx^ j^g{x) dx.

Hence the functions /„ (a:) satisfy the hypotheses of 29.2; and by that

theorem /(a:) is summable, and

lim inf ( fnix) dx f fix) dx,
00 JE

On the other hand, the functions —fnix) also satisfy the hypotheses

of 29.2, and converge in measure or almost everywhere to —fix). So
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These two inequalities, together with 6.7, establish conclusion (a)

or our theorem.

By 28.5 and 28.4, the functions
|
fn(x) — f(x)

|
converge in measure

or almost everywhere to 0. Also, \fn(x) - f(x)
| ^ |

f^ix)
| + |

f(x)
|

= 9(^) + 1
/(^) 1 )

which is summable by the preceding paragraph.

Hence applying the part of the proof already completed to these

functions, we obtain conclusion (5).

Conclusion (b) is actually stronger than (a)

;

for

0 g
I

dx - f^f(x) dx =
I
jg

ifn(x) - f{x) dx
j

- Je I I

so if the last integral tends to 0 the difference between the integrals of

fn(x) and the integral of f{x) must also tend to 0.

Remaek. It is easy to extend 29.3 from sequences fn{x) to func-

tions f(x, h). Let f{x, h) be defined and finite for all a; in a set E and

all A in a set Lf, and let ho be an accumulation point of H. The
statement ^‘f{x, h) converges in measure to f{x) as /i —> has a self-

suggesting definition analogous to 28.3. We can now prove the

following theorem.

Let f(x, h) be measurable on E for each fixed h in H, If on E the

function f{x, h) converges almost everywhere or in measure to f{x) as

h—^ho, and there is a summable function g(x) such that |/(x, h)
[

= q(^) for all X in E and all h in 77, thenf(x) is summable over E, and

(a) lim [ f(x, h) dx = f f(x) dx,

(b) lim f
I
fix, h) - fix)

\

dx = 0,
h-*hQ

Let/ll, /i 2 ,

• * be a sequence of points of converging to /lo and /lo.

The sequence fix, hn)in = 1, 2,
• •

•
) satisfies the hypotheses of

29.3, so fix) is summable over E and

lim [fix, hn) dx = [ fix) dx,

lim f I
f(x, hn) — fix) 1

& = 0.

This holds for every sequence [hn] of points of H converging to ho

and distinct from ho, so by 4.5 we obtain the desired conclusions.

Analogous extensions of theorems and definitions 29.4-29.8 can

be made with equal ease. We shall not state them in detail.
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Let us return again to the example with which we begin this sec-

tion. We notice that the convergence troubles arose because there

were arbitrarily small intervals [0, h] on which the integrals of the

Jn{x) were not arbitrarily small; in fact, these integrals were equal to 1

for all large n. This suggests that we might arrive at a convergence

theorem by excluding this type of behavior. Now we know from 27.1

that for each n and for every e > 0 there is a 5 > 0 such that the

integral of fn{x) over any set E of measure mE < 8 has a value less

than €. We exclude the type of difficulty shown in our example by
requiring that for each € > 0 there shall be a 5 > 0 which serves

uniformly for all n. That is, in the definition of absolute continuity

of dx, we ask that a single 5(c) shall serve uniformly for all n:

29.4s. Let the functions fi(x),
' ’

* be all defined and all

summahle over a set E*. The integrals

K{E) = dx,

regarded as functions of measurable subsets E of i/*, are uniformly

absolutely continuous if to each c > 0 there corresponds a 5 > 0 such

that for every measurable subset E of E* with mE < 8 the inequality

1
F„{E)

1 =
I

dx\<^

holds for all n.

A direct consequence of the definition is

29.5s. Let the functions fi{x)^ f2 (x)j •
•

* defined and summahle

over a set E*. The set-functions Fn{E) defined as in 29.4 are uniformly

absolutely continuous if and only if to every c > 0 there corresponds a

5 > 0 such that

h I

\dx <e

for every measurable subset E of E* with mE < 8,

If the condition above is satisfied, the functions Fn{E) are uni-

formly absolutely continuous. For if E is any subset of E* with

mE < 5, then

I

F„{E)
I =

j

j^Sn{x) dx
I

g /„(x)
I

dx < €.

Conversely, suppose that the F„(E) are uniformly absolutely con-

tinuous. If e is a positive number, there is a 6 > 0 such that F„{E)

< tj2 for every subset E of E* with mE < 5. Let E be such a set.
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It can be divided into the subset En,i on which /^(x) ^ 0 and the subset

jB^,2 on which /n(a;) < 0. These subsets are measurable, by 21.2 and

21.3. Each has measure less than 6, being contained in the set E
whose measure is less than 5. So

I

rfx =
I l^

Uz)
I

+
I L /n(x) dx

|

=
| \

+ 1
Fn(En,2)

1
< €•

This is the essential hypothesis in

29.6s. Let the functions fi{z), f2 (x), ••• be defined, finite valued

and summable on a set E* of finite measure. If

(a) on E* the functions fn(x) converge in measure {or, more particu-

larly, almost everywhere or almost uniformly) to a function f(x);

{b) the set-functions Fn{E) = uniformly absolutely

continuous on the class of all measurable subsets of B*; and either

(c) the integrals

1

are bounded, or

(c') the function f{x) is finite for almost all x in E*; then f{x) is

summable over E*, and

id)

(e) lim / I
fn{x) - fix) ]

dx = 0.

As was remarked after 29.3, it is only necessary to prove (e),

since {d) is a consequence of (e).

We first assume hypotheses (a), (b) and (c). Since the functions

\fnix)
i

converge in measure to \f{x)
| ,

by 29.2 and hypothesis (c)

the function \f{x)
|

is summable. But by 28.8 f{x) is measurable; so

by 22.3 f{x) is summable.

Let € be an arbitrary positive number. Since f{x) is summable,

by 27.1 there is a > 0 such that

{A) j^\fix)\dx

if £* is a measurable subset of E* with mE < di. By 29.5 and hypothe-

sis (6), there is a Sz > 0 such that

(B) J^\Ux)\dx<^
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for all ra if E is a measurable subset of E* with mE < S2 . Let & be

the smallest of the numbers Si, 52 and e/ZmE*. By the definition of

convergence in measure, there is an no such that for all n > no the

set of all z for which fn(x) is not in Ns(f(x)) can be enclosed in a set

En.s with measure mE^.s < 5. Since f{x) is summable, it is almost

everywhere finite, and we can include in En,s the points x for which

I

/(a;)
I

= 03 without increasing mEn.o. Now we write

/g* I
A(a:) - fix) 1

dx =
|
Uix) - fix) \

dx

+ I
=

/b.,s

fE*-En.S I I

If n > no, then mEn,6 < d. So the first integral on the right is less

than 6/3 by (B), and the second is less than e/3 hj (A). On — En,i

the functional value /n(x) is in N'&ifix)), and f(x) is finite; therefore

|/n(aj) — /(a;)
I

< 5. So the integrand in the third integral on the

right is less than 5, and the measure of E* — En,s is at most equal to

mE*; therefore the third integral on the right is at most BmE* ^ e/3.

Adding, we find that the integral on the left is less than e for all

n > no, which establishes conclusion (e). This completes the proof

of our theorem under hypotheses (a), (fe) and (c).

Suppose now that hypotheses (a), (fc) and (c') are satisfied. Let 5

be a number such that

1 /«(^) I
da: < 1

if is a measurable subset of E* with mE < 8; such a 5 exists by
hypothesis (6) and 29.5. Since the fn{x) converge in measure to f(x),

there is an integer p such that if n ^ p, the set of points zinE for which

fn{x) is not in Nilf{x)) can be enclosed in a set En with mEn < 5/2.

By hypothesis the set on which \f{x)
|

= co has measure 0, so we
can include it in En without increasing mEn. Then on E* — En the

function/(a;)isfiniteand/„(a:)isinAri(/(a;));thatis, l/n(a:) — f{x)
1

< 1

for xin E* - En. Now if n p

1^, I Uix) - fp{x)
1
dx g 1 fnix) - Uiz)

I

dx

+ LiJB. I I + IeMB. I 1

Since m(En U Ep) < 5, the last two integrals are each less than 1.

On E* — {En U Ep) both \fn{x) — /(a;)
|
and \fp{x) — f{x)

[

are less
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than 1, so
|
fr,{x) — fp{x)

1

< 2. So the first integral on the right is

at naost 2mE*. We therefore have for n S p

I
Mx)

I
dx ^

I
fp{x)

I

dx +
I

/„(a:) - Jp(x)
|

dx < \Sp{x)\dx

+ 2 + 2mE*.

Consequently hypothesis (c) is satisfied, the integrals of the
j
fn(x) 1

being not greater than the largest of the numbers

I
/i(^)

\ ^ I 1 fp(^) I

dx + 2 4* 2mE*.

Therefore if the hypotheses (a), (6) and (c') are satisfied, so are (a), (6)

and (c)
;
and the proof of our theorem is complete.

Exercise. Let f(x) be defined on a set E of finite measure, and

let /i(x), /2 (x),
• •

• be summable over E. In order that the con-

clusions of 29.6 shall hold it is necessary that hypotheses (a), (6), (c)

and (c') be satisfied.

Neither of the theorems 29.3 and 29.6 contains the other as a

special case. For in 29.3 the set E* could be of infinite measure, while

we can show by a simple example that the finiteness of the measure

of jEJ* is essential in 29.6. Let/(x) ^ 0, and let /n(x) = l/n if n ^ x

^ 2n, fn{x) = 0 otherwise. Then /n(x) converges uniformly (hence

almost uniformly, in measure and everywhere) to /(x). But for the

integrals over the whole space Ri we have

dx = 1, Odx = 0,

On the other hand, the hypotheses of 29.6 can be satisfied without

the existence of the summable function g{x) such that l/n(x)
| g g(x).

For example, let E’* = [0, 1], and let /(x) = 0. For each positive

integer n let fn{x) = x~^ for (n + 1)“^ ^ x g and let Jn{x) = 0

elsewhere. Then

[ /n(x)
1

dx = x~^ dx = — 2x“^
j[0.11 r 7(n+l)-i

= 2(\^n + 1 — -y/n) 0,

and the hypotheses of 29.6 are satisfied. But the intervals [(n +
rr^] cover (0, 1], and any function greater than all the /n(x) would

have to exceed x~^ on (0, 1], and could not be summable. However,

it is not difficult now to establish a theorem which is more general

than either 29.3 or 29.6.
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29.7s. Let the functions fi{x)j •
•

• 6e defined, finite-valued

and summable over a set E*. If

{a) on the functions fn(x) converge in measure, or almost every-

where, or almost uniformly, to a function f(x) ;

(b) for every e > 0 there is a set E^ of finite measure contained in E’^

and such that (i) the set-functions

/g
fn{x) dx

are uniformly absolutely continuous on the class of all measurable subsets

of Et,- (ii)

\dx<^

for all n;

(c) the integrals

/g, I
fnix) I

dx

are hounded; or

(c') fix) is finite for almost all x; then fix) is summable over E*, and

(«) lim
I

I fn(x) - f(x) \dx = 0.

We first assume that (a), (6) and (c) hold. As in the proof of 29.6,

fix) is summable over E*. Let e be any positive number, and let Et
be the set described in (6). On E^, the hypotheses of 29.6 are satisfied,

so

lim f \f„(x) - fix)
I
dx = 0.

n-+ oo J

Since
|
/n(x)

|
tends in measure, or almost everywhere, or almost uni-

formly to
I
fix) \onE* — E„ by 29.2 we have

I Ie*-e,
\dx^t.

Therefore, using 6.5, 6.12 and 6.14,

0 ^ lim inf (
\

/„(x) - fix)
\

dx ^ lim sup [ \

/„(x) - fix)
\

dx

^ lim sup f \fniz) - fix)
1
dx -H lim sup f

, \fnix)
\
dx

n—* 00 J n—* 00 —

< 26 .
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This holds for all € > 0, so the upper and lower limits of the

integrals of the
|
/n(x) — f(x)

|

are both 0. So conclusion (e) is estab-

lished. As before, (d) follows from (e).

If hypotheses (a), (6) and (c') hold, take € = 1. By hypothesis (6)

there is a set Ex of finite measure such that

1e*-e,
\dx<l

for all n. But since is of finite measure, we can show exactly as

in the last part of the proof of 29.6 that the integrals

1 ffiix) I
dz

are bounded. Hence, adding, the integrals of the
1
fn(x)

|

over E* are

bounded, and hypothesis (c) is satisfied.

It is clear that 29.7 is more general than 29.6; for if the hypotheses

of 29.6 hold we can take Et = E* for all e > 0, and the hypotheses of

29.7 are satisfied. Furthermore, 29.7 includes 29.3. For suppose

that the hypotheses of 29.3 hold. Then hypotheses (a) and (c) of

29.7 clearly are satisfied. Since g(x) is summable over for every

€ > 0 there is an interval Wn: — n ^ x^^^ ^ n such that

that is,

/ gix) dx < €.

Since
j
fn{x) 1 S g{x) for all n, part (ii) of hypothesis (5) is satisfied if

we take E^ = E*Wn- By 27.1, for every number 7 > 0 there is a

5 > 0 such that

j^g{x)dx < y

if £7 is a measurable subset of with mE < 5. Hence for all such E

/g I
/n(a:) \dx <r,

and part (i) of (5) is also satisfied.

If we are willing to drop the from theorem 29.6 we can omit

hypotheses (c) and (c') completely:

29,8. Let the functions fi{x), fiix)^ •
*

' be defined and summable

on a set E* of finite measure. If
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(a) on E* the functions fn(x) converge in measure (or almost every-

where, or almost uniformly) to a function f(x) ; and

(b) the set-functions Fn{E) —
/ fn(x) dx are uniformly absolutely
JE

continuous on the class of all measurable subsets of E'*; then the con-

clusions of theorem 29.6 hold.

By theorem 29.5, there is a 5 > 0 such that
/ \fn(x)

|

do: < 1
J E

for all measurable subsets E of with mE <8. For some interval

Wp we have mWpE* > mE* — 5; therefore m(E* — Wp) < 8. Let

i be a positive number less than 8^^^; then every interval I whose sides

are all equal to t has measure less than 8. We can cover the interval

Wp with a finite number of intervals Ji,
• •

*
, //i of this type. Then

E* is contained in (E* — Wp) UE^IiV • • *
\J E*Ih, and each of

these sets has measure less than 8. So

hjUx) 1
dx ^ 1

dx + \dx +

Sh + l.

Therefore hypothesis (c) of 29.6 is satisfied. The other hypotheses of

29.6 have been assumed as hypotheses here also, so the conclusions

of 29.6 hold.

Since hypotheses (b) and (c) are vital in theorem 29.6, it is interest-

ing to have criteria which will guarantee their satisfaction. We have

already seen (after 29.7) that these conditions are satisfied if
[
fn(x)

|
^

g(x), where g{x) is summable. But this merely brings us back to a

special case of theorem 29.3. A criterion of an essentially different

nature is

29.9s. (Nagumo). Let ^(t) be a function defined and non-negative

on 0 t < 00 and such that lim ^(i)/t = co
. If {f{x)

j
is an aggregate

00

offunctions finite valued and measurable on a set E* offinite measure, and
there is a number H such that for every f(x) in the class \f(x) j

the integral

M 1
fix)

I ) dx

exists and is less than H, then the integrals
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are uniformly absolutely continuous and the integrals

are uniformly bounded for all functions f(x) in the class {f(x)}.

Let € be an arbitrary positive number and E an arbitrary measurable

subset of E*, By hypothesis, there exists a positive number such

that ^(t)/t ^ 2iJ/e if ^ ^ ^ 1 . If f{x) is a function belonging to the

class {fix)}, we subdivide E into the subset Ei on which \f{x)
|
< h

and the subset E2 on which
|
fix)

1
^ These sets are measurable

by 21.8 and 21.3. If x is in E2 ,
then

|
fix) | ^ h and so

I /(^) I )
’ €/2fl' ^ I fix) I

. Hence

s j^tidx + '*’(
i
/(^) 1)^

g timEi +^ \f{x)
1 ) dx

S timEi + 2
*

If we first take e = 1 and E == E^, this proves that the integrals

of the functions \fix) ]

over are uniformly bounded. Second, if for

an arbitrary € we restrict the measure of E to be less than 5 = €/2ti,

we find

I

dx\< (,

establishing the uniform absolute continuity of the integrals.

30. In §1 we mentioned certain fundamental properties of our

definition of distance in Rq. In order to stress this importance of the

four properties, we introduce a definition.

30.1s. Let D he a collection of things iwe call them ^‘points’’) and

piPi q) ^ real-valued function of pairs of points of D. The set D is a

metric space with distance-function pip, q) if the following four conditions

are satisfied.

(1) For all p, q in D, pip, q) ^ 0,

(2) pip, q) = 0 if and only if p = q.
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(3) p(p, q) = p{q, p)-

(4) For all p, q, r in D,

p(p, r) g p{p, q) + p{g, r).

As we saw in §1, the spaces Rg are metric spaces with the distance-

function
I I

X, ^ I I

which we have been using. Again, let Y be an

arbitrary set and D the collection of all bounded functions on Y. For

any two such functions p{y)j q(y) we define p(p, q) = sup
| p{y) —

q{y) 1

on Y. Properties (1), (2) and (3) of 30.1 are evidently satisfied,

and by 5.4 and 5.6 and the inequality

1 p{y) - I'iv)
I ^ i p{y) - q{y) ! + I q{y) - I'i.y)

I

property (4) is also satisfied. So this too is a metric space. It is not

difficult to show that with this distance-function the relation po

(by which we of course mean p(pn, Po) 0) is equivalent to

(A) lim Pn{y) = Po(y) uniformly on F.
n—>

«

For let € be a positive number. If pn Po, then for all n greater than

a certain we have p(pn, Po) < e, whence

1 Pn{y) - Pa(y) I S sup
I Pn(2/) - Po(2/) I

= p(Pn, Po) < e.

This is the definition 6.16 of uniform convergence. Conversely, if (A)

holds, there is an such that if n > then

I
Pn{y) - Poiy) 1

<

SO that p{pn, Po) ^ e/2 < €.

Again, let S be the class of all functions f{x) defined, finite and

measurable on a measurable set E. For any two such functions f(x),

g{x) let p(p, q) be the inf of all numbers a such that
|
f{x) “ g(x)

|

< a

except on a set of measure less than a. Properties (1) and (3) are

obvious. For property (4), let /, g, h belong to S, and let € be an

arbitrary positive number. Then

I
fix) - g(x)

I
< p(/, g) + e

except on a set Ei of measure less than p(/, g) -f €, and

1
g{x) - hix)

I
< p{g, h) + e

except on a set of measure less than p(g, h) + e. So except on the
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set El U £ 2 ,
whose measure is less than p(/, g) + p{g^ h) + 26, we have

l/(x) - h{x)
I <pU,g)+p{g, A) + 2e.

That is,

p(/, h) s p(fi g) + p(g, h) + 26.

Since e, is an arbitrary positive number, by 5.2 this implies property

(4) of 30.1.

But with property (2) it is different; for if f{x) and g{x) differ on a

set of measure zero we have p(/, g) = 0 without having / = g. This

difficulty can be removed in either of two ways. We can alter the

concept of equality by regarding two functions as identical if they are

equivalent. This however has certain disadvantages; for example,

everywhere else the meaning of “ = ” has been identity, not a con-

ventional relationship. The alternative is to lump together in a single

class all functions equivalent to each other and use these equivalence-

classes as the points of our space S. Properties (1), (3) and (4) are

undisturbed, for if they hold for /, g, h they hold for all functions

respectively equivalent to /, h. If two points (equivalence-classes)

of S are coincident, then functions /, g representing these points are

equiyalent, and p(f,g) = 0; that is, the distance from a point to itself is

0. Conversely, if p(/, g) = 0, let n be any positive integer. If

a < 1/n, the set E[
| / — gf

|
^ 1/n] is contained in the set E[\f — g \

^ a], whose measure is less than a. This holds for all a less than

1/n, so

mE
1 / - g I

^ i =0.

Adding these sets for n = 1, 2,
• •

•
,
we find by 19.3

mE[\f-g\>0] = 0,

SO f{x) and g(x) are equivalent. That is, if p(/, gf) = 0 the functions

f{x) and g(x) represent the same point of S.

Once this is understood, there is little danger of misunderstanding

if we speak of functions f(x) as belonging to S, instead of using the

longer and more accurate statement that f(x) is a member of an

equivalence class which in turn is a point of S.

With the distance defined above, convergence of /« to /o in S is

equivalent to convergence of fn(x) to fo{x) in measure on E. For let

p(/n, /o) tend to zero. If e and 5 are positive numbers, there is an no

such that p(/n, Jo) < inf {e, 8} when n exceeds no. By definition of p,

this implies that \fn{x) — foix)
|

< e except on a set of measure less
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than d, so f(x) converges in measure to /o(a:). Conversely, let fn{x)

converge in measure to/o(x), and let y be a positive number. If in the

definition 28.3 we choose € = 5 = 7, we find that for all n greater than

a certain no we have
|
fn{x) — Jo(x)

|
< 7 except on a set of measure

less than 7, so p(/„, /o) <7. That is, p(/n, Jo) tends to zero, and /„

tends to/o in >S,

For our final example, let Ehea, measurable set and p a number not

less than 1. The points of our space will be the finite-valued functions

of classic, on E; for two such functions /(a;), g(x) we define the distance

by the equation

p(/. ff) = {/g

Properties (1) and (3) of 30.1 are clearly satisfied; property (4) holds

by 24.7. But as in the preceding example property (3) is not satisfied,

since p(/, p) = 0 whenever /(a:) and g{x) differ only on a set of measure

zero. As before, we circumvent this trouble by defining the points

of our space Lp{E) to be equivalence-classes of functions of class

Lp on E. And as before we shall say that a function f{x) belongs to

Lp{E) when we really mean that it is one of an equivalence-class of

functions all of which are of class Lp on E.

Theorems 2.1 to 2.10 and Theorem 2.13 depended only on the

properties of distance listed in 30.1, so they hold for every metric

space. This is not true of the other three theorems of §2 ;
they utilized

a special property (Dedekind continuity) of the real numbers.

Of the many properties which metric spaces may possess, there

is one which is of outstanding importance whenever limiting processes

occur. This is the property of completeness. Briefly, a space is

complete if the Cauchy criterion for convergence (6.15) is valid in it.

It is convenient to define the concept in two stages.

30.2s. A sequence {pn\ of points of a metric space D is a regular, or

Cauchy, sequence if to every positive number e there corresponds an

such that p{pm, Pn) < € whenever m n^ and n ^
30.3s. A metric space D is complete if every regular sequence of

points of D converges to a point of D.

Theorem 6.15 informs us that one-dimensional space jRi is complete

(the set jB of 6.15 being here the set of positive integers). If {a:„) is a

regular sequence of points of Rg, the inequalities

1
X'f -

1 ^ 1 I
X™

I 1

{i =
, q)

show that for each i the sequence is a regular sequence in R\.
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Hence by 6.15 the approach a limit and we readily verify that

Xn —» Xq. So is complete.

If F is an arbitrary set, the space of bounded functions on F
with the metric p(/, g) = sup

| f{y) — g(y) \
is complete; this is merely

a re-wording of 6.17.

Our next two proofs both use a device which we state in the

next lemma.

30.4:S. If {pn} is a regular sequence in a metric space D, and a
subsequence \pa}{oL = ni, n2,

• •
• ) converges to a limit po, then the

whole sequence converges to po.

Let 6 be a positive number. For all m and n greater than a certain

n* we have

P{Pm, Pn) <

since the sequence is regular. For all a greater than a certain ao

we have

p(Pa, Po) <

since pa Po. Choose an a = Ui larger than the greater of n^ and

ao. The two inequalities above both hold with m = a, and by (4)

of 30.1

p(Pn, Po) ^ p{Pr., Pa) + p(Pa, Po) < €

for all n greater than n,. Therefore p„ po.

We now proceed to show the completeness of the other spaces

mentioned above.

30.6s. Let E be a measurable set. The space S of functions finite

and measurable on F, with the metric defined above^ is complete.

Let {/n} be a regular sequence. We define a sequence of integers

as follows. The integer ni is the least one such that p{fm, fn) < 2“^

whenever m and n are at least equal to ni. The integer n2 is the least

integer greater than ni such that p(/^, fn) < 2“^ whenever m and n

are at least equal to n^] and so on. For compactness we write

= fmix) (i = 1, 2, 3,
• •

• ):

then by the choice of the Ui we have

(^) pigi, gi) < 2-' if j § i.

We need only show that the gi form a convergent sequence, since by

30.4 the whole sequence will then converge.
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Let Ei be the subset of E on which
|

gi{x) — gi+i(x)
|
^ 2“'. By

(A) and the definition of distance, this set has measure less than 2^\

Define

ikfi — Ex U Ei^i U Eij^.2 U * *
*

.

Then by 19.8 we find that

00

(B) mMi < 2 2-" = 2i-‘.

n^i

On E — Mi all the inequalities

I
- gi+i{^)

I

< 2-> O' = i, i 4- 1
,

• •
• )

are satisfied. So if j and k are both at least equal to i (we choose the

notation so that j ^ k) we find

^-1

I
Qiioo) - gk(x) 1^21 ~ s'n+iC^) I

n^j
k-1

< 2 2-"

< 2^-i.

That is, for each a; in — Mi the numbers g'i(x) form a regular sequence,

and by 6.15 they converge to a limit. The set N of points of E at

which the g^x) fail to converge is therefore contained in Mi. This is

true for each i, so N is contained in n Mi. By 19.9 and (B) this has
measure zero, so by 19.13 the set N has measure zero.

Let f{z) be defined in E by the equations

f{x) = lim g„(x) (x in E ~ N)
n—i> »

f{x)=0 (xinN).

Then gnix) converges to f{x) almost everywhere in E. By 28.10

Qnix) converges to /(x) in measure in E. By our discussion of the
distance function in 8, this implies that p{g„, f) tends to zero, and by
30.4 the proof is complete.

30.6s. IJE is a measurable set and 'p
S I, the space Lp{E) is complete.

Every function in Lj,{E) is measurable on E, and may be assumed
without loss of generality to be finite-valued on E. So it belongs to

the space 8 of functions finite and measurable on E. In order to

prevent confusion, if / and g belong to Lp{E) we denote their distance
in L„(E) by pp{f, g)‘, their distance using the distance-function of the
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space S will be denoted by p(/, g) as before. We first wish to establish

a relation between these distances.

Let / and g be any functions belonging to Lp{E), and let a be any
number such that

(A) a > [p,(/,
gi)]pAp+i).

Let Ea be the subset of E on which
|
f(x) — g'(a;)

|
^ a. Then

Pp(f, S') =
{ L\fi^) -

S(^)

With (A), this yields

ce(p+i)/p > a;{m£a}i/p

or

mEct < a.

By definition of p(/, g), this implies p(/, g) g a. But this is true for

every a satisfying (A), so by 5.2 we have

(B) p(/, g) ^ [p,(/,

Now let {/n} be a regular sequence in Lp{E). If e is an arbitrary

positive number, there is then an such that

Pp(UJn)

whenever m and n are at least equal to With (jB), this implies

p(/m, /n) < € for all such m and n; so our sequence {fn }
is also a regular

sequence in S. By 30.5, it converges to some limit / in S. That is,

there is a function f{x) finite and measurable on E such that fn(x)

converges in measure to f{x) on E,

By 28.7, there is a subsequence of the sequence {/»(x)} which

converges almost everywhere in E to f{x). This subsequence we
denote by {gi{x)}, i = 1, 2,

• *
•

. According to 30.4 it will be

sufficient to prove that / is in Lp(E) and that gi tends to / in Lp{E), for

then the whole sequence /n will have the limit f in Lp{E).

For almost all a: in £ we have

lim gi{x) = fix).
i—^ eo

It follows at once that for each fixed j and for almost all x
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and so

(C) lim
I

gj{x) - gi{x) 1" =
|

gj{x) - f{x) I".
i—> 00

Let 6 be a positive number. There is an such that

PpiOii Qi)
2

whenever i and j are at least equal to That is,

I

- gii^) I” dx <

for all such i and j. Fixing j at any value ^ n^, by 29.2 and (C) we
find that

|
gjix) --fix) is summable, and

(jD)
/ I

g^ix) ~ f(x) dx g lim inf
/ |

gj{x) - gi{x) dx
J E 1-* « J E

<

Since gj{x) — f(x) is measurable by 21.12, this proves that it is in

Lp(E). But g/ix) is itself in Lp(E), so by 24.6 the difference f{x)

= gA^) - \aii.^)
-

/(2:)] is in Lp{E). Furthermore, from (D) we find

ppigi) /) ^ *

whenever j ^ n,. Hence gj tends to / in LpiE), and the proof is

complete.

As an application of this theorem we shall prove the Riesz-Fischer

theorem on Fourier series. First, however, we recall some elementary
definitions and theorems concerning Fourier series. If f(x) is sum-
mable over the interval [— tt, x] the integrals

1
(E) = -

/ f(x) cos nxdx (n = 0, 1, 2,
•

•
)

J —IT

1 f""
bn = -

J
f{x) sin nx dx (n = 1, 2, 3,

• •
• )

exist, by 22.4. They are called the Fourier coefficients of f{x), and
the series

{^) ^ + (cn cos X + bi sin x) + + (a„ cos nx + bn sin nx)

+
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is the Fourier series corresponding to f(x). We say nothing here

about convergence; for the time being, the expansion is purely formal
By a straightforward integration we find that if m and n are positive

integers the following equations hold.

(/)

J’"
sin mx cos nx dx = 0,

COS mx cos nx =

sin mx sm nx ==

(to, n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

0 {m 7^ n),

TT (m = n),

0 (m ^ n)

IT (m = n).

Given a summable function f{x) we can always find its Fourier

coefficients by equations (E). Given an infinite sequence ao, ai, 5 i

a2, 62,
* •

* it is not always possible to find a function f{x) of which

they are the Fourier coefficients; with arbitrary an and bn we cannot

always solve the infinite system of equations (E) for the unknown
function f(x). The Riesz-Fischer theorem, which we now prove,

states one set of conditions on the numbers an and bn which is sufficient

to guarantee the existence of a function /(a;) with which equations {E)

hold,

30 .7 . If Coj ai, 61, a2, 62,
‘

* are real numbers such that S(aJ + bl)

converges
j
there exists a function f(x) of class L2 on [—tt, t] whose coeffi-

cients are the given numbers a„ and bn-

Let us define

Snix) = iao + {cLi cos X + bl sin x) + * • •

+ {an cos nx + bn sin nx)

li m ^ n, by the formulas (J) above we find

jlr “ Sn(a;)]“ dx =
m

i = n 4-

1

Since the squares of the and the bn form a convergent series, to each

positive e there corresponds an such that

X I«! + i'S < ^

whenever m n n,. With the preceding equation, this shows that

for all such m and n we have

P2{^m) €.
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Thus the sequence jsn! is a regular sequence in tt], and there is

a function J{x) in L 2[- 7r, tt] to which the converge in the metric of

that space. It remains to show that the an and bn are the Fourier

coefficients of f(x).

Let n be a fixed positive integer. The formulas (J) show that if

m n the equation

1

TT

Smix) cos nx dx = a„

is satisfied. Hence by 24.5

ir
TT 7 -X

f(x) cos nx dx — a„

<1

[fix)
—

-Sm(a:)] cos nx dx

.
i

[fix) - s„,(x)Ydx /:
cos 2 nx dx

4
But the quantity on the left is independent of m, and that on the right

approaches zero as m —> oo
. Therefore the left member is 0, and the

first set of equations (B) is satisfied. Repeating the argument with

sin nx in place of cos nx proves that the second set of equations (E) is

also satisfied, and the theorem is established.

Remark. In proving the statement below it is convenient to

observe that the Holder inequality (conclusion of 24.4) can be written

in the form

I

dx
j

g pp(f, 0)p,(g, 0).

Exercise. Let E be a measurable set, and let p, q be numbers
greater than 1 such that 1/p + 1 /3 = 1 . If {/„) is a sequence of

functions converging to / in Lp{E), and
{ 3„j is a sequence of functions

converging to g in Lq{E), then

dx = J^f(x)g(x) dx.

(By the H5lder inequality

1/n^n fQ 1
dx ^ Ppifni f)pqi{Jni 0) “f" Pp(/, 0)pqign) Q) •

The factor p^ipn, 0) is less than p^(^, 0) + 1 if n is large.)
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Exercise. If {fn} is a regular sequence in Lp{E) (p ^ 1) it is a

regular sequence in S; if it converges to / in Lp{E), it converges to

/ in S.

Exercise. Let E have finite measure, and let p ^ p' ^ 1. If

{fn] is a regular sequence on Lp{E), it is regular on Lp>(E); if it con-

verges to / on Lp{E), it converges to / on LpfE).



CHAPTER V

Differentiation

31. So far we have dealt exclusively with integrals, making no

mention of derivatives. But the interrelations between the processes

of integration and differentiation are of fundamental importance in

analysis. In this chapter we investigate these relations, restricting

ourselves for the sake of simplicity to functions of a single real variable.

We shall of course define the derivative /'(xo) as the limit of the

difference-quotient [f{x) — fixo)]/ {x — xo) as x approaches Xo; but

since this limit may fail to exist, it is desirable to have related expres-

sions which may serve us where there is no derivative. These expres-

sions are obtained by using the upper and lower one-sided limits (see

6.10) of the difference-quotient, and are called the “Dini derivates.”

Their definitions are as follows.

31.1. Let fix) be defined and finite on an interval [a, /3], and letxohe a

point in [a, /3]. Then

() the upper derivate of f(x) at xo is

Dfixf) = lim sup -^^^^-~^^ -°^-;

a;—ajo ^ ^0

( ) the lower derivate of f{x) at Xq is

Dfixo) = lim inf-
^^^^

X—*XQ ^ ^0

If xq < jS, then

(c) the upper right derivate of f{x) at xq is

D+f(x,) = lim

(d) the lower right derivate of f{x) at Xo is

D+fixo) = lim

If a < Xoj then

(e) the upper left derivate of f(x) at Xo is

^“/(^o) = lim
x—*xo— X Xq

188
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(/) the lower left derivate of f{x) at Xo is

D4(xa) = lim

Exercise. lif(x) is finite in [a, b] and Xo is in [a, 6], then Dfixo) is

the greatest number which is the limit of a sequence of difference-

quotients [/(/5n) — f(oin)]/{0n cin) where an and fin tend to xo subject

to the condition an < fin, otn ^ Xo ^ fir- An analogous statement

holds for the lower derivate.

31.2. Let f(x) he defined and finite on the interval [a,
/
3], and let xo

be a point in [a, 6]. Then

{a) if rco < fi, and D^f{xQ) = D^fixo), we call their common value the

right derivative of f{x) at x^, and denote it 62/ /^(^o+);

(6) if a < Xq, and D'~f{xf) == D^f{xo), we call their common value the

left derivative of f{x) at xq, and denote it by f'(xo— );

(c) if Dfixo) = Dfixf), we call their common value the derivative of

d
f{x) at Xq, and denote it by D/(xo), orfixo), or

In the rest of this section we shall investigate the simpler properties

of these derivates.

From the definition it is obvious that

Df{a) = D^f{a) and P/(a) = D+/(a).

For at X = a it makes no difference whether we write x—^aoi:x-^a+
under the symbol lim sup or lim inf

;
the condition a; ^ a is forcibly

satisfied in either case. Likewise

Dm = D-m and Z)/(/5) - D^Kfi),

Slightly less trivial is

31.3. If a < Xq < fi, then Df{xo) = sup {D'^f^xo), Z)”/(a;o)} and

Df(xo) = inf {D4(xq), D-f(xo)].

By 6.4, there is a sequence of numbers Xn > xq tending to xq such

that

lim = B+fixf).
n—> 00 Xn Xq

But by the second part of 6.4, this proves that

D/(xo) ^ D+/(xo).

Likewise, Dfixo) ^ D~f{xo), so we have

(A) Dfixo) 5 sup jD+/(a:o), D~f{xo)}.
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On the other hand, by 6.4 there is a sequence Xn of numbers different

from xo and tending to Xo for which

lim --j = Dfix,).

Either there are infinitely many x„ > Xo, or there are infinitely many
x„ < Xo. In the first case, we select the Xn > Xo and denote them by

a:'. Then x'^ > Xo, and

lim
n—* 00

fK) - f{xo)

x'„ - Xo
Dfixo),

By the second part of 6.4, this yields

D-^f{xo) ^ Df{xo),

hence

(B) sup {D+/(rro), D-f{xo)} ^ DfM.

In the second case, we prove similarly that D^fixo) ^ 5/(^o), so

that (B) holds. From (A) and (B) we obtain the first part of our

conclusion. The second part is established similarly, or can be

obtained from the first after theorem 31.7 is proved.

The derivates being upper and lower limits, all the theorems of §6

are immediately available for use. If in any of the theorems of §6 we
replace the pair of symbols lim sup, lim inf respectively by 5

, P, or

by D+, or by D”, i)_, we obtain a theorem on derivates. Par-

ticularly useful are the consequences of 6.12 and 6.13:

31 .4 . Let fi(x) and f2 (x) be defined and finite on the interval [a, /3].

Then for each x in [a, /3] the inequalities

M B[fi(x) +f2(x)] ^ Dfi(x) + Df2(x),

(0) Dlffx) +Mx)] ^ Dffx) + DUix),

(7) D[ffx) +f2{x)] ^ DMx) + P/2(x),

( 5 ) m(x) +f2(x)] ^ DJfx) + Df2{x),

(0 B[fx{x) - f2(x)] ^ Dfi{x) - P/2(x),

(D Dlfx(x) -f2(x)] ^ Dffx) Df2ix) ^ Dlfiix) -f2(x)],

M DlMx) ~-f2ix)] ^ Dffx) - D/2(x),

(t^) D[U{x) -f2{x)] ^ DMx) - DMx) ^ Dlffx) - Mx)]

hold, provided that the additions are possible. Moreover, if x < fi, we
may replace D, D by D+, Z)+ throughout; if a < x, we may replace

D, D by D~, D__ throughout.

Each of these twenty four relationships follows at once from the

corresponding part of 6.13.
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The next theorem is an immediate corollary of 31.4.31.6.

7/ f(x) and g{x) are defined and finite on the interval [a, /3],

and f(x) — g(x) is monotonic increasing^ then

Df{x) ^ Dg{x) and DS{x) ^ Dg{x)

for all X in [a, 13]. If a < x we can replace D, D by D~, respec-

tively in these inequalities, and if a S x < ^ we can replace D, D by D+,

respectively.

Since /(x) g(x) is monotonic increasing, its difference-quotient is

non-negative, so its lower derivate is non-negative. By 31.47,

Df{x) = D[g(x) -f (fix) - g(x))]

^ Dg{x) + Dim - g{x))

^ Dgix).

The second inequality follows by a similar argument, with use of

31.4/3. By 31.4, the statements about D+, etc., are provable in exactly

the same way.

31.6. If fix) and gix) are defined and finite on the interval[a,p], then:

(a) if gix) has a right derivative at x,

D+[f{z) + g{x)] = D+fix) + g'{x+),

D+\J{x) + g{x)] = D+f{x) + g'{x+);

(b) if gix) has a left derivative at x,

= I>-f{x) + g'{x-),

= DJ(x) + g'ix-);

(<^) g{^) has a derivative at x, all four of the preceding equations

hold, where g'ix-f) — g^ix — ) = g'ix).

All these conclusions follow from 6.14.

Given a function/(a:) defined on [a, /3], the function /( — a:) is defined

on
[
— /3, —a]; that is, if we write ^

= —x, g{^) ^/(.r), then gi^) is

defined for — ^ ^ ^ g —a. We then have

31.7. Let fix) he defined and finite on [a, ^]. Between the derivates

of fix), —fix),fi—x) and —/( — a;) the following relationships hold:

(a) D+(-fix)) = -DM, = -D+fix);

ib) D+if(-x)) = -DM), = -DM);
(c) DH-f{-x)) = DM), D+(-/(-x)) = D.fix).

In (a), (b), (c) we may everywhere interchange the affixes + and — on

the letter D.
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Also,

{d) D{-f{z)) = D{f{-x)) = -Dm,
Di-m) = D{f{-x)) = -Dm,

(e) D{-f(-x)) = Dm, Di-f(-x)) = Dm.
Here we understand, for example, that D+{f(—x)) denotes the

upper right derivate of g{^) s/(-^) with respect to ^ at the place

I = -X.

To prove (a), we have by 6.3

I>+(—/(x)) = lim sup
a;—

+

-fix) - i-m))
X — Xq

— lim inf
X—>2:0+

f{x) - /(xo)

X — Xq

= -D4(x).

This gives the first part of (a). Replacing / by —f gives the second.

The analogues for the upper left and lower left derivates are similarly

obtained.

For (b), we use g(^) = /(x), where x = and note that € > fo

if and only if rr < Xo = ?o. Then

D+(/(-Xo)) = D^g(^o) = lim sup g(0 - gUo)

lim sup
Z—*Z 0

—

m - fjxo)

X — Xo
= -lilim inf

m - fixo)

Xo
= -D-fix).

The second part of (5) can be similarly established; or it can be derived

from the first and (a) by replacing / by —/. If in (6) we replace x by
— X we obtain the formulas with the affixes + and — interchanged.

Formulas (c) follow from (a) and (6), for

DH-n-x)) = -D^-x)) = D-m,
D+i-fi-x)) = -D+(/(-x)) = D_m-

The interchange of f{x) and —fi—x) gives the formulas with the

affixes + and — interchanged.

Formulas (d) and (e) follow readily from (a), (b) and (c). For
example, by (a) and (5.5)

D(-m) = sup iD+(-/(x)), D-(-m)}
= sup i-I>+/(x), -D-/(x)} = -inf ID^m, D-fix)}
= -Dfix).

It is not our intention to make a detailed study of the differential

calculus. But there are a few simple theorems which we shall need
in the study of integrals, and these we shall now establish.
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31.8. Let f(x) be defined and finite on [a, b], and let Xo be a point of

[a, b]. If Df{xo) and Df(xo) are both finite, then f{x) is continuous at x^.

Let M — 1 be the greater of
|
Df{xf)

|

and
|
Df{xo)

|

. By the

definition of these derivates, there is a 5 > 0 such that

X — Xq

ii X ^ Xo is in [a, 6] and in Ns(xo). Therefore

I fix) - f(xo)
\ ^ M \

x - Xo\

for such X. If 6 is positive, and y is the smaller of 6 and e/M, then

\f(x) -f(Xo)
I

< €

if X is in [a, b] and
|

x — a;o
1
< 7 . This completes the proof.

31.9. Let fix) and g(x) be defined and finite on [a, 6], and let xo be a

point of [a, 6]. If the derivatives fixo) and g'ixo) both exist and are

d
finite, then the derivative ^ (Jix)gix)) also exists at Xq, and

= f'ixo)g{xt) + f{xo)g'{xo).

By 31.8, both /(a:) and g(x) are continuous at a: = Xo.

We now write

f{x)g{x) - f{xo)g{xo) ^ f{x) - /(xp) gjx) - gjxo)

X — Xo

As x-^Xo, the factors in the first term approach fixo) and gixo)

respectively, those in the second term approach fixo) and g'ixo)

respectively. Hence

x—>a:o X Xq

establishing the theorem.

31.10.

Let fiy) be defined and finite on the interval a S y S ctud

let yo he in [a, /?]. Let gix) be defined on the interval a ^ x ^ b and have

its values in the interval [a, ^], and let xq be in [a, fe]. If gixo) = yo,

and the derivatives f'iyo), g'ixo) exist and are finite, then the function

figix)) has a derivative at xo, and

Df(g(xo)) = f'{g{xo))g'ixo).
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For all
2/ 7^ 1/0 in [a, p] we define

and we set m(2/o) = 0. By the definition of f'(yo) we have

lim niy) = 0.

y-^yo

Let € be an arbitrary positive number. There is a 7 > 0 such that

1

/x(y)
1
< € if

1
2/ — 2/ 0 1

<7 and y is in [a, p]. But g{x) is continuous

at xof by 31.8. Hence there is a 5 > 0 such that
|

g{x) — g{xo)
1
< 7

if X is in [a, h] and
\

x — xq
\
< d. That is, if x is in N^ixo) fl [a, h] — (xo),

then ii{g{x)) is in N,(0); so

lim fx{g(x)) = 0.

Now by (A) we can write

X Xo X — Xo

As X tends to Xo, the factor f{g(xo)) + ix{g(x)) tends to figixo)), the

other factor on the right tends to g'(xo). This establishes our theorem.

32 . Now we investigate some properties of derivates which are

not so purely formal as those in the preceding section.

32 .1 . Let f(x) he defined and finite on the interval [a, h]. If f{x) is

monotonic increasing^ or monotonic decreasing^ or continuous, then

jD+/j D-f) Df, Df are all measurable on [a, b].

If we can prove that the first four of these are measurable, then by
21.7 the last two also are measurable, for by 31.3 we know that

Df — sup {D^/, D”/} and Df = inf {D+f, !>_/). If f{x) satisfies our

hypotheses, so does —/(x); so by 31.7 and 21.6 it is enough to prove

D+/(x) and D~{f{x)) measurable. We discuss only the first of these;

the proof of the measurability of the upper left derivate is the same
except for trivial alterations. If we define

(p{x, a) = sup

x[/{x, a) = sup

fix + h) - fix)

h

fix + p) - fix)

where h ranges over all real numbers such that 0 < h < a and p

over all rational numbers such that 0 < p < a, then by 31.1 and 6.9
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we have D^f{x) = lim <p{x, a). We now show that it is also true that
a—^O

D+/ = lim \p{Xf a)
;
in fact, that a) = <p{x, a). First, for every a

a-^O

it is obvious (5.3) that a) ^ ^(a:, a). Second, let p. be any number
less than <p{x, a). Then for some positive h < a we have

fix + h) - fix)

h ^

If/(a;) is monotonic increasing, we let the rational number p (0 < p < a)

approach h from the right. Then /(a; + p) — fix) ^ fix + )i) — fix),

so that [fix -f- p) — /(a;)]/p ^ [fix + h) — fix)]/p, and if p is near

enough to h this last quotient is greater than p. If fix) is monotonic

decreasing we let p tend to h from the left, and obtain the same inequal-

ity. If/(:r) is continuous, then lim fix + p) = f(x + h) and lim p = h

as p ^ /i from either side; so for p near enough to h the same inequality

holds. In any case, then, we have

\pix, a) = sup
fix + p) - fix)

P
> p.

This holds for all p < <pix, a), so by 5.2 \l/ix, a) ^ <pix, a). As we
already know that ^ ^ <p, the two are equal. So

Z)+/ = lim \l/ix, a).
a—^0

For each fixed p, the quotient [fix + p) — fix)]/p is measurable by

21.12 and 21.6 and the third remark after 21.1. For each fixed a,

xpix, a) is the sup of a denumerable set of measurable functions, so is

measurable by 21.7. Now let a take on successively values ai,

• •
• tending to 0. Then D+/ is the limit of the sequence of measurable

functions \pix, ai), and is measurable by 21.9.

32,2. If (fix) is defined and continuous on the interval [a, b], and k

is a constant, and E is a set of positive measure"^ contained in [a, 6] and

such that D'^ipix) ^ k for all x in E (or D"<pix) ^ k for all x in E), then

for every e > 0 it is possible to find a finite set of disjoint intervals

(ai, ^i),
• •

*

, iap, pp) in [a, b] such that Xipi — ai) > mE — e and

<pifii)
- <pioii) ^ {k - e)il3i - ai), ^ = 1,

* *
*

, p.

We consider the case D^cpix) ^ k for all xin E; the changes needed

to treat the case D~ip{x) g k are obvious.

* It would be enough to assume irieE > 0.
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For each positive integer n we define En to be the set of all x in

[a, b] such that [<p{x + h) — (p(x)]/h ^ A: — e for some h ^ 1/n

(wherein x h must also be in [a, b]). We establish these properties

of the sets En.

(1) The sets En expand: E\ CL E^ Cl Ez Cl • •
•

. This is clear

from the definition.

(2) The set E is contained in U En. For let a: be a point of E.

Then there exists an A > 0 such that [(p{x +• /i) — <p{^)]/h ^ D'^(p{x)

— € ^ A; — c; and if 1/n is less than this h, we see that x is in En.

(3) The sets En dre closed. For let x^ be the limit of a sequence

(oJt) of points of En. To each Xi corresponds an hi I/n such that

[(p{xi + hi) — <p(xi)]/hi ^ k — e. By 2.12 we can select a subsequence

of the hi tending to a limit ho; to save notation, we suppose that hi is

already such a sequence, hi ^ ho. Since hi 1 jn^ it is clear that

ho ^ 1/n. The points Xi and Xi + hi are in [a, b], hence so are

their limits Xo, Xo + ho. Then by the continuity of we have

[(p{xo + ho) — <pixo)]/hQ = lim [<p(Xi + hi) — (p(xi)]/hi ^ fc — e, and xo
l—> 00

is in En.

From (1), (2) and (3) we learn by 19.4, 19.8 and 19.3 that lim mEn
= m\J En ^ mE; so for some n we have mEn > mE — e. We now
choose and fix such a value of n. Now let ai be the first point x in

En) that there is such a point is certain, since En is closed. For some

hi ^ 1/n we have [<p(ai + hi) — (p(oii)]/hi ^ A; — e; we choose such

an hi and set /3i == + hi. We now define a 2 to be the first

point X of En for which x ^ /3i, choose an h^ ^ 1/n for which

[<^( 0:2 + h 2) — ^(a 2)]//i 2 ^ A: — e,andsetp 2 — 0:2 + /12 ;
and we continue

in this manner. Since each interval (ai, ffi) has length /it ^ 1 /n, this

process must terminate; there will be a last interval (ap, ^p). The
intervals (ai, 0i) will then enclose all of En, so that

2(/Jt — ai) ^ mEn > mE — €.

And by the choice of the /St, for each i we have

— <p{ai) ^ (/c — €)(/3t — at),

which completes the proof.

32.3. Corollary. Let <p(x) he continuous and monotonic increasing

on the interval [a, b], and let Ek be the set on which D<p{x) ^ k. Then
Ek is measurable, and <p{b) — (p{a) ^ ikmEk.

The derivative D(p{x) is measurable by 32.1, so the set Eh is measur-

able by definition 21.1. If A; ^ 0, the inequality is trivial; so we sup-
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pose k > 0. The set Ek is the sum of the (measurable) sets Ef and Ek
on which the respective inequalities D-^(p(x) ^ k and D~p{x) ^ k hold,

by 31.3; so one of these (say D^) has measure ^imEk. Let € be a

positive number less than fc. By 32.2 there are intervals (aijiSi), • •
•

,

(ap, iSp) such that a S ai < fti ^ < • •
• g ojp < /3p g 6 and

S(/5t ~ at) > mE^ — e and <p(^i) <p{ai) ^ (fc — i){l3i — a*).

Therefore

2[^(/3t) — ^^(at)] ^ (fc — e)2(i5a — at) > (fc — e)(mEt — e).

By the monotoneity of <p we have

<p(ai) ~ (p{a) ^ 0
,

^(^t+i) - (p(l3i) ^0, i
^

<p(b) -- <p{M ^ 0 .

Adding these inequalities,

<p(b) - <p(a) > (fc - €)(mE^ - e).

Since e is arbitrary, this establishes the inequalities

(p(b) — <p(a) ^ kmB^ ^ (|) • kmEk.

Remark. It would not be difficult to improve the conclusion

by establishing the inequality

<p(b) — (p(a) ^ kmEjc.

But 32.3 is adequate for our needs.

33 . We are now ready to study the derivatives of indefinite

integrals. The first two theorems are merely lemmas, the principal

theorem being 33.3.

33 . 1 , If u{x) is a summable U-function on the interval I = [a, 6],

and

U{x) = u{x) dx (a ^ X ^ 6),
Jo-

then DU{x) ^ u{x) for all x in I. Likewise^ if l(x) is a summable

L-function on I, and

L{x) — l{x) dx {a S X ^ b),

then DL{x) S l(x) for all x in 1.

We prove the statement about C/-functions; the statement about

L-functions then follows by a change of signs.
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Let xo be any number in [a, b], and let /x be any number less than

u{xo). By 7.4 the set I[u > jj] is open relative to I. Since Xo is

contained in this set, so is a neighborhood of Xo relative to I
;
that is,

there is a positive number 5 such that if a: is in I and
|

x — xo
|

<8
then u{x) > m- If ^ satisfies these conditions and exceeds Xo, then by

18.2

U{x) - U(xo)

Xo

Ip 1 P— / iiM dx ^ / (idz = IX.

X Xo J Xd ^ ^0 J xo

If X satisfies the conditions but is less than Xo, we can establish the

inequality

U(x) - U(xo) ^
X Xo

” ^

in the same way by interchanging x and Xq. Hence this last inequality

holds whenever x is in ^^(xo) fl / — (xo). By 6.1,

DU(xq) = lim inf
Z-^Xo

U(x) ~ f7(xo)
m;

X — Xo

and since this holds for all ix < u(xq) we have by 5.2

DU(xq) ^ u{xo).

The next theorem is a corollary of 33.1.

33.2. If (p{x) is continuous on [a, b] and

<l>(x) = (p{x) dx,

then for every x on [a, b] the derivative <i>'(x) exists and is equal to (p{x).

For ^(x) is an L-function and is also a fZ-function, so by 33.1

5<i>(x) ^ ^(x) g D^x) ^ D^{x),

and therefore the upper and lower derivates of ^>(x) are both equal

to (p{x).

We are now ready to prove our principal theorem.

33.3. Letf{x) be summable on the interval [a, 6], and let

F(x) = jJ f(^) dx.

Then for almost all x in [a, b] the function F{z) has a derivative which is

finite and equal to f{x).
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Let k and e be arbitrary positive numbers. Since/(a;) is summable,

there is a [/-function u(x) ^ f(x) such that

(^) /:
dx ^

J"

—1“ k
2

*

Define

U{x) = u(x) dx.

The difference U{x) — F(x) is monotonic increasing, since if a ^ a <
(3 ^ h we have

[[7(/3) - F(/3)] - [U(a) - F{a)] - f^ix) dx - j^^x) dx ^ 0.

Let Ek be the set on which D[U — F] ^ fc. This set is measurable

by 32.1, and by 32.3 and inequality (.4)

k
I
> {U{h) - F(6)] - [[[(a) - F(o)] s k

Hence mEk < e. Except on Ek we have by 31.47? and 33.1

DFix) ^ DU(x) - D[U(x) - F{x)]

> u(x) — k

^ fix) - k.

Therefore the measure of the set on which the inequality DFix) >
fix) — k fails is less than e, and this set does not depend on e. Its

measure (being non-negative) is therefore zero, by 5.2.

In particular, if k is the reciprocal of a positive integer, the set on

which the inequality

(B) DF{x) > fix) - I71

fails is a set Nn of measure 0. The sum U Nn also has measure zero

by 19.13, and on the rest of [a, 6] inequality iB) holds for every positive

integer n. By 5.2, except on U Nn we must have

(C) DFix) ^fix).

The function —fix) is summable by 18.3, and its integral from a to

X is —Fix). By the above proof, the inequality

D[-Fix)] ^ -fix)
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holds except on a set of measure zero. By 31.7, this implies that

(D) DFix) g fix)

for almost all x in [a^ h]. Since by 6.5 we have DF(x) ^ DF{x),

inequalities (C) and (D) imply that except on a set N of measure zero

we have

DF(x) = DF{x)=f{x);

that is, F'(x) exists and is equal to f(x) except on N. The set M on

which /(rc) is ± oo is of measure zero, by 23.1. So except on the set

M \J N oi measure zero the derivative F'(x) exists and is equal to the

finite number /(x), which completes the proof.

A corollary to this theorem is

33.4. If f(x) and g(x) are both summahle on [a, 6], and

dx = gix) dx

for all X in [a, 5], then f(x) and g{x) differ only on a set of measure 0.

For let F{x) be the common value of the two integrals. Then

F\x) exists almost everywhere. If we consider
j f{x) dx, we see that

F'(x) = f(x) for almost all x; and if we consider
j

g(x) dx, we see that

F*{x) == g{x) for almost all x. Hence /(x) = g{x) for almost all x.

34. We have just shown that the derivative of an indefinite integra-

ls almost everywhere equal to the integrand. The converse question

suggests itself. When is a function equal to the integral of its derival

tive? Before investigating this, it is reasonable to look for conditions

under which we can be sure that a function has almost everywhere a

derivative which it is possible to integrate
;
we shall find that all func-

tions of bounded variation (among others) have this property. More-

over, there is a condition which a function clearly must satisfy before

it can be the integral of anything—it must be absolutely continuous, for

by 27.7 all indefinite integrals are absolutely continuous. We shall

see this condition is also sufficient.

In preparation, we establish a lemma.

34.1. If f{x) is defined and finite on [a, h], and

() lim sup/(x) g f(xo) (a < Xo ^ b),
X—Xo—

() lim inf/(x) ^ f(xo) (a g Xo < b),
X—Xo “t"

and one of the two following conditions is satisfied:

(c) D’^f(x) ^ 0 for all 'points x in [a, h] except at most those of a

denumerable set Eo,
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(c') D~‘f{x) ^ 0 for all points x in [a, b] except at most those of a

denumerable set Eq,

then f{x) is monotonic increasing on [a, b].

A remark about hypotheses (c) and (c') may not be amiss. We
assume it known that f(x) has a non-negative upper right (or upper

left) derivate on [a, 6] — Eq. Concerning derivates at the points

of Eq we do not require any information to begin with. From the

conclusion of the lemma we can deduce that all derivates of f(x) are

non-negative at all points of [a, 6], including those of Eq.

First let us suppose that D'^f{x) is positive at all points of [a, 6]
—

Eq. If the conclusion of the lemma is false, there are numbers a,

such that a S a < ^ S b and f(a) >/(/3). The values of f(x)

corresponding to points x in Eo form at most a denumerable set, so

they cannot fill the interval (/(jS), /(«)), Hence there is a number ju

such that

/(/3) < fx < f{a),

and for all x in Eq

P f{x).

There are points x in [a, 0\ such that fix) § for instance, a

itself is such a point. Let ? be the sup of all such x. We shall now
prove that /(^) = /i. First suppose /(|) > p. Then J j0, for

fi/S) < /X. On the interval (^, we have/(x) < /x, by definition of

Hence from the definitions 6.10 and 6.1 we have

lim Mf{x) ^ ju < /(O,

contrary to hypothesis (6). Second, suppose /(O < At- Then ^ 9̂ a,

for fia) > fi. By the definition of for every positive 8 there

is an X which is in [a,, 13] and in (( — 5, such that /(a:) ^ jx. This

X cannot be J itself, since f(^) < jx; hence it is in [a,

Thus the sup of f{x) on fl [a, 1) is at least /x, and by definition

6.1 we have

lim sup /(re) ^ fx > /(O-

This contradicts hypothesis (a), so/(0 must be equal to jx.

But now

m -m < 0
X - ?

for all X such that ^ < x ^ so

D+m) ^ 0 .
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Since /(^) = /a, while /(a:) m for all x in Eo, the point ^ is not in Fq.

Hence we have arrived at a contradiction, and the lemma is established

provided that D^f{x) is positive except on Eq.

Suppose next that hypotheses (a), (h) and (c) hold. For each

positive number e the function f(x) + ex satisfies hypotheses (a)

and (6) and also has by 31.6 an upper derivate

D-^lf{x) + ex] = D+f(x) + e^ e>0

except perhaps on Eq. Hence f{x) + ex is monotonic increasing

by the proof just completed. That is, if a ^ a < /3 g b then

/(/5) —/(«') ^ - e{^ - a).

Since e is an arbitrary positive number, the right number of this

inequality is an arbitrary negative number, and by 5.2 the left number
is not negative. That is, f(x) is monotonic increasing on [a, 6].

To prove the lemma under hypotheses (a), (5) and (c'), we define

g{x) = —f{ — x), —h^xS —dj and let Ex be the denumerable set

consisting of all x such that — x is in Eq. Then g(x) satisfies (a) and (5),

and if x is not in Ex then D'^g(x) = D~~f{x) ^ 0. That is, g{x) satisfies

(n), (6) and (c), and by the preceding proof is monotonic increasing.

It follows at once that /(a;) == —g(—x) is also monotonic increasing.

With the help of this lemma, we can prove

34 .2 . Let f{x) he monotonic increasing and finite for a ^ x S h.

Then for almost all x the function f(x) has a finite derivative f'(x); and

if we set f(x) — f'(x) where f(x) is defined and finite and f{x) =0
elsewhere, then f{x) is summable and

fix) = fix) dx -Y hix),

h{x) being a monotonic increasing function with h'{x) = 0 almost

everywhere.

By 32.1, D**"/ is measurable. Hence if we define gn{x) = inf {n,

D+/}, we know by 22.1 that gn{x) is summable. It is possible to

find an L-function ln{x) ^ gn{.x) such that

n rb
^

/ g„(x) dx < / ln{x) dx + —
J a J a

Now define

Ln{x) = ln{x) dx.

The function f{x) — Ln{x) then satisfies the hypotheses of 34.1
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For Ln{x) is continuous and f{x) is monotonic increasing, so by 6.11

and 6.14

lim [fix) - Lnix)] ^ fixo) - LniXo)
x~-*xo—

if a < xo S b, while

f(xa) — LnCxo) ^ lim [/(^:) — L^ix)]
a;—>xo-f-

if a ^ a;o < h. And by 31.4f and 33.1, for each x

D+ifix) - Lr.{x)) ^ D+fix) - D+L„(x)

^ D+f(x) ~ Ux)
^ D+f(x) - g^(x) = D+fix) - inf {n, D+fix)] ^ 0.

So from 34.1, fix) — Lnix) increases monotonically. Therefore, for

all numbers a, /3 such that aSa<p^h vie know that/(/3) — LniP)

^ fia) ~ Lnioc); that is, L„(/3) - Ln(a) g /(;8) — /(a). Recalling

the meaning of Lnix),

f Qnix) dx < f lnix) dx + - = Lni0) “ L„(a) + -
J a J OL ^ ^

^ m) - + ~

The functions gn{x) form a monotonic increasing sequence of non-

negative functions and tend everywhere to D+f. By the last inequal-

ity, the integrals from a to /3 of the Qn are bounded. Hence by 29.2

DV is summable over {a, 0), and

D'^f(x) dx = lim gn{x) dx
Jot Jot 00

^ lim inf [^gn{x)dx
n->« Jot

g lim inf [/(iS) - /(a) + ^

= /(« -/(«).

In particular, if we take a = a, /3 = 6, we see that D'^f is summable

over (a, 6). Also, the function

gix) - fix) - D+fix) dx

is monotonic increasing; for if we find its values at a and at 0 > a
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we have

g{^) - g{a) = (/(^) - //
D+/(x) dx) - (j{a) - //

D+/(x) dx)

= /(/S) - /(«) - //
2)+/(:c) da: ^ 0.

We now repeat the whole argument, using g{x) instead of f(x)

and D-g instead of Z)+/. We find that D~g is summable over (a, 6),

and that the function

h(x) = g{x) — D~g{x) dx

is monotonic increasing.

By 33.3, the last term has almost everywhere a finite derivative

equal to its integrand D‘^g. For all such x we have by 31.6

(A) D-hix) = D-g{x) - £ = 0-

In the equation for h(x) we substitute the definition of g(x); we thus

find

(B) h{x) = fix) - D+fix) dx - D~g{x) dx.

By 33.3, for almost all x both these integrals have finite derivatives

equal to their integrands. At all such x we have by 31.6

D^Kx) = D^f{x) - D+f(x) - D-g{x) = -D-g{x),

But since h(x) and g{x) are both monotonic, D^h{x) and D^g(x) are

both non-negative, and the last equation is possible only if both are

zero. Thus

(C) D‘^h(x) = D-gix) = 0 for almost all x in [a, 6].

A first consequence of (C) is that the integral of D~~g(x) vanishes, and
therefore (B) takes the form

hix) = fix) - D+fix) dx.

Second, D‘^h(x) is almost everywhere 0, by (C). But then 0 S D+h(x)

^ D'^h(x) = 0; and by (A) we have D~h{x) = 0 for almost all x in

[a, b], and the inequality

0 ^ D.^h{x) ^ D~'h{x) ^ 0
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shows that DJ%{x) is also zero almost everywhere. So almost every-

where the four derivates of h{x) are all 0; that is, h\x) exists and is zero.

Except on a set Ei of measure zero, h(x) has a derivative and h'{z)

= 0. Except on a set of measure zero the indefinite integral of

D-^f(x) has a derivative which is finite and equal to D^f(x). Hence,

from the equation

(D) fix) = hix) + D+fix) dx,

we see that except on Ei U E 2 the function f{x) has a derivative which

is. finite and equal to D"^S{x). That is, except on the set U £2

tlie equations

fix) =f{x) ^D^f{x)

hold. Equation {D) can then be written in the form

f{x) = h{x) +

and the proof is complete.

An immediate consequence is

34 .3 . Let f{x) be a function of hounded variation on the interval

a ^ x S h. Then for almost all x the function fix) has a unique finite

derivative f' (x) ; and if we set fix) equal to fix) where fix) is defined and

finite and fix) == 0 elsewhere, then

fix) = + H^),

where hix) is of bounded variation and h'ix) = 0 almost everywhere.

By 8.6, we can represent fix) in the form fix) = Fix) — Nix),

where Fix) and Nix) are bounded monotonic increasing functions.

Applying 34.2, P and N have finite derivatives almost everywhere, and

(4) P(x) = //P(x) dx + h,(x),

(B) N{x) = L N{x) dx + hiix),

where hiix) and h 2 ix) are monotonic and h[ix) = AgW = 0 almost

everywhere. For those x (almost all of them) at which F'ix) and

N'ix) exist and are finite we know by 31.6 that /'(a:) exists, and that

fix) == F'ix) — N'ix). Therefore fix) = P(x)— Nix) almost every-

where. From equations (A) and (J5) we obtain

fix) = Fix) - Nix) = f iPix) - Nix)) dx + h,ix) - h,ix)

= L fi^) dx + hix),
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where h{x) = hi{x) — h^ix) has derivative 0 almost everywhere, by

31.6, and is of RE, by the last sentence of §8.

With the help of lemma 34.1 we can establish a rather interesting

property of the derivates.

34 .4 . Letf{x) be defined and continuous on the interval [a, b]. The
sup of Ifixi) — f(x 2)]/{xi — X2) for Xi and X 2 in [a, b] is also the sup of

each of the functions D'^f{x), D~f{x), D^f{x)j D^f{x) for x in [a, 6]; and
likewise for the inf.

Let M be the sup of [f{xi) — f{x 2)]/lxi — X2] for xi, X2 in [a, 5].

For each x in [a, b] all four derivates at x are upper or lower limits

of the values of this quotient under restrictions on Xi and X 2 ]
hence

at each x each of the derivates is S M, and M is an upper bound for

all four functions D~^f(x), etc.

Let m be the sup of D+f{x) on [a, b]; we have seen that m ^ M,
Suppose m < M ;

then there is a finite number fc such that m < k < M.
The function

g(x) = kx - f{x)

is continuous on [a, &], and its upper right derivate is

D-^g{x) = k - D+f(x) > 0.

So by 34.1 g(x) is monotonic increasing, and for all Xi, X 2 in [a, 6]

with X 2 > Xi we have

0 ^ g{x 2) - g(xi) = k{x 2 - xi) - [/(X 2) - f{xi)],

or

/(X2) - f(xi) ^ ^
X2 — Xi

" *

This also holds if X 2 < Xi) hence A; < M is an upper bound for the
quotient, contradicting the definition of M.

In the same way, the sup of D^f{x) is also M. Since D+f{x)

^ D+f(x), it is clear that

M g sup D-^fix) § sup D4{x) = M;

so D+f(x) also has its sup equal to M. Likewise the sup of D~f(x)
is M.

Replacing /(x) by -f{x) and recalling 31.7 gives the conclusion
about the greatest lower bounds.

As a corollary,
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34.5. If f(x) is defined and finite on [a, b], and its four derived

numbers are bounded on [a, h], then f(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition"^

on [a, h].

Let M be an upper bound for
|
D^ix)

| , 1
D~f{x)

1 , 1
D+f{x)

1

and
1
D-f{x)

1 ,
for all x on [a, b]. Then by 34.4 M is an upper bound

and —M a lower bound for [f(xi) — f(x2)]/[xi — x^] for Xi and X 2 in

[a, b ] ;
that is

fjxi) - fjXi) ^ ^
Xi — X2

^

and

I
/(^i) -- /fe)

\
S M

\
xi - x^l .

36. We have so far found functions for which the derivative exists

and is summable, but have yet to find functions for which the integral

of the derivative is the function itself. If, in 34.3, the function h{x)

were a constant, we would have the desired result. So we prove

a lemma.

36.1. If <p(x) is absolutely continuous on the interval a ^ x ^ b,

and D'^(p(x) ^ 0for almost all x in [a, 5], then (p{x) is monotonic increasing.

Let € be any positive number, and let a and /3 > a be numbers in

the interval [a, b]. Since (p is absolutely continuous, there is a 7 > 0

(which we may assume less than e) such that whenever (ai, 61),

(U2, bf),
' '

‘
i n-j bn ) are non-overlapping subintervals of b]

with total length less than 7 ,
the inequality S

|

(p{bi) —
|

< e

holds.

Let El be the subset of [a, (3] on which D'^cp ^ 0; since this equa-

tion holds for almost all x in [a, 6
], the measure of is /3 — a.

We now apply 32.2, with k replaced by 0 and e by 7 . We can

therefore find a set (ai, /3i),
• •

• (an, ^n) of disjoint subintervals of

[a, p] such that

S(/3t — ai) > mEi — 7 = (iS — a) — 7

and

(A) — <p(ai) ^ — 7(/?t - «») ^ —e{^i - ai).

The remainder of [a, /3] consists of the intervals [a, on], [/3i, ^ 2],
* •

•
,

[jSn-i, o:n], [|3n, /3], and the total length of these must be less than 7 .

Therefore, by the definition of 7 ,

Wioti) — (p(a)] + [(p(a2) — <p(^l)] + * *
• + Moin) — ip{^n-l)]

+ — <p{^n)] ^
* Cf. §9.
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Adding the inequalities (^) to this last, we obtain

<p(^) - <p(a) ^ -€(1 + - ai)) ^ ~e(l + (3 - a).

This being true for all e > 0, it follows that <p(p) — <p(a) ^ 0, and

so <p{x) is monotonic increasing.

As an easy consequence, we find

36 .2 . If h(x) is absolutely continuous on the interval a ^ x S b,

and h'{x) = 0 for almost all x in [a, 5], then h(x) is a constant.

Let a and /3 > o: be any numbers in the interval (a, b). The func-

tion h{x) satisfies the hypotheses of 35.1, hence /i(/3) ^ h{a). But the

function —h{x) also satisfies the same hypotheses, hence —h{^)

^ ^h{a). These inequalities are both possible only if A(/3) = h(a),

so that h(x) is a constant.

This essentially completes the proof of our principal theorem, which

is

36 .3 . If f(x) is absolutely continuous on the interval a ^ x ^ b, then

the derivativef {x) exists and is finite for almost all x in [a, h], and {defin-

ing fix) as in 34.2)

Six) = fj fix) dx +/(o).

Since /(rr) is absolutely continuous, it is of bounded variation; and

by 34.3 /'(x) exists and is finite for almost all x in [a, 6], and

Six) = Six) dx + hix),

where h(x) has derivative 0 almost everywhere. But/(x) is absolutely

continuous by hypothesis, and the integral of/(x) is absolutely continu-

ous by 27.7; hence their difference h{x) is absolutely continuous (9.2).

By 35.2, h{x) can only be a constant. We evaluate this constant by
setting X = a; we find /(a) = 0 + /i(a), so h{x) = /(a), and the

theorem is proved.

Summing up the results thus far obtained in this chapter, we have

the following. Every function of bounded variation has a derivative

almost everywhere, and this derivative (considered on the set where

it exists) is summable. Every absolutely continuous function (p(x)

has a derivative almost everywhere, and (p{x) — <p{a) is the integral

of this derivative. The integral from ato x of any summable function

f{x) is an absolutely continuous function F(x), and F(x) has a finite

derivative almost everywhere, and this derivative F'(x) is almost

everywhere equal to f{x).
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36. In the remainder of this chapter we shall derive some of the use-

ful theorems of the calculus—the formula for integration by parts, the

mean value theorems and the theorem on integration by substitution.

Let (p{x) and \p{x) be two functions absolutely continuous on the

intervals a S x S b. Then by 9.2 their product u(x) = <p{x)\l/{x) is

also absolutely continuous. According to 35.3, for almost all x

both derivatives (p'{x), yp'{x) exist and are finite; and by 31.9, for

all such x the product u{x) is also differentiable, and u’{x) = <p'{x)\l/(x)

+ ip{x)4/'{x). Consequently, if we define li, <p, \p as in 34.2, the

equation

U = (fxl/ ^ (pxp

holds for almost all x. By 34.3 <p and ^l/
are summable, and therefore

by 22.4 so are (p\l/ and <p\l/. Now by 35.3

u(b) — u(a) ^

Substituting <p\p for this gives us the following theorem:

36.1. If ip{x) and i/{x) are absolutely continuous on the interval

a ^ X S bj then

<p\l/ dx = <p(b)\p(b) — <p{a)\l/(a) ~ j \p<p dx,

37. The first mean value theorem of the integral calculus is quite

trivial.

37.1. If on the interval a x Sb the functions f(x) and p(x) are

summable, and if moreover p{x) ^ 0 and m g f{x) g M, then

(A) m p{x) dx ^ f{x)p{x) dx M p(x) dx.

In particular, if f(x) is continuous there is a number f (a ^ ^ ^ 6)

such that

f{x)'p{x) dx = /(f) p{x) dx.

From the hypotheses it is obvious that

mp{x) ^ f{x)p{x) ^ Mp{x)

for all X in [a, 6]. Integrating and recalling 15.2 gives the inequality

(A). Assume now that / is continuous. By what we have just

proved, there is a number k, m ^ k S M

,

such that

f{x)p{x) dx = k dx.
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Since /(o:) is continuous and k lies between its maximum and minimum
values, there* is a f in [a, h] such that /(f) = k, completing the proof.

The theorem which is known under the name of the “second

mean-value theorem/' and which is of considerable importance in

analysis, is the following:

37 .2 . If f(x) is summable over the interval a ^ x S h, and g(x) is

hounded and monotonic increasing on this interval, and a, jS are two

finite numbers such that a ^ g{a-\-) and /3 ^ gib-'), then there is a

number f such that a ^ ^ S h and

j^f(.x)g{x) dx = a dx

If we add the same finite number to g{x), a and d the hypotheses

remain satisfied and both members of the equation in the conclusion

are changed by the same amount. Therefore there is no loss of

generality in assuming that jS = 0.

Consider first the case in which the graph of g{x) is a polygon,

with gia) = a and g{h) = ^ = 0. Define Fix) = P Jix) dx. The
Ja

derivates D'^g, etc., of g(x) assume only a finite number of values; so

these derivates are bounded, and by 34.5 gix) is AC. By 33.3,

^ix) = f(x) for almost all x in [a, 6]. So by 36.1

['fix)g{x) dx = F{b)g{b) - F(a)gia) - £ F{x)g{x) dx.

The integrated terms vanish, since F(a) = g{b) = 0. Also g(x) ^ 0,

so by 37.1 the last integral has the value —F'iO gi^)dx, where

a ^ f ^ 5. But

FiO = and £ dx = g(b) - g(a) = -g(a)

= —a-

Making these substitutions, the theorem is proved.

Now let us return to the general case.

For each n we subdivide the interval (a, b) into n equal parts by
points Xo = a, Xi, X 2 ,

* *
•

,
= 5, and we construct the function

gnix) whose graph is a polygon with the successive vertices (a, a),

ixi, g(xi)), • (x„_i, gixn^i)), ih, jS). As n increases, gjx) tends

almost everywhere to gix). For g(x), being monotonic, is continuous

* The demonstration of this property of continuous functions will be found in

almost any text on real variables.
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at almost all* points x in [a, h]. Let x be a point of continuity of g(x)

such that a< X <h, and let x belong to the interval (xi, of the

nth subdivision of (a, h). As n increases both Xi and Xi+i approach x;

hence g(xi) and ^^(Xi+i) both approach g(x). Since gn{xi) = g{xi) and

gn(xi+i) = g(xi+i)^ and gn(x) lies between these numbers, gn(x) also

approaches g{x). Thus lim gnix) = g{x) except perhaps at the points

of discontinuity of g{x), which form a set of measure zero.

By what has already been proved, for each n there is a such that

^V(a:)S'n(2:) dx = a
fl" f{a:) dx + 13 dx.

By 2.12, there is a subsequence of the {^„} (a = ni, n^, • •
•

)

which converges to a limit To save notation, we suppose that

is itself this subsequence. Since an integral is a continuous

function of its limits, it follows that the two integrals on the right of

{B) tend respectively to the integrals of fix) over (a, and (^, h).

The functions gnix) are all between a and /3 in numerical value; hence

\fix)gnix)
I

is not greater than the summable function |/(x)
| ( 1

o:
|

+ I
/3

I ), n = 1, 2,
• •

•
. Also fix)gnix) tends almost everywhere

to fix)gix). Hence, by 29.3,

fix)gix) dx = lim fix)gnix) dx

= lim dx 1- ^ ~ ^ fa
dx + ^ ff

38. The first theorem which we wish to prove concerning change

of variable is the following.

38.1. Let fix) be hounded and measurable on the interval [a, b]. Let

(fit) be absolutely continuous on the interval [a, /3], and let the inequality

a ^ (pit) ^ h hold for all t in [a, /3]. Then f{pit)) (pit) is summable, and

(A) dt,

where <p is defined as in 34.2.

If we define Fix) = fi^) dx, the equation to be proved is

{B) - Pi‘p(.oc)) = F f{<p{t))<pit) dt.

* This follows from 34.2 and 31.8. However, more than this is true; gix) is

continuous for all x in [a, b] except those of a denumerable set. Cf. exercise after

6 . 11 .
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The function F(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition, for if M is an

upper bound for l/(a:) 1 ,
then by 37.1 (with p = 1) the inequality

— M{x2
— xi) ^ — F{xi) g M{x 2

— Xi)

holds whenever a ^ Xi S S b. Hence by 9.3 the function g(t) =
F(<p{t)) is absolutely continuous.

As a first step in our proof, we suppose that f(x) is continuous.

Then by 33.2 the equation F^(x) = f(x) holds for all x in [a, 6], and

so for almost all t in [a^ /3] (namely, all t for which (p'(t) exists and is

finite) the derivative g'{t) exists and is finite, and

m = 9'(t) = F'(<p(t))<p'it) -/(^(o)^(o,

by 31.10. By 35.3,

F(m) - FMa)) = p(d) - g{a) = // g{t) dt

= dt.

Thus if fix) is continuous our theorem holds.

Now suppose that (A) has been established for a class of functions,

and that {i/n(x)} is a sequence of uniformly bounded functions of the

class (say \^n\ ^ M) which tend everj^where to a limit function /(x).

Then by hypothesis the equation

i'nix) dx = [ ^ 4'n{<i>it))<pit) dt
J<P\a) Ja

holds for each n. The functions \pni<pit))ip{t) do not exceed the

summable function M
|

<p{t)
|

in absolute value, while
|
\pnix)

|
g M.

And for all x we have lim i^nix) = fix), while for all t we have

\im \pni(pit))<pit) = fi<pit))(pit). So by 29.3 this last function is sum-
mable, and equation (A) holds.

In particular, (A) holds for continuous functions; hence it holds for

bounded U- or Z-functions, since these are limits of sequences of

uniformly bounded continuous functions (7.9). If fix) is bounded
and measurable, by 15.8 there are functions giz) and hix) which are

respectively the limits of sequences of uniformly bounded L- and
t/-functions, and which satisfy the conditions

gix) S fix) ^ hix) for all x in [a, b],

gix) dx = fix) dx = hix) dx.

These three integrals may be regarded as integrals from — oo to oo
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if we set p = J = h = 0 outside of [a, b], so by 23.6 we must have

g{x) = fix) = hix) for almost all x in [a, 6].

By the preceding paragraph equation (A) holds for both g{x) and

hix), and therefore for every number t in [a, |3] the equation

gi‘Pit))^it) dt = f'^^^\ix)dx= hix) dx
Jot J(p(oc)

= hi<pit))4>it) dt

is valid. So by 33.4 the equation

gi<fit))<pit) = hi<fiit))4>it)

holds for almost all t in [a, |S]. But gix) g fix) ^ h{x) for all x in

[o, h]
;
so for almost all t in [a, /3] we have

g(<pit))<pit) = fi<pit))4>(t) = hi<pit))(f>it).

Therefore /(^(0)<®(0 is almost everywhere equal to a summable func-

tion, and is summable; and

IJm j%i<i>(t))Hi) dt

= mmit) dt.

A corollary of 38,1 which is sometimes useful is the following.

38.2. Let ip{t) he AC on the interval [a, ^]. If X is a point-set of

measure 0, and T is a set of values of t in [a, /3] such that (p{t) is in X
whenever t is in T, then (p^{t) = 0 for almost all t in the set T.

Letfix) be the characteristic function of the set X. Since mX = 0,

for all numbers r in [a, /3] we have by 38.1

0 = dx = fi(pit))<pit) dt.

Therefore by 33.4 the equation

(B) f{<p{t))m - 0

holds for almost all t in [a, /?]. In particular, on almost all of the set T
equation (B) holds, and exists and is equal to and for all t

in T we have f((p{t))
—

1. So, for almost all t in T we have

1 • = 0
,

which was to be proved.

This yields a ready extension of 38.1:
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38.3. Let f(x) he defined on [a, b] and equal to a hounded measurable

junction g{x) for almost all x in [a, b]. Let <p(t) be AC on [a, /3] and such

that a £ (p(t) S bfor all t in [a, /3]. Then f((p(t))(pit) is summable ojer

[a, /3], and

f^f(<p(t))<p(t)dt.
Jv{ot) Jot

This equation holds if j{x) is replaced by g{x) by 38.1. Since

j{x) = g{x) except on a set X of measure 0,

If <p{t) is not in X, then/((/?(i)) = g((p(t)), and so

(c) = g{<pit)m)^

For almost all t such that (pit) is in X we have <jp{t) = 0, by 38.2; so

equation (C) is still valid. That is, (C) holds for almost all t in the

interval [o:, /9]; so

f{<p{i))<pii) dt = g{<p{t))<p{t) dt.

This completes the proof.

Theorems 38.1 and 38.3 are diminished in usefulness by the fact

that they apply only to functions which are equivalent to bounded

functions. This restriction cannot be simply omitted, as the following

example shows. Let f{x) = — 8 ^ x ^ 8, and let (p{t) =
cos^ (tt/O; “2 ^ ^ ^ 2. Then if we set

F{x) = ix~^ dx =

equation (A) takes the form (replacing [o', by [0, r])

F{<p{r)) = dt.

This is impossible, for

Fi<pir)) = T cos

which is not AC.

However, we can remove the hypothesis of boundedness of f(x)

if we assume that <p{t) is monotonic, as the following theorem shows.

38.4. Let f{x) he summable over the interval a S x S b. Let pit)

be absolutely continuous and monotonic on the interval a S t ^ and
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suppose a ^ (pit) S 5 . Then J((pit)) <pit) is summable^ and

IJm ^ dt.

We consider only the case in which <pit) is monotonic increasing,

if <pit) is monotonic decreasing, the following proof holds with only

trivial changes.

Suppose to begin with that/(a:) ^ 0. Define fnix) = inf {n,/(x) }.

For each n we know by 38.1 that

(D) fffnMtmt) dt.

Now let n increase without bound. The functions fn{x) increase and

tend everywhere to f(x); and since 0 ^ /„(x) ^ f{x) and f{x) is sum-

mable, by 29.3 the left member of (D) tends to

(E) dx.

Consider now the right member of (D). Since <p{t) ^ 0, as n increases

these (non-negative) integrands are non-decreasing and tend every-

where But the integrals on the right of (D) are bounded,

because the left members of (D) are bounded, being not greater

than (E). Hence by 18.4 the limit function J{<flit))<p{t) is summable,

and the right members of (H) tend to

f(‘pit))‘Pit) dt.

This completes the proof for the case / ^ 0.

Returning to the general case, we can represent the summable
function/(a:) as the difference of two non-negative summable functions:

/(a:) = /+(a:) - t{x),

as in 15.4. We apply the preceding result to/+ and/“, and obtain

"" /*7'^(<p(0)'p(o dt,

d^ =
ll'

f~Mi)) ‘Pit) dt.

If we subtract the second of these equations from the first, we obtain

the equation in the conclusion of the theorem. The proof is thus

complete.

Incidentally, this gives us another proof of the first part of 9.3.

For if Fiy) is AC on an interval [a, b] and ipix) is AC and monotonic on
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[a, |8] and assumes value in [a, b], then

FMx)) - FMa)) = Hy) dy

= lyMx))Hx)dx,

SO F((p{x)) is AC.

Exekcise. Let (p (z) be a function which is defined and strictly

monotonic increasing on [0, oo), vanishes at == 0 and is AC on every

interval [0, a]. Let ^|/(x) be its inverse function, and define

Hi) =
/o*

<p(x) dx, '$'(0 = i{x) dx.

Then the conclusion of 24.1 remains valid. (In the definition of

substitute x = <p{y) and use 38.4 and 36.1 to establish

4>(a) + '^(<p(a)) — a<p(a) = 0. An alternative proof can be based

on 27 .7
,
9 .3

,
31 . 3

,
33.2 and 35 .2.)

39, We complete this chapter with some theorems on differentia-

tion under the integral sign. If a function f{x, t) is defined for all i

in an interval (a, /3) and all a: in a set jB, and for each fixed t in (a,

the function /(x, t) is summable over E when regarded as a function

of X alone, then its integral is a function <p{t) of t alone. We wish to

compute the derivative of (p{t) in terms of the partial derivative of /
with respect to t.

39.1s. Letf{x, t) be defined for all z in a set E and all t in an interval

(a, /3). Letf{x, t) be summable over E for each fixed t in {a, p); define

Hi) = i) dx.

Let to he a value of i in (a, fi). If there exists a summable function

g{x) such that

for all i in (a, /?), and the partial derivative ft{x, to) exists for all x in E
except those of a set Eq of measure 0, then ip'{to) exists, and

‘p'^do) = to) dx.

Since mEo = 0, from the definition of (p(t) and 23.4 we have

^ f fi^, 1)
-

/(^, U))

t — to J E-Eo t — to
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if t is in (a, /3) and t 9^ U. The integrand on the right does not

exceed g{x) in absolute value, and tends to ft(x, to) as t tends to to.

So by the remark after 29.3 the limit of the integral on the right exists

and is equal to the integral of ft{Xj to)

:

^(0 - <p{to)

t - to ' E~Eq
ft{x, to) dx.

39.2. Corollary. Letf{x, t) he defined for all x in a set E and all t in

an interval (a, /3) and summable over E for each t in {a, /3). Let

t) dt.

For all t in (0:, /3) and for all x in E — Eo, where mEo = 0, let ft{x, t) be

defined and smaller in absolute value than a summable function g(x).

Then for all t in (a, ^) the derivative (p'(t) exists
^
and

0 dx.

The hypotheses of 39.1 are all obviously satisfied except for the

requirement that

fix, t) - f{x, to)

t - to

But by the theorem of mean value, for all x in E — Eo

fix, t) ~ fix, to)

t — to
= \Mx, t)

I
^ gix)

where t is between t and to. (Alternatively, we could obtain this

inequality from 34.3 or 37.1.) So this hypothesis, too, is satisfied.



CHAPTER VI

Continuity Properties of Measurable

Functions

40. The class of measurable functions is of course much larger

than the class of continuous functions; a measurable function may be

discontinuous at every point, as e.g. the characteristic function of the

set of irrational numbers. Nevertheless, there are several important

relationships between these classes.

The first of these relationships will be touched on only briefly.

Suppose that a function /(rr) is defined and continuous in the general-

ized sense on a set £ ;
that is, let the relationship

lim fix) = f{xo)
x—>xo

hold for all xo in EE'j whether fixo) is finite or 4- ^ or ” oo
. It may

or may not be possible to extend the range of definition of fix) to the

closure E of E in such a way that fix) is still continuous in the general-

ized sense on all of E. For instance, if E is (0, 1) and/(:r) = sin (1 /x),

this extension is impossible, because /(:r) does not tend to any limit

as If the extension is possible, we say that fix) is of Baire

class 0 on E. Obviously if E is already closed nnd fix) continuous on

E, then fix) is of class 0 on E, Suppose now that /(a:) is not of class

0 on but that there is a sequence of functions /i (a;), f^ix), *
*

*

,

each of class 0 on E, such that lim fnix) = fix) for every x in E. We
n—* w

then say that/(a:) is of class 1 on E. We continue thus by induction.

If fix) is not of class ^ k on E, but there is a sequence of functions

Mx), •
•

•

,
each of class Sk on E^ such that lim fnix) = fix)

n—+ 00

for each x in F, then we say that fix) is of class k + I on E.

Thus, for example, if fix) is a [/-function or an L-function on a

closed interval J, then /(a;) is of Baire class 0 or 1, by definition 12.1

and theorem 7.9. Since [/-functions and L-functions need not be

continuous (cf. for example, 12.9) there actually are functions of class 1.

It is indeed true that there are functions of class k for each positive

integer k, but we shall not prove this.

The next theorem serves as a lemma for a later proof.

40,1s. If <piz) is defined and continuous iin the generalized sense)

for — ^ ^ ^ ^ 00 and fix) is of Baire class ^k on a set L, then ipifix))

is of Baire class Sk on E.

218
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Iff(x) is of Baire class 0 on E, it can be extended to be continuous

in the generalized sense on E. Then <p(f(x)) is also continuous in the

generalized sense on E, and is of class 0 on E. We now proceed by
induction. Suppose the theorem true for k = p. Let f{x) be of

class + I on E, Then f(x) is the limit on of a sequence of

functions fi{x), •
’

*
,
each of class By the induction

hypothesis, <p{fnix)) is of class ^p for each n, and by the continuity of

(p we find that lim <pUn(x)) = <p(f(x)) for all x in E. Hence <pif{x))

is of class + 1, and the theorem is established.

We now investigate the connection between Baire functions and

measurable functions.

40.2s. If E is a measurable set, and fix') is of Baire class p (p ^ 0)

on E, then fix) is measurable on E.

Suppose first p == 0. Then fix) can be extended to be continuous

in the generalized sense on E. It follows that for every number
a the set E[f ^ a] is a closed set, hence measurable (19.4). So fix)

is measurable on E by definition 21.1, and by 21.2 it is measurable

on E.

Now suppose the theorem true for p = k, and let fix) be of class

Sk + I on E. It is then the limit of functions fnix) of class Sk on

Ej and by the induction hypothesis these are measurable. So by

21.9 fix) is measurable on E, and the theorem holds for p = A + 1.

This completes the induction.

The converse of this theorem is not true, as will be shown by an

example in §44. However, it is possible to prove the following

theorem.

40.3s. If fix) is measurable on a hounded^ measurable set E, there

are functions gix), hix) of Baire class ^2 on E iand in fact on a closed

interval containing E) such that gix) S fix) ^ hix) for all x in E and

gix) = hix) for almost all x in E.

Suppose first that fix) is bounded and non-negative on E. If 7

is a closed interval containing E in its interior, and we set fix) = 0

on the complement of E, then fix) remains summable on 7. Now .

theorem 15.8 assures us of the existence of functions gix), hix) such

that gix) S fix) ^ hix) for all xin I (hence for all x in E) and

gix) dx = jjfix) dx = hix) dx.

Moreover, by the remark after 15.8 we may assume that g and h

* The hypothesis that E is bounded can be discarded, but the proof would be

less simple.
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vanish on the boundary of I. By 17,4 the integrals of /, g, and h

over the whole space Rq are equal, if we define g(x) = h{x) = 0

outside of 1. By 23.6 this implies that g{x) = f{x) == h(x) for almost

all a; in i?g, and in particular for almost all x in E. On I the functions

g{x) and h{x) are limits of sequences of L-functions and of tAfunctions

respectively. Since [/-functions and L-functions are of Baire class ^ 1,

the functions g{x) and h{x) are of Baire class ^2 on /. Hence they

are of Baire class ^2 on L.

Next suppose only that J{x) is measurable. Define ix{z) =
z/{l + \

z\) for z finite, ju(— oo) = /x(+ oo) = +1. Then ijl{z)

is continuous and strictly monotonic increasing on — co ^ ^ g co

,

and it has an inverse

M-Ha/) -
^

—
1)
= -<=0, = +°o.

The function /*(rr) = 1 -f ^{f{x)) then satisfies the inequality 0 S P{x)

g 2. Moreover it is measurable on E. For if 0 ^ a ^ 2 the set

E[f* ^ a] is the same as E[f S ““
1)]? which is measurable

because / is a measurable function, while if a < 0 the set E[p ^ a]

is the set E itself and if a > 2 the set £[/* ^ a] is empty. By the

part of the proof already completed, there exist functions g'^^ix),

h*(x) which are of Baire class ^2 on an interval containing E in its

interior and are such that g'^ix) ^ /*(^) ^ By the remark

after 15.8, we may assume 0 ^ g*{x) ^ S 2.

The inverse function m~K 2/) defined above is monotonic increasing

and continuous in the generalized sense on the interval — 1 ^ 2/ = 1-

So if we define

i'(y)
= -1 ^ 2/ g +1,

iy(y) = y > If

^(y) =
2/ < 1,

the function \l/{y) is monotonic increasing and is continuous in the

generalized sense, and

(*) - X ^ 2 ^ cc.

By theorem 40,1, the functions

9{x) ^ HgHx) ~ 1), h{x) ^ ^(/t*(.r) - 1)

are of Baire class g2, while from we deduce

^(r(.r) - 1) = ^(m(/(x))) = /(.rj.
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Since \l/
is monotonic increasing, from the inequality g* ^ ^ A*

we deduce g{x) ^ f(x) g h(x) for all x in E, and since = /*(x)

= for almost all x in E, it follows that g(x) = f{x) = /i(a;) for

almost all x in E.

Remark. If m and M are respectively inf / and sup f, we may
assume that g{x) and h(x) satisfy the inequalities

m ^ g{x) g h(x) g M.

For let <p(t) = t ii m ^ t ^ Mj (p(t) = M ii t > M, and <p{t) = m if

t < m. By 40.1, the functions <p(g{x)) and <p(h{x)) have the desired

bounds and still satisfy the requirements in 40.3.

By use of the concept of Baire functions we can obtain a consider-

able generalization of Theorem 21.11. This generalization will be

established in theorem 40.5, in preparation for which we prove a

lemma.

40.4s. If f(x) is of Baire class (p > 0) on E, it is the limit

on E of a sequence of functions fn{x) each of which is hounded and of

Baire class Sp — 1 on E.

If f{x) is of Baire class gp on it is the limit of a sequence of

functions [gn{x) \ each of Baire class Sp — 1 on iJ. Now define

fn{x) = gn[x) if ^ gn{x) g n,

fn(x) = n if gn{x) > n,

fn(x) = — n if gn{x) < —n.

By 40.1, these fn(x) are of Baire class ^p — 1. Each is bounded.

Also, fn{x) For if f{x) is finite, then fnix) = gn(x) whenever

n > \f(x)
I
+ 1 and

|
gn(x) — f(x)

|
< 1. This holds for all but a

finite number of values of n, so \im fn{x) = \im gn(x) = f{x). If

f(^x) = CO
,
then for every € > 0 the numbers /n(x) exceed 1/e whenever

n > l/e and gn{x) > 1/e; that is, for all large n. So again lim fn(x)

= 00 = f(x). A similar proof holds iff{x) = — oo^ and the lemma is

established.

40.6s. Letfi{x), •
*

• ^fh{x) he measurable and finite valued on a set

E in q~dimensional space Rq. Let S be a set in h-dimensional space

which is the sum of a finite or denumerable collection of closed sets Si,

>S 2 ,

* •
•

. Let (p{z^, •
*

*
,

be defined on S, and of some finite

Baire class py on each set Sj {here pj may vary withj). Then the subset

£7* of E on which <p{fi{x), *
•

•
, fh{x)) is defined, is measurable, and

(p{fi{x), *
•

*
, fh(x)) is measurable on jE*.

Consider first the case in which S is a single closed set Si and

cp{z^, *
•

*
,

is continuous in the ordinary sense—that is, finite-
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valued and of class 0—on >Si. By Theorem 21.11 the subset of E
on which * *

•
, fh{x)) is in Si is a measurable set, and (p{fi{x),

’
‘

y fh{x)) is measurable on jEJ*.

If Pi g 1, by Lemma 40.4 there is a sequence of functions defined,

bounded and of class 0 on >Si such that lim„ ^pn = ^ for all 2: in /Si. By
the preceding paragraph, each function (Pn(fi(x), •

*
*

, hix)) is

measurable on so the limit function ^(/i(:r),
• •

•
, /a

(

3:)) is measur-

able on E*. Proceeding by an obvious induction, we show that if

<p is of finite Baire class pi on Si the function (p{fi{x), *
*

*
, fh{x)) is

measurable on

Now we remove the restriction that S is closed. Under the

hypotheses of the theorem, the preceding part of the proof shows that

for each set Sj the subset Ej of E on which (/i(a;),
• •

•
, fh{x)) lies in

Sj is a measurable subset, and on it the function (p(fi(x)j *
*

*
, fh{x))

is measurable. The set of the theorem is then (J/ Q-nd so is

measurable. (Incidentally, this would follow from Theorem 21.11.)

Foreverynumbera, theset^y[^(/i(a;), • *
* ,/a(^)) ^ a] is a measurable

set, since ^(/i,
• •

*
, /a) is measurable on Ej. Hence the set

E^Mfiix), •
•

• Jh(x)) ^ a] = UiEJjMfiix), • ‘ ^ a]

is measurable, and (a;),
• •

•
, /aCo;)) is therefore measurable on iJ*.

41 . If E is an open set in one-dimensional space Ri, and xq is in E,

then for all sufficiently small intervals [a, /5] containing Xo the set E
completely fills [a, 13]. We shall now show that if E is measurable,

then for almost all Xo in E the set E fills all but an arbitrarily small

percentage of every small interval \a, fi] containing Xq. We make this

notion precise by defining metric density.

41 .1 . Let E be a measurable set in Rij and let xq be in Ri. If the

quotient

mjE n {a
, g])

^ — a

approaches a limit as ^ ~ a tends to zero subject to the conditions a ^ Xo

S jd, this limit is called the metric density of the set E at Xq.

It is thus apparent that if E is open and Xq is in E, the metric

density of E at Zo exists and has the value 1. For then the set

E n [a, is the entire interval [a, fi] whenever 0 — a is small, so

m(E n [a, id])/(id — a) = l for all such a and (3. The theorem which

we wish to prove, and which we stated crudely in the preceding

paragraph, is
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41.2. If E is a measurable set in one-dimensional"^ space Ri, then

for almost all x in E the metric density of E at x exists and is 1, while the

metric density of E has the value 0 at almost all points of the complement

ofE,

Since E is measurable, its characteristic function Ke{x) is summable

over every finite interval, by definition or by 22.1. So the integral

Ks{x) dx

is defined for all x. By 33.3, for all x except those of a set Eq of

measure 0 the derivative <p'{x) exists and is equal to Ke{x),

We now stop to prove the following statement. If is defined

on an interval [a, h] and has a finite derivative at a point Xq interior

to [a, b], then the limit of the function

^ — a

exists as ^ and a tend to xo subject to the conditions a ^ xq ^
a < 13 j

and the limit is yp'ixf). For if e > 0 there is a 6 >0 such that

(A)
j/jx) — ypjxf)

x — Xo
< €

if X is in [a, h] and 0 <
|

— a:o
1
<5. Now let a and jS both be in

(xo ~ 5, ojo + 5) where a ^ Xo ^ /3 and a ^ a < ^ ^ b. We shall

show

(B)
P — (X

< €.

If either a or is equal to Xo, this is the same as (A). Otherwise

a < Xo < IS, and then

}p(^) r- xp(a)

13 — a
P — Xq

I

jS — a

+

^ - Xo
'P'ixo)

Xo — a
I 'pjxo) — f(a)

^ — a \ Xo a

Xo . Xq —— • e + -r
a p — a

which establishes inequality {B). Our statement is therefore proved.

* The theorem is true in g-dimensional space, but the proof is more difficult.

It follows readily from 72.4.
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Applying this statement to <p{x), we find that for all rr in Ei — Eq

the equation

(C) lim
~

= <p'{x,) = K,ix,)
^

^ p — a

holds, when /3 - a 0 subject to the restriction that [a, jS] contains

Xq (i.e., a S xq ^ 1^), so that a-^xo and /3 xo. By the definition

of <p{x),

(p(P) ~ <pM = //
Ke{x) dx,

and by the definition of measure this is the measure of the set of points

of E in [a, /3], that is,

V?(/3)
- <p{a) = m(Ef] [a, ^]).

Substituting this in equation (C), we find that for all x except those in

the set Eo of measure 0 the set E has metric density Ke(x) at x; that

is it has metric density 1 at almost all points in E and metric density

0 at almost all points of its complement.

Turning now to functions, we notice that if f{x) is continuous on

an interval (a, 6), and xq is in (a, 6), then for every € > 0 there is a

5 > 0 such that \f{x) — JXxq)
|

< e if
|

a; — xo
|

< 6. That is, the set

of X such that \f(x) — f(xo)
|

< € contains a neighborhood of Xo, and

a fortiori has metric density 1 at xo. Let us say that a function /(x)j

defined and measurable on a measurable set E in /?i, is approximately

continuous at a point Xo of E if for every e > 0 the set £[/(xo) — ? < /

< /(^o) + e] has metric density 1 at xo. Then the preceding remark

shows that if/(x) is continuous at an interior point xo of E it is approxi-

mately continuous at Xq. Of course the converse is false. For

example, if /(x) is 1 for all rational x and 0 for all irrational x, then

the set jRi[ —e < /(x) < e] contains all irrationals and has metric density

1 at all points. Hence /(x) is approximately continuous for all irra-

tional X, although it is everywhere discontinuous. We shall now prove

the following theorem.

41.3s. ///(x) is finite and measurable on a measurable set E in i?i,

then fix) is approximately continuous at almost all points of E.

The rational numbers are denumerable, and so can be arranged

in a sequence rj, r2
,

• •
•

. Let E^ be the set E[r^ < f S ry]; this is

measurable by 21.3d. By 41.2, the set Eij has metric density 1 at

all its points except those of a set E^^ of measure 0. These sets E,^j are

denumerable in number, so their sum
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E,= \J El-
1,3 = 1

also has measure 0, by 19.13. We shall now show that /(a:) is approxi-

mately continuous at all points of FI — E„.

Let xo be in jB — Ea, and let « be a positive number. Choose

rational numbers r,, r,- such that/(xo) — e < rt < f{xo) < r,- < /(xo) +
e. Then the set Ea, which is E[ri <f ^ r,], is contained in the

set El = E[f{za) - e < / < f(xo) + «]. Since Xo is not in Eo, it is

not in El so F/,,- has metric density 1 at Xo. But Ei contains E^, so

for all numbers a, /3 with a <Xo < ^ and a < ,8 we have m(Ei fl

m{Eij n [a, /?]). If we let a and tend to xo, then

Hence

/3 — a
. & — a

> jj
m{Eij n [a, g]) ^ ^— ^ a

/3 — a

That is, for every positive e theset JSi s E[f{xo) - e < / < f(xo) + e]

has metric density 1 at o^o, and so f(x) is approximately continuous

at fTo.

42. In the two preceding sections we have seen that a measurable

function is almost everywhere equal to a function which is of Baire

class ^ 2, i.e., which is the limit of functions which are themselves

limits of sequences of continuous functions; and we have seen that a

measurable function of one variable has a property which is a weakened

form of the property of continuity. Now we shall see that summable
functions can be approximated, in a certain average sense, by con-

tinuous functions. That is, if fix) is an arbitrary summable function

we cannot expect to find continuous functions (pix) which approximate

fix) uniformly; but we can make the integral of the difference
| / — 1

arbitrarily small.

42.1s. If fix) is summable over a measurable set E, for every positive

number e there is a function (fix) continuous on the entire space Rq and

such that

h I

~ \dx < (.

We suppose fix) set equal to zero on CE. There is then no loss

of generality in supposing that E is for if the inequality of the

theorem holds for Rq it holds for every measurable set E.
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First we suppose that /(a:) vanishes except on a bounded set, which

we enclose in a closed interval J, Let / be a closed interval containing

J in its interior; we use I as basic interval. As in §16, we construct

a function \p{x) continuous on Rq^ having the value 1 on J and the

value 0 on CJ, and such that 0 ^ ^{x) ^ 1 for all x. By 17.4, the

integral of / over Rq is the same as its integral over I. By 14.1, given

any positive number e there is an L-function l{x) S f(x) such that

(A)
j l{x) dx > dx —

By 13.1 there is a function (pq(x) continuous on I such that (pq{x) ^ l{x)

and

w / ^o(^) dx < J
l{x) dx +•

Then by (A) and (B) we have

- <Po{x) \dx ^ \f{x) - l{x)
1 + 1

l{x) - ,po{x)
1 }

da

= [fix) - lix)\ dx + W^ix) - l(x)] dx

< e.

The equation/(a:) = f(x)\p(x) holds for all a;; for if x is in J the factor

\l/{x) is 1, and otherwise /(a:) = 0. Define

<p(x) = <pq(x)\[/{x) on /,

(p(x) =0 elsewhere.

Then on I we have

i/(x) - ^o(x)
1

s ^(x) i/(x) - ^„(x)
I

=
I
f(x)xp(x) - <fio(x)4>{x)

I

= |/(x) - ^(x)
I,

so

/«,
I

~
I = /j fix) - ‘pix)

I

dx

^ jj
\fix) — <poix)

I

dx

< €.

Next let f{x) be any summable function. We may suppose that

f(x) is finite-valued, since the set on which |/| = qo has measure
zero by 23.1 and re-defining/(a;) to be zero on this set leaves the integral
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of \f{x) — (p(x)
1

unchanged. Define

Ux) ==f{x)Kw.(x).

As n increases, fnix) converges everywhere to f{x) and never exceeds

the summable function \f{x) |,
so by 29.3 the integral of \f(x) —

fn(x) 1
approaches zero. We choose and fix n so large that

f I Kx) - /n(x) \dx <~
J Rg "

But fn(x) vanishes except inside of Wn, so by the part of the proof

already completed there is a function (p(x) continuous on the whole

space such that

1
/»(x) - <fi(x) \dx <~

The last two inequalities establish the conclusion of the theorem.

Remakk. As was shown in our definition of (p{x)j in 42.1 we may
require that (p{x) vanish except on a bounded set.

From this we can derive another continuity property of summable
functions. For convenience we suppose that f{x) is summable over

the whole space Rq. This involves no loss of generality, for if f{x)

is summable over E we can define /(r) to be zero on CEj and the func-

tion thus extended is summable over Rq.

42.2s. Iff{x) is summable over Rq, and h is a vector {h^^\ •
• •

then

lim f I
f(x + h) — f(x)

I

= 0.

IIAIHO

Let € be a positive number. By 42.1, there is a function <p(x)

continuous on the space Rg, vanishing outside of some interval 1F„,

and such that

I fix) - (fi(x) \dx<~-

If
I I I I

< 1, the function (p{x-{-h) vanishes except on TFn+i. Denoting

by M the supremum of
|

<p(x)
j
on Wn, which is finite, we see that both

(p(x) and <p(x + h) have absolute values not greater than M on TFn4-i

and vanish outside of Wn+i, whence

I

<p(x + /i) ~ (p{x)
I
g 2MKwn^fx).

The right member of this inequality is summable, and the left member

tends to zero with
[ | | |,

so by the remark after 29.3 the integral of the
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left member tends to zero. Therefore there is a positive number S

such that

+ h) — (pix)
1
dx

ii\\h\\<8.
Now in the inequality

\fix + h) — f(x)
j
dx g \f(x + h) - (fix + h) \dx

+
I

+ h) - <p(x)
I
dx +

I
(fix) - f{x)

I

dx

the third term on the right is less than e/S, the first term on the right

has the same value as the third term by 18.7, and the second term is

less than e/3 if
1 [

/i
| |

< 5. So if
| |

/i
| |
< 5 the left member of the

inequality is less than e, which is the conclusion of our theorem.

The next theorem is a generalization of 33.3.

42.3. Let f(x) be summahle over an interval [a, b]. For almost all

Xq in [a, 6] the limit

j r xo-j^h

lim T
/ I

f(x) - fixo)
I

dx
Ji—>0 n J xo

exists and is equal to zero, h being restricted to be such that Xo h is also

in [a, b].

Let ri, r 2 ,

• •
* be an ordering of all the rationals. By 33.3, for

each ri the function

(•A) Fi{x) = L I

has a derivative which is finite and equal to its integrand for all x in

[a, 6] except those of a set Nt of measure zero. The set N = UNi
also has measure zero, by 19. 13. Now let zo be any point in [a, 6] — N,
and let e be a positive number. There is a rational number rt such
that

I
/(zo) — Til < tl2. Since zo is not in N, it is not in Ni, so the

function Fi{x) has at zo a derivative equal to
|
/(zo) — ?'i

|

Whether
h is positive or negative,

1
r xa-\-k

I
f(x) - /(zo)

I
dx

h

xo

xo+h

|/(z') — Zi
I

dz +

_ [F.(zo + h) - Fiixo)]

h

r xo+A

^ J Ja

Ti - f(Xn)
I

dx

+ 1
n- - fix,)

1
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The last term is less than e/2, and as A 0 the first has a limit which is

^’K^o) = |/(a;o)-r,l<|.

So for all h near zero it is less than e/2. That is, if A is in a neighbor-

hood of zero

1

h
\fi^) — 1

dx <

which completes the proof.

Theorem 42.1 is a special case of the following theorem.

42.4s. Let E be a measurable set. If f(x) belongs to the class Lp on

E (p ^ 1), that is, if f(x) is measurable on E and \f(x) is summable

over E, then for every positive number e there is a function (p{x) continuous

on the whole space Rq and such that

(4
) [/b I” ^

As before, there is no loss of generality in supposing that E is the

entire space Rq and that f{x) is finite-valued on E, For each positive

integer n and each x we define

fnix) = fix)

fnix) = n

fnix) = -ri

if —71 ^ fix) g n,

if fix) > n,

if fix) < —n.

Then for each x the functions fnix) approach fix) as n

fore the function

I
fnix) - fix) 1^

CO
. There-

approaches zero as n- oo
,
remaining less than the summable function

\fix) 1^. By 29.3, its integral approaches zero, and we can choose

an n for which the integral is less than (e/2)^; that is,

iB) — fix) |p dx

On the interval [0, 2n] the function is increasing, and has its

greatest value i2n)'^~^ at t = 2n. That is,

iO t^ S i2n)^"H

if 0 ^ ^ ^ 271. By 42.1, there is a function tpix) continuous on Rq

for which

(U)
I
Ux) - <p{x)

1
dx < Qy (2n)
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We may assume
|
<p(^) 1

^ n, since otherwise we may replace tp(x)

by n wherever <p(,x) > n and by -re wherever (p{x) < — re without

disturbing the continuity of <p(x) or the validity of the preceding

inequality. Then
|
fn(x) — (p{x)

1 g 2re, so by (C)

I
Mx) - ¥>(a:) 1” ^ (2re)'’-i

|
fn(x) - <p{x)

|

for all X. This and (D) together yield

\fn(x) - <p{x) Ydx < (j^ .

or

(S) \fn{x) - <p(x) |rdx| <

By Minkowski’s inequality (24.7), inequalities (B) and (E) imply

inequality (A), and the proof of the theorem is complete.

Remark. Since our (pix) was obtained from 42.1, we are again

privileged to suppose that it vanishes except on a bounded set.

Exercise. If f{x) is of class Lp on Rq (p ^ 1), and is a vector
• •

•
,

then

lim I f I
f(x + fe) — f{x) |p dxl^''^ = 0.

IIAJHO >

42.6s. There exists a denumerable collection 2 of functions s{x), each

of which is a step-function on some interval Wn and vanishes identically

outside of Wn, having the following property. For every measurable set

Ej every number p ^ 1, every function of class Lp on E and every positive

number e there is a function s{x) in the class 2 such that

(A) {h\f{x) - Six)\r‘dxy'’’ <,.

By 11.4, to each interval Wn: —n^x^^n there corresponds a

denumerable collection 2„ of step-functions on Wn such that each func-

tion (p(x) continuous on Wn can be uniformly approximated by
functions belonging to 2n. We extend the range of definition of each

function s(x) of 2n by setting it equal to 0 outside of and we now
proceed to prove that the collection

2 = 2i U 22 U 23 U • • •

has the required properties.

As in 42.1, there is no loss of generality in supposing that E is the

entire space Let /(x) be defined and of class Lp (p ^ 1) on R^,
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and let e be a positive number. By 42.4 and the remark following it,

there is a function ^(o:) continuous on vanishing except on the

interior of some interval and such that

(5)
{

Let 5 be a positive number so small that

< 2*.

By the definition of the sets Sn, there is a function s(x) in which

vanishes except on Wn and differs from by less than 6 on TTn.

Since <p{x) also vanishes except on Wn, this implies

I

six) - <p(x)
1
< 8Kwnix)

for all X. Hence

(C)
I

!

s(x) - <p(x) \’’dxy''' =
I

I

s(a:) - v>{^) l^dxY'"

=
{
smWnY'’'

= SiraWnY'^ < ~

By Minkowski's inequality (24.7), inequalities (B) and (C) imply

inequality (^4), which completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 42.5 has a corollary of considerable importance in the

theory of Fourier series and other orthogonal expansions. This is

the following theorem.

42.6s. (Riemann-Lehesgue) : If I is a dosed interval, and {gni^) }
is a

sequence of functions such that

(i) all the gnix) have the same bound,
|
Qnix)

\
S M, on I;

(ii) each gnix) is measurable on I;

(iii) on each subinterval lo of I the relation

lim / gn{x) dx = 0
n—* 00 J

holds; then for every function fix) summahle over I and for every sub-

interval lo of I it is true that

lim
/

f{x)gn(x) dx = 0.
n—* 00 •/‘O
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The existence of the integrals mentioned in this theorem is assured

by 22.1 and 22.4. Let e be a positive number. By 42.5, with p = 1,

there is a step-function s(x) such that

Then

~ s(x)
I
dx < 2M

u) L [f(,x) - s{x)]gn{x) dx
I /W - s{x)

I 1
gn{x)

1

dx

^ M j^\ fix) - six)
1

dx <
I'-

Since s(a;) is a step function, the interval Iq can be subdivided

into intervals h, ^
‘

, h on each of which s(z) is constant, say

5 (0;) = rj for all x in If, j = 1,
• *

*
,

fc. Then

^ /*

- S I
I

//,

By hypothesis (iii), each of the last-mentioned integrals tends to

zero as n —> 00
. So we can find an large enough so that

(B) s(x)gn{x) dx

whenever n > n,. Combining (A) and (R), we have

jjji^)gnix) dx < £

whenever n > establishing the theorem.

We recall that if f{x) is a function of a single real variable x and
is defined and summable over the interval [— tt, tt], its Fourier coeffi-

cients are defined to be

\ r I
^

an = -
I f(x) cos nx dx^ bn = - I fix) sin nx dx,

TT y -TT TT J

The Riemann-Lebesgue theorem on the Fourier coefficients is

42.7. If fix) is summable on [— tt, tt] and an, bn are its Fourier

coefficients, then

lim a„ = lim bn = 0.
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In theorem 42.6 we take gn{x) = cos nx. Then each gn{x) is

measurable, being continuous; the inequality
|

gn{x)
j
S 1 holds for

all n and all x; and if /o is an interval [a, /5] contained in [—t, tt], then

gn{x) dx cos nx dx [sin — sin na]

Hence hypothesis (hi) of 42.6 is also satisfied. Therefore by 42.6

we have lim = 0. Repeating the argument with gn{x) = sin nx
n—* °o

yields lim 6n = 0.
n-4 00

Exercise. If f(x) is absolutely continuous on [—tt, tt] and/(— tt)

= /(tt), then

lim nan = lim nhn = 0.
n—> 00 n—

*

00

[Use 35.3, 36. land 42.7.]

Exercise. If f{x) is bounded and monotonic, or more generally if

f(x) is of BVj on [—tt, tt], then the numbers nan and nhn are bounded.

[Use 8.6 and 37.2.]

In 27.7 we showed that the indefinite integral of a summable
function is absolutely continuous, and therefore of BV. By the use

of 42.5 we can obtain the value of its total variation, as follows.

42.8. If f{x) is summable over [a, 6], and F{x) is its integral from a

to X, then

(4) TAa,b]^ l"\f{x)\dx.

If a = ai < a 2 < * •
• < an = 5 is a partition of [a, 6], then

I

- F{a,)
I
= Y

I

dx
I

1 = 1 t = 1

^ z r'*' \ \

d^
.•=1

= T 1 K^) I

dx,

so that

(B) TAa,b] ^ l'\f{x)\dx.

If /(x) is a constant, equation (i4) is trivial. If /(x) is a step-

function, the total variation of F(x) over each interval of constancy

of /(x) is the integral of
|

/(x)
|

over that interval, so by addition equa-
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tion (i4) holds for the step-functions /(x). Now letf{x) be summable

and let e be a positive number. By 42.5, there is a step-function

s(x) on [a, &] such that

(C) - s{x)\dx <e.

If we denote by S(x) the integral of s(x) over [a, x]^ and denote by

M{x) the integral of s{x) — f{x) over [a, x], then by 8.1

n[a, b] S Ts[a, b] - Tula, b].

But equation (A) holds for the first of these and inequality (B) for

the second, so by (C)

Tfla, 6] ^ P
I

s(a;) \dx -
\

s{x) - f{x)
\

dx
J a Ja

S // 1 /(^) I
dx - 2e.

Since e is arbitrary, this implies the reverse of inequality (B), so equa-

tion (A) holds.

The next theorem may also be regarded as a corollary of 42.5.

42.9s. Let f{x) be defined on the space Rq and equal to zero on the

complement of a hounded set E. Let I be a closed interval containing E
in its interior. In order that f{x) be summable over B, it is necessary and

sufficient that there exist a sequence {sn(^)} of step-functions on I such

that

(A) lim Sn{x) = f(x)
00

for almost all x in I, and

(B) lim f
1
Sm{x) — s„(x)

I

rfx = 0.
m,n—* «

In this case the integrals of the functions Sn(x) converge^ and

{C) lim
/ Sn{x) dx =

\ J{x) dx.

Suppose first that/(a:) is summable over E] it is then summable over

I and in fact over Rq, since it vanishes except on E. By 42.5, for each
positive integer n there is a function s„{x) of the type described in

42.5 for which
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On I the function is a step-function, and the preceding inequality

implies

(D) f \fix) - Snix)\dx <1-

If c is a positive number and En.e the set on which the integrand is at

least €, the integral is at least equal to emBn.e- So

emEn.t <
n

and mEn,t tends to zero as n increases. That is, Sn{x) converges iof{x)

in measure. By 28.7, a subsequence converges almost everywhere

to /(x); without loss of generality we may suppose that {sn(x)i is

already such a sequence. From (D) we immediately deduce (R) and

(C).

Conversely, suppose that there exists a sequence such as was

described in the statement of the theorem. The measurable functions

Sn{x) converge almost everywhere to /(x), so f{x) is measurable by
28.8. Let € be an arbitrary positive number. There is an integer p
such that if m and n are at least equal to p we have

j

^

1

Sn(x) - Sm{x)
I
dx < -•

Fix m at any value ^ p and let n increase. The integrand tends

almost everywhere to
|

/(x) — Sw»(x)
[ ,

so by 29.2 this is summable and

(E)
1 fix) - s^x) \dx^^<e

Now /(x) is measurable and does not exceed the summable function

Sp{x) + I
f(x) — Sp(x)

I ,
so it is summable by 22.2. And from (E)

we have

lim [ I
fix) “ Sm(x)

1

dx = 0,

which implies (C).

If we use the special definition of Al as the product of the edges of I,

and define sets of measure zero as in 19.15, this gives us a means of

passing directly from the integrals 10.4 of step functions to the

Lebesgue integral. F. Riesz has developed the theory of the Lebesgue

integral on this basis. *

*F. Riesz, Sur Vintigrale de Lebesgue

,

Acta Mathematica, vol. 42 (1919-1920),

pp. 191-205.
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43. Having found several methods in which the continuous func-

tions and the measurable functions are related, we shall now show that

every finite measurable function can be made into a continuous func-

tion by expunging an arbitrarily small portion of its range of definition.

43.1s. (Lusin.) If f(x) is finite and measurable on a measurable set

E, then for every positive number e there is a subset Ee of E such that

m(E — Ee) is less than €, and such that the function f(x), when considered

as defined on only, is continuous. Moreover^ we can take E^ to be a

closed set.

Let us first suppose that f(x) is summable over E. Then, by 42.1,

for every n there is a function <pn{x) continuous on I such that

/g I fix) - Vnix) 1
dx < n-K

For every positive number 3 let En.s be the subset of E on which

I
f(x) — tfinix)

I
^ 3. Then

^ is I I = L.s '

^ / d dx = hmEn.h
jEn.S

whence mEn,s < l/n8. So mEn^s tends to 0 as co, and by

definition 28.3 we see that (pn(x) tends in measure to f{x). By 28.7,

there is a subsequence of the sequence {<Pn{x)} which tends

to fix) almost uniformly. Hence (28.2) if c is a positive number, there

is a subset Eo of E such that miE — Eo) < e/2 and such also that

lim <pa(x) = f(x) uniformly on Eq. Now on Eo the function fix) is

the limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of continuous functions

<Paix), so it is itself continuous. (This does not mean that the function

fix) defined on E is continuous at each point of Eq] it means that/(x),

considered as defined only on Eo, is continuous on Eq. In symbols,

for each Xo in Eq and for every e > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that

I
fix) — fixo)

I

< 3 if a; is in £^0 and the distance
\

\x,Xo\
j

is less than 8.)

By 20.7, there is a closed subset £/« of Eo such that m(Eo — E*) < e/2.

Since/(a;) is continuous on Eo, it is continuous on E<; and m(E — E«) ==

m(E — Eo) + m(Eo — E*) < e. The theorem is then established

when E is bounded and fix) is summable over E.

Suppose now that fix) is finite and measurable, })ut not sum-
mable, over the measurable set E. Define ^(z) = z/il +

\

z\);

then
I
ijiiz)

1

< 1 for — co < z < oo
. q^'his function has an inverse

fx~^iy) = y/il — \y \ ) defined and continuous on the interval
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— 1 < 2/ < 1- <p{x) be a positive-valued continuous function

which is summable over Eg; for example, we could choose

¥j(a;) = exp |- 2)

By 21.11, the function M(f(^)) is measurable over B, and its absolute

value is always less than 1. By 22.5, (p(x) is summable over B. So

by 22.4 the product <p(x)fj.(f{x)) is summable over E. Then by the

part of the proof just completed there is a closed subset E^ of E such

that m(E — E,) < e and <p(x) m(/(^)) is continuous on E^. But (p(x)

is continuous and positive, so m(/(^)) is continuous on E^. Its value

is in the open interval (
— 1, 1), so at fj>{f{x)) the inverse is continu-

ous. That is,

fix) = ^KfJ^ifix)))

is continuous on E^, which completes the proof.

An interesting formulation of the preceding theorem can be

obtained with the help of a known theorem on extension of range of

functions : If fix) is continuous on a closed set E in q-dimensional space

Rg, there is a function <pix) continuous on the whole space Rg and identical

with fix) on E, Since this will be used only in proving 43.2, which we
shall not need in any later proofs, we shall omit its proof. If the reader

is interested, he will be able to find proofs in many places, for instance

in a foot-note by Hassler Whitney (Transactions of the Amer. Math.

Soc., vol. 36 (1934), p. 63) or in a note by the present author (Bulletin

of the Amer. Math. Soc., vol. 40 (1934), p. 837.)

From this and 43.1 we now deduce the following theorem.

43.2s. If fix) is finite and measurable on a measurable set E in g-

dimensional space Rg, then for every positive number € there is a function

<pix) continuous on all of Rq such that <pix) = fix) for all points of E
except those of a set Eo of measure less than e.

By 43.1, there is a closed set Ee contained in E such that miE — E,)

< € and/(a;) is continuous on E^. As just remarked, there is a function

ifix) continuous on all of Rg such that ipix) = fix) on E^. If we define

Eq = E — Et the proof of the theorem is complete.

44. So far we have given no proof that non-measurable sets or

functions can exist, or that measurable functions exist which are not

contained in the Baire classes. This gap we now proceed .to fill.

Consider the class of all real-valued functions fix) defined for all

real numbers x and not identically zero. We classify these functions

into pairs, each function being paired with its negative. Thus we
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obtain an infinitude of pairs [f(x)j These are to be under-

stood to be non-ordered sets, so that the pair U{x), —fix)] is the same

as [-f(x), f{x)]. Thus each function (except f{x) = 0) appears in

exactly one pair, namely the pair composed of itself and its negative.

Now from each pair we choose just one function. This gives us a class

N of functions such that for each function fix) not identically zero

either /(a;) is in or —/(x) is in N, but not both.

For each irrational number a we define a function fa{x) which has

the value +lifx = r + a where r is rational, has the value —1 if

X = r — a where r is rational, and is zero if x has neither of these

forms. There is no ambiguity in these definitions; for if a number x

had a representation ri + a and another representation r2 — a we

would have ri + a = r2 — a, hence a = i(r2 — ri). This is impossi-

ble, since a is irrational.

The functions /a(x) allow us to classify the irrationals into two

classes. Let H be the class of all irrationals a such that fa{x) belongs

to the class N, and let K be the class of all irrationals such that fa(x)

is not in the class N. Clearly H \J K is the class of all irrationals,

while no number a belongs both to H and to K.

A property of these sets which will be needed is the following.

(A) Let r be any rational number. For every irrational number a,

the number 6 = 2r — a belongs to H if a belongs to K and belongs to K
if a belongs to H.

We first show that fb{x) = —fa(x) for all x. If fa(x) = 1, then

X = ri + a, where ri is rational. But a = 2r — 6, so x = ri -h 2r — 6.

Here ri + 2r is rational, so by definition of fbix) we find fb(x) = — 1.

If fa(x) = — 1, then X = r2 — a, where r2 is rational. Then x =
r 2 — (2r — 6) = (r2 — 2r) + 6. Herer2 — 2r is rational, so fb(x) = +1.
Since a and b enter symmetrically in this discussion, we may inter-

change them in the preceding statements. This proves that fb{x) = 1

if and only if /a(x) = and /^(x) = — 1 if and only if fa{x) = +1.
The only other value allowed to /a(x) and fb(x) is zero, so this implies

that fa(x) = 0 if and only if Mx) = 0. Therefore fb(x) = -fa(x).
By the definition of the class A, exactly one of the two functions

fa{x) and fb{x) — —fa{x) is in N. Therefore exactly one of the two
numbers a and b is in H. Since each of the numbers a, b is in either

H or K, we see that one of them is in H and the other is in K. This

establishes our statement.

Now we shall show that the sets A, CH and CK all have interior

measure zero. Since H and K are disjoint, H is contained in CK and
K is contained in CH, so by 20.3 it is enough to prove that CH and CK
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have interior measure zero. We give the proof for CK) the proof for

CH requires only the interchange of the letters H and K.
Suppose that CK has positive interior measure. By 20.1, there is

a closed set F contained in CK and having positive measure. By 41.2
there is a point xo at which F has metric density 1. Referring to the
definition (41.1) of metric density, this implies that there are rational
numbers a, such that a < Xa < and

m (F n [a, /31) 1

ifi-a) ^ 2

Now let G be the set obtained by removing all the rationals from the
set F n [«, ^]- Since the set of all rationals has measure zero by 19.14,
this set is measurable, and

(B) G is contained in [a, jS] and mG = m(F n [a, ]3]) > - a).

The set F is contained in CK, which consists of H plus the rationals,

so G is contained in H. Let 0* be the set of all numbers a + ^ - x
with X in G. The number r = (a + ^)/2 is rational, and if a; is in (?

it is in R; so by statement (A) all the points of G* are in K, therefore
not in H. So

(C) G and G* are disjoint.

If X is in G, then a S x g /3, so « g a + ;3 - a: g /3, and
(R) G* is contained in [a, /3].

From the definition of G* we have

Ko*{a + Ka{x).

The function a + |3 — a:isAC' and monotonic, so by 38.1 or 38.4

{E) mG* = Kg*{x) dx = Ko*{a + ^ — a:)(— 1) dx

= Ka{x) dx = mG.

By (jB), (C) and (£), together with 19.8.

m{G U G*) = ?n(? + mG* = 2mG > ^ ~ a.

But G U (?* is contained in [a, fi], and by 19.3 we must have m{G U G*)

g ;8 — a. This contradiction proves that CK has interior measure 0.

This enables us to show that the sets H and K are not merely non-
measurable, but that for every set E of positive measure the sets EH
and EK are non-measurable. Consider H, to be specific. Let E
be a set of positive measure. For some interval W„ the set EWn has



CHAPTER VII

The Lebesgue-Stieltjes Integral

46. In elementary text-books on physics the reader will fre-

quently encounter such statements as ^‘The moment of inertia of

a body about the ;3-axis is j{x^ + y^)dm” This is usually purely

heuristic, and the integral is reduced to the form

j(x^ + y^)p{x, y, z) dx dy dz

before any use is made of it (p being the density). Nevertheless, the

fact remains that a new kind of integral has introduced itself in a

natural way, and it seems reasonable to assume that such an integral,

if rigorously defined and discussed, would be useful in physics. As

a matter of fact, this new kind of integral is of great importance in

several branches of pure mathematics. However, we must prepare

for its study by discussing functions of several variables which have

bounded variation.

The definition of total variation which we are about to give is

by no means the only possible generalization of the notion in §8 .

It is, however, the one which is useful to us here, and other possible

definitions will not be discussed.

In studying functions f{x) of one variable we frequently made use

of the difference /(/?) — /(a), to which we could have assigned a

symbol,

m If =/o) -/(«).

This symbol we now generalize. Let a — • •

•

,
and

* •

•

,
be two points of an interval on which g(x) is

defined. There are 2 ® points Vj = , v^f) (j = 1,
• *

•

,
2 ^)

such that each vf is either or Let n(vj) be the number of

lower symbols among the coordinates of Vj\ Then

9(x) If = ^
i;= 1

For example, if 5 = 1
,
then

gix) If
= - ?(«'»).

If g = 2
,
then

9{x) If = a<») + g(a«\
242
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If g = 3, then

gW If
= - g(a(i), )3(«,

- g(;8<«, 0,(3)) + a(«, /3(3)) + «<«)

+ g(;8<», q;<«) - g(a'«, a<=>,

and so on.

Exercise. Show that the operator f(x) |f in g-dimensional space

can be generated from the preceding operator f(x) |f = /(/?) — f(a)

by first applying to the variable x^^^ in /(a:), then applying |fS

to the variable in the result of the first operator, and so on.

For functions g{x)j h(x) of a single real variable the formulas

() g(x) 11 + g{x)
|f
= g{x) |f,

() g{x) 1“ = 0,

(c) gix) \t
= -g{^) if,

(d) if g{x) is constant, then g{x) s 0,

(e) [agix) + bh(x)] |2
= a(g(x) |f) + hih{x) |^).

are very easily verified. They have their analogues for functions of

several variables, also, but these are naturally a little more complicated.

46.1s. Let g{x) and h(x) be defined and finite on an interval /*, and

let the points

a' = (ad), • •
•

,
a^’ ^), a^'"*"^),

• •
•

,
«'»>).

r = ()8<»,
• •

•
,

a®, •
•

,

ri = (a”’, • •
•

,

atf-i), 7<>'), a<'+‘), •
•

,

all lie in I*.

72 = 0<*), '

Then

•

-
,

(a) gi.^) la + gix) I?. = g{x) If,

Q>) g(^) If'
= 0,

(c) g(x) If:
= -g(x) If,

(d) if g{x) is independent of any one of the variables ' '
'

,

then g(x) If
= 0,

(e) for all finite numbers a and 6,

[ofifCx) + bh(x)] If
= a[g{x) |f] + b[hix) |f].

In forming the differences in (a) we need the values of g{x) at

those points z for which or k j, while x^^‘^ is

either or y^^'\ There are of these points with the j-th

coordinate equal to and likewise for and for We denote

the points of these three aggregates by Ui, ?;», (z = 1,
* •

•
,

2«”^)
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respectively; thus and are each equal either to or to

k 9^ jj while = y^^’K If x is one of the

points Uij Vi or Wi we define n(x) to be the number of symbols
' •

'
,

among the coordinates of Xj and we define n'{x) to be the

number of symbols * •
*

;

• •
•

,
among

the coordinates of x. In calculating g{x) \i and g(x) \l^ the lower

symbols are the so by definition

29“l 29-1

(A) g(x) ^
t«=l t=l
29-1 29-1

{B) gix) ir = X + 2
t»l t«l

In calculating jf(a:)
1^,

the lower symbols are • •
• a''^, «<>'+»,

• •
•

,
a'«>, so

(C) g{x) I?. = £ + 2
i«l i=l

Each Wi has 7^^’^ for its j-th coordinate, and so is not its j-th coordi-

nate. By the meaning of n{wi) and n'(wi) this shows that n'(wi) =
n(wi) + 1. Each Vi has for its j-th coordinate, so in calculating

n(vi) and n^(vi) the i-th coordinate is not counted, and n{vi) = n' (?;»).

So adding equations (JB) and (C) member by member yields

9(x) ir + 9{x) I?. = 2 + s {~imvd
1=1 T=1

= 9(X) la,

establishing (a).

If in (a) we set 7^^'^ = then 71 = a and 72 = 0', and (a)

becomes

9 (x) If' + g(x) If = gix) |f,

establishing (6). Further, let us write (a) with 0' in place of 0, and

then choose = 0^?‘h This gives 71 = a', 72 = 0, and by (a) and (b)

gix) If + gix) If', = gix) If'
= 0.

Thus (c) is established.

To prove (d), let g{x) be independent of x^^\ We write out the

expression for g(x) If and in it replace 0^^'^ by whenever 0^^'^ occurs.

This alters no term, because g(x) is independent of x^^'K Hence after

the substitution the sum is still equal to g(x) |f . But if 0^' is replaced
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by the sum has the form g(x) which is zero. Therefore

gi^) If
= 0 .

Statement (e) is evident, for with the notation of the definition

{not that of the preceding paragraphs of this proof !)

25

lag{x) + hh{x)] If = + bh{vj)]

2^ 2a

= a X + b %
i=l

= <g{^) If) + b{h{x) \i).

Exercise. Show that if 7 is a fixed point, then

(9'(a:)
iv ) If = g{x) If.

Next we define the symbol AgL

46.2s, If g(x) is defined at the vertices of an interval I whose closure

is defined by the inequalities ^ ^ i = 1,
* •

•
,

then

A,

I

s g{x) \i.

Thus if g{x) is defined on an interval I*, the expression Agl assigns

a number to each subinterval I of /*, and is therefore called a function

of intervals. This number Agl does not depend on the topological

character (openness or closedness) of 7, but only on its vertices. It

has the property of being additive; that is:

46.3s, If g{x) is defined and finite on I*, and I is a subinterval of

7* which is the sum of two non-overlapping intervals 7i and 72
,
then

Agl = Agl I + Agl 2.

(Recall that two intervals are non-overlapping if no point of either is

interior to the other.)

Suppose that the closures of 7, 7 1 ,
72 are defined respectively by

the inequalities

^(i) g 3;(i) ^ i ^ i , .
. q.

^ i = 1
,

• *

•

, i — 1
, i + ij ’

, ^ S 7^^^;

g i = I,
' ‘

‘

) j — I, j + I,
' '

-
, q] 7^^'^ ^ ^

With the notation of 45.1, we have

AJ = g{x) If, Aji = g{x) Y;-, A„Ii = g{x)
|f,.

Our theorem is then a re-statement of 45.1(a).
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Our interval-function AgZ has the properties 10.1 except that it

may have negative values. Since the proofs of 10.2 and 10.3 made
no use of the non-negativeness of A/, they continue to hold for Agl also.

That is, we have the following theorem.

46.4s. If g{x) is defined and finite on J*, and the subinterval I of

I* is the sum of non-overlapping intervals Zi,
• •

*
,
Zn, then

t = l

We have seen that a function of intervals of the form Agl is always

additive. However, we may encounter additive functions of intervals

defined in other ways. For instance, in the plane (q = 2) the area

of Z is an additive function of intervals Z; so is the function (p[I] which

is the length of the segment of the line contained in Z.

The question suggests itself: Can all such functions be represented

in the form Agl for some properly chosen function /(a:) ? This is cer-

tainly true for both of our examples; for the first example we can

choose g{x^^\ x^^\ and for the second we can take g{x^^\

= — sup We now prove that it is true in general.

46.6s. If <p[I] is an additive function of intervals in q-dimensional

space Rqj there is a function g{x)^ defined and finite for all x in Rq, such

that Agl = ^[Z]/or all intervals I in Rq,

If a and d are any two points, we denote by p(a, 0) the number of

superscripts i such that and we denote by l{a, 0) the

interval inf 0^'^] ^ ^ sup ^ = 1,
* •

•
, g. Then

we define

^(f) ^ /3)].

Thus, in particular, if g 0^^ for every i, then

= m,
where Z is the interval ^ ^ 0^\ z = 1,

• •
*

, g

With the notation of 45.1 we see that

K) =

For if 7^ 0^\ in counting the number p(q;', 0) of coordinates of

a' in the left member which exceed the corresponding coordinates

of 0 and in counting the corresponding number v{a, 0 on the right

there is a difference of 1, because of the interchange of and 0^"^;

while if = 0^'^ both members of the equation vanish. Next we
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prove that the function ^ satisfies the identity

//3(1), . .
.

,

yU), /3C/+1), . .
.

,

^(.)\

• •
•

,

• •
•

, /

We may suppose that ^ for k ^ j; otherwise we would inter-

change and in each term, thereby changing the sign of each

term. Also, we may suppose that S g otherwise we
would need only to re-name the numbers so as to bring this about.

Then the intervals

11 : ^ ^ k 7^ j'j ^ ^ 7^^'^

and

12 : ^ x^^^ ^ k 9^ j; y^^^ g ^

are non-overlapping, and their sum is

I : g f = 1,
• •

•
, g.

Hence ^[7] = <p[Ii] + ^[72]; that is

'^V,v(i), .

,
«(>-», a®, a«+», • •

•
,
a(«7

• •
•

.
/3(>-), ^0+1),

\a;(“, • •
•

, 7®, «<’+“,

^(<,)\

at®)/

If we interchange and 7^^’^ in the first term on the right and inter-

change 7^^'^ and in the second, and then transpose, the identity is

established.

Now let I be an interval ^ ^ i8^"\ Then, by the definition

of 4^ and the identity just proved,

<p[I] 'I'U
a(«, • •

•
, '^V 0,

• •
•

,

)'

If we insert a 0 in the second column of arguments of each term on the

right, we obtain

..m - ^ ’ ^ 4- -

J “ ^ a”', • •
•

,
^ V“'“, o> • •

•
>
“‘"7

//?(«, 0,
•

•
, i3(«,

• •
•

,

^c«)\

^ Vo, a<«, a'«, •

,
a‘«7 ^ V 0, 0, a»>, • •

•
,
a'«> J
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Proceeding thus, we express <p[I] as the sum of 2« values of in each

term, the j-th column is either {%) or If we interchange and

0 in each column of the form («(,•>), the lower row of arguments becomes

(0,
• •

•
, 0), while the upper is of the form Vj = (yf

• •
•

,

each vf being either or If n{vj) is the number of present

among the numbers vf\ •
*

*
,

then n{v}) is also the number of

inversions of columns, since each reaches the upper row only by

inverting a column; so the sign of ^(o) is the same as that of the term

from which it arose if n{vj) is even, and is different if n{vj) is odd.

Therefore, if we denote \^(o) by g{x)^ then (p[I] is the sum of 2«

terms, each term being of the form (— But then by

definition

<P[I] =

which was to be proved.

One minor consequence of this theorem is useful in that it allows

us, if we wish, to extend functions g{x) defined on an interval J* in

such a way that the extension is defined on the whole space, and

is not altered for intervals I in I*.

46.6s. If g{x) is defined and finite on an interval J*, there is a function

h(x), defined and finite on the whole space, such that Ahl = Ag(I n /*)

for all intervals L In particular, Ahl = Agl if I is contained in J*.

Let (p[I] be the set function Ag{I n /*). This is additive; for if I

is the sum of non-overlapping intervals h and Ii then I if] I* and

/2 n are non-overlapping, and their sum is 7 f) So, by the addi-

tivity of Agl,

<p[I] = A, (7 n 7*) = A,(7i n 7*) + A, (72 fl 7*) - <p[Ii\ + <p[h].

Therefore by 45.5 there is a function h{x), defined and finite on the

whole space, such that AJ = ^[7] = Ap(7 n 7*) for all intervals 7.

46. By use of the interval function Agl we are able to extend the

definitions and theorems of §8 without difficulty.

46.1s. Let g{x) be defined and finite on a closed interval 7* of q-dimen-

sional space Rq. Then g{x) is called positively monotonic on 7* if

Agl ^ 0 for every interval I contained in 7*; it is called negatively

monotonic on I"^ if Agl ^ 0 for every interval I contained in 7*.

Here we can substitute Rq itself for 7*.

46.2s. If g{x) is defined and finite on 7*, the total variation Tg[I*] is

defined to be the sup of the sum
|

Agl
|
+ • *

• +
|

Agin
1

for all sub-

divisions of I* into non-overlapping intervals 1 1 ,
•

•

•

,
7n. The function

g{x) is of bounded variation {BV) on 7* if Tgll"^] is finite.
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We now state the generalizations of some theorems of §8. Except

for 46.4 and 46.9, the proofs of these theorems are obtained from the

corresponding proofs in §8 by replacing (/(/3) - /(a)), etc., by A/J.

46.3s. If fix) and gix) are of BV on /* and fz and v are finite num-
bers, then h{x) = fjfix) + vgix) is of BV on I*, and

T,[/*] g U 1 Tfin + I H
The proof is like that of 8.1. It is interesting to observe here a

phenomenon without any striking analogue for functions of one

variable.

46.4s. If gix) = giix) + • •
• + g^ix), where each

giix) (y = 1
,

. .
.

, g)

is defined, finite and independent of the variable on I*, then Agl = 0

for all intervals I in I*, and = 0.

Since giix) is independent of for every interval 1 : ^
^(;) we have

Aj,! = gj{x) If = 0

by45.1(ci). By 45.1(e),

Q

A,I = X A,,/ = 0.

It follows at once that for every partition of /* into non-overlapping

intervals Ii,
• •

•
,
In the equality

2) I I

“ ^

holds; hence, by the definition of total variation, Tg[I*] = 0.

46.5s. If gix) is finite and positively monotonic on I*, it is of BV on

I*, and

Tg[I*] = A,/*.

For then if /i
• •

• 7n is any partition of J* into non-overlapping

intervals, we have by 45.4

X 1

A,7,
1
= i A,h = A,I*.

i = 1 i = 1

46.6s, If gix) is defined and finite on 7*, and h, In are non-

overlapping intervals whose sum is 7*, and I[, •
•

•
,

1',^ non-over-
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lapping intervals whose sum is I* and which are each contained in one

oj the Ij, j = 1,
• •

•
,
n, then

m n

i = 1 j — 1

The proof is like that of 8.2.

46.7s. If g(x) is of BV on an interval /*, it is of BV on every interval

contained in /*, and Tg[I] is an additive function of subintervals of I*.

The proof is similar to that of theorems 8.3 and 8.4.

46.8s. If g(x) is of BV on /*, then !ra[/*] ^
|

Ag/*
|

.

The proof is trivial, like that of 8.5.

We now come to the analogue of theorem 8.6. However, besides

extending this to g-dimensional space we wish to strengthen it in other

ways.

46.9s. Let g{x) be defined on the space Rq and of BV on every interval

/*. Then there exist functions P{x), N{x) with the following properties.

(a) P(x) and N(x) are defined
y
finite and positively monotonic on the

whole space;

{b) P(x) - N(x) = g(x);

(c) Tg[I] = Apl + Aat/ for every interval I;

{d) if r(x)y v{x) have properties (a) and (b), then A^I ^ Apl and

Ayl ^ Ajv/ for every interval /.

A pair of functions P(2;), N{x) with properties (a), (6), (c) and (d) is

called a minimum decomposition of g{x).

If an interval I is the sum of non-overlapping intervals /i,
• •

•
, /„,

let /* be any interval containing By 46.7, Tg[I] = Tg[Ii]

+ Tg[In]i and Tg[l] is an additive function of intervals. By 45.5,

there is a function t(x), defined and finite on the whole space, such that

AJ = Tg[I]

for every interval I. We now define

P{x) = i{r{x) + g{x)), N{x) = i{T{x) - g{x)).

From the defiaition it is obvious that P{x) — N{x) = g(x). Both
functions are defined and finite for all x. To prove P{x) positively

monotonic, we write (using 45. le)

A^7 = i(A,/ + A,/) g UTAI] -
I

A,7
I ),

which is non-negative by 46.8. Likewise

A^7 = i(A,7 - AJ) ^ UTAI] -
I

A„7
1 ) ^ 0.
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So (a) and (b) are established. Statement (c) is easy to prove, for

P(x) + N{x) = r(a:), so that

Apl + A,J = AJ = T,[I].

To establish (d), we first observe that

so that

Apl — A^\I — Agl = Ay/ — Apl,

Apl - AJ = A.vJ - AJ.

If there exists an interval I such that Apl > Ay/, then for the same
interval it is also true that A^I > AJ. Now g{x) == 7r{x) — vix), and
ir(x) and v{x) are positively monotonic; so by 46.3, 46.5 and (c) of this

theorem

Tg[I] g Ty[/] + ni] - AJ + AJ
< Apl + AJ = Tg[Il

This contradiction establishes statement (d).

The requirement. that g(x) shall be of -BE on every interval /* ma}^

seem rather stringent. However, suppose that g(^x) is defined and of

BV on an interval /*. By 45.6, there is a function h{x), defined and
finite on the whole space, such that Ahl = Ag{I H /*) for every interval

/. Thus for every interval /' and every partition of /' into non-overlap-

ping intervals /,**•,/„ ^ve have

y«i y=^i

because the intervals // n are non-overlapping subintervals of /*.

The function h{x) satisfies the hypotheses of theorem 46.9, and

AJ = Agl for all intervals / in /*, so for our purposes h{x) serves as well

as g{x).

47 . If g{x) is a function which is defined, finite and positively

monotonic on all of g-dimensional space Rg, the function of intervals

Agl is non-negative by definition, and is additive by 45.4. It there-

fore satisfies conditions (a) and (h) of 10.1. Remembering that no

other properties of Al were used in the proofs of the ’’-theorems and

statements of the
^^
5 ’’-definitions, we see at once that

47 . 1 . If g(x) is defined, finite and positively monotonic on the space

Rg, and in § §10-43 the symbol A/ is understood to mean Agl, all theorems

and definitions marked with “s” remain valid.

However, it is desirable to change notation somewhat, in order to

exhibit the dependence of integrals and measures on the functions g{x).
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If /(a;) is defined on a set E and its integral (when A/ is understood to

mean AjJ) exists, we say that /(a;) is g-summable over E, and we denote

its integral by

This integral is a special case of the Lebesgue-Stzelijes integral, whose

general definition will be given in 51.1. Correspondingly, if £’ is a set

which is measurable when AI is understood to mean A^J, we say that

E is g-measurable, and we denote its measure by rrigE.

If g(x) is defined, finite and positively monotonic on a closed interval

/*, the function of intervals Agl no longer satisfies 10.1, for it is not

defined for all intervals. But this difficulty is trivial. By 45.6, there

is a function h{x), defined on the entire space, such that

AJ = Ag(I n I*) ^ 0

for all intervals I. Hence we can use this h(x) in place of g(x), obtain-

ing the interval function AJ which satisfies 10. 1 and which coincides

with Agl whenever I is contained in I*.

The theorems not marked are not valid for integrals with

respect to general positively monotonic functions g{x). However, we
can establish some theorems which serve as useful substitutes for

16.1.

47.2. If gix) is defined, finite and positively monotonic on the space

Rq, and h is a closed interval contained in an open interval J 2 ,
and Ji

is the interior of 7i, then

ITlgJ 1 ^ ntgl 1 ^ ^{/*I 2 ” AgJ 2

and

AgJ 1 S mgJl S nigJ2.

The equality of AgJ

2

and AgJ

2

follows from 10.1. The inequalities

rrigJi ^ nigli and mgJ 2 S mgJ 2 follow from 19.3.

Let Ji, t/2 be defined respectively by the inequalities

af S af < x^^'^ <

Then by hypothesis the inequalities < af ^ hold.

Define 5 to be the least of the positive numbers — af, 13

f

— I3f.

Let d{x) be the distance of x from 7i. The function

<pix) = sup jo, 1 -
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is clearly continuousj and 0 ^ <p(x) ^ 1 for all x. Also, if x is in /i,

then d(x) =0 and (p(x) == 1
;
while if x is not in J 2 then d(x) 8 and

(p{x) = 0.

Let TT be a closed interval containing the closure of J2 in its interior.

The characteristic functions of Ii and of J 2 are step-functions on Wj
and from the properties of <p(x) just established we have

(A) ^ <p{x) ^ Kj^{x)

for all X. Hence the integral of (p(x) over W lies between the integrals

(in the sense of 10.4) of these two characteristic functions. These

two integrals are easily computed; we find

(B) A„/i ^ j^,pix) dgix) ^ AcJi.

On the other hand, from (A) and 18.2 we have

(C) mji = f K,,{x) dg{x) ^ f <p{x)dg{x) ^ [ Kj,{x) dg{x)
J Kq J Hi J Kq

= rrigJ 2 .

But (fix) vanishes save at points interior to W, so its integral over W
is the same as its integral over Rq, With this in mind, we immediately

deduce the remaining inequalities of our theorem from (B) and (C).

47.3. If I is the closed interval ^ i = 1
,

* *
*

, g,

and {/„} is a sequence of intervals ^ ^ such that <
^ ^ii) ^(t) ~ ^(i)^ pit) = ^(t)^ =

n—» « n—» ao n—> »

rrigl.

If 1 is the open interval < x^^^ < i = 1,
• *

*
, g, and

{In] is a sequence of intervals ^ x^^^ S that g
^(i) ^(i)

Q^Yid lim lim — I3^^\ then lim Agin == 'rrigL

n—* « n—^ 00 n—* w

We prove the first statement; the proof of the second is quite

similar.

Let Jn be the interval — n~^ < i = 1,
• *

*
,

g, n = 1, 2,
• *

*
. Then Ji ID J2 ^ t/3 ^ and fl Jn = /•

By 19.9, the g-measure of Jn tends to that of /. So if e is an arbitiary

positive number, there is an m such that

nigl ^ nigJm < nfigl + €.

For all large n, the closed interval In is interior to while I is interior

to In. Hence by 47.2, for all large n we have

ntgl ^ Agin ^ mgJn, < rUgl + €.

This establishes the theorem.
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Exekcise. If g{^x) is continuous, then rrigl = for every inter-

val /.

We now study a particular class of functions g{x) for which there

is a more immediate relation between and m£,/^than that expressed

in 47.3. This is the class of left continuous functions.

47.4. A function g(x) defined on Rg is left continuous on Rg if for

every x the relation

lim — €i,
* •

•
,

— eg) = g{x^^\ *
•

•
,

holdSj subject to the conditions €i > 0,
* •

•
,

> 0.

Tor these functions we can establish the following theorem.

47.6. If g{x) is defined
^
finite

^
'positively monotonic and left continuous

on Eg, then for every right-open interval I = [a, /3) the equation mgl =
Agl holds.

Let I be the interval [a, /?) ;
that is, 7 is defined by the inequalities

^ f = 1,
• •

•
, g, where f = 1,

* •
•

, g.

Choose a positive integer no large enough so that 2/no is less than the

least of the numbers i = 1,
* •

*
, g. Then for all positive

integers n greater than no the intervals

In. g i = I, q,n n y } 'ii

r„: a® - - ^ i = 1,
• •

•
, g,n n j 3 'ij

In- a® - - ^ X® ^ - 5, i = 1, -q
n n 3 3-1

1 .3
are well-defined, since then is less than

n n
The set I is the same as both lim sup 7' and lim inf 7^, as defined

in 19.10. Hence by 19.12

lim mgl'^ = mgl.
n—+ 00

In the same way
lim mgVf = mgl.
71—* 00

By 47.2, for each n the inequalities

^ Agl„ S mJ'J

hold. This, with the preceding limiting relationships, implies

(^) lim Agin = mgl.
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But from the definitions of In and Ag, the left continuity of g{x) yields

the equation

lim Agin = Agl.
n—

>

00

These two equations establish the theorem.

Remark. In this proof the left continuity was not used until the

second-last sentence. Hence, with the notation in 47.5, equation (A)

holds for every positively monotonic function g{x).

48. Let us now consider -some special instances of integrals with

respect to g{x). Of course the whole theory in which Agl is the

product of the edges of I is an example; for this, we can take
. •

•
j
^(3)) = ^Cl)aj(2) . . .

Examples of a different nature may be drawn from physics.

Suppose, for instance, that we are given a mass-distribution in three-

dimensional space. To be precise, we suppose that we are given an

interval-function M{I) which is additive and non-negative; physically,

if I is the interval ^ the function M{I) is the mass

contained in the half-open interval ^ For the sake of

simplicity, we suppose that the distribution is bounded; there is an

interval I* of the type [a, such that for every interval I containing

no interior point of /* we have M{I) = 0, We seek to assign to

each such mass-distribution a number called its moment of inertia

about the a:^^^-axis. This number is to have the following properties.

If a distribution is the sum of several distributions (for a physical

example, if a body is regarded as the sum of several portions), its

moment of inertia about the a;^^^-axis is to be the sum of the moments

of inertia of the several distributions. If a mass m is distributed

entirely in an interval 7, so that M{I) = m, and I lies in the set

[x\a^ (x^^'^y + {x^^^y ^ 6^}, then the moment of inertia of the

distribution is not less than ma^ and not greater than

By 45.5, there is a function m{x) such that A^I = M{I) for every

interval I. Let S(x), s{x) be step-functions on 7* such that

s{x) ^ (x^^^y -h (a:<2))2 ^ S(x)

for all X in 7. If 7/ is one of the intervals on which s(a;) is a con-

stant cj, by hypothesis CjAmh is an underestimate for the moment of

inertia of the part of the mass in Ij, Adding, the integral s(x)dm(x)

in the sense of 10.4 is an estimate from below for the moment of inertia.

This holds for every step function s{x) satisfying the inequality above,

hence the moment of inertia /x is at least equal to the sup of such
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But is continuous, so this sup is its integral

fi ^ f + {x^^^y]dm(x).
Jl*

Using the step-functions &{x), we find that their integrals in the sense

of 10.4 are overestimates for ijl, so

M S 4- (x^^^)^]dm(x).

Comparing this with the preceding inequality, we find that the moment
of inertia is given by the integral

+ m^]dmix).

The extension to unbounded distributions is obvious.

Even in this example we recognize an advantage of the Lebesgue-

Stieltjes integral. The single formula above gives the moment of

inertia of the matter irrespective of the distribution. The mass may
all be concentrated in a finite or denumerable set of points or may be

continuously distributed, and if continuously distributed, may lack

the derivative called density; in any of these cases or in any combina-

tion of them the moment of inertia is still represented by the same

Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. Thus in recent work in analysis it has

sometimes been found advantageous to use the Lebesgue-Stieltjes

integral in order that a single proof may cover both the ordinary

Lebesgue integral and the case of infinite sums.

For another example, let P be a finite or denumerable set of points

Pi, p 2 ,

• *
' in Rg with no accumulation point. We could for

example letP consist of all the points • •
•

,
in which each

is a positive integer. If I is an interval whose closure is

{x| ^ i — ly
' •

•

, g),

we define ^[/] to be the number of points of P belonging to the interval

{a;
I

i = 1,
• •

*
, g}. This function of intervals is

obviously additive, so there is a function g{x) such that Agl = <p[I]

for all intervals J. In the special case in which P consists of all points

p with each a positive integer, the process used in 45.5 yields for

each point x of Rq the equation g(x) = where is

the greatest integer less than x^^ if > 0 and = 0 if x^^^ S 0.

Let Q be the complement of P. Each point p/ of P can be enclosed in
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intervals

+1, i = l, • •
• ,5.

If n is large enough, contains no point of P other than pj, and

Af^Jn = L The point p,- can be regarded as a degenerate closed

interval, and by 47.3 the set [p,] consisting of the single point py has

p-measure mg['pi\ = 1.

If / is a closed interval contained in Q, it is interior to a closed

interval h which is contained in Q and so contains no point of P.

Then by 47.2, 0 ^ mgl ^ Agh = 0. The set Q can be represented

as the sum of a denumerable set of closed intervals, hence by 19.13

we have rrigQ — 0. It follows that an arbitrary set E is the sum of the

set EQj of p-measure zero, and the set EP, which is a subset of the

set P and has gr-measure equal to the number of points py which it

contains.

Every function f{x) defined on a set [p,] consisting of a single point

Pj of P is evidently constant on [p,]. Hence

If E is bounded, it contains a finite number of the points py, say

Pi*, fc = 1,
• •

•
,
m. Then

r ^ r r

j^^^^^f{x)dg{x) + j^J{x)dg{x) =

If E is unbounded, we evaluate the integral of /(x) over E as in §18.

This integral exists if and only if S/(py) converges absolutely, and it is

then equal to the sum S/(p/). Thus the absolutely convergent series

H/n or SS • *
' S/mnj . • . arc included as special cases of the integral

jjix)dg{x)

by proper choice of the integrator g(x).

Merely as an exercise, we shall give another proof of the statements

about this last example. Let be a closed interval, ^
We suppose that the notation is so chosen that the points of P in the

interval ^ are Pi,
* *

*
, Pm. If s(x) is a step-function

constant on each of a set of intervals

j = 1,
• '

*
,
m

whose closures cover 7*, we may suppose that the J, are small enough
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SO that each contains at most one point of P. Then in the sum

\
s(x)dg(x) = 2) cAJh

j=i

where cy is the value of s{x) on the factor vanishes unless Jy

contains a point of P and is 1 if 7y contains such a point. Hence

m
s{x)dg{x) = ^ s(pj).

If <^(a5) is continuous on /*, it is the uniform limit of a sequence

Si{x) g S 2 (ir) g • •
• of step-functions of the type just considered.

So

<p{x)dg{x) = Im l^^s„(x)dg(x) = ^ s„(p,) = £ ^(p,).

A similar argument shows that

r ^

fjJ{^)dgix) = /(p,)

if /(x) is a 17-function or an P-function. If /(py) is finite,

i == 1,
• •

•
,
m,

we set u(x) = /(x) for x = pi,
• •

•
, p^, 'u(x) = oo elsewhere, and

we set Z(x) = /(x) for x = pi,
• *

•
, pm and i(x) = — oo elsewhere

Then u(x) is a tZ-function and l{x) is an P-function, and l{x) g
f(x) ^ u{x). Therefore

m . rr

J^KVi) = Jj^,uix)dg{x) ^ j^J{x)dg{x) ^ j^J{x)dg{x)

m

^ p(x)dg(x) = X/(py).

This shows that every function finite on P/* is ^-summable. If /(x) is

defined on the whole space, we extend the integral to the whole space

by 18.1; we find that /(x) is g^-summable over the space if and only

if S/(py) is absolutely convergent, in which case the integral has the

value 2/(p,). In particular, by 19.1, every set E is fir-measurable, and

its g-measure is the number of points of P which it contains.

In §§10 to 43 several of the theorems were not marked with an
“ 5.’^ The preceding example serves to show that they state properties
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which do not hold for ail integrals J f(x)dg{x). Thus, for instance, it

is not necessarily true (19.14) that a finite or denumerable set should

have g-measure zero—a set consisting of a single point of P has

g-measure 1.

At the end of §17 we commented that the symbol

ljf(.x)dg(x)

(which we then were calling dx) could have two interpretations.

It could mean

and this was the meaning we chose to give it. But it could also be

interpreted as in 15.1, with I as basic interval. When we choose

A/ to be the product of the edges of 1 this distinction was seen in §17

to be only conceptual; the two interpretations led to one and the same

value for the integral. For other interval-functions A^J the two

interpretations can lead to different values of the integral. We use

the preceding example to show this. Let J* be an interval S
g (i = 1,

• •
•

, g) such that is in the set P but no other

point of /* is in P. Then Agl = 0 for every interval I contained in

/*, and if we use /* as basic interval we find

j^J{x)dg{x) = 0

for every function /(x). But the point /3 has g-measure 1, so if we give

the integral over 1* the meaning agreed upon we find that if /(/5) is

finite

ljJ(.^)dg{x) = j^J{x)Ki{x)dg{x)

=m
The two interpretations thus lead to different values for the integral,

unless /(/3) happens to be 0.

Incidentally, this same example shows that 16.1, 16.2 and 17.5

do not hold for Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals.

The convention adopted may seem to be rather a nuisance at times.

If we are interested in a function or functions defined on an interval

/*, and have a g(x) defined on /*, it would appear pointless to extend

the range of g(3;) to the whole space and then treat our subsets of /*
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just as though they were unbounded. It is in fact unnecessary. We
could use the integral as defined in §15 and ignore all extensions to

unbounded sets; no trouble would arise. Or, if we wish to preserve

the same formalism for bounded and unbounded sets, we observe that

by 45.6 there is a function h(x) defined on the whole space and such

that ^hl == Ae(/ n /*) for every interval L (Of course where g(x) is

already defined outside of /* it will not usually coincide with this

h{x)). So if s{x) is a step-function defined on an interval F contain-

ing I* and having constant value Ci on li, i = 1, *
•

•
,
n, where the

are disjoint intervals whose sum is then

f s{x)dh{x) = ^ CiLdi = ^ CiAgdi n /*).

The intervals li n which are not empty form a non-overlapping set

covering I*, so we have

l^_s(x)dh(x) = l^^s{x)dg(x).

In the usual manner, we can extend this equality to continuous func-

tions and to U- and L-functions, and finally find that /(rc) is fe-summable

over r if and only if it is g-summable over in which case the inte-

grals are equal. Letting F expand as in §18, we find that the integrals

jgjix)dh{x), jjJ{x)dg{x)

(the latter in the sense of §15) either both exist or both fail to exist,

and if they exist they are equal.

Again, theorems 26.9 and 27.4 cannot be generalized. For let P
consist of a single point, say the origin. The set function F{E) =

ldg(x) is AC, by 27.1. But if E is any set containing P then

P(P) = 1, no matter how small the diameter of E may be, so F{E)
is not continuous.

It may seem strange that 27.4 fails while 27.1 remains valid. But
if E is any set of g-measure less than 1, then E contains no point of P,

and rrigE = 0. For all such sets,

F{E) = jj{x)dg{x) = 0.

Thus
I

F(E)
I

can be made smaller than any positive € by choosing

rrigE <5 = 1.
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Theorem 15.9 also fails to generalize. For suppose P contains

just one point, say the point (2, 2,
• •

• 2). Then the interval

J: - 1 g S 1 has p-measure 0, but if it is translated to /a: 1 g
^ 3 we find rriglh — 1.

Although §25 is not an “s ''-section, it needs only the special

property of g{x) that if I has the projections P and P on the spaces Rs

and Rt respectively, there shall be interval functions and LtP

whose product is Aj;/. The reader will be able to verify that this

holds true whenever g{x) is of the form where <^(<r) and

\p[r) are positively monotonic on the spaces R^ and Rt respectively.

Theorem 29.8 is a conspicuous theorem without an ''s." Again

let P consist of a single point p, and let fn(x) be constantly equal to n

on the whole space, n = 1, 2,
• •

•
. If f(x) ^ oc, then fn{x) tends

everywhere to f{x). For the set Et we can take P itself. The func-

tions fn{x)dg(x) are uniformly absolutely continuous over P, as we

see if we take 5 = 1 in the definition 29.4. However, f{x) is not

p-summable and the other two conclusions of 29.8 are meaningless.

Sections 31 to 38 and §41 we abandon in toto.

49 . The preceding examples have shown us that the family of

^-measurable sets depends on the function g{x). More definitely,

if g{x) = the p-measure is Lebesgue measure, and

there are non-measurable sets. If g{x) ^ 0 every set is p-measurable.

This suggests a question. Is there any large family of sets which

we can guarantee to be p-measurable for every positively monotonic

function g(x)?

We shall now show that there is such a family, the family of Borel

sets. This family is defined thus.

49 . 1 . The family of Borel sets (in Rq) is the smallest family 5 of

sets in Rq which satisfies the conditions

(a) every interval of the form [a, 0) belongs to 5;

(b) if El and E^ are in and E2 Cl Ei ,then Ei — E 2 belongs to J;

(c) if El, P 2 ,

* ‘
•

,
are in 5, so is U En-

This definition is meaningless unless we can show that such a small-

est family exists. There are families g which satisfy (a), (h) and (c);

for example, the family of all sets in Rq is such a family. We now
define 33 to be the family consisting of all sets E which belong to every

family % which satisfies (a), (6) and (c). Every interval of the form

[a, 0) belongs to every such g, by (a); hence every such interval

belongs to 23
,
and the family 23 satisfies (a). If Ei and E 2 Cl Ex are

in 23
,
and % is any family satisfying (a), (b) and (c), then Ei and E 2 are
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in g, and by (6) so is Ei — Therefore Ei — i5'2 is in 33. Likewise,

if Si, S2 ,

* *
* all belong to 33, and g is any family satisfying (a),

(6) and (c), then the En all belong to g. By (c), so does U En.

Since g is any family satisfying (a), (6) and (c), the set U En belongs

to S. Therefore 33 satisfies the three conditions. By its definitions

it is the smallest such family; for if g satisfies the three conditions,

then every set of 33 belongs to

From the definition of Borel sets we conclude readily that every

open set is a Borel set, every closed set is a Borel set, and every product

n En of Borel sets is a Borel set. For every open set is a sum U In of

intervals In = [otn, /3n), by 3.6; so by 49.1(a) and (c) it is a Borel set.

In particular, the whole space is a Borel set. By this and (6) of

49.1,

the complement of every Borel set is a Borel set. Every closed

set is the complement of an open set, and therefore is a Borel set.

If the sets Ei, E2,
• •

• are Borel sets, so are CEi, CE2j • *
•

. By
(c) of 49.1, so is U CEn, and hence so is the complement C(U CEn) of

this sum. But C(U CEn) = D En, by the formulas preceding 1.1, so

n is a Borel set.

It is almost immediate that

49 .2 . If g{x) is any positively monotonic function and E is a Borel

set, then E is g-measurable.

If I is an interval ^ ^ = 1,
• •

•

, g, for each i we
define to be the half-space x^^^ ^ a and to be the half-space

aj(i) < The are closed, hence g-measurable (19.4), and the

are open, hence g-measurable (19.7). The interval I is the

product set n n n • •
• n A^«^ n B^^\ hence g-measurable

(19.9). (Clearly this device could be used to show that every interval

is g-measurable, however the signs ^ and < are distributed in the

inequalities defining J.) Therefore the family of p-measurable sets

satisfies (a) of 49.1. By 19.6 it satisfies (b), and by 19.8 it satisfies (c).

Hence the family of Borel sets is contained in the family of g-measur-

able sets.

An analogous question arises concerning sets having finite g-meas-

ure. It follows immediately from 49.2 and the remark after 18.1 that

every bounded Borel set has finite g-measure. However, it is interest-

ing to have another proof based more directly on the structural prop-

erties of the sets. We shall in fact prove the following.

49 .3 . If 5 is a family of sets such that

(a) every interval of the form [a, /S) belongs to

(5) if El and E 2 belong to %, and E 2 CZ Ei, then Ei — E 2 belongs

to 5;
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(c') if the sets Ei^ E 2
*

•
• oil belong to g, and are all contained in an

interval [a, jS), then U En belongs to %;

then 5 contains all hounded Borel sets.

Let g* be the family consisting of all sets E such that for every

interval 1 = [a, /3) the intersection El belongs to g. Every interval

lo = /3o) belongs to g*; for if J = [a, /3) the intersection I 0 1

o

either is empty or is an interval [a', /J'), and in either case belongs to g.

If El and E 2 belong to and E2 C Eiy then for every interval

/ = [aj /5) the products EJ and E2I are in g, so by (5) EJ — E2I

s {El — Ef)l is in g. So Ei — E2 is in g*. Finally, if Ei, E2 • ' '

all belong to g*, and I is any interval [a, /S), all the sets EJ belong

to g and are all contained in I. So by (c') their sum (U En)/ belongs

to g; whence U En belongs to g*.

Thus g* satisfies conditions (a), (6) and (c) of 49.1, and therefore

contains all Borel sets. Let E be a bounded Borel set and / an interval

[a, /3) containing E. Since E is in g*, the intersection EI is in g.

But EI = Ej so E is in the family g, and the proof is complete.

In the proof of 49.2 we showed that every interval [a, j8) belongs

to the family 9)?g of sets of finite ^-measure. Conditions (b) and (c')

are satisfied, by 19.6, 19.8 and 19.3. Hence by 49.3 9}?^ contains every

bounded Borel set.

Recovering the direction of our study, it is interesting to see how
close the Borel sets come to filling up the family of ^-measurable sets.

We can prove

49 .4 . If g{x) is positively monotonic and E is g-measurable, there

are Borel sets A and B such that A Cl E Cl B and mg{B — A) = 0.

By 20.7, for each positive integer n there is an open set Gn con-

taining E and a closed set contained in E for which

mg{Gn — E) <- and mg{E — Fn) < -•
n n

There is no loss of generality in supposing that (?i ID G2 Gz O • • *

and that Fi Cl F 2 Cl Fs Cl • •
•

. Otherwise, we need only replace

Gn by the (open) intersection G 1G2
•

•
• Gn and Fn by the (closed) sum

U * *
• U Fn. Define A = U Fn and E = (1 Gn. These are Borel

sets, and A Cl E Cl B. Also,

B - 4 = n [(?„ - F„]

and mg{Gn — Fn) < 2/n, so by 19.9

mg{B — A) = lim mg{Gn — E«) = 0.
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Remark. As the proof above shows, in 49.4 we may require that

A be a sum of closed sets and that B and B — A he products of open

sets.

This theorem shows that if we can distinguish the Borel sets which

have gf-measure 0 we can construct the family of all g^-measurable

sets. For if E is g-measurable it is (by 49.4) the sum of a Borel set

and a subset of a Borel set of gr-measure 0. On the other hand, by

49.2 and 19.13 and 19.8, every such set is gr-measurable.

Exercise. Let (m, j = 1, 2, 3,
• *

• ) be a double sequence.

If for each positive integer m the series -j- . .
. jg abso-

lutely convergent, and for each j the limit aj = lim exists, then:
00

(i) if
I I

^ A, for all m

is absolutely convergent, and

and jj and SA/ converges, then ^ a,-

'2, aj = lim ^ aj“>;

j^l m->oo

00

(ii) if g af> ^ af^ ^ • •
• for each j, then a,- is absolutely

00

convergent if and only if lim T is finite, and in this case
m—»• 00 y ss 1

£ a,- = lim a\”\
m-»oo

(In Ri, let P be the set of positive integers. Apply 18.4 and 29.3.)

Exercise. If (un}, {bn} are such that 2
|

an 1^ and S
|
6n h con-

verge, where p and q are greater than 1 and 1/p + 1/g = 1, then

S(a„bn) is absolutely convergent, and

1 X «.S.|S {X IJ-I'K".
n=l ^n=l ’ ^n=l ^

(Apply 24.4.)

60. Although we have extended the theorems of the preceding

chapters to Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals with respect to positively

monotonic functions ^(x), this by no means completes our task.

There is a new sort of investigation needed, one which has no analogue

in the theory of the integrals J/(x) dx. This concerns the relation-

ships between integrals involving different integrators g(x). In

this section we prove two such theorems.
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60.1. Let g(^{x), gi{x), g^ix)^ •
*

• he a finite or denumerable collection

of 'positively monotonic functions; let E be a set in the space Rq, arid lei

fix) be a function defined on E. Let the equation

(A) + LgJ -f
• • •

hold for every interval /. Then

(i) E is go-measurable if and only if it is gn-measurable for each

n {n = 1, 2,
•

‘ and in that case

(B) mg^E = mg,E + mg,E + • •
*

;

(ii) fix) is go-summable over E if and only if it is gn-summable

over E for each n (n = 1, 2,
• *

* ) and the series

(C) X /eI/(®)

converges; and in that case

(D) h = h fix)d9iix) + h Si^)d9iix) + • • • .

In the proof we shall several times make use of a limiting process

which we state as a lemma.

Lemma. Let Ei, E2 ,
be a sequence of sets each of which is

Qc-measurable (i = 0, 1,
• •

* ) and for each of which equation iB) is

satisfied. Let lim Em exist, in the sense defined after 19.11. If either

one of the conditions

(i) all the Em cire contained in an open interval /*,

(ii) El Cl E 2 Cl Ez Cl • * •

is satisfied, then lim Em is also gimmeasurable (z = 0, 1, 2,
• *

•
) and

for it equation (B) is satisfied.

For each z (z = 0, 1,
• •

•
) the setlimEmisgfi-measurableby 19.11,

and by 19.12 we have

{E) Em) = lim Mg,Em (z = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• )•

m—* «>

If there are finitely many, say p, of the functions Qi, this and 19.8

imply

(F) Wc„(lim Em) = lim rrig^Em
m—> 03

P

= lim X
n=l

V

= X mg^Em
n = l

V

= X
11 = 1
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SO equation (B) holds. Suppose then that there are denumerably

many of the functions gi(x). If hypothesis (i) holds, we have by

47.2

^ AgJ* (f = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ),

and the right members have a finite sum AgJ*. If hypothesis (ii)

holds, then

mg,El ^ mg,E2 ^ • (i = 0, 1, 2
,

• •

In either case, by a well-known theorem on infinite series (stated

in the first exercise at the end of §49) we have (recalling (E))

eo M

V Em) = lim ^ lUg^Em-

n = l = l

But for each Em equation {B) is satisfied, so

so

V Wj,„(lim Em) = lim rrig^Em

n = l

= rngXliraEm)-

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Let J be a half-open interval ^ = 1,
* *

*
,

9').

2 2
If we define Im to be the interval g ^ 6^^^ ; thenm m
I = lim Im- We cannot apply the lemma, since we know nothing

about the measures of the Im- But by the remark after 47.5 we have

lim Agjm = rrigj (^ = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

m-*-

«

If we use this in place of (E) and replace rrigjm by AgJm, the proof of the

lemma is still applicable; hypothesis (i) is clearly satisfied. We thus

find that equation (B) holds for half-open intervals I = [a, /3). By
19.8, it holds for sets E which are finite sums of disjoint intervals of

type [a, jS).

If E is an open set it is the sum of a denumerable collection Ji,

/a,
* *

• of disjoint half-open intervals [ai, ^i), by 3.6. As we have

just seen, for each finite sum hU • •
‘ U Im equation (B) holds. So

by the lemma equation (B) holds for all open sets E.

Suppose next that E is bounded and is the product of open sets

Gi, (r 2 ,

• *
*

. We may suppose Gi 3 G2 3 • *
*

;
otherwise we

could replace ffw by ff 1 fl <5'2 n * *
* n Gm- Let i* be an open interval

containing E. We may suppose that each Gm is contained in /*; other-
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wise we could replace it by By the lemma, equation (R) holds

for E.

Next let E be the product of open sets, but not bounded. Let

Wl, be the interior of the interval By the preceding paragraph,

equation (B) holds for each set EW^, These expand as m increases,

so by the lemma equation (B) holds for E also.

Suppose now that E is go-measurable. By 49.4 there are Borel

sets A and B such that A Cl B CZ B and B — A has go-measure zero.

By the remark after 49.4, we may suppose that B and R ~ A are

products of open sets. So by the preceding proof equation (R) holds

for the sets R and B — A. Applying it to the latter set shows that

rrig^B — A) = 0 (^ = 0, 1, 2,
• •

• ).

Since R — R is contained in R — A, by 19.13 we have

m,,(R - R) = 0 (i = 0, 1, 2,
• — ).

Thus R — R is grmeasurable and has grmeasure zero for each i, and

R itself is grmeasurable for each i by 49.2, so by 19.6 R is g^measurable

for each i. Also

mg,E = rrig^B

= rrig^B + rrigJB + • • •

= rrigJE + mg^E + • •
»

.

Conversely, let R be gn-measurable forn = 1, 2,
• •

•
. For each

n there exist Borel sets An, Bn such that An Cl E Cl Bn and

rrigXBn - An) = 0 .

By the remark after 49.4, we may suppose that Bn and Bn — An are

products of open sets. Define

A = U A„, B = n B„.

Then B is a product of open sets, and so is B — A = H (B„ — A„).

By 19.13,

mg^B — R) = rrigXB — A) = 0 (n = 1, 2,
• •

• )

Since (R) holds for products of open sets, this implies

mg,{B -- A) = 0,

and by 19.13 the subset B — E also has po-measure zero. By 49.2 the

set R is go-measurable, so by 19.6 so is the set R = R — (R — R).

As already shown this implies that equation (R) holds. This com-

pletes the proof of conclusion (i) of our theorem.
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In the space Rq^i let us define functions

• •
•

,

* *
•

,
= 0

,
1

,
2

,

• •

• ).

If I* is an interval in R^+i defined by inequalities g x^^^ ^ /3<^)

(2 = 1,
• •

*
, g + 1), and I is the interval in defined by the first

g of these inequalities, we readily compute

Ag,J* =

Hence equation (A) still holds if we replace Qi by Gi. By the part of

the proof already completed, conclusion (i) holds for sets E in R^j^i

if we replace Qi by Gi.

In particular, let J(x) be defined and non-negative on and let

fi be its ordinate-set. By 25.9, for each integer i the function f(x)

is gi-summable over Rq if and only if the set 0 has finite ffrmeasure,

and in that case

[ J(x)dgi{x) =
J Rq

Applying conclusion (i) to the set ^ thus yields conclusion (ii) under

the restriction E = Rq. To obtain the conclusion with arbitrary Ej

it is only necessary to apply what has just been proved to f{x)KE{x).

If f(x) is defined on E, we write it in the form — f^(x) as in

15.4. Then by 18.3 the function /(a:) is go-summable if and only if

both f'^ix) and /''(x) are go-summable. By the preceding paragraph

this is true if and only if both are gn-summable forn = 1, 2,
• •

• and
the sums

X jjH^)dgn{x) and X
n 1 n = 1

are finite. This is true if and only if
| / ]

is gn-summable for n =
1, 2,

• •
• and

n ==s 1

is finite. In case f{x) is go-summable, so are and and by the

preceding paragraph equation (D) holds for each. By subtraction

we obtain equation (D) for/(x).

The next theorem is a corollary of 50.1.

60.2. Let g{x) and h(x) be positively monotonic functions such that

^ A/iJ for every interval 1. Let E he a set in the space Rq andf{x) a

function defined on E. Then
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(i) if E is g-measurable it is h-measurable^ and

nihE S nigE]

(ii) if f(x) is g-summable over E it is h-summahle over E; and if

furthermore fix) is non-negative on Ethe inequality

jj{x)dh{x) ^ ff(x)dg(x)

is satisfied.

The interval function AJ - AJ is finite, non-negative and addi-

tive, so by 45.5 there is a positively monotonic function k(x) such that

AkI = A.gl — AJ for every interval I. We now apply 50.1 with go,

Qi, g% replaced by g, h, k respectively. By that theorem, if E is

gf-measurable it is /i-measurable and ic-measurable, and

. nigE = MhE -b mkE.

The last term being non-negative, this yields our first conclusion.

Also, if fix) is ^-summable over E it is /i-summable and ic-summable,

and

ffi^)dgix) = j^fix)dhix) + jjix)dkix).

If fix) is non-negative the last integral is non-negative. This com-

pletes the proof,

61. We shall now remove the restriction that the ^^ntegrator’^

gix) is positively monotonic. Our definition of the general Lebesgue-

Stieltjes integral is as follows.

61.1. Let gix) he defined and finite on the space Rq, and of BV on

every closed interval. Let Pix), Nix) be a minimum decomposition of

gix). If fix) is defined on Rq, it is summable with respect to g, or

g-summable, over Rq if it is summable with respect to both P and N;

and in this case we define

fj{x)dgix) = j^Jix)dPix) - I^Jix)dNix).

There is an apparent ambiguity in this definition, since the func-

tions Pix) and Nix) are not uniquely determined by gix). However,

our next theorem will show that this causes no trouble, and that any

minimum decomposition of gix) is in a sense the best possible way of

representing gix) as a difference of positively monotonic functions.

61.2. If gix) is of BV on every interval I, and Pix), Nix) are a

minimum decomposition of gix), and irix), vix) are positively monotonic
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functions such that

Arl — AJ = Agl for every interval J,

then every function /(x) which is summable with respect to both tt and v

is also summable with respect to P and N and therefore with respect to

Qi and

= Ir/^^
-

Define h{x) = 7r(x) — P(x). Since A^Z — AJ = Apl — A^l we
also have AaZ = AJ — A^I. By 46.9d, h{x) is positively monotonic,

since Aj = Aj — ApI ^ 0, Therefore if f{x) is summable with

respect to t and p, we know from 50.1 that / is summable with respect

to P, A, and N, and

/./* - + /«/*-

/«/<<' - + /»/*

Subtracting the second of these equations member by member from

the first yields the conclusion of the theorem.

This enables us at once to extend theorem 50. 1

:

51.3. If f{x) . is summable with respect to both gi and and g{x) is

a function such that Agl = AgJ + AgJ for every interval Z, then f{x)

is g-summable, and

L = L fdgi + [ fdgi-
J Itq J Itq J Itq

Let Pi, Ni and P 2 ,
N2 be minimum decompositions of gi and g^ respec-

tively. Define 7r(x) = Pi(x) + P 2 (x), v(x) = Ni{x) + iV2 (x). Then
TT and V are positively monotonic, and

AtZ — Apl = ApjZ -f- ApjZ — Ajv^iZ — A^jZ

” ^ciZ “h AgJ[ = Agl

for every interval Z. If f{x) is summable with respect to gi and g 2 ,

by definition it is summable with respect to Pi, iVi, P2 and N 2 . By
50.1 it is summable with respect to tt and v. By 51.2 /(x) is gf-sum-

mable, and by 51.2 and 50.1

= hj(x)dP,(x) + hj(x)dP,ix) - j^J{x)dN,{x)

- hji^^dNiix) = hj{x)dgiix) + hj{x)dgt(x).
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Exercise. Let goix), giix), •
•

• be a sequence of functions of

BV on every interval such that

X ^rJ < «
n = 1

for every I, where t„ = P„ -f- and and are a minimum decom-
position of p„(x). Let AgJ = 2A,J for every interval I. If f(x) is

defined on a set E in the space Rq, then

(i) if E is p„-measurable (« = 1, 2,
• •

•
) it is go-measurable, and

mg,E = 'Smg,E;

(ii) if fix) is g„-summable over E (n = 1, 2, ) and the series

ll^\m\dr^ix)

converges, conclusion (D) of 50.1 holds.

62. In so far as is possible, we shall now extend the principal

theorems on Lebesgue integrals to the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals

defined in §51. To avoid repetition, throughout this section the

symbol g{x) shall be used to denote a function which is of BV on

every interval J; the functions P(x) and N{x) denote a minimum
decomposition of g(x); and t{x) — P{x) -f- A'(a:), so that (by 46.9)

ArJ = Tg[I] for every interval L A brief indication of proof is sufii-

cient for most of these theorems, since they are usually simple corol-

laries of the corresponding theorems for the integrals with respect to

P{x) and N{x), together with 51.2. The list will not include lemmas

superseded by later theorems.

First we state three theorems on elementary operations.

62.1. If f(x) is defined on E, then f{x) is g-summahle over E if and

only if it is r-summahle over E.

Let f{x) = 0 on CE. Then f{x) is g-summable (over Rq) if and

only if it is both P-summable and iV-summable, by definition. But it

is both P-summable and iV-summable if and only if it is r-summable,

by 50.1.

62.2. If fiix) and f^ix) are both g-summable over P, and fi{x) S fiix)

on E, then

j^fiix)dT(x) g hhix)dTix).

This follows from 18.2, since t(x) is positively monotonic. Here we

cannot replace t{x) by g(x); in fact, if g{x) is negatively monotonic

the inequality holds in the opposite direction.
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62.3. If fi{x) and f2 {x) are both g-summable on E, then so is

fi(x) + f2 {x) if it is defined on E; so is cfiix) for every finite number c;

and so are sup {fi{x), fiix)}, inf {fiix), fiix)}, /i+(x), fr(x) and

l/i(a:)|. Moreover,

J^fi(x)dg(x) + J^Mx)d9(x) = f^lfiix) + f2ix)]dg(x),

l^cfi(x)dgix) = c j^^fi(x)dg(x),

/j;
l/(a:)

I
Mx) ^

I

l^f(x)dg(x)
|

.

Except for the last inequality this follows at once if we apply 18.3 to

P(a:) and N{x) and then subtract. For the last inequality, by 18.3

l^\fix)\dP{x)^ pix)dP{x)
,

Jjfix)\dN{x)^ jj{x)dN{x)
;

so, adding and applying 51.1,

j^\f{x) 1
dT{x) ^

I

jj{x)dP{x) - l^f(x)dN(x)
j

=
|

fj(x)dg(x)
|

.

Next we establish some theorems on measurable sets and measur-

able functions.

52.4. Definition. A set E is g-measurable if it is both P-measurable

and N’measurable. If E is g-measurable and mpE and MnE are not

both 00
j
we define

MgE = mpE mNE.

62.6.

A set E is g-measurable if and only if it is T-measurable;

it has finite g-measure if and only if it has finite r-measure.

The first statement follows from 52.4 and 50.1. For the second,

we see by 52.4 that E has finite g^-measure if and only if it has finite

P-measure and finite iV-measure, and by 50.1 this is true if and only

if E has finite r-measure.

Since ^-measurability and r-measurability are equivalent, we can

take over most of §19 bodily:

62.6. If E is g-measurable and MgE is finite^ then

mgE = j^^Ks(x)dg{x).

(Apply 19.2 to P and N and subtract.)

62.7. All open sets and all closed sets {in particular
y
the whole space

and the empty set) are g-measurable. The empty set has g-measure zero.
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(From 19.4, 19.5 and 19.7.)

62.8. If El, E2, ‘
' are g-measurable, so are Ei — E2, U Ei and

n Ei, If the Ei are disjoint and the series ZnirEi converges, then

nig(U Si) = Sm.Si.

(From 19.6, 19.8 and 19.9.)

62 .9 . IfEl, E 2 ,

• •
* is a sequence ofg-measurable sets, then \im sup En

and lim inf En are g-measurahle. If furthermore all the sets En are

contained in a set of finite g-measure and lim En exists (in particidar,

if El CZ Ei CZ Ez C ‘ — or if El E2 :D Ez :D • •
•

) then

mg(lim En) = lim rUgEn.
n—* «

The measurability of lim sup En and lim inf En follow at once

from 52.5 and 19.11, and the last conclusion is obtained by applying

19.12 to the P-measures and N-measures of the sets and subtracting.

Of course it is not in general true that Agl = Mgl for intervals J.

Nevertheless we can state a useful generalization of 16.1 and 47.5.

62 .10 . If g(x) is of BV on every interval and is left continuous, then

for every half-open interval I of the type [a, /3) the equation

mgl =

is satisfied.

It is not immediately evident that P(x) and N(x) inherit left

continuity from g(x), so we use a slight artifice. We again define In

2 2
to be the interval ^ ^ . By the remark after

n n

47.5, the equations

lim Apin = mpl,
n—> so

lim Aa’/„ = mifl
n-~* SO

hold. Subtracting, we find

lim Agin ~ mgl,
n—* so

By the left continuity of g(x), this implies

Agl = mgL

We re-phrase 21.1 in the following definition.

62.11. A function f(x) defined on a set E is g-measurable on E if the

set E[f ^ a] is g-measurable for every number a.
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By 52.5 we see immediately that

52.12. Iffix) is defined on a set E, it is g-measurable on E if and only

if it is r-measurable on E.

But rix) is positively monotonic, so we can state

62.13. All theorems of §§21 and 22 remain valid if the words meas-

urable’^ and summable” are replaced by g-measurable” and ‘^g-sum-

mahle” respectively.

The phrase “almost everywhere’’ will be defined to mean “except

on a set of r-measure zero.” In general, we cannot regard a set of

g-measure zero as negligible, since a set of g-measure zero may have

subsets having positive or negative g-measure. With this convention,

we can establish

62.14. If fix) is g-summable over E, then fix) is finite almost every-

where in E.

For then /(a:) is r-summable, and the conclusion follows from 23.1.

62.16.

Iffix) is defined on a set E of r-measure 0, then f(x) is g-meas-

urable over E, and

jj{^)dg{x) = 0.

By 23.2, fix) is r-summable over E, hence fir-summable; and by 52.3

and 23.2

I

hf(x:)dgix)
I

< h\f{x) I
drix) = 0.

62.16. If fix) is g-summable over a set E and hix) = f(x) almost

everywhere on E, then hix) is g-summable over E, and

j^h{x)dgix) = jjix)dgix).

Since fix) is g-summable, it is r-summable; so hix) is r-summable by
23.3, hence g-summable. Also by 23.3,

hh(x)dP(x) = bfix)dPix), j^hix)dN{x) = j^J{x)dNix)-,

so by subtraction the remaining conclusion is established.

62.17. If fix) is defined on a set Ei U E^, and niriEi — Ef) =
mjiE^ — El) = 0, then fix) is g-summable over Ez if and only if it is

g-summable over Ei; and if it is g-summahle over Ei then

jej^^^'^six) = bj(x)dgix).
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The statement concerning summability follows at once from 52.1

and 23.4. The equality is established by applying 23.4 to the integrals

with respect to P and N.

The inequalities of §24 already apply to r-integrals, and we can

obtain trivial extensions by combining them with the inequality of

52.3.

In §26 there is nothing needing comment except that in the

extension of definition 26.8 and theorem 26.10 we shall use r-measure,

not fir-measure. Thus the function of sets F{E) is AC (with respect

to g{x)) if for every positive number e there is a positive number 8

such that
1

F{E)
|

< € for every set E with nirE < 5. With this

convention we can establish

52.18. If f(x) is g-summable over the space Rq, and for all measurable

sets E we define

F{E) = J^f(x)dg(x),

then F{E) is AC with respect to g{x), is completely additive, of BV, and

hounded.

By 52.1 and 52.3, \f(x)
[

is r-summable. By 27.1, the set function

f 1
f(x)

1
drix) is AC, and by 52.3

J E

\F(E)\^ J^\f(x) \dTix).

This establishes the absolute continuity of F{E). Each of the set

functions

jj{x)dP{x), jj{x)dN{x)

is of BV, bounded and completely additive, by 27.5 and 27.3. By
subtraction, the conclusion of the theorem is established.

52.19. If f(x) is defined and g-summable over the disjoint sets Ei,

E2 ,

*
*

*
,
dnd the sum

I /^j/(x) Idrix)

is finite, then f(x) is g-summahle over U Ei, and

f{x)dg(x) = ^ j^J{x)dgix).

The first part of the conclusion follows at once from 52.1 and 27.2.

The remainder of the conclusion is established by applying 27.2 to

the integrals of f{x) with respect to P and to N and subtracting.
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As with §26, we adopt §28 bodily, replacing measure by r-measure

throughout.

62.20. If {fn{x)} is a sequence of functions defined and g-measurable

on a set E, and there is a function h{x) defined and g-summable on E
such that \fn{x)

1
^ hix), and the functions fnix) converge in measure or

almost everywhere on E to a finite-valued limit function fix), then fix)

is g-summable, and

\^U(.x)dg{x) = h fi^)dgi.x),

and

lim f \Mx) - fix)
I

drix) = 0.

n—^ ^

The functions fnix) are r-summable. So by 29,3 the function

fix) is r-summable (hence ^-summable), and

lim
f I

fnix) - fix)
I

drix) = 0.
n-^ 00 ./

»

By 52.3, the other inequality of our theorem follows at once.

62.21. If

(a) the functions fnix) (n = 1, 2,
• •

•

) are defined, finite and

g-summable on a set E*' of finite g-measure;

ib) the functions fnix) converge in measure (or almost uniformly,

or almost everywhere) on E"^ to a limit function fix);

(c) for every positive e there is a 8 > 0 such that
/ \fnix)

|

drix) < €

for all n and for every subset E of E* with mrE < S;

id) either the integrals
|
fnix)

|

drix) are hounded, or fix) is

finite almost everywhere;

then fix) is g-summable over E*, and

Ie* = Ie*

and

Hm IJ fnix) -f{x)\dr{x) = 0.

If in 29.6 we understand ''summable^' to mean r-summable,

we find that fix) is r-summable (hence gf-summable), and the last

inequality holds. The other inequality follows at once.

A similar generalization of 29.7 is obvious.
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The reader may note one somewhat unsatisfactory feature of

this theorem. The hypotheses could all be stated in terms of integrals

with respect to g{x) if it were not for hypothesis (c). It would seem

desirable to replace this by the weaker hypothesis

(c') Jor every 'positive e there is a b > 0 such that
j

fn[x)dg{x)
|

< €

for all n and all subsets E of with nirE < 8.

However, it can be shown by examples that this weakening is impos-

sible.

For example, let g{n~^) = ri == 1, 2,
• •

•
,
and let g(x) =0

elsewhere. We find readily that the point has r-measure 2n~^,

and more generally the set E has r-measure rUrE w'-hich is the sum of

the numbers 2n'~^ taken over the values of n such that n~^ is in E,

Define /(n“0 = ri (n = 1, 2,
• •

•
), f(x) = 0 for all other x. Define

= n forn = 1, 2,
• •

•
,
m,fm(x) = 0 elsewhere. Then

Ifm(x)dg(x) = 0

for all m, hypotheses (a) and (b) hold (with E* the whole space Ei) and

f(x) is finite everywhere. But f(x) is not r-summable (hence not

gr-summable) over E*, for I2n~^ • n is divergent.

Nevertheless, in §56 we shall show that if g(x) happens to be left

continuous, it is possible to replace by hypothesis (c) by hypothesis

(c').

63. In the preceding sections we have started with a function

g(x) which is of BF on every interval, and from it we have derived a

measure function mgE and an integral. These last were not independ-

ent. We derived the measure function from the integral, and as we

saw in 25.9 we could also have derived the integral from the measure

function. However, the question arises: if we are given a measure

function, can we always find a function g(x) which generates it? The

question as stated is too vague. Before we study it, we must specify

what we shall mean by a measure function.

Clearly a measure function should be a function defined on a family

g of point sets. We wish g to have the most elementary properties

of sets of finite measure; so we shall ask that all the intervals [a, /5)

belong to g, and that the difference of sets g shall be in g. It is too

much to ask that the sums of infinite collections of sets of g shall

belong to g; the family of sets of finite Lebesgue measure lacks this

property. But we can ask that if {En} is a sequence of sets of g
all contained in a set of g, the sum U En shall belong to g. On g,

the set-function {jl{E) should be finite.
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Two properties of ^-‘measure which we wish ix{E) to retain are

the following. A set of finite measure shall not contain subsets of

unbounded measure; and there should be some additivity of measures

of disjoint sets of g. To make this first desideratum precise, we adopt

the following definition.

63 .1 . If jjl(E) is defined and finite on a family g of sets in the space

and Eo is a set in Rq, the total variation a{Eo) of jj.{E) over Eq is

n

defined to he the sup of the sum ^ | 1
for all finite aggregates

1

El, ' '
'

,
En of the disjoint sets of the family g contained in Eq. If

a{Eo) is finite, we say that y.{E) is of hounded variation {BV) over Eq.

We can now specify the exact requirements which we shall impose

on a measure function.

63 .2 . A function of sets n(E) defined on a family % of subsets

of the space Rq is a measure function on g if the following conditions are

satisfied,

() The family g contains all intervals of the type [a, /3).

() If El and E^ belong to g, so does Bi — E^^

(c) If El, E 2
,

•
*

' is a finite or denumerable collection of sets of g
all contained in a set Eq of the sum U En belongs to g.

(d) For every set E of g, the function ix{E) is defined and finite,

(e) The function p{E) is of BV on every set E of the family g.

(/) If El, E2 ,

' ' ' is a finite or denumerable collection of disjoint

sets of g, all contained in a set Eq of then

/i(U En) = XfliEn)-

In this last equation both members are defined. For U En is in

g by (c), so the left member is defined by (d). On the right each term
is defined; so the right member is either a finite sum or is an absolutely

convergent series, since by (e)

2
1
]j,(En)

I
^ a(Eo) < °o.

By 49.3, hypotheses 53.2 (a, b, c) imply that all bounded Borel

sets belong to the family g.

If fj^{E) is defined, finite and non-negative for ail sets of a family g
which satisfies (a, b, c) of 53.2 and (/) holds for finite sums, then (e) is

necessarily satisfied, and in fact a{E) = u{E) for all sets E of g. On
the one hand, if E belongs to g then a{E) ^ 1

/j.(E)
j

= m{E). On the

other hand, for all collections Ei, *•*,£'« of disjoint subsets of E
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which belong to % the inequality

I I

/.(Ey)
I
= X M(Ey) ^ ;a(U Ey) + a^CE - U Ey) = y.(E)

holds, so that o:(£') ^ iu(^)*

The definition 53.2 is unaltered in content if we replace (c) by the

weaker assumption

(c') If Eij E2 ,

' -
' is a finite or denumerable collection of disjoint

sets of % all contained in a set Eo of the sum U En also belongs to %.

It is evident that if (c) is satisfied, so is (c')- Suppose that (c') holds.

Letj®!, ^2 ,

* *
* be a collection as described in (c). Define successively

Di = El, D 2 = E2 — Di, *
*

*
,

Dn = En (Di U * *
• U Dn-l), *

*
*

.

These sets are disjoint and are all contained in Eq, By induction,

using (c') and (6), each Dn belongs to %. But U Dn = U En, so by

(cO the sum U En belongs to and (c) is satisfied.

From the definition 53.2 we readily deduce the following corollaries.

63.3. Let /jl{E) be a measure function defined on g, and let Ei, E2 ,

••• be a denumerable collection of sets of § all contained in a set E of g.

Then

(a) if El CZ E 2 c: * •
•

,
then /i(U En) = lim

n—> w

(b) if El ZD E 2 Z) EsZ)
,
then ii{f\ E„) = lim fi{E„);

n—* 00

(c) if lim En exists {that is, if lim supEn = lim inf E„) and yi(E)
n—* «

is non-negative, * then

/u(lim En) = lim ix{E„).
n—^ M n— «

To establish conclusion (a), we note that the sum U En can also

be written in the form Ei U (E2 — Ei) U (D3 — E2) U
• •

•
,
and in

this form the summands are disjoint sets of % all contained in E.

Therefore by (/) of 53.2 we have

yu(U En) = jJ'iEi) -h /i(D2 — El)
n — 1

= }ji(Ei) + lim ^ /z(Dj+i — Ej)

= lim ju(Dn),

This restriction will be removed after 53.12 is established.
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and (a) is established. From (a) we deduce the other conclusions

just as in 19.9 and 19.12.

Although a set function fx{E) defined on a family and satisfying

53.2 will be called a measure function, it is not necessarily true that

fji(E) will coincide with one of our previous measures rrigE. To
ensure this we shall subject and g to two further requirements,

suggested by properties already established for functions rrigE. These

two properties are specified in the following definitions.

53.4. The measure function ^{E) is regular on g if for every set E
of % there are Borel sets A, B such that A Cl E Cl B and a{B — A) =0.

63.6. The family g is the natural range of the measure function

lx{E) if (a) ii{E) is regular on g and (b) the family g contains every set E
for which there exist two Borel sets A, B such that A Cl E Cl B and

a{B - A) = 0.

In these definitions the family g enters in a hidden way; for the

definitions involve the total variation oi(E)^ and the definition of a(E)

involves sets Ei, • •
•

,
En belonging to If fjL(E) is regular this

hidden occurrence of g can be eliminated. We can in fact replace
n

a{E) by a'^(E) = sup of the numbers ^ |

/x(En)
| ,

where Eij • •

•
,

En are disjoint bounded Borel sets contained in E, thus:

63.6. Let u{E) be a regular measure function on the family Then
(a) for every set E of ^ and every € > 0 there is a bounded Borel

set A contained in E such that
|
iJ.{E) — //(A)

j
< e;

(b) for every set E the equation a*{E) = a(E) holds.

Let E belong to the family g, and let Wn be the interval

—nS ^ n, ^ = 1,
• •

•
, g.

By 53.3

lim fi{EWr.) = fJi(E).
n—* 00

Hence there is an n for which
|
ii{EWn) — ix{E)

\
< e. The set EWn

belongs to g, so there are Borel sets A, B such that A d EWn. C B
and a(B — T) = 0. By definition of a(B’) we find

|
fi{_EWn — ^)

|
^

— T) = 0, so

ti{A) = ^{EWn) - niEWn - A) = ,x{EWn).

So the set A satisfies the requirements of part (a) of the theorem.
The sets used in calculating ot*(^E') are a subset of the family of sets

used in calculating a{E), so by 5.1 we see that a*{E) ^ a(E). On the
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other hand, let h be any number less than a(E), There are disjoint

sets El,
' '

•
,
En of the family contained in E for which

5 = X 1
\>h.

j=l

By (a), each set Ej contains a bounded Borel subset Aj such that

I

}x{Ej) — ^{Aj)
1
< (>S — h)/n, whence

t I I
> h.

A fortiori, q:*(£') > h. This holds for all numbers h less than a(E),

so q!*(£7) ^ oi{E), and the proof of (b) is complete.

Before theorem 53.6 was proved, it was not evident that a function

ijl{E) might not have two natural ranges. That is, m(^) might con-

ceivably be defined on an aggregate @ of sets containing two distinct

families ^2 each satisfying 53.4 and 53.5. Now, however, we see

that as soon as fjL{E) is specified for all bounded Borel sets we can single

out a family 5 which is the only family that can be the natural range

of u(E), and which is the natural range of }jl{E) if /x(E) is defined for all

sets of 55- ^hen a*(E) is uniquely determined; and in order to be

the natural range of ijl{E) the family g must consist of those sets E such

that there are Borel sets A, B satisfying the condition A d E CZ B,

a*(A) < «, a*(B - A) = 0.

This suggests a question. Suppose that yu(£') is defined and

regular on a family g, and that %i is the aggregate of sets just described

which would be the natural range of ijl{E) if /uiE) were defined on gi.

Is it always possible to find a measure function fxi{E) on the natural

range which is equal to m(^) for all sets E of We could proceed

to show directly that this extension is possible and is unique. But

since this is a corollary of theorem 54.2 we prefer to postpone the study.

Theorem 53.6 also enables us to establish the following theorem.

63.7. Let }i\{E) and ji^iE) he regular on the respective ranges gi, § 2 ,

and let ni{E) = uiiE) for all hounded Borel sets E {which necessarily

belong both to 5 i to 5-2). Then /di{E) = ni{E) for all sets E belonging

both to and to ^' 2 ; and if gi is the natural ra7ige of ui{E), then %2 is

contained in

For all sets E we have a*{E) = at{E), where the definition of of

and a* are obvious; for in calculating a* we use only bounded Borel sets

El, •
'

•

,
En, on which jui and fX2 coincide. So by 53.() the respective

total variations afPJ), a2(E) of miE) and n2{E) coincide for all sets E,
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Now let E be a bounded set belonging both to gi and to g2. We can

find Borel sets A, B such that A CZ E CZ B and ai{B -- A) = 0,

whence at{B — A) =0. By definition of ai we see that
|
tXi(E — A)

[

g ai{B — A) = 0, i = I, 2. Hence

ME) = ME - A) + MA) = MA), i - 1, 2.

But A is a bounded Borel set, so miA) = MA). Therefore mi(-B) =

ME).
Next, let E be any set belonging to both families and ^^2, and

let IFn be the interval ^ n, z = 1,
• •

*
,

By the

preceding paragraph, /ui(EWn) = MEWn) for every n. So by 53.3,

ME) = lim Mi(EWn) = lim MEJVn) = M2 (E).
71—> 00 n—^ 00

Finally, let gi be the natural range of mi(E), and let J? be a set of

the family g2. Since jU 2 (E) is regular on ^2, there are Borel sets A, B
such that A CZ E CZ B^ MA) ^ ME) < and a^iB — A) = 0.

But ai = so ai{A) < oo and ai(B — A) = 0. Since Si is the

natural range of ME)y this implies that E belongs to 55 1.

Closely related to this last theorem, but much deeper, is the

following.

63.8* If ME) cind ME) are measure functions on the respective

ranges gi, 82? a,nd for all intervals of the form 1 = [a, ^) the equation

Mi) = Mi) holds, then uiiE) = ME) for every hounded Borel set.

To avoid frequent repetition, in this proof the word “ interval ^

shall always be understood to mean ‘‘interval of the type [a,

Let us first define an auxiliary class @ of sets. The class @ will

consist of all sets E belonging both to gi and to ^2 and such that for

every interval I = [a, fi) the equation

MiE) = MiE)

holds. This class contains all intervals ii = [ai, /3i) ;
for Ji fl / is again

an interval of the type [a', /?'), for which the equality of fjLi and p 2

has been assumed. We need two properties of this class.

(i) If E is in @ and I is an interval, then I — E is in g.

Let /i be any interval. Then (since hi is an interval)

— E]) = fiiihl — iJE) = iJLi(IiI) — uiililE)

= Mhl) - MhlE) = MhU - E]),

so that / — £ is in

(ii) If El, E 2 ,
is a finite or denumerable collection of disjoint

sets of all contained in a set Eq of (g, then U E, is in (g.
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The set Eo belongs to therefore belongs both to gi and to ^ 2 .

Hence by 53.2(c) the sum U Ej belongs both to gi and to ^ 2 . More-
over, for each interval / the equation

~

1, 2,
* • •

all hold; so by 53.2(/) we have

Mi(/ n [U Ei]) = Mi(U IE,) = xMiEi)
= = M2(U lEj) = mh n [U Ei]),

and U Ej belongs to ®.

Next, let 9JJ consist of all sets M of the class ® such that M — E
is in @ whenever E is in ®.

(hi) All intervals of type [a, belong to Tt. This follows at once

from (i).

(iv) If Ml and Mt are in Ti, so is Mi — M2 . Since Mi is in M
and ilf2 is in @ (being in 5112), we know that Mi — M 2 is in (g. We
must show that {Mi — M 2)

-- E is in @ whenever E is in By
definition of the class 9}l, the set M2 — is in S. Now M 2 — and

E are disjoint sets of so by (ii) the set M2 U E ^ (M 2 — E) U E is

in Since Mi is in 9)2, it follows that Mi — {M2 U E) is in (g.

Since Mi — (M2 U iJ) = (Mi — M 2)
— E, this establishes statement

(iv).

(v) If Mi^ M 2 ,
*

•
•

,
Mn arc m 302, so fs Ml — (M2 U • •

• U Mn).

We need only apply (iv) n — 1 times.

(vi) If Ml, M2 ,

’ •
• is a finite or denumerable collection of disjoint

sets of 9)2, all contained in a set M^ of 9)2, then U My is in 9)2. Let E be

any set of then U My — E = U {Mj — E). The sets My — E
are each in ® and are disjoint, and they are all contained in the set Mo,

which is in 9)2 and therefore in So by (ii) their sum is in Thus

for every set S of (§ the difference [) Mj — E is in (S, and by definition

U Mj is in 9)2.
^

Statements (hi) and (iv) are hypotheses (a) and (b) of 49.3, and

(vi) is hypothesis (c'). Hence by 49.3 the class 2)2 contains all bounded

Borel sets. But 2)2 is itself contained in @, so from the definition of

(g we see that for every bounded Borel set E the equation

jiiilE) = MIE)

holds for all intervals L Letting I contain E, we find ixi{E) = ii 2 {E)

for all bounded Borel sets.

We now start toward the proof of a theorem which is interesting

in itself besides being useful in later proofs. In general, a measure

function ix{E) can assume both positive and negative values. The
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next theorem shows that in a sense the positive and negative values

can be separated from each other; the space can be split into two
parts in such a way that ^(E) is positive for every set E of ^ which is

contained in one part and negative for every set E of % contained in

the other part. It is convenient first to define the positive and nega-
tive parts of the total variation of ii(E).

63.9. If ii{E) is a measure function on a family % of sets in the space

Rq, and Eois a set in Rq, then Tr(Eo) is defined to he sup [ijl{E)
[

E C Eqj

E in g}; and v{Eo) is defined to be sup
{ —ij.{E) \E CZ Eq, E in

From this definition we can deduce some trivial consequences,

63.10. The functions t{E)^ v{E) satisfy the inequalities 0 ^ 7r(jB) ^
a{E), 0 S y[E) g ct{E). In particular, for all sets E of ^ the numbers
t{E) and v{E) are finite.

The empty set A belongs to g, and ju(A) = 0. Therefore 0 occurs
in the collection of numbers whose sup is Tr{E), and tt{E) ^0. A
similar statement holds for v{E).

If h < Tr{E), there is a set Eo contained in E and belonging to g
for which m(So) > h. Hence by 53.1, a{E) ^ 1

p{Eo)
\

> h. This holds
for all h less than t(E), so t{E) g a{E). A similar proof holds for

v(E). In particular, if E belongs to g the total variation a(E) is

finite, so Tr(E) and v(E) are also finite.

Now we can proceed to establish our next theorem.
63.11. If y{E) is a measure function on a family g of sets, there is a

set P with the following properties. For every set E of g, the product EP
and the difference E - P belong to %. If E is a set of the family g
contained in P, then fx(E) ^ 0; and if E belongs to g and is contained
in the complement of P, then yL{E) g 0. Furthermore, if y.{E) is regular
on g we can take P to be a Borel set.

Let / be an interval. For each n we can select a set En of the family
g which is contained in I and satisfies the inequality fjL{En) > 7r(/) -
2-«. If ij,{E) is regular, by 53.6 there is a Borel set An contained in En
and such that

|

y{En) - p{An)
\
< y{En) - U{I) - so that

}x(An) also exceeds 7r(/) ~ 2~”. That is, if tJL(E) is regular we may
suppose that En is a Borel set.

Define Sn= EnU En+i U • •
•

. The sets Dn = En,'--,Dm =
Em - [EnU • '

‘ U Em^i], ’
*

* are disjoint subsets of I and belong
to g, so

M(Sn) = /.( U ED = U A-) = X
3 ~n j = n j = a

But Dj, being a subset of Ej, is contained in /, and by definition
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x(Z) ^ ix{Ei - Di). So

m(A) = m(-E'j)
— — Dj) > [7r(7) — 2“'] — t(/) = —2~’

Therefore

Tr{I) ^ IJ.{Sn) = M(-Dn) + ^ M(A) > fJ'iEn)
—

f)
2-' > 7r(7) —

j=n4-l y^n-1-1

By the definition of the sets Sn we see that Si ^2 3 • •
•

.

00

Hence by 53.3(5), if we write P* = f) 'S'„ we find that P* is in % and
n = 1

/x(P*) = lim fi{Sn) = t{I). Let P be a subset of P* belonging to
n—> «

g. ThenM(£^) = m(P*) - f^{P* ~ P) - 7r(J) - m(P* - P) ^ 0. On
the other hand, let P be a subset of J — P* belonging to g. Then
P* U P is in J, and

m(P) = /x(P* UP) - m(P*) = m(P* UP) - 7r(/) g 0.

Now let Iij J 2
,

* •
• be a sequence of disjoint intervals whose

sum is the whole space Rq, In each Zy we construct as above a set Py

such that /d{E) ^ 0 for every subset P of Py belonging to g and m(P)

g 0 for every subset P of Zy — Py belonging to g. We define P = U Py.

If P belongs to g, so does PPy for every j; hence by 53.2c so does

EP = U EPj. Furthermore, if P is contained in P then P = U PPy,

and by 53.2/

^(P) = 2ju(PPy) ^ 0.

On the other hand, if P belongs to g and is contained in CP, then

P = U (Zy - Py)P, and

m(P) = 2:,.[(Zy - Py)P] ^ 0.

If each of the sets Py is a Borel set, then each P„ is a Borel set,

each Py is a Borel set, and P is a Borel set.

This leads readily to the following theorem.

63.12. IJ is a measure function on a range g, then a:(P), 7r(P)

and v{E) are also measure Junctions on g, and the equations

ir{E) - v{E) = m(P), ^(P) + KP) = ^(P)

hold for every set P c/ g. Z/ P is described in 53.11, then for every

set E of ^

7r(P) = yiPE), v{E) = -m(P - P).

Z/ y{E) is regular on g, then 7r(P), v(P) and a(P) are regular on g.
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The family g is the natural range of u(E) if and only if it is the natural

range of a(E),

Let E be any set belonging to %. By definition of Tr{E) we see

that Tr{E) ^ y{EP), But if Eq is a subset of E which belongs to g,

by 53.11 the inequalities

' u{Eo - P) ^ 0, m((P - Eo)P) ^ 0

hold. Therefore

m(Po) = uiEoP) + y(Eo -P)S AEoP)
- u{EP -- (P - Eo)P) = KEP) - y{{E ~ Eo)P)

S u(EP).

Since this holds for all subsets Eq of E which belong to g, it follows

that t(E) ^ jJi{EP); and with the preceding inequality this shows

that t{E) = y{EP).

The equation v{E) = —ix{E — P) could be similarly proved.

More easily, if we replace /^(P) by —yL{E) the rdles of r and v are

interchanged, and likewise for P and CP, so that v{E) = —y{ECP)
= —fx{E — P). It follows at once that

fx{E) = u{EP) + u{E - P) = t{E) - v[E).

By definition, if E belongs to g then

a{E) ^
I
m{EP)

\ + \u{E -P)\= fji(EP) - ii(E - P)
= Tr{E) "b

But if Pi, • •
•

, En are disjoint sets of the family g contained in E,

then

I I I
=

I
f.iE,P) + t.{Ei - P)

I

J = 1 i = 1

g X I
fx(EP,)

I + X I

- P)
I

J=1 j=l

= X - X KE,- - p)
y=i y=i

= A‘(P n [U P,]) - M (U Ei - P) = ,r(U Ef) + >^(11 Ej)

g 7r(P) + v{E).

Hence

a(P) ^ x(P) -h v{E),

which together with the preceding inequality proves a(E) = tc(E)

+ viE).
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If E is in g, then EP and — P are in g by 53.11. Hence by
53.10 7r(P), v{E) and a{E) are all defined and finite. That is, they

satisfy {d) of 53.2. From the equations Tr{E) = !i(PE) and p{E)

= —lj,{E “ P) == —ix{ECP) it follows that tt and p satisfy 53.2/.

Since a(E) = t(E) + v{E), it too satisfies 53.2(f). Also all three set-

functions a, TT and v are non-negative, so by the remark after 53.2

they satisfy 53. 2e. Hence t(E), v(E) and a(P) all satisfy the defini-

tion of measure functions on g.

Suppose that ii(E) is regular. For each set P of g there are Borel

sets A, P of g such that A Cl E Cl B and a(B — A) =0. Since

Tr(E) + v(E) = ol(E) and t(E) and v{E) are non-negative, this implies

that a(P — A) = 7r(P A) = v(B — A) == 0. But the total varia-

tions of the non-negative measure functions tt, v and a over (P — A)

are respectively equal to t(B — A), v(B — A) and a(B — A) (cf.

remark after 53.2). Hence the sets A and B serve to show that

TT, V and a are all regular.

Retaining the hypotheses that /z(B) is regular, the condition for g
to be the natural range of fji(E) is that it shall consist of the collection

of sets E for which there exist Borel sets A, B such that A CZ E d B^

a(A) < 00 and a(B — A) =0. The set-function a(E) is its own
total variation, and is regular on g, so the above condition is exactly

the condition for g to be the natural range of a(B). Hence g is the

natural range of a(E) if and only if it is the natural range of fJL(E).

We can now remove the restriction in 53.3(c) that m(P) be non-

negative. For since m(P) == t^(E) — v(E), and 7r(P) and v{E) are

non-negative, by 53.3(c) the limit set lim En satisfies the equation

lim iJL(En) = lim [^(Pn) — p(En)] = lim Tr(En) — lim p(En)
n— 00 n—* 00 M—> 00

^

n —* »

= T(lim En) — i'(lim En) = iu(limi En).
n— 00 n—> 00 n—> “o

64 . We now begin to relate these measure functions /u(P) to the

functions rrigE of earlier sections. If we are given a g(x) the relation

is easy to establish.

64 . 1 . Let g(x) be of BV on every interval^ and let 50?^ be the family of

sets of finite g-measure. The set'-function mgE is a regular measure

Junction on If g{x) is 'positively monotonic, 3!JJ^ is the natural range

of MgE.

(In 54.3 we shall find other conditions under which Tig is the

natural range of mgE.)

The family satisfies conditions (a, b, c) of 53.2, as is shown by

52.8. Let t(x) be defined as usual (§52). If E has finite ^-measure,
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and El,, E„ are disjoint subsets of E which also belong to 9)?^,

then by 52.6 and 52.3

I) I
rtigEi

I
= I) I

^dg{x)
| ^ X '^r(Ej)

= Ttiri U Ei) g mriET).

Hence if ag{E) is the total variation of nigEj we have ag{E) ^ virE.

This implies that nigE satisfies 53.2(e). Evidently 53. 2 (c?) holds, and

53.2(f) follows from 52.8, Therefore rrigE is a measure function on

in the sense of §53.

If E has finite gf-measure, it also has finite r-measure. By 49.4,

there are Borel sets A, B such that A d E Cl B and mr(B — =0.
A fortiori, ag{B A) =0, and rrigE is regular.

If g(x) is positively monotonic the function rrigE is non-negative,

and by the remark after 53.2 the equation ag(E) = rrigE holds for

every set E of the family 302^;. In particular it holds for bounded

Borel sets, since by the remark after 49.3 all such sets are in SJJg. Let

JS be a set for which there are Borel sets, A, B such that A Cl E d B,

ag{B — A) =0 and ag(A) < oo. For each interval Tfn the set

ATFn, BWn and (B — A)Wn are bounded Borel sets, so

rrigAWn = ag(AWn) ^ CLg(A)

and

mg(B - A)Wn = ag{(B - A)Wn] ^ cLg(B - A) = 0.

Since (B — A)Wn contains (E — A)Wnj by 19.13 this implies that

7ng(E — A)TFn == 0. Since AWn is a bounded Borel set it has finite

g-measure, so that the sum £IFn = AITnU (E — A )Tf'n is ^-measurable

and

MgEWn = rrigAWn = ag(AWr^ S OLg(A).

By 19.8, this implies that E has finite ^-measure, so 9Jfo is the natural

range of the ^-measure function.

In the nature of a converse is the following more difficult theorem.

54.2. If ix{E) is a regular measure function on a range there is a

function g(x) such that

(i) g(x) is of BV on every interval

j

(ii) g(x) — 0 if any one of the numbers ‘ ‘ is zero,

(iii) g(x) is left continuous,

(iv) every set E of the family g is g-measurablc, and mgE = }x(E).

The class of sets of finite g-measure is the natural range of myE,
and if g is the natural range of n^(E) it coincides with SSflg. There is only^
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one function g(x) which satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) a7id is such that nigl =

^(/) far all intervals I of the type [a,

Let the set P be defined as in 53.11, and let t{E) and v(E) be the

positive and negative variations of as in 53.9. Corresponding

to each of these we define a function of BY as we did in 45.5. The
process of 45.5 can be summarized as follows. Let x be any point

of the space Rg. If any is 0, we define

p{x) = n{x) = a{x) = 0.

Otherwise, we define a® = inf {x®, 0}, /3® = sup (x®, 0}, let I be

the interval [a, /3), define v{x) to be the number of superscripts i such

that x<‘> < 0, and define

p(x) = (-1)‘'<*’V(/), n(x) = (-l)‘’Wj'(J),

Sf(x) = (-1 )-'^'>m(/), a(x) = (-l)''Wa(7X

Then by 53. 12,

g(x) = p(x) - n{x), a(x) = p(x) + n(x).

As in 45.5, we find that for every Interval I of type [a, d)

(A) V = nil), Ap/ = iril), AJ = v{I), AJ = a{I).

We now prove that the functions g{x), p{x), n(x) and o(x) are left

continuous. First suppose that x is a point none of whose coordinates

is 0. Let {x®} be a sequence of numbers such that x® < x'*’ and

lim X® = xf*>, i = 1, •
, q. We wish to prove

n-* »

lim ff(xn) = g{x),
n—> 00

and likewise for the other three functions. It is permissible to restrict

our attention to those n large enough so that > 0 if > 0. As

before, we define = inf 0}, = sup 0}, /n = [ar,, /3n).

The number of superscripts i for which < 0 is then the same as the

number v{x) of superscripts for which x^^^ ^ 0. The interval I is the

limit of the In, so by the remark after 53.12 we have /x(/„)

That is,

lim g{xn) = lim ^{In) = = g(^)‘
n—^ oo n—> »

A like proof holds for the other three functions.

If any of the coordinates is 0, the proof in the preceding para-

graph still holds if I is replaced by the empty set A.
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From the definitions we have, for every interval I = [a, 0)

,

0 g ^^{I) = 7r(/) ^ a{I) - AJ,

0 ^ An/ = v{I) ^ a(J) = Aa/,

A,/ = ApJ - An/.

Hence by 50.2 every set of finite a-measure also has finite p-measure

and finite n-measure, and by 52.4 it has finite g-measure. That is,

(B) the class 9}}^ of sets of finite g-measure contains the class of

sets of finite a-measure.

Since g{x) is left continuous, by 52.10 the equation A^,/ — mgl holds

for all intervals of the type [a, /3). But we already know that A^,/ =
ju(/) for all such intervals, so ju(/) = mgl for all intervals [a, 0). By
53.8, the set-functions ix{E) and mgE are equal for all bounded Borel

sets. In exactly the same way, the equations a{E) = maE, ir(E) = mpE
and v(B) = mnE hold for all bounded Borel sets.

The function a(x) is positively monotonic, so by 54.1 the family

9}?<x of sets of finite a-measure is the natural range of the measure

function maE. By 53.7, every set of the family g belongs to Tla, and

by (B) belongs to iIRg, That is, if B is in g it has finite g-measure,

and by 53.7

mgE = MB).

The natural range of a measure function is uniquely determined

by its values on bounded Borel sets, as was remarked after 53.6.

On such sets the functions maE and a(E) coincide. Since 9Iia is the

natural range of maB, it is also the natural range of q'(B).

The functions ju(B) and mgE coincide for all bounded Borel sets B,

and they are regular, so by 53.6 we can calculate their total variations

by using only bounded Borel sets. That is, for every set Eq the total

variation of mgE over Bo is the same as the total variation a (Bo) of

fx(E) over Bo.

The family 9}?^ satisfies 53.2(a, 6, c), and since we have seen that

it is contained in 9}Z<„ the function mgE is defined on it. Clearly

mgE continues to satisfy conditions 53.2(d, e, f) on 9JJa. Since a{E) is

the total variation of mgE, and 9JJa is the natural range of a(B), it

is also the natural range of m^B, by 53.12. Applying 53.7 to mgE as

on 9)1(7 and on 9)fa, we see that Tig is contained in 9J?a. But by (B), 907^

is contained in 9)7(7, so the two coincide. Hence 9)7(7 is the natural range

of mgE.

If g is the natural range of fi(B), by 53.7 (applied to /^(B) and mgE)
it contains 9)7(7. We have already seen that g is contained in Ttg, so

the two coincide.
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It remains to prove the uniqueness of the function g{x), subject to

(i), (ii) (hi) and the equation Agl = fi(I) for all intervals I = [a, /5).

Let 7 be a function which satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) and is such that Ayl ==

for all intervals I of type [a, /5). Let x be any point of the space;

we shall show that y(x) = g{x). If any one of the is zero, this

follows from (ii). Otherwise, we define as before = inf 0],

== sup 0], I = [a, /3), ^(a:) = number of superscripts ^ such that

< 0. If we form the sum which defines Ayl, all terms but one

vanish because of (ii), and we find

Ayl = (^l)''(^)7(x).

But by 52.10, Ayl = niyL By hypothesis, rriyl = Hence

y{x) = (-ly^^^Ayl ==

This is exactly the definition of g(x). Hence 7 (x) - g(x), and the

function g{x) is uniquely determined by the values of the measure

function fx{E) on intervals I == [«, /9). The proof of the theorem is

complete. • *

One immediate consequence of this theorem is that we have an

affirmative answer to the question raised in §53: if /z(£') is regular on a

family g, can it be extended uniquely to its natural range? For

fi{E) determines g{x), which determines the measure function rrigE on

the natural range Dig] and mgE = ix(E) for all sets E of g, so rrigE is an

extension of ijl{E) to its natural range. If there were another such

extension, say to a function fMi{E) on a natural range %i, then Ati(£'),

fi(E) and rrigE all coincide on all sets of g, and in particular on all

bounded Borel sets; so and rrigE = mi(-B), by 53.7.

Another consequence is

64.3. If g{x) is of BV on every interval and is left continuous, the

family of sets offinite g-measure is the natural range of rrigE. Further-

more, there is a function y(x) satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) of theorem

54.2 such that if either one of the integrals

j^J{x)dy{x)

exists so does the other, and the two are equal

For every interval I = [a, 0) we have

Agl “ ntgi

,

by 52. 10. Since mgE is a regular measure function on the range by

54.2 there is a function y{x) satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii)
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of 54.2 and such that rriyE = rrigE for all sets E of 30?^, and the class

93?^ of sets of finite 7-measure is the natural range of rriyE.

Let 1 be any interval containing an interior point. If we denote

the closure of I by [a, p], and write Jo for the corresponding right-open

interval [a, jS), then

A^J ~ ^gl Qj A-yJ AyJo.

For in defining A^, only the values of g{x) at the vertices of I were used,

and I and Jo have the same vertices. A like statement holds for A^J.

But by 52.10, for the interval Jo we have

A^Jo == rriyl^ = m^Jo = A^Jq;

and from this and the preceding equation we conclude that A^J = A^J.

If J contains no interior point, we must have for some

and therefore A(,J = 0 = A^J. Thus the equation Is.gl = A-yJ holds

for all intervals I.

Now in defining integral and measure the function g{x) never

entered except in the expression A^J. The functions g{x) and 7(0;),

though possibly different, have the same difference-function; Agl =
A-yJ. Hence they lead to the same integral and measure. This

establishes the last statement of our theorem. Also, the classes

^g and 9)^7 are identical, and nigE = niyE for all sets E of Since

9W7 is the natural range of rriyE by 54.2, it follows that SWj, is the natural

range of rrigE. This completes the proof.

Another corollary, similar to the last, informs us that we would
have lost no generality if we had restricted our attention to left

continuous functions from the start; for every g(x) which is of BV
on every interval can be replaced by another such function which is

left continuous and gives the same value to the integral as g{x) did.

64.4. If g{x) is of BV on every interval, there is a function ^{x)

which satisfies (i), (ii), (hi) of 54.2 and is such that

() every g-measurahle set E is y-measurahle, and if mgE is finite

the equation

THyE — rrigE

holds;

() every g-summable function f{x) is also y-summahle, and

j^J{x)dyiz) = j^J(x)dg(x).

Here we shall only prove conclusion {a) ;
we could go on to prove

(6) also, but this will follow from (a) after 55.6 is established.
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The set function rrigE is a regular measure function on the family

W.g of sets of finite ^-measure. By 54.2, there is a function y{x)

satisfsang (i), (ii), (iii) of 54.2 and such that every set E of Mg is

y-measurable, and niyE = nigE. This establishes (a) for sets of

finite gi-measure. If E is g-measurable, but has not finite gr-measure,

we regard it as the sum for all n of the sets EWn. Each of these has

finite gf-measure, and therefore is y-measurable. Hence E = U. E1E„

is 7-ineasurable.

It is interesting to observe that, with the same notation as in 54.2,

the following theorem holds.

64 .6 . Let }x(E) be a regular measure function on a range and let

the Junctions g{x), p(x), n{x), a{x) be defined as in the proof of 54.2.

Then p(x) and n{x) form a minimum decomposition of g(x), and a(x)

is the same as t(x).

Let I be an interval of the type [a, /5). Since g{x) = p{x) — n{x)j

we know by 46.3 and 46.5 that Tg[I] ^ Tp[I] + Tr[I] = Apl + A„/.

To establish the reverse inequality let € be a positive number, and

let P be the set exhibited in 53.11. As stated in that theorem, we may
suppose P to be a Borel set. In the proof of 54.2 it was shown that

the equations mpE = t{E) and mnE = v{E) hold for all bounded

Borel sets. Thus for every bounded Borel set E we have

mpE = 7r(P) = ir{EP) = mpEPj

mnE = v{E) = v{E — P) = mn{E — P).

In particular, m^/P = v{IP) = 0, so by 20.1 there is an open set

U containing IP such that

(A) mnU < 6.

00

The set UI can by 3.6 be represented as the sum of intervals U 7,-,

j = i

where 7/ has the form [af, Hence

00

mpUl — ^ mplj.

Let n be chosen large enough so that

n

(P) MpUl — ^ mplj < e.

i = l

The remainder 7 — [7i U • •
• U 7n] can be represented as the sum
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of disjoint intervals •••,/* each of the type [a, fi). Then

(C) my
( U /,) + mp

( U

(D) m„ ( U /,) + m„ ( U /f) = m„J.

Since 7i U ' * *
• U /„ is contained in U, the first term in (D) is

less than e:

(E) m„ (^U < e-

Since UI contains JP, we have rripl = rripIP ^ rripUI, and by (B) it

follows that

n

(F) ^ niplj > rripI — e.

j = i

These inequalities, with (C) and (D), yield

m, ( 0 li) ^n( 0 I*)
'i>=n+ l / '

Now

r,[7] ^ X I

A,/,-
1 + X I I = E 1 I + 2 I

j = l i = n+ l ; = 1 j=n-l-l
n »n

^
1 X 1 +

1 £ I

;«1

=
I

i =n+l

+ l»n„( 0 U /;)\;=n+ l / V;=n4-1 ^

> (Wp/ — €“€) + {rrinl — € — e)

= rripI + mj — 46 = ApZ + AJ — 4€.

Since e is arbitrarily small, this implies that

T,[I] ^ Ap/ + AJ.

Therefore p(x), n(x) is a minimum decomposition of g{x).

It follows that for every interval /, the total variation is the

sum of ApZ and A„/. But a(x) = p(x) + n(x), so Aa/ = ApJ + An/.

Hence A^/ = Aa/ for every interval /. The functions a(x), t(x) were
both so defined that they vanish whenever any one of the x^^^ is zero.

Hence, just as in proving the uniqueness of g{x) in the last paragraph
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of proof of 54.2, we find that r(x) = a{x). This completes the proof

of the theorem.

66. If we are given a measure function ii{E) on a range we can at

once utilize a process due to Lebesgue to define an integral. If f{x)

is defined on a set E of g, we say that f{x) is g-measurable if the set

E[f ^ a] belongs to g for every number a. Suppose now that f{x) is

defined, bounded and g-measurable on a set Eq of g, and that /x(B) is

non-negative. Let a, b be numbers such that a < f(x) < b, and let

Zo,
• •

•
, Zft be numbers such that a — Iq < h < • •

• < Z^ = 6.

This collection of numbers U we call a ‘‘ladder We now form the

sums

(A) siL) = 2) SiL) = ^ MEi),

where Ef is the set < / ^ y. Clearly s(L) g S(L). Let L'

be a ladder {Z'o,
* *

•
, Zjl} which is “finer” than L; that is, each Z, is

one of the numbers If Z,_i = < • *
* < ZJ+m = h

then the term luj^iEj) in S(L) is replaced by the sum ll^iiJi{El^i) + • • •

+ where E] = iJo[ZLi < / S y. Then£^^+i U • •
• U E[^^

= so

+ • •
• + S IM^i) + • •

• +
= l]fj.(Ei^i U * *

* U = lifi(Ej),

Therefore, adding for j = 1,
• •

•
,

kj we find that S{L') g S(L).

Similarly s(L') ^ s{L).

It follows that s(Li) ^ S(I/2) for all ladders Li, L 2 . For if L' is

the ladder consisting of all the numbers both of Li and of L2,
then

s(Li) ^ s(L') S S(U) ^ SiLz). Therefore if we write m = sup s{L)

and M = inf S(L) for all ladders L, we have m ^ M. On the other

hand, if all the steps Ij
— Zy_i of the ladder L have length less than e,

then

S{L) - s{L) - S(Z,- - h^ME,) S eMEi) = €m(^o);

whence

s{L) Sm ^ M ^ S{L) ^ s(L) + e^xiEo).

The positive number e is arbitrarily small, so m = M. Incidentally,

this proves that by making the length of the largest step of L arbi-

trarily close to zero we oblige both s{L) and S{L) to approach the

common value m = M as limit. We now define

jj{x)dt.{E) = M.
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Next, let f{x) be non-negative and ^^-measurable on Eo. Define

f„{x) to be inf {/(x), n}. This function is also ^-measurable and is

bounded, so the integral

exists. It is rather easy to show that this integral increases mono-

tonically with n. If it has a finite limit as n —> oo, we say that f(x)

is Ai-integrable on Eq, and we define

f^J{x)d^i{E)
^ \im \j^{x)dy.{E).

Let Wn be the interval — n ^ ^ ^ = 1,
• •

•
,

g. If J(x)

is non-negative and is /x-integrable on each it is easy to show that

j^mdi.{E)

increases monotonically with n. If its limit is finite, we say that

f{x) is ju-integrable over the space Rq, and we define

/ fix)dM(E) ^ lim / f{x)dKE)-

If f(x) is defined over Rq^ we define as usual f'^(x) = sup {/(x), 0},

f-(x) = sup { -“fix), 0} . Then/(a;) is said to be M-integrable over Rq if

/+ and J~ are both /i-integrable over Rq, and in that case we define

jj{x)dtx{E) ^ jj^{x)dn{E) - jj-{x)di,{E).

Finally we remove the restriction that ^{E) be non-negative. With
the notation of the preceding section, we have ij,{E) = 7r(F) — v{E).

Then we say that a function /(:r) defined on Rq is /x-integrable over Rq
if it is both 7r-integrable and i^-integrable, and in that case we define

fj(x)dm = j^Kx)d^{E) - jj{x)dv{E).

From these definitions it is easily seen that if /(r) is defined on Rq
and is g-measurable on every interval, a necessary and sufficient

condition for /(.r) to be /x-integrable over Rq is that |/(:r)
|

be a-inte-

grable over Rq.

We now prove the analogues of 50.1 and 50.2.

55.1. L(i jj.i{E) {i = 0, 1, 2) be non-negative yncasure functions, all

defined on the sayne family g, and such that yo{E) = nfiE) -f y 2 (E) for

all sets E of g. Let f{x) be defined on Rq. Then f{x) is yo-integrable if
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and only if it is both /xi-integrable and ixi-integrable, and in that case

^
j^J(z)dfn{x).

Suppose f{x) bounded and 5-ineasurable on a set Eq of %, If we
define St(L) and Si(L) {i = 0, 1, 2) as in equation (4) at the beginning

of the section, we easily see that

s,{L) = Si{L) + S 2 (L), S,{L) = >Si(L) + S2 {L)

for every ladder L, Hence we readily deduce

f^J(,x)dfio{x) = 'Z^j^J{x)dy.i{x).

The extension to functions f{x) which are defined and ^co~integrable

(or both Mi-iutegrable and M2-integrable) over needs no detailed

presentation; it follows by straightforward use of the definition.

Two corollaries of 55. 1 can now be stated.

66.2. If iXQ{E) and fj>i{E) are measure functions on and 0 g iJ>iiE)

g {xoiE) for all E in g, then every function f(x) which is ix^-integrahle over

Rg is also iii-integrahle.

For all E in define M2 (£') = mo(-E') ~ mi(£'). The requirements

in 53.2 are easily verified, and so M2 (-®) is a non-negative measure

function on g. So by 55.1, if f{x) is juo-integrable it is both jui-integra-

ble and /i 2“integrable.

66.3. If {i = 0, 1, 2) are measure-functions on g such that

ijiq{E) = ui(E) + fM 2 (E) for all sets E of the family g, then every function

f(x) which is both /di-integrable and n^-integrable over Rg is also ^o-

integrahle, and

jj^f{x)diJ.a{x) = ^
j^J{x)dixi{x).

Let 'n-i{E), Vi{E) be the positive and -negative variations of iifE)

(i = 0, 1, 2) as defined in 53.9. If E is an arbitrary set and Eq is a

subset of E which belongs to g, then by the definition 53.9 we find

JloiEo) = 7ri(jBo) H“ ^2(-6'o) “ Vl{Eo) — V2 {Eo)

^ Ti{E) +- 'K2{E).

This holds for all subsets Eq of E which belong to g, so

(A) ttq^E) — sup JJLo{Eo) S T^liE) + Tr 2 (E).
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In the same way we prove

(B) vo(E) S yi(E) + vziE),

By 53.12, the set-functions 7ri(£7) and Vi{E) (i = 0, 1, 2)are measure

functions on g. If f{x) is defined and both jui-integrable and jU 2-inte-

grable over i2g, by definition it is integrable with respect to tti, 7r2,

vi, and V2 . By 55.2 with inequalities (A) and (B) it is Tro-integrable

and vo-integrable; so by definition it is Mo-integrable. Furthermore,

for every set £ of g we have

tq(E) — vo{E) = /Jio(E) = fii(E) + P'2(E)

= iti^E) Hh v^iE^ — vx{E^ — v%{E^,

Transposing, we obtain

Tro(E) “f vi(E) + vziE) = vo{E) -h Ti(E) + ir^iE)

for all sets E of 5. If J{x) is both jLti-integrable and jLt 2-integrable, we
already know that it is Trintegrable and Printegrable {i = 0, 1, 2).

By 55.1,

fj(x)dr,(E) + jj{x)dv,{E) + jj(x)dv,{E)

= L rndWoiE) + v,{E) + V2{E)}
J iSfl

= f^J{x)d{ME) + r^{E) + v^{E)]

= j^J{x)dv,{E) + jj{x)di^,{E) + J^J{x)dT,(E).

Transposing yields

jj{x)dME) = f^mdME) - j^Kx)duo(E)

= X LmdME).

Next we show that if the family % is enlarged in such a way that

the measure function remains regular, all functions f{x) which were
originally integrable remain integrable, and the values of their

integrals do not change.

65.4. Let tJLi{E) and jx^iE) be measure Junctions dejined and either

non-negative or regular on the respective ranges S 2 - Suppose that

5i is contained in ^ 2 ,
and that for each set E in the functions fxi{E) and
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lxi{E) are equal. Then every }ii-integrable function f(x) is also fx^-inte-

grable^ and

= hsix)dME).

Consider first the case of non-negative measure functions ui and

1X2 . Evidently every gi-measurable function is g 2-measurable, since

gi is contained in g 2 . If f{x) is bounded and gi-measurable on a set

Eq of gi, for every ladder L the sums s(L), S{L) have the same value

whether mi or fX 2 is used as measure function. Therefore

If f(x) is non-negative and /xi-integrable on Eo, and

U{x) = inf {n,fix)},
then the limit

lim
/

fn(x)dixi{x) = lim [ Mx)dfAi{x)

exists. The limits of the members of this equation are the respective

members of (A), so (A) holds for such f{x). The extension from

integrals over Eq to integrals over Rq is similarly made, and the restric-

tion to non-negative /(a;) is.removed by applying the result already

proved to the functions and

If jLti and M 2 are regular, though not necessarily non-negative, on

the respective families gi, ^ 2 ,
they have the same positive and negative

variations 7r(E), p{E); for by 53.6 we can compute 7r{E) and v{E) on

bounded Borel sets, on which the two measure functions are surely

equal. By the part of the proof already completed, if f{x) is x- and

]^-integrable when x and v are regarded as measure functions on gu
they are still x- and z/-integrable when x and p are regarded as measure

functions on %2 ,
and the integrals retain the same values. By sub-

tracting, the conclusion of the theorem is established.

The integral defined in this section is very closely related to the

integral defined in §51, and there called the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.

(Historically, the form of definition used in this section has the better

right to the name.) The next two theorems show this relationship,

66.6. Let g(x) be of BV on every interval. Let mgE he the corre-

sponding measure-function, and the family of sets of finite g-meas-

ure. Let f{x) he defined over the space Rq. Then if f{x) is g-summable

in the sense of §51 over Rq it is also mg-integrable in the sense of §55 over

Rq, and

j^J{x)dm,E = j^J{x)dg{x).
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If g{x) is 'positively monotonic or left continuous the converse is also true:

if fix) is mg-integrable over Rq it is also g-summable over Rq.

Evidently fix) is g-measurable if and only if it is 2)Jy-measurable, for

there is only one concept of measure present. We first suppose that

gix) is positively monotonic, so that mgE is non-negative. Let fix)

be gf-measurable and bounded on a set Eo of finite measure. Given

a ladder L: ih, /i,
• *

•
,

Z*), we define <pix) on Eo to be the function

whose value is ij-i on the set Ej ^ EqIIj-i < / ^ Zy], and we define

^(x) on Eq as the function whose value is Ij on Ej. These are gf-measur-

able functions, and <pix) < fix) S ^ix). Hence

k ^ r

s(L) = ^ ^ L k-idg(x)

j = l 3 = 1
^ ’

= h^<p(.x)dg(x) g J^j(x)dg(x)

- Lo = D L
1

^

= X hrn,E, = SiL).
i = l

But by definition of the integral with respect to mgE we have

siL) ^ jj{x)dm,E g S{L).

Since siL) and &iL) differ arbitrarily little, it must be true that

(*) hj(x)dg{x) = I^J{x)dmgE.

If fix) is non-negative and gr~measurable on Eo, define fnix) =
inf {n, fix)]. Then by the preceding proof

J^jn(x)dg{x) = I^J„{x)dmi,E

for every n. Now fix) is g-summable if and only if the limit of the

right member is finite, by 18.4; this is true if and only if fix) is Tn^^-inte-

grable. If the limits are finite, the limit of the left and right members
are respectively the left and right members of (*), in the one case by
definition and in the other by 18.4. Hence (*) holds in this case.

The extension to Rq is made by use of the intervals Wn, as before;

the proof is like that in the preceding paragraph. The restriction that

fix) be non-negative is removed by applying the part of the proof

already established to /-^ and f~. This completes the proof of the

theorem for positively monotonic functions gix).
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Suppose next that g{x) is of BV on every interval, but is not neces-

sarily positively monotonic. Let P{x), N{z) be a miniTnmn decom-
position of g{x). If f{x) is fif-summable over R^, it is also P-summable
and JV-summable. By the part of the proof already completed, it is

both TOp-integrable and mir-integrable, and

jj{x)dg{x) = j^mdPix) - f^Jix)dN{x)

But ms,E is the sum of the measure functions mpE and ~m«E. so by
55.3 the function /(x) is mo-integrable, and

fj^J(x)dg{x) = I^Jix)dm„E.

All that remains is to establish the converse for left-continuous

functions g{x). Let tt^E) and v{E) be respectively the positive and

negative variations of rrigEj as defined in 53.9, By 54.1 and 53.12,

these are regular measure functions on the family Mg of sets of finite

gf-measure. If p(x) and n{x) are defined as in 54.2, they are left con-

tinuous, so for every interval I of the type [a, fi) we know that ApJ =
Mpl and AnI *= rrinlj by 47.5. But p(x) and n{x) were so defined that

Apl = 7r(J) and A„I = v{I) for all such intervals I (cf. 54.2, equation

(A)). Hence, by 53.8 and 53.7, for all sets E of the family we have

rripE = 7r{E)j rrinE = v{E),

Now let J{x) be a function defined and m^-integrable over By
definition, it is both 7r-integrable and ^/-integrable. By the preceding

equation, it is both Wp-integrable and m„-integrable. But p(x) and

n{x) are positively monotonic, so by the part of the proof already

completed we know that f{x) is p-summable and n-summable. From

54.5, this implies that J{x) is ^-summable, and the theorem is complete.

The next theorem is the analogue of 55.5 in which we start with a

measure function ij.{E) and seek a corresponding g{x).

66.6. Let ijl{E) he a regular measure function on the range and

let g{x) he the function described in 54.2. If f{x) is p.-integrable over Rg,

it is g-summable over Rq, and

hjix)dgix) = j^J{x)dfiiE\.

If 5 is the natural range of u{E) and f{x) is defined over Rg, then f{x)

is g-summable over Rqif and only if it is fx-integrahle over Rq.
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Let %i be the natural range of n(E), and let fxi{E) be the extension

of fi{E) to its natural range %i. This extension is possible and is

uniquely determined, by the remark after 54.2. If Q is already the

natural range of fJi{E), then Si g and jj-iiE) is identically equal to

fji{E) on g.

In defining the function g{x) of 54.2 it is immaterial whether we
use or ix(x); for the definition of g(x) involves only the values of

ijl(E) on intervals [a, jS), and on such intervals the function jjl and m
are identical. Hence by 54.2 we conclude that the family of sets

of finite ^-measure is the same as gi, and for all sets E’ of gi the equa-

tion TTigE = p.i{E) holds. Thus if f{x) is defined on it is pi-inte-

grable if and only if it is m^,-integrable. Since g{x) is left continuous,

J(x) is TTif^-integrable if and only if it is gr-summable by 55.5. Also, if

the integrals exist.

If g is the natural range of ix(E), so that gi = g and fj,i = jj, this

completes the proof. Otherwise, by 55.4, if f{x) is M-integrable it is

Mi-integrable, and

jj{x)diJ.{E) = \j{x)dy.,{E).

This, with the preceding paragraph, completes the proof.

The postponed proof of conclusion (fe) of 54.4 is now easily made.
With the notation and hypotheses of that theorem, if f{x) is ^-sum-

mable it is Tn^-integrable, and

j^J(x)dg{x) = I^J{x)dm„E,

by 55.5. From conclusion (a) of 54.4, together with 55.4, we find

that f{x) is ?7i>.-integrable, and

Jj^J(x)dm,E = j^J{x)dmyE.

Since 7 is left continuous, by 55.5 the function f(x) is y-summable
over Rq and

j^J{x)dmyE = j^J{x)dy{x).

This completes the proof of 54.4.

Summing up, we have shown that there is a one-to-one corre-

spondence between measure functions on their natural ranges and
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functions satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) of 54.2. This correspondence

is such that, if on range § corresponds to g{x)y then every set of

% has finite gr-measure, and conversely; every ju-integrable function

f{x) is ^-summable, and conversely; and if f{x) is gf-summable, the two
integrals

/«,
aad i{x)dii {E)

are equal.

From this correspondence it is evident without further proof

that all the theorems of §52 remain valid after mere notational changes

for integrals

provided that is a regular measure function on its natural range 5-

As always, the apparent restriction that the range of integration be

is actually no restriction, since every integral can be written in

this manner.

Exercise. Let g(x) he oi BV on every interval, and let ii{E)

be a regular measure function on a family % of sets. Then there

exists a set E* with r-measure zero, and a function /(x) which is

gr-summable over every set E of the family g, such that for every

set E oi % the equation

i^iE) = ^{EE*) + ljix)dg{x)

holds. If n{E) — 0 whenever nirE = 0, then fi{E) is absolutely

continuous (with respect to t{x)) and

t.{E) = jj{x)dg{x)

for every set E of

(On bounded Borel sets consider the measure function jjl{E) —‘TirrigE,

where ri, r 2
*

* * is an ordering of the rationals. Construct the set P
of 53.11, and call it Pi. We may assume Pi CZPj if n > r,-, for we

can replace Pi by U Pj for all j such that r, ^ r,-. Define E*" to be

(H Pi) U (C U Pi). Define f{x) to be the sup of all r, for which x is

in Pi.) (Nikodym, Fundamenta Mathematicae vol. 15 (1930), p. 168.

Also H. Wileilski, Fund. Math. 16, p. 399.)

66. The set P of theorem 53.11 can be used in such a way as to

permit us to replace integrals with respect to measure functions iJi{E)

by integrals with respect to non-negative measure-functions, and to

replace integrals with respect to g{x) by integrals with respect to t(x).
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66.1. Let {j.{E) be a measure function on its natural range g, and let

P be the set defined in 53.11. Let f{x) be defined on the space Rq, If 'uoe

define cr(x) = Kpix) — Kcp{x), then fix) is ix-integrahle if and only if

f(x)(rix) is a-integrahle, and in that case

(^) j^mdm = jj{x)aix)da{E).

Suppose first that fix) is /t-integrable; by definition, it is then
iT-integrable and v-integrable. The functions fix) and f(x)(r(x) differ

only on the complement of P, which has x-measure zero. Therefore

Likewise —fix) = fix)(rix) except on P, which has z/-ineasure zero, so

Since t(B) + viE) = a(E), by 55.1 we see that/(a:)ff(a;) is a-integrable

and equation (A) holds.

Conversely, let /(,x)(r(x) be a-integrable. For each interval Tf„

the intersections PWn and (CP)Wn are bounded Borel sets, hence
in g. By 22.5 (which we may use because of 52.13 and the remark at

the end of §55) f(x)<7{x) is a-integrable over Wn. Since tT(x) is 1 on
PWn and —1 on (CP)Wn, it is bounded and a-measurable, so the
product [f{x)<r{x)](rix) = f(x) is a-integrable over Wn. Now f(x)c(x)
is a-integrable over P„ so by 52.3 its absolute value is also a-integrable.

But this is the same as
|
f{x)

1 ,
since (t(x) = ± 1. From the definition

of the integral with respect to a we readily find that the preceding
three sentences imply that /(x) is a-integrable over R^. It is there-
fore T-integrable and I'-integrable by 55.1, so it is /i-integrable by
definition. This completes the proof.

We deduce at once a corollary on g-summable functions.

66.2. If g(x) is left continuous and of BV on every interval, andP is

the set determined by m^E as in 53.11, and cr{x) = Kp{x) - Kcp{x),
then in order that a function fix) defined on he g-summable over P, it

is necessary and sufficient that fix)<r(x) be r-summable over R,; and in
that case the equation

hjix)dg(x) = fifix)(rix)dT{x)

holds.

By 55.5 and 55.6, this is merely 56.1 in another notation.
This theorem allows us to improve 52.21 slightly.
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66.3. If g{x) is left continuous, hypothesis (c) of 52.21 can be replaced

by

(c') for every positive t there is a positive 6 such that

I

j^Uix)dg{x)
j

< e

for every g-meaaurahle subset E of E* with rrirE < 5.

If we replace the integrator g(x) by r(x) and replace the functions

f{x), fn{x) by their respective products f{x)a{x), /n(x)a(x) with the

function cr(x) of 56.1 we find that all the hypotheses of 52.21 are

satisfied. Therefore by 52.21 the function f(x)<r(x) is r-summable, and

lim f 1

fn(x)<r(x) - f(x)a(x)
1
dr(x) = 0.

The second conclusion is (omitting the factor
|
o-(x)

[

= 1) exactly the

conclusion of 52.21^ and by 56.2 the first conclusion can be written

in the form of the first conclusion of 52.21.

The next theorem concerns the reduction of Lebesgue-Stieltjes

integrals in which the measure function is itself defined by means of

an integral. As we saw in the preceding section, it does not matter

which of our two forms of definition of the integral we use. So for

convenience we use a hybrid form, involving both types of definition.

56.4. Let g(x) be defined and either positively monotonic or left con-

tinuous on Rg, and of BV on every interval. Let h{x) he defined on Rq

and g-summable over every set of finite g-measure. Let $ be the family of

sets E over which the integral

HiE) = j^h{x)dg{x)

is defined. Then H{E) is a measure-function on the range and if f(x)

is defined on Rg, it is H-integrahle if and only if f(x)h{x) is g-summable^

and in that case

(*) jj{x)dH{E) = jj{x)h{x)dg{x).

The class $ may well be larger than the class of sets of finite

p-measure, for h{x) may be ^-summable over sets which do not have

finite p-measure. It may even include sets which are not g'-measur-

able, since ^ will contain all sets on which h vanishes identically, even

though they are not ^-measurable.
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For each n the function h(x) is g-summable over Wn, so the subset

I
/i

I

= oo] of the interval TTn on which h is not finite has

^-measure zero, by 23.1. Adding these sets for all n, we find that

Rq[\h\ = 00
] has gf-measure zero. On this set we can re-define h{x)

to be zero without changing any of the integrals mentioned in the

theorem. That is, we may assume without loss of generality that

h{x) is finite-valued.

We must first show that H(E) is a measure function on the family

§. Condition 53.2(a) clearly holds, since every interval [a, p) has

finite g^-measure. Suppose h(x) non-negative. If Ei, E2 are in by

definition the functions h{x)KEi{x)^ i = 1, 2, are gf-summable over the

space Rq, By 52.3, so is sup {0, h(x)KEX^) Hx)KEi(x)}. This is

identical with 1%{x)Ke,~eXx)
,
so h{x) is summable over Ex — and

53.2(6) holds. The restriction ^ 0 is readily removed by con-

sidering and separately. Let Ei, E^^ •
*

* be disjoint sets of

all contained in a set Eq of If the Ei are finite in number, the

function

h(x)K\jEi(x) ^ 2h(x)KEi{x)

is ^-summable by 52.3, and U Ei is in If they are denumerably

infinite, then

h(x)K\jEXx) == lim Vh{x)KE,{x),

^ h{x)KsM g I
h(x)

I
Ke,{x),

‘ 1
'

which is summable. By 52.20, conditions (c') (see remark after 53.2)

and (/) are satisfied. For (e), we observe that if S is in § and Ex,
• •

•
,

iS'n are disjoint sets of § contained in E, then by 52.3

I
i
H{Ed

I = I I ^ h{x)dg{x)
I

g I 1

h{x)
I

dr{x)

^ A I I

Thus H [E) is actually a measure-function.

Suppose first that h{x) is non-negative and g(x) positively mono-
tonic. Letf{x) be a function defined on a closed interval I and having

a finite number of distinct values Ci,
• •

,
Ck, the value q being
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assumed on a set Ej of the family Then f{x) is R-integrable, and

ff{x)dHiE) = I c^H(Ei) = I f cMx)dg(x)

= J^j(x)h(x)dg(x).

Hence f(x)h(x) is gf-summable over I, and the equation

(A) fjfi^)dH{E) = j^f{x)h{x)dg{x)

holds.

Suppose next that f{x) is non-negative, bounded and H-integrable

over I
;
say 0 g f(x) < M. We define the ladder by subdividing

the interval [
— Jf, M] into equal parts by points ^ j ‘ M ^ 2'"^^

j = — 2^*, — 2"* + 1,
• •

•
,

2"". As before, we define to be the

set < / ^ If fn{x) is defined to have the value on

we see that

s(L„) = I = \jr.{x)dH(E).

Since Sn{x) can also be regarded as the greatest one of the numbers
;(») which is less than /(a;), and the numbers are included among the
/(n+i)^

it is immediate that ji{x) ^ f^ix) g . Moreover, it is

easy to see that as n oo the functions fn{x) tend (in fact uniformly)

to f{x). Hence by the definition of the integral,

lim lUx)dH{E) = lim s(Ln)
n— 80 J^ n—> 00

= jj{x)dH{E).

By the preceding paragraph, each product fn(x)h(x) is g-summable,

and

(B) fj.{x)dH(E) = f^Mx)hix)dg{x).

This, with the preceding equation, shows that both members of (B)

tend to the left member of {A) as n—^ oo. But h{x) being non-

negative, we have fi{x)h{x) ^f2(x)h{x) ^ * -^f{x)h{x). So by

18.4 the product f(x)h{x) is gf-summable and is the limit of the right

member of (fi), so that equation (A) is satisfied.

Conversely, let us suppose that J(x) is non-negative and bounded

and that /(x)/i(x) is g'-summable over a closed interval /. If we can
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show that f{x) is ^-measurable on /, then since it is bounded it will

be iiT-integrable, and by the preceding paragraph equation (A) will

hold. Consider then the set /[/ > a]. If f{x) > a, then f(x)h{x)

exceeds ah{x) unless h(x) vanishes. That is,

/[/ > a] = I[fh > ah] U {Ilh = 0] n /[/ > a]).

The last summand in this equation is a subset of I[h = 0] ;
over this

set h(x) is g-summable, and its integral is zero. That is, the last

summand has measure H{I[h = 0] n /[/ > a]) == 0. It remains to

show that the set

I, = I[fh > ah]

is ^-measurable.

By hypothesis, the functions f(x)h{x) and ah(x) are ^-summable

over J. Renee f(x)h(x) — ah(x) is also ^-summable over L By 21.3,

the set la = I[fh — ah > 0] is p-measurable. By 22.5, h(x) is p-sum-

mable over la. This is exactly the definition of the statement that la

is ^-measurable.

We now remove the restriction that /(a;) is bounded. Suppose that

f{x) is non-negative and JT-integrable on I. By definition, for every

positive integer n the function fnix) = inf [n; f{x)] is H-integrable,

and

lim [jn(x)dH{E) = fj(x)dH(E),

By the preceding proof, fn(x)h{x) is p-summable over I, and

[jn(x)hix)dg(x) = I^Ux)dH(E).

This, with the preceding equation, shows that

lim fj„(x)h{x)dg(x) = fj{x)dH(E).
n—* oo J ^ J J-

But fn(x)h{x) increases monotonically with n and approaches

so by 18.4 the product f(x)h(x) is p-summable over /, and equation

(A) holds.

Conversely, letf{x) be non-negative and let f{x)h{x) be g-summable
over I, Defining /„(x) as above, we see that

Jn{x)h{x) = inf [f(x)h{x), nh{x)}.

Each of the functions f{x)h{x), nh(x) is p-summable over I, by
hypothesis. Hence fn(x)h{x) is also p-summable over J. Since fn(x)

is bounded, by a preceding part of the proof we know that fn{x) is
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ff-integrable and equation {B) holds. By 18.4, as n oo the right

member of (B) tends to a finite limit, namely the right member of

(A), Hence by definition the left member of (A) is defined and equa-

tion (A) holds.

Next, suppose that f{x) is defined and non-negative on Rq. By
using integrals over the intervals Wn instead of the integrals of the

/^(x), we can prove as above that/(x) is ff-integrable over Rq if and

only if f{x)h{x) is ^-summable over Rq^ and in that case the equation

(*) of the theorem is satisfied.

Let J{x) be any function defined on Rq. By definition, it is H-inte-

grable over Rq if and only if and/~(x) are both F-integrable over

Rq, Since and J~ are non-negative, the preceding proof shows that

they are both F-integrable over Rq if and only if both J^{x)h{x) and

f-{x)h{x) are ^-suramable over Rq. But

f-^{x)h{x) = sup [fix), 0} • hix) = sup (/(x)A(x), 0}

= lfix)hix)]-^,

and likewise

tix)hix) = [/(a;)A(x)]’-.

Hence fix) is H-integrable over Rq if and only if both [/(a:)fe(a:)]+

and [fix)hix)]~‘ are ^-summable over Rq. This is the necessary and

sufficient condition that /(x)/i(x) be p-summable over Rq. Moreover,

if the integrals exist, then the analogues of (*) hold for/+ and for/~

By subtraction, equation (*) is satisfied.

We now remove the restriction that hix) be non-negative. The

integral

= Ib I I

is defined for all sets E of the family §, by 18.3. This set-function

is in fact the total variation of H(E) for all sets E of §, as we now

prove. Let Eo be any set of the family ^ and let /c be a number less

than the total variation of HiE) on Eq. Then there are disjoint sets

El, ‘ Ep of the family all contained in Eq, and such that

t \H{E,)\>k.
i = i

But then by 18.3

^ < .X
I
/b,

Kx)dg{x)
I

^ ^ 1

h(x)
j

dg{x) =
I

/i(u-)
1
dgix)

g f I

li(x)
I
dg(x) = ociEo).

J Eq
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This is true for all k less than the total variation of HiE) over Eo, so

that the total variation cannot exceed oc(Ei,). On the other hand, let

P be the set of all x such that hix) > 0. Then EoP is measurable, as

follows from 21.4 and 21.3; and

total variation of H{E) over Ea ^ |
H(EoP)

1 + 1
H(Ba — P)

\

^ “
/b._p

Hx)dg(x)

=
1

h(x)
I

dg(x).

Our statement about a(E) is thus established.

The set P on which h is positive serves as the P of 53.11, since

H(E) is non-negative if E is in P and non-positive if E is in the comple-

ment of P. Let <ro{x) be the function Kf{x) — Kcrix), which is 1

on P and — 1 on CP. As we saw in 56. 1, a function f{x) is R-integrable

if and only if /(x)ffo(x) is a-integrable, and if the integrals exist they

are equal:

jj{x)dH{E) = f^J{x)co{x)da(E).

By the preceding part of the proof for non-negative functions h{x)j

the function f{x)(ro{x) is a-integrable if and only if J{x)ao{x)
|
h{x)

|

is ^-summable, and in that case

j^J(,x)<To{x)da{E) = j^J{x)ao{x) \
hix)

\
dgix).

But (Tq{x)
1
h(x)

1

= h{x)j and we have therefore shown that fix) is

//-integrable if and only if fix)h(x) is p-summable, and in that case

equation (*) holds. The proof of the theorem for positively monotonic

functions g{x) is complete.

Finally, let gix) be left continuous on the whole space Rq and of

BV on every interval. With the help of the set P of 53.11 we define

the function crix) = Kp(x) — Kcp(x). By 56.2, the existence and

value of the integrals HiE) and ffix)hix)dgix) are unaffected if we
simultaneously replace gix) by r(x) and hix) by hix)<xix). But r(x) is

positively monotonic, so by the preceding proof fix) is H-integrable

if and only if fix)hix)<rix) is r-summable. This in turn is true if and

only if /(x)/i(x) is g-summable; and if the integrals exist, then

jj{x)dHiE) = jj{x)h[x)c{x)drix)

= jjix)hix)dgix).

The proof of the theorem is complete.
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Let us now restrict our attention to simple integrals and choose

g{x) to be X. Let y{x) be a function defined on Ri and AC on every

interval, so that

y{b) — y{a) = Hx) dx.

Theorem 56.4 then yields the following corollary.

66.5. // y{x) is defined on Ri and AC on every interval, andf{x) is

defined on Ri, then fix) is y-summable over Ri if and only if f(x)y(x)

is Lebesgue summable, and in that case

j^Jix)dyix) = j^fix)yix)dx.



CHAPTER VIII

The Perron Integral

67. The definitions of integral so far considered have all rested

fundamentally on a limiting process performed on finite sums. But

one of the oldest—^if not the oldest—of all definitions of integral is

based on the inversion of the process of differentiation. To Newton,

an (indefinite) integral F{x) of a function /(a:) meant a function,

necessarily continuous, whose derivative F'{x) is everywhere equal

to f{x). For us, this definition is too restrictive. It is possible to

construct quite simple functions which cannot be everywhere the

derivative of any function. For instance, define f{x) = 0 for a: 5^ 0,

_^(0) = 1. If F'{x) = fix), then by the theorem of the mean Fix)

is constant for a: < 0 and for a: > 0. Hence by continuity Fix) is

constant, and F'(0) = 0 ?^/(0). On the other hand, if we weaken

our requirements and ask only that F'(x) = fix) almost everywhere,

we have gone too far. For example, if fix) is defined and identically

zero on 0 ^ a: ^ 1, we wish Fix) to be constant on [0, 1]. Yet in §9

we constructed a function which is continuous and is constant on

each of a set of intervals in [0, 1] whose total length is 1. If we take

Fix) to be this function we find F'ix) = 0 = fix) almost everywhere,

whUe* F(0) = 0 and F(l) = 1. So if we are to ask only that F' — f
almost everywhere, we must impose some other sort of condition on F
or else lose all meaning.

As an example, let /(a:) be defined on an interval (a, 6), and let us

say that Fix) is an integral of fix) if Fix) is AC and F' = f almost

everywhere. From our preceding theorems, we find at once that this

definition coincides with the definition of the Lebesgue integral

j^ix) dx.

However, another path is suggested to us by the proof of 33.1.

There we made use of continuous functions U{x), L{x) satisfying the

relations U{a) = L{a) =0; — oo ^ DU{x) ^ f{x}, ^ DL{x) g

* It is even possible to show that if f(x) is any measurable function on an inter-

val [a, b] and <p(x) is continuous on [a, 6], and e is an arbitrary positive number,
there exists a function F(x) such that F'ix) = /(a;) for almost all x in [a, 6] and

\

Fix) — (fix)
I

< € for all x in [a, h]. (Lusin, Integral and Trigonometric Series,

Moscow (1915). Unfortunately this book has not been translated from the

Russian and is quite rare.)

312
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f{x). For any function f(x) we could seek all such functions U{x)

and Lix), and if the inf F{x) of all U (x) was at the same time the sup

of all Z/(x), we could take F(z) to be the (indefinite) integral of f{x).

This is the definition of integral due to 0. Perron, and it is essentially

this definition with which we shall now be concerned. However, we
find it convenient to phrase the definition somewhat differently.

Instead of using a pair of functions we use a set of four. The advan-

tage's that this permits us to prove a very general theorem on integra-

tion by parts (65.1); Perron’s definition does not seem to lead directly

to any proof of this theorem. The disadvantage of the present

definition is that it requires us to consider four functions instead of

two, which sometimes lengthens the writing slightly but does not

make the reasoning any more diflicult.

Let f(x) be defined on an interval [a, 6]. We say that

67 .1 . A set of four functions <p^{x), <p^{x), (p\x)^ ip^{x) is a tetrad

adjoined to f on [a, h] if

(a) the (fi%x) are continuous on [a, fc], and <p\a) = 0;

{h) ofr all except at most a denumerable set of values of x the relations

— CO ^ Dj^(p^ ^ /,
— 00 5*^ ^

4- 00 D-(p^ g /, +<=o ^ g /

are valid on [a, 6].

In case the functions (p'^(x) also satisfy the condition

1
(pKb) - cp^b)

I
< 6 (2, j = 1, 2, 3, 4)

the tetrad will be said to be €-adjoined to f. Functions satisfying the

conditions imposed on respectively will be called right

majors, left majors, left minors, and right minors. (The superscripts

are those suggested by the usual numbering of the four quadrants.)

In this terminology we give our definition of integrability.

67.2. A function f(x) is Perron integrable (or, more briefly, P'^-inte-

grable) on an interval [a, fe] iffor every positive e there is a tetrad e-adjoined

to f{x) on [a, h].

This defines the concept of integrability, but before we define the

integral itself, it is convenient to establish a few preliminary theorems.

For brevity, throughout the rest of this chapter we shall understand

the word “integrable” to mean P*-integrable unless some other

meaning is specifically stated.

67.3. If yp(x) is any major of f and <p{x) is any minor of f, then

\p{x) — ip{x) is a monotonic increasing function.
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Suppose that t/' is a right major and ip a right minor; then except

for a .denumerable set of values of x the difference is

defined, since Djpp and D^ip are not both infinite of the same sign.

Also, except for a denumerable set of values of x this difference is

non-negative, for ^ / and D'^ip ^ /. Hence by 31.4 the inequali-

ties Dj^{yp — (p) D+P — D~^<p ^ 0 hold except perhaps on a denumer-

able set, and p — (p is monotonic increasing by 34.1. A like proof

holds if t/' is a left major and <p a left minor.

In case p and (p are of opposite sides, the proof is rather more

diflSicult; so we interrupt ourselves to establish a lemma.

57 .4. If g{x) is any finite-valued function defined on an interval

[a, 6], then except at most for a denumerable set E of values of x the

inequalities

D-^g{x) ^ D^g{x) and D-g(x) ^ D+g(x)

hold.

Let El be the set on which D^g < D-g. For every x in Eij there

is a rational number p between D-^gix) and D^g{x)\ and if n be chosen

large enough, the inequalities

. .s g(x') - g{x) ^ ^ g{x) - gix”)

hold whenever

(B) x — ^ < x' < X < x" < X
^ ^ n n

Thus if we define E{n, p) to be the set of all points x for which the

inequalities (^4) hold whenever {B) holds, we see that every point x

of El belongs to some E{n, p) for properly chosen n and p. Since

n and p have denumerable ranges, there is only a denumerable number
of sets Eiri, p) ;

and when we show that each S(n, p) contains only a

finite number of points, the denumerability or finiteness of the set

Cl U E{n^ p) will be established.

If two points Xi, X 2 belong to E(?i, p), their distance is at least 1/n.

Otherwise w^e would have, say, Xi < X2 < xi In (A) we could

take x' = Xi, X = X 2 ,
and obtain

^^(0: 1) - g(x 2) > P-
Xi — X2
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We could also take x — xi, x" = Xi, and obtain

>
- gjXi)

X\ —

This is a contradiction, so the distance between xi and must be at

least 1/n. Hence in the finite interval [a, b] there can be only a finite

number of points of E(n, p), and so there can be at most a denumerable

set of X at which D~^g < D^g. The other statement of the lemma is

similarly established.

Returning now to 57.3, suppose that is a right major and (p a left

minor of /. Then except on a denumerable set E the inequalities

D+<p{x) ^ D-^cp{x) ^ fix),

D+<pix) ^ D~<p(a:) < oo,

- 00 7^ D^xplx) ^ fix)

all hold. Hence except on E the difference D+4^ix) — D^ipix) is

defined and non-negative, so by 31.4 we have

—
(fiix)) ^ D+}pix) — D+(pix) ^ 0

except on E. Applying 34.1, rj/ — p is monotonic increasing. A
like proof holds for the remaining case, in which t/' is a left major and

<p a right minor.

A simple consequence is

67.6. If the tetrad [^'(rr)] is e-adjoined to f on [a, b], it is e-adjoined

to f on [a, x] for all x such that a < x ^ b.

The greatest of the four functional values at x is one of the numbers

(f^ix), <p‘^ix), say to be specific <p^ix); and the least is one of the numbers

(f^ix), <p^ix), say <p\x). Then by 57.3, 0 ^ cp^x) ~ <p^ix) ^ ~

<p^ib) < e, so all four numbers <p*(a;) differ by less than e.

67.6. (Corollary). If fix) is integrahle over [a, 6], it is iniegrahle

over [a, x] for a < x ^ b.

This enables us to prove

67.7. If fix) is integrahle over [a, 6], there is a function Fix) which is

the inf of all right majors Ihe inf of all left majors (p^ix), the sup

of all left minors <p^ix) and the sup of all right minors (p\x). In this

case we define

I' fix) dx = E(5).

Let ipiiix) be any minor of/. For every right major ip'-ix) we have

<P^ix) ^ <paix), a S X ^b; hence, defining Fix) to be the inf of all
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right majors, F{x) ^ <po(x). Since this inequality holds for all minors

^o(a:) the function F{x) is an upper bound of (po{x) for all minors. We
now show that it is the sup of ail right minors and also the sup of all

left minors. By definition, for every e > 0 we can choose a right

major a right minor (p^(x) and a left minor (p^{x) such that

0 ^ (p^{b) — <p\b) < € and 0 ^ (p^(b) — <p^{b) < €. Then

0 ^ F{x) - cp^x) ^ if^x) - ip\x) S <pKb) - <pKi) < €,

0 ^ F(x) — (p^{x) S S (p^{b) — <p^Q)) < e,

for all X in [a, fc]. Hence F{x) is the sup of all right minors and

of all left minors <p^{x). Reversing the rdles of minors and majors,

F(x) is also the inf of all left majors <p^(x), as was to be proved.

The definition of the integral in 57.7 is actually equivalent to

Perron^s, but the proof of the equivalence is far from simple. Instead

of proving it, we content ourselves with the remark that our definition

reduces to Perron^s if we require that for every e there shall be tetrads

<p^ which are c-adjoined to f{x) and satisfy the identities (p^{x) ^ (p^{x)

and <p^{x) = (p^{x). Thus it is not surprising that many of our

proofs—in fact, all except the proofs of 65.1 and 66.1—transform into

the corresponding proofs for the usual Perron integral if we regard

<p^ and (p^ as identical and also regard <p^ and (p^ as identical.

The next theorem is a corollary of 57.7.

67 .8 . If f(x) is integrable on an interval [a, b] and F(x) is the function

described in 57.7, then

f' fix) dx = Fi^)

for all ^ such that a < ^ ^ b.

Let e be a positive number, and let [<^"(x)] be a tetrad e-adjoined

tof(x) on [a, b]. By 57.5, it is also ^-adjoined to f(x) on [a, f], so by
the definition 57.7 of the integral

V’H?) ^ dx ^ <p*i^) > ip^Q) - e.

But by 57.7

^ F{^) ^
so

I

^(?) - dx < 6 .

Since e is an arbitrary positive number, this establishes the theorem.
68. Let us now investigate the elementary properties of the

P*-integral.
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68.1. If f(x) is iniegrahle over [a, 6], ihe function

P{^) = fix) dx

is continuous.

For every positive integer n it is possible to find a right major

,pl(x) and a right minor ipi{x) such that ipUb) — (p^b) < l/n. Then
by 57.3 and 57.7

0 ^ Fix) - <piix) ^ <p),ix) - <plix)

^ - <piib) < ~

Hence the continuous functions converge uniformly to F(x)

on [a, h], and F(x) is therefore continuous.

Remark. From the proof of 58.1 it follows that if [<^'(^)] is any

tetrad adjoined to f{x) on [a, 5], the differences cp^(x) — F(x)f (p^{x) —
F{x), F(x) — (p^{x), F{x) — <p\x) are monotonic increasing. Consider

for example the function (p^(x). The <pi(x) being defined as in 58.1, the

difference (p^{x) — <Pn(x) is monotonic increasing, by 57.3. But (p^{x)

— F(x) = lim [<p\x) — (pi{x)\ so “ f'(x) is also monotonic
n—> oo

increasing.

68.2. If f(x) is integrable on [a, 5], it is integrdble over every sub-

interval [a, 13] of [a, 6].

Let the tetrad [<^"(^)] e/2-adioined to f{x) on [a, 6]. The func-

tions = ^"(x) — cp^a) are then e-adjoined to f{x) on [a, /?].

For they are continuous on [a, /?] and satisfy the equations = 0.

The conditions on the derivates are satisfied, since the ^%x) have

the same derivates as the (p^{x). And they are ^-adjoined, for

I i
S I ‘Pm -

1 + 1
‘pKa) - p>(a)

1
< e.

68.3. If a < h < c, and f(x) is integrable over [a, b] and over [6, c],

then f{x) is integrable over [a, c], and

f{x) dx = fix) dx +

Let be tetrads 6/2-adjoined to/(x) on the respective

intervals [a, b], [5, c]. Define

= <fiix), a S X S
= ^ii^) + ^2ix), b < X ^ c.

Then ^^(a) = Vi(a) = 0, and the ^%x) are continuous on [a, c].

The conditions on the derivates are satisfied, since the derivates of
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^^{x) are the same as those of ^l(:r) for a ^ a; < 6
,
and the same as

those of (pi{x) for b < X S c. Also,

1
$^(c) —

1
=

1
cp{(b) 4- (plic) — A{b) “ ^2(c)

i

^ I <PiQ>)
- ^i(h)

I + 1

<p\{c) -
2̂ (0) 1

< e.

Since c is arbitrary, this proves that/(:r) is integrable on [a, c].

By the definition of the integral,

<pt(b) ^ I" fix) dx g ^K6),

<pt(c) ^ l‘fix)dx g <plic).

Adding and recalling the definition of we obtain

^^(c) ^ + fi

But by the definition of the integral

Hence the two members of the equation in 58.3 both lie in the same

interval of length less than c. Since e is arbitrary, the two members
are equal, and 58.3 is established.

68.4. If f{x) is integrable over [a, 6], and k is a finite constantj then

kf{x) is integrable over [a, b], and

kf(x) dx = k f{x) dx.

For A =0 this is trivial. Suppose that k is negative. Let [^"(o;)]

be e/
1

A:
1

-adjoined to f{x) on [a, 5], and define

ip^ix) = k<p\x), xp^ix) = k<p^{x),

\p^{x) = k<p^(x), ^^(x) = k(p^{x).

The functions p\x) then form a tetrad e-adjoined to kf{x) on [a, b].

For these functions are continuous and vanish at x = a. From the

definition 31.1 of the derivates, together with 6.3, we find

D+P^ix) = D+kipKx) = kD+<p^{x).

Since + 7*^ D^(f^{x) S f(x) save on a denumerable set, and k is

negative, we find

00 7^ kD'^<p^{x) ^ kf{x)
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except on the same denumerable set; that is, satisfies the derivate

conditions required of a right major. The other three functions can

be discussed similarly. Finally,

1
<p%b) - i’ib)

1
=

I
*

1

•
I

- <p’{b)
1
< e,

so [^’(3:)] is a tetrad e-adjoined to kf(x) on [a, b].

From the inequality

<pKb) g ///(^) dx ^ <f>Kb)

we deduce

^^(b) = k.p^{b) ^ k fix) dx ^ kp^ib) = xf^ib).

But since 4^^{x) and xp'^ix) are respectively a right major and a right

minor for kf(x), we must have

iKb) ^ // kfix) dx ^ vt*(h).

Since the interval [^^(6), has length less than the arbitrary

positive number e, and both members of the equation in 58.4 are in

that interval, the equation must hold. This completes the proof if

< 0 .

If k is positive, we apply the part of the theorem already proved

first to —kf(x) and then to (— 1)[(— A;)/(a;)]. This completes the proof.

58 .6 . If f(x) is integrahle over [a, b], then P{x) ^ f{'-x) is integrable

over [
— 6, —a], and

(*) dx = dx.

Let [<p'^{x)] be a tetrad €-adjoined to f{x) on [a, b]. For — 5 ^ x

^ — a, define

f/'-ix) = (p\b) - ‘P^i—x),

Vix) = <pKb) - v>H-x),

ip^ix) = <p*Q>) -

yp^ix) = ip\b) - <p^{-x).

These are continuous, and they all vanish at a: = — 6. By 31.7, for

each X in
[
— b, —a] the equations

D+r{x) = D-<p\-x), = D+<p'i-x),

D~V{x) = D+<p*i-x), D+ip*{x) = D-,p\-x)
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ail hold. It follows at once that the conditions in 57.1 on the deri-

vates are satisfied; for instance, = D-<p^(—x) — oo and
= D^(p^(—x) ^f(-x) == f*{x) save on a denumerable set.

So is a tetrad adjoined to f*{x) on [
— 5, —a]. Also, each differ-

ence
I I

is one of the numbers
|
(p^Q)) — (p^{b)

| ,
and

is therefore less than e. ' Hence the tetrad is e-adjoined toJ*(x), Since

£ is arbitrary, this proves that f*{x) is integrable over
[
— 5, —a].

To establish equation (*), we observe that the left member of (*)

is in the interval — — u)], while the right member of (*)

belongs to the interval [^^(5), ip^(b)], by the definition of integral.

These intervals have length less than c, and they coincide, since

= (p^(b). Hence the two members of

(*) differ by less than e. But c is an arbitrary positive number, so

the two members of (*) are equal.

68.6. If fi{x) and f^ix) are integrable over [a, 6], and the sum fx{x)

+ f^ix) is defined on [a, 5], then fi{x) H- f^ix) is integrable on [a, 5], and

Ifiix) +Mx)] dx = fi{x) dx + ///2(^) dx.

Let € be a positive number, and let the tetrads [^{’(x)], [(piix)] be

c/2-adjoined to fi{x) and f2 {x) respectively. Define

+ <^^’2(^)5 ^ = 1,
• *

•

,
4. It is clear that each <l>*(a;) is continuous

and #*(a) = 0. Except on a denumerable set E the relations — 00

7^ D+<p\{x) ^ fi{x), — CO 7^ D^(pI{x) ^ f2 {x) both hold. Hence by
31.4, except on E we have

D+^^{x) ^ ^ /iW +Mx),
D+^^{x) ^ D^<p\{x) + E+(pI(x) > - 00.

The other three functions ^>'(0;) can be shown similarly to satisfy the

requirements in 57, 1 . Clearly

I m) - nb)
I

=
I <pm + 4(5) - 4(fe) - <^2ib)

1

= I

^\(b) —
I

+•
1 <P2 {b)

— 4 (^) 1
< €.

Sofi{x) + f2 {x) is integrable.

To establish the equation, we have

fiib) i ^ <p}{b), j = 1,2.

Adding, the right member of the equation in 58.6 lies in the interval

[ip\(b) +4(5), (pl(b) + <p^(5)]; that is, in the interval [<i>X5), 4>K^)]* But
the left member of the equation is also in this interval, which has length
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less than €. So the two members of the equation differ by less than

the arbitrary positive number e, and must be equal.

68.7. Corollary. Iffi{x), •
•

•
, fn(x) are integrable over [a, b], and

Xi,
* ‘

• j\nare finite constants^ then is integrahle over [a^h\ and

dx = \\i f’ fiix) dx.

This follows from 58.4 and 58.6.

68.8. and f2{x) are integrdble over [a, 6], and fi(x) §

/

2 (a:),

then

Let h be any number less than the right member of the inequality.

There is a right minor function <p\x) adjoined to f2ix) such that

^^(5) > h. But this same function (p^{x) also serves as a right minor

for/i(a;); hence

fi(^) dx ^ <p^(b) > L

This holds for every h less than the integral of f2 (,x), and the inequality

of the theorem follows at once.

This yields a simple corollary.

68.9. If f(x) and \f{x)
1

are both integrable* on [a, b], then

1 I

= \ I

dx.

This follows from 58.8 and the inequality

-
I
/(2:) 1 ^ Six) g 1 fix) I

.

68.10. If the function F{x) is defined and continuous on [a, 6], and

for all except at most a denumerable set of values of x in [a, h] the derivative

F'{x) is defined and finite^ then F{x) is integrahle, and

1^* F{x) dx = F{x) - F{a).

If we take ip'ix) = F{x) - Fia), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, the tetrad <p'{x)

satisfies the requirements in 57.1. It is €-adjoined to F{x) on [a, b] for

every positive e, so F{x) is integrable. Also,

Fix) - Fia) = <p^ix) ^ j^Fix)dx ^ v^x) = Fix) - Fia),

establishing the equation in the statement of the theorem.

We shall see that this is equivalent to requiring that f{x) be Lebesgue sum-

mable.
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59. We are now able to indicate the generality of the Perron

integral. Suppose that f(x) is Lebesgue summable over the interval

[a, 6]. By definition, for every positive e there exists a [/-function

u(x) and an L-function l{x) such that u(x) ^ f(x) ^ l(x) and

0 ^ {u — 1) dx < €.

Construct now the functions

U{x) = u(x) dx, L(x) =

These functions are continuous, and U{a) == L{a) = 0. Also^ by

33.1,

DU{x) ^ u{x)y and — oo u{x) '^f{x)]

and likewise

DUx) S l(x), and + 005^ l{x) ^ f(x).

Therefore U(x) is a right major and a left major of /, (cf. 31.3), and

L(x) is a right minor and a left minor of /. We have thus obtained

a tetrad

(P^{x) = <p^{x) == U(x), (p^ix) = (p^(x) = L{x)

which is €-adjoined to/, and so / is Perron integrable. Moreover, both

the Perron and Lebesgue integrals of / lie between L{b) and UQ))^ and

so differ by less than e. Since e is arbitrary, the two integrals are

equal. We have therefore proved the following theorem.

69.1. If f(x) is Lebesgue summable over [a, b], it is P*-integrable over

[a, b]j and the Lebesgue integral of f{x) over [a, b] is equal to its Perron

integral.

This proves that the P*-integral is at least as general as the

Lebesgue integral, for functions defined on intervals in one-dimensional

space. To prove that it is actually more general, we need only give an

example of a function which is Perron integrable but not Lebesgue

summable. For this purpose we define F{x) = cos 7rx~^ for

0 < x ^ Ij F(0) =0. This function has a finite derivative for each

value of x; for the differentiation is elementary for x 9^ 0
,
while at

X = 0 we have

1

F^O)
I

= lim
cos Trh~^ — 0

S lim ^ = 0 .

a

But F{x) is not of BV on the interval [0, 1]. For if we subdivide
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[0, 1] into the intervals [a,-, q!£+i], where ao = 0, ai = = (n — 1)'*,

•
•

, a„_i = 2~4, an = 1, we find

\F(a,) -Fia^,)\>lr^,
0 1

which is unbounded as n oo

.

The function F'(x) is P*-integrable on
[0 ,

1 ], by 58.10; and

Fix) = j^F'{x)dx,

the integral being a P integral. But F'{x) is not Lebesgue summable
on [0 ,

1 ]. If it were, by 59.1 the preceding equation would still be

valid if the integral were understood to be a Lebesgue integral. By
27.7, F{x) would be AC, hence by 9.1 it would be of BV, We have

seen that it is not of BV.

60. Occasionally (for example, as we shall see, in the proof of

64.1) it is convenient to be able to relax condition (6) in the definition

(57.1) of adjoined tetrads by requiring only that ^ etc.,

almost everywhere. Hence we shall prove that this relaxation leaves

the definition of integrability and of the P*4ntegral unaltered.

60.1, A necessary and sufficient condition that a function f(x),

defined on an interval [a, 6 ], shall be Perron integrable on [a, b], is that for

every e > 0 there shall exist a set offour functions such that

() \j/'^(x) is continuous, and yp^{a) — 0;

( ) the conditions ^ — co ^ D~\p^ 57^ 00 5*^ D^xp^ hold

for all X in [a, 6] except at most those x belonging to a denumerable set Eq;

(c) the conditions ^ /, ^ /, D~p^ ^ /, S f hold for

almost all x in [a, b];

(d) the inequalities
1

p^Qf) —
'
p^{b)

1

< e,
1

p'^Q)) — p^(b)
|
< e hold.

If fix) is integrable, and the functions p^x) satisfy (a), (6), (c), then

(*) 4,'(b) ^ f^ix) dx ^ i’ib) (i = 1 or 2, i = 3 or 4).

The conditions are clearly necessary, for they are satisfied by every

tetrad e-adjoined to f{x). We must prove them sufficient. Let E be

the set of measure zero on which one or more of the inequalities in (c)

fails to hold, and let h{x) be + oo on P and 0 elsewhere. Then h{x)

is summable on [a, 6 ], and its Lebesgue integral is 0; so by 15.1, for

every positive number 5 there is a [/-function u{x) on [a, 6
]
such that

u(x) ^ h(x) and the integral of u(x) over [a, b] is less than 5. Define

j{x) = u{x) dx;
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U)

and by 33.1 we have

(B)

We now define

0 ^ y(6) < 5,

Dyix) ^ u(x) g h{x) ^ 0.

We now define

<P^(x) = + y(x),

<P^(x) = +yix),
<p^(x) = yp^{x) - y{x),

‘pKx) = V{x) - y{x),

and we proceed to show that these functions form a tetrad (2e + 45^
adjoined to f{x) on [a, b].

^ ^

R I?!
«J®arly continuous and vanish at aDj 31.4 the inequalities

B+<P^ix) s D+^pi(x) + D+y(x),
D.ip^x) ^ D_^2(a:) + D^y(x),
D-<p^{x) g 0-^s(a:) _ D.y(x),
D+<p^ix) g D+r(x) - D+y{x)

hold on [a, h]. This, with (B), shows that Z)+^a> and D^<p^ are differentroin “ except at most on the denumerable set Eo, and ^ndD p are different from + =0 except at most on Eo. Also, except on Eowe can prove that
un xvq

B>+<p\x) ^ J(x) ^ D+(p*{x),

D-<p^(x) ^ /(x) ^ D-^\x).

ThI
^ inequalities (D) is satisfied

f ^ ^ “ ^0 ,
then

(X) > 00 and D+y(x) ^ h(x) = «, so by (C) we have

D+<p\x) ^ ^ f(x)_

fw “ (^) are established in a like manner It isthus demonstrated that the tetrad y{x)] is adjoined to /(x) on [a b]By hypothesis (d) and inequality (A),
’

I <pHb) - <p*(b) =
I ^1(6) + .y(6) _ ^

I

^ I r(b) - rib)
I + 2

1
y{b)

I

< e + 2a.
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In the same way

I

— <p\b)
1
< e + 25.

Since no minor can exceed any major, it is easy to deduce from these

inequalities that

I 1
< 2e + 45 (i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4).

So the tetrad Wix)] is (2e + 45)-adjoined to /(a:). Since e and 5 are

arbitrary, this proves that /(a:) is P*-integrable over [a, 6].

Finally, to establish inequality (*) in 60.1 we need only observe

that if * = 1 or 2 and j = 3 or 4, the function is a major function

for fix) and ip’ix) is a minor function. Hence

4'Kb) 4- 5 S + y{h) = <pKh)

^ fy(x) dx ^ <p’-{b) = ^f^^ib) - y{b)

^ ypyb) — 5 .

Since B is an arbitrary positive number, this implies that inequality (*)

is satisfied.

From 60.1 it follows that the usual extensions of the Eiemann
integral are also special cases of the Perron integral. Without

entering too greatly into details, such an extension applies to functions

f(x){a S X ^ b) which have infinite discontinuities on a closed denum-

erable set Eq, and yields as indefinite integral a continuous function

F(x) such that for every closed interval [a, /?] in [a, 5] which contains

no point of Eo the difference F(p) — F(a) is the Riemann integral of

f(x) from a to /3. If we define =

F{x) — F{a), then the \l/%x) are continuous, and ^^(a) == 0. Moreover,

\j/^'{x) = F'{x) = f{x) almost everywhere, so that (c) of 60.1 is satisfied.

If xq does not belong to the denumerable set Eo, then /(a;) is bounded

on a neighborhood of Xo, so that F(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition

and has finite derivatives on this neighborhood. Hence (b) of 60.1 is

also satisfied. Consequently by 60. 1 and 57.6/(a;) is P *-integrable, and

itsP integral is F(x) — P(a).

The next theorem follows readily from 60.1.

60.2. If fi(x) is integrable on [a, 6], and f2{x) = fi{x) almost every-

where on [a, b], then f^ix) is also integrable, and

dx = fi{x) dx.

For let be a tetrad e-adjoined to/i(r). Then with respect to

f2{x), the tetrad l\p'{x)] satisfies the conditions of 60.1. Hence

/

2 (x)
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is integrable. By definition, the right member of equation (*) lies

between and yp^{b), and by 60.1 the left member is also between

those numbers. Hence the two integrals differ by at most

1
nb) - rib)

I

,

which is less than e; and since € is arbitrary, they are equal.

Theorem 60.1 permits us to generalize 58.10 somewhat:

60 .3 . If F{x) is defined and continuous on [n, &], and allfour derivates

of F(x) are finite except at most on a denumerable set, andF'{x) is defined

for almost all x in [a, 6], then F(x) is integrable over [a, b], and

jy{x)dx = F{x) -F{a).

If we choose ri^) = Fi^) “ Pi^)) ^ 2, 3, 4, we find that the

hypotheses of 60.1 are satisfied with f(x) = F(x). Hence by 60.1

and 57.6, Fix) is integrable over [a, x], a < x and Fix) — F(a)

== n^) ^ fa
“ ^i^) “ F(a). This establishes the

theorem.

If two AC functions have the same derivative almost everywhere,

they differ only by a constant, as 35.3 shows. The next theorem is an

analogue for functions which are not necessarily AC.
60 .4 . If Fi(x) and F^ix) are continuous oft an interval [a, b], and

except at most on a denumerable set all four derivates of each function

are finite, and except on a set of measure 0 the derivatives F[ix) and F^ix)

are defined and equal, then Fi{x) and F^ix) differ only by a constant on

k b].

By 60.3,

Fi(x) — Fi(a) = jf Fiix) dx, i = 1, 2.

But Fiix) = F 2 ix) for almost all x, so by 60.2 we have

fjFi(x)dx = Fiix) dx.

This, with the preceding pair of equations, yields

F^ix) - F,(a) = F2 ix) - F^ia),

61 . The proof of the fundamental theorem for the Perron integral

follows closely the corresponding proof for the Lebesgue integral

(33.3).
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61 .1 . If fix) is Perron integrable on [a, &] and

Fix) = fix) dx,

then for almost all x in [a, 5] the derivative F'(x) exists and is finite and

equal to f{x).

Let € and k be arbitrary positive numbers, and let be a

tetrad which is (A;€/2)-adjoined to f{x) on [a, h]. Denote by Eq the

set (at most denumerable) on which one or more of the inequalities

in 57.1(6) fails to hold. By the remark after 58.1, the functions

(p^(x) — F(x) (^ = 1, 2) are monotonic increasing; they vanish at a; = a,

and (p%b) — F(b) < ke/2. Let Ek be the set on which

D+[<p^{x) - F{x)] ^ k

This set is measurable by 32.1, and by 32.3 we have

a ^'(b) -m <

Hence mEk < e.

By 31.4 the inequality

(A) D^(x) ^ D^<p\x) - D-^\<p\x) - Fix)]

holds wherever the right member is defined. But by 34.2 the func-

tion <p^ix) — Fix) has a finite derivative almost everywhere, and

D+<p^ix) > — 00 except on Eq^ so

(jB) D^ix) > — oo almost everywhere.

For all points of [a, 6] — (E* U Eq) we find by (^4) that

(C) D^ix) ^ fix) - k

Thus the set on which this inequality fails is contained in a set Eo U Ek

of measure less than e, so by 20.3 its exterior measure is less than e.

But € is arbitrary, so the set on which (C) fails has exterior measure 0.

By 20.2 and 20.6, its measure is zero, and (C) holds almost everywhere

in [a, 6].

In particular, if k is the reciprocal of a positive integer n we see

that the inequality

D^ix) ^fix)-l

holds except on a set Nn of measure 0. Except on U Nn, which has
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measure 0, this inequality holds for all n, so by 5.2

(D) D+F{x) ^ J(x) for almost all x.

In a like manner, by using (p^ instead of we find

(E) DJF{x) > -00 and DJ'ix) ^ f{x)

for almost all x. If we replace f(x) by —fix), the indefinite integral

Fix) is replaced by —Fix), and by 31.7 and (R), (D) and iE) we obtain

iF) D-^Fix) < 00, D-^Fix) S fix),

D~Fix) < 00, D~Fix) ^fix)

for almost all x. Now B, iD), iE) and iF), with 6.5, yield

D+Fix) =- D-Fix) = DJ^ix) = DJFix) fix)

and

— CO < Dj^ix) = fix) = D-^fix) < 00

for almost all x. This completes the proof.

The next theorem is an immediate corollary.

61 .2 . If fix) is Perron integrable on [a, 6], it is measurable and

almost everywhere finite on [a, 5].

For definingF(a:) as above, we have /(a;) = L'^Fix) almost everywhere;

and D'^Fix), being the derivate of a continuous function, is measurable

by 32.1. Also, D'^Fix) is almost everywhere finite, by 61.1.

62 . In §59 we established the negative result that not every Perron

integrable function is Lebesgue summable. It is however convenient

to have conditions which, when added to Perron integrability, ensure

the summability of a function fix),

62 . 1 . If fix) is P^-integrable over [a, b], and fix) ^ 0 for almost all

x in [a, 6], then fix) is Lebesgue summable over [a, b].

The function |/(:r)
|

is almost everywhere equal to fix), so is

P*-integrable by 60.2. For \fix) |,
the function cp^ix) = 0 is a minor

function. Let (p'^ix) be any right major function of
|
fix)

| ;
then (p^ix) =

(p^ix) — <p^{x) is monotonic increasing by 57.3, Hence by 34.2

Dj^ip^ix) is summable. But fix) is measurable by 61.2, and |/(a:)
j
^

Dj^p^ix)] so by 22.2 fix) is summable.

62.2. If fi{x) is Perron integrable on [a, b], and f^ix) is Lebesgue

summable on [a, 5], and fiix) ^ f2 ix) for almost all x in [a, fe], thenfiix)

is also Lebesgue summable.

There is no less of generality in assuming that/2(x) is finite-valued;

for if we define

/

3 (a;) to be equal to/2 (x) whenever f2 ix) is finite and to
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be 0 on the set of measure zero on which \f2 (x)
[

= oo, we see that

Jz{x) satisfies the hypotheses imposed onfzix).

By 59.1, faix) is Perron integrable, and the difference fi(x) — f2 (x)

is defined for all x in [a, b]
;
so by 58.7 the difference is integrable on

[a, 5]. But /i(a;) — f^ix) ^ 0 for almost all x, so by 62.1 fi{x) — /2 (x)

is summable. Since /2 (x) is summable by hypothesis, so is /2(x) +
(/iW -M^)) =

63. The only convergence theorems which we are able to establish

for the Perron integral are those already proved for the Lebesgue

integral, modified by simply adding one and the same Perron inte-

grable function to each summable function involved. For example:

63 .1 . If a sequence of finite-valued Perron integrable functions

/i(x), /2 (x),
• *

* converges in measure on [a, h] to a function fix)^ and

if there is a summable function g(x) such that
|
fi{x) — /n(x)

] ^ g{x)

for all n and all x, then f(x) is Perron integrable^ and

lim f^fn(x) dx == [^f(x) dx,
n—* oo J ^

For then /n — /i converges in measure to / — /i, and each function

fn — fi is summable by 62.2. Hence by 29.3 the difference / /i is

summable, and

lim (fn(x) -fi(x))dx= (fix) - /i(x)) dx.
n—^oo

The integrals can now be interpreted as P*-integrals and the

P*-integral of fi added to both members to establish the theorem.

64 . We now proceed to establish a theorem on integration by

substitution.

64 . 1 . Let f{x) be defined and integrable on an interval [a, 6]. Let

g{y) be a function defined, continuous and monotonic increasing on an

interval [a, /3], and such that g{a) = a, g{^) = b, and Dg{y) ^

except at most for a denumerable set of values of y in [a, /5]. Then

f{g(y))g(y) is integrable over [a, 0\, and

fix) dx = figiy))giy) dy.

Let € be an arbitrary positive number, and let [</?*(x)] be a tetrad

€-adjoined to/(x) on [a, 6]. We shall show that the functions

^Ky) = <p^(g{y))j ^

satisfy the conditions of 60.1 with / replaced by f(g(y))giy)- It is
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immediate that the are continuous and vanish y = a. For the

rest we discuss ^^{y) only; the rest can be similarly treated.

We divide the points of [a, fi] into two classes; in class I we put

all y for which there exists in [a, P] a number y' > y with g{y') = g{y)‘^

in class II we put all y such that g{y') > g{y) for all y' > y. Consider

first any y in class I. Since g{y) is monotonic and g{y) = giy')^ we

see that g{y) is constant on [y, y']. Hence so is — <P^{g{y))-

Also, I>j^g{y) = 0, so g{y) = 0; and then

- 00 D+^PKy) = 0 = f{g{y))g{y).

Thus at all points of class I conditions (6) and (c) of 60. 1 are satisfied.

For each point y in class II we may write

(A\
-- ^Ky) _ <pKg(y'))

~ <pKg{y)) .
giy') - g(y)

^
^ y' - y g\y ) ” g{y) y' - y

Except at most on a denumerable set Zo we have Dj^<p^{x) 5^ — oo
. To

each X of Xo there corresponds at most one y of class II; for if two

numbers y,
y’ both correspond to x, then g{y') = g{y) = x, soy and y'

cannot both be in class II. Hence the class 7o, consisting of those

values of y in class II such that g{y) is in Xo, is at most a denumerable

set. We suppose that y belongs neither to this set Fo nor to the (at

most denumerable) set Fi on which Dg(y) = 00. Then if in (A) we
let y' > y tend to y, the first factor on the right is bounded below

and the second factor is non-negative and bounded; so the product is

bounded below, and D^i/^iy) 9^ —<xi. We have now proved this

relation on all y of class I and all but a denumerable set of y of class II;

so condition (5) of 60.1 holds.

Suppose in addition that g'{y) exists; this supposition rejects only

a set of measure 0. Now in (A) we let y' > y tend to y. On the

right, the last factor tends to g{y) = g'{y) ^ 0, and the first factor has

a lower limit which cannot be less than the lower right derivate of

at ^(y); so

I>+V{v) ^ D+<p^{g{y)) • g'{y) ^ f{g{y))g'{y).

This condition holds almost everywhere; so (c) of (60.1) is satisfied.

(Of course we have considered only specifically, but the others can
be similarly treated.) There remains only condition (d) of 60.1.

But this is trivial, for

I
I

=
I
^1(6) -

I

< ,,

I iHfi)
-

I
=

I
<pKb) - \<e.

'
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Hence by 60.1 we see that f(g{y))g{y) is integrable over [a, jfl]. Also by
60.1,

ip\b) = ^ figiy))g(y) dy ^

while

So

d^ ^ <p*Q>)-

f^ix) dx - f(g(y))g(y) dy ^ j
,p^ib) - <p^(b)

1
< e.

Since e is arbitrary, the two integrals are equal, completing the proof

of the theorem.

Remark. Although we did not explicitly require that g(y) be AC,
the other hypotheses imply the absolute continuity of g{y). For let us

take f{x) = 1. By 64.1, if o: ^ ^ /5 we have

'^ g{y) dy = 1 dx = g{i) - a = g{i) - g{a).

From 27.7 we see that this implies that g{y) is AC.

As a corollary to 64.1 we have the following theorem.

64 .2 . If g{y) is continuous and monotonic decreasing for a ^ y ^ p,

andg(a) = byg(^) = a,andDg(y) —oo except at most for a denumer-

able set Yi of values of y; and iff(x) is integrable on [a, b]; thenf(g{y))g(y)

is integrable on [a, /3], and

£/(x) dx = - fig{y))g{y) dy.

We define 7(7;) for —/3 ^ rj £ —a by 'the relation 7(77) = g( — 77).

Then 7 is monotonic increasing, and 7('-/9) = a, 7 (
— a) =6; and

except when — t] is in Fi we have

Dy(o) = ’-Dg{-7)) 7^ +=®.

AlsOjfW == By64.1,/(7(77))7(77)isintegr>a.bleover[-/3, -a],

and by 64.1 and 58.5

f{^) dx = f{y{v))y{v)drj = - f{g{y))g{y) dy.

66. In order to have the theorem on integration by parts stated in

generality adequate for the purposes of the next section, we utilize

the notion of the Stieltjes integral also:
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66.1. If f{x) u integrable on [a, 6], and g{x) is of BV on [a, 6], then

f(x)g{x) is integrable on [a, b] and

(*) rjix)g{x) dx = F{h)g{h) - f'F(x)dgix),
J a JO'

wherein

F{x) = l^ix) dx.

The integral in equation (*) can be thought of as a Stieltjes integral,

that is as the difference of two integrals like those in §11, taken with

integrators p{z), n{x) of a minimum decomposition of g{x). Or we can

consider g{x) as defined for all x by setting g{x) = g{d) iov x < a and

g{x) = g{h) for X > hj and then regard the integral as a Lebesgue-

Stieltjes integral. As we saw in §48, it is immaterial which point of

view we choose
;
the value of the integral is the same in either case.

Since g{x) is of BV on [a, 6], we can represent it in either of the

forms

g(x) = ffi(x) - giix) = gsix) - g^ix),

where the gi are non-negative and gi and g^ are monotonic decreasing,

while ps and g^ are monotonic increasing. Let [(p^x)] be a tetrad

6-adjoined to f on [a, 6], and let

tf'jix) = v>H3:)g,<^) - // <f>'(x)dg,{x), {i, j = 1,2, B, 4).

We shall now investigate the properties of these sixteen functions.

It is obvious that the functions ypj(x) all vanish at x = a. To prove

their continuity we observe that by 37.1 and 47.1 for any two points

X and x' of [a, b] the estimate

<p%x)dgj{x) = <p%x)[gi{x') - gi{x)]

holds, where x is between x and x' inclusive. Hence

{A) yp){x') - ^p){x) = ip^{x')gi{x') - p\x)gj{x) - p\x)[gi{x') - gj{x)}

= gi(x')[pKx') - - ig,ix') ^ gAx)W(x) -

As x' tends to x, the quantities in square brackets tend to zero and
their coefficients are bounded, hence ^j(xO tends to ^l/){x).

Consider now a value of x for which the derivatives ^' (x) exist and
are finite; this rules out only a set of meawsure zero, by 34.3. Equation
(A) yields
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As x' tends to x, so does x; the first factor in the last term approaches
the finite limit g'jix), the second factor approaches zero. Since ffjix)

is non-negative, by 6.3 we find

D+yP){x) = gj{x)D+<p\x),

with like equations for the other three derivates. Thus we have
shown that for almost all x in [a, 6] the following inequalities are

satisfied.

(•B) = gi{x)D+<f>^{x) ^ gj(x)f{x),

= g,(x)D^<p%x) ^ gi{x)f{x),

D-\l/f(x) ~ gj(x)D-^\x) g gi(x)fix),

D+^%x) = gj{x)D+<p%x) g gi(x)f{x).

We shall use these later.

Equation (A) can also be written in the form

(C)
xl/)(x') - if'jjx)

x' — X gA^')

+ isAx)

y^(x') — cfHx)

x' — X

gA^'))
<pAx) — V}‘(x)

J(^.)
provided that we agree to define the expression in the last square

bracket to have some value, say zero, when x = x. We assume that

X belongs to the set (consisting of all but a denumerable set of x) for

which

^ — 00 7*^ ^ oo ^ D'^ip^.

Let now j be 1 or 2, so that Qj is decreasing, and take x' > x. If

i = the quantities in square brackets are bounded below, since

their lower limit is D+<p^ ^ — oo or possibly 0, and their coefficients

are non-negative and bounded
;
hence the left member of (C) is bounded

below. So D+4/j 9^ — 00 (j = 1, 2) except at most on a denumerable

set. If we repeat the whole argument, replacing <p^ by ^p"^ and below

by ^'above,'^ we find that +oo (j = 1 or 2) except at most on

a denumerable set.

Moreover, we can repeat the whole argument with cp- in place of

and j = 3 or 4, if we take x' < x\ and we can repeat this last with

in place of if we replace '' below’' by above.” The result is that

the following inequalities hold except for a denumerable collection of

values of x.

(D)

D-\l/f — 00
,

4> 00
^

7^ + 00
,

{j = 1 or 2),

( j = 3 or 4).
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With a view to establishing (d) of 60.1, we observe that

(£) xp}{b) - ^l/fib) = - <pKb)]gi(b)
- - <fiKx)]dgj(x)

^ 5 • Qiib) + 5
I
giib) — g,{a)

\ ,

and if € is an arbitrary positive number this last expression is less than

e/2 provided that S is small enough. In a like manner we prove

- rpfib) < i-

Now let us define

^1 = ^1- ^2 = ^[,2 _

V = Vz
-

V'l,

For all X except at most those of a denumerable set we have, by 31.4

and (D),

D+V S D^Vx - D+xPt,

D.r ^
D-,^3 ^ D-xPl - D-'/4,

D+xf'* ^ D+ii - D+xPl.

Hence hypothesis (6) of 60.1 holds, while by (B) hypothesis (c) of

60.1 is satisfied. Also, from {E) we find

nb) - rib) = rxib) - rxib) + - rM < «,

^2(5) _ ^3(5) = ,^1(5) _ ^3(b) + ^2(^) _ ^3(5) <

We have now verified all the hypotheses of 60.1. So we know that

f{x)g{x) is integrable over [a, b], and

(F) rib) g j^Jix)g{x) dx ^ rib).

If we recall that giix) is positive and monotonic decreasing, so

that — £fi(x) is monotonic increasing, and write the definition of rix)
in the form

rix) = <p'ix)giix) + rix:)d[-giix)],

then from the inequality <p^{x) ^ F{x) S <pK^) (cf. 57.7) and 18.2 we
conclude

rxib) g Fib)gxib) + jy{x)d[-gxix)] S rib).
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In the same way,

m ^ F(b)g^ib) + iy{x)d[-g,(z)] ^

These two inequalities, with the equation g{x) - gi{x) — g^ix), imply

(G) rib) = rib) - rib) g F{b)gib) - jyix)dg{x)
“
^ rib) - rib) = rib).

Hence by (F) and iG) the two members of equation (*) of 65.1 both

lie in the interval [rib), whose length is less than e. Since e

is an arbitrary positive number, equation (*) is established.

Remark. If fix) happens to be summable, so is Jix)g[x), and their

Perron and Lebesgue integrals coincide. Hence 65.1 gives a general-

ization of the theorem on integration by parts for the Lebesgue integral.

The conclusion that Jix)gix) is integrable, while trivial for Lebesgue

integrals, is not trivial for Perron integrals. It is easy to construct

Perron integrable functions fix) and continuous functions gix) (of

course not of BV) such that /(a;)fif(a:) is not integrable.

66. The preceding theorem enables us to prove the second theorem

of mean value for the Perron integral.

66 .1 . If fix) is integrable on [a, b] and gix) is monotonic, then there

exists a ^ in [a, 5] such that

\yiF)gir dx = gia) j^ix) dx + gib) f^ix) dx.

By 65.1,

iyix)gix) dx = F{b)gib) - jy(x)dgix).

By 37.1 and 47.1 the last (Stieltjes) integral is equal to

Fmigib) - gia)),

where a S ^ ^ b. Hence, recalling the meaning of F(a:) and using 58.3,

f^gdx = Fib)gib) - FiOgib) + F{Ma)

= gia)Fi^) + gib)[Fib) - F($)]

= gia) l^dx + gib) f dx.



CHAPTER IX

Differential Equations

67. In proving the fundamental existence theorem for solutions of

systems of differential equations we need to know that a certain

sequence of functions contains a uniformly convergent subsequence.

It is evident that in general a sequence of continuous functions may
fail to contain any uniformly convergent subsequence. For instance,

the functions
1

x —1 ^ a; g 1, n == 1, 2, 3,
• •

* are continuous,

and they converge to a limit function which is 0 if a; is 0 and +1 if

X 9^ 0. Every subsequence converges to this same discontinuous

limit, and so the convergence cannot be uniform. Our next theorem

(67.2) sets forth conditions which guarantee the existence of a uni-

formly convergent subsequence. Before stating this theorem it is

convenient to define two new terms.

67.1. Let % he a family of functions f(x), all defined and finite-

valued on a set E. The functions of the family % are called equhcon-

tinuous if for every positive number e there is a positive number 8 such

that for every pair of points xi, X2 of E with distance
| |

aii, 0: 2
1 |

<5 and

for every function f(x) of the family % the inequality

1
- fiXi)

1
< e

holds. The functions of % are said to be uniformly bounded if there is a

finite number M such that
\
f{x)

\
^ M for all functions f{x) in % and

all X in E.

Our theorem on the existence of uniformly convergent subsequences

can now be stated as follows.

67.2. (AscoU’s Theorem). If % is a family of functions defined,

equi-continuous and uniformly hounded on a hounded closed set E, then

from every sequence {fn{x)} of functions of 5 H is possible to select a uni-

formly convergent subsequence.

It is convenient to separate the proof of this theorem into two

lemmas, which will be available for separate use later.

First, let us observe that if F is a bounded closed set, it contains a

finite or denumerable subset Eq whose closure contains E. If E is

finite, we take Eq to be E. Otherwise, let Xi be a point of E. We
define X 2 ,

Xs,
• *

• inductively; Xn is a point of E whose distance

from the subset {xi, 0: 2 ,

* •
*

, Xn~i} is the greatest possible. The set

Eq, consisting of Xi, X 2
,

‘ ,is denumerable, and we easily show that

its closure contains E. Otherwise, there would be a point x* of E and
336
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a positive e such that no point Xn is in the e-neighborhood of x*. Thus
the distance of x* from (xi,

• *
•

, Xn-i} is at least e, and by definition

of Xn we must have
| 1

x„i, Xn
| | ^ e if m < n. By the Cauchy cri-

terion, no subsequence of the sequence {x^} can converge. But this

contradicts the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, and our remark is

established. (The use of the closedness of E is not at all essential.)

The first of our two lemmas concerns the behavior of the functions

on the denumerable set Eq.

67.3. Let {fn{x)} he a sequence of functions defined on a finite or

denumerable set Eq. It is then possible to select a subsequence which

converges to some limit {finite or infinite) at each point of Eq.

Let us denote the points of Eq be Xi, X 2 ,

* *
•

. The values of the

functions /n(x) at x = Xi form a sequence of numbers, so by 2.12 we
can extract a subsequence (we denote it by {fun{x)}) which converges

at X = Xi. Again, the values of the functions /i.n(x) at x = X2 form

a sequence, from which by 2.12 we can extract a convergent subse-

quence. Let {f2,n{x)] be the chosen subsequence of {/i,n(x)}, con-

vergent at X2 . Thus we can proceed inductively; each sequence

lfk.n{x)} converges at xi, X 2 ,

• •
•

,
Xk, and from it we choose a subse-

quence {fk+i,n{x)} which converges at x*+i, and of course continues

to converge at xi,
• •

•
,
x&. If the set Eq is finite the process stops

when Eq is exhausted, and the proof is then complete. If Eq is

denumerable, we proceed as follows.

Consider the sequence {Jn,n{x^)}) n = 1, 2,
• •

•
. We shall prove

that this converges at each point of Eq. Let Xk be a point of Eq.

The function fn,n{x^) is in the sequence {/n.K-'r) 1 , i = 1, 2,
• •

•
. This

is a subsequence of {/„_].,•}, and so on; hence if n is not less than A:,

fn,n(x) occurs in the sequence {fkj}, i ~ 1, 2,
• •

•
. Moreover,

if m > n ^ A: the term/^,„i(x) follows the term /n.n(x)in the sequence

/fc.i(x), fk, 2 {x), •
*

*
. That is, except for its first A: — 1 terms the

sequence {fn,n{x)] is a subsequence of {fk,n{x)\, and therefore con-

verges at Xk. This completes the proof.

The procedure of proof used here is Cantor’s “diagonal process.”

67.4. Let % be a family of functions defined and equi-coniinuous

on a bounded set E in q-dimensional space Rq. Let Eq he a subset of E
whose closure Eq contains E. If {/n(x)j is a sequence of functions of g

which converges to a finite limit at each point of Eq, th is sequence converges

uniformly on all of E.

Let 6 be a positive number. By the definition 67.1, there is a

positive 5 such that if Xi and X2 are in E and their distance
1 j

Xi, .r 2
1 1

is less than 6, then
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Since E is contained in the closed set Eo, so is E. Thus if x is in Ej its

5-neighborhood contains a point Xo of Eq ;
hence x is in the 5-neighbor-

hood of Xo. The bounded closed set E is then covered by the open sets

Ns{xo)j Xo in Eq, and by the Heine-Borel theorem (3.5) a finite number

of these neighborhoods cover E. We denote these by Ns{xm)j m =

1,
• •

•
, p.

By hypothesis, the sequence {fn(x)] converges at each point

Xm, w. = 1,
• *

*
, p. So for each of these points there is an integer

rim such that

I /K^m) -
I < I

if i and j are both greater than Now let be the greatest of the

numbers ni,
• •

•
,
rip. For each point x of £' there is an Xm such that

I I

X, Xm
I I

is less than 5. Then by the inequalities already established

we have

I
/.-(a:) - fiix) I ^ I

fi(x) - fiixj I + I
fi{x^)

-
/,-(a:„)

|

“t~
I
fi{Xm) Jj{x)

I

< e,

provided that i and j both exceed n^. This is the necessary and suffi-

cient condition for uniform convergence (6.17), and theorem 67.4 is

established.

The proof of Theorem 67.2 can now be completed. By the remark

after the statement of the theorem, there is a finite or denumerable

subset Eo of E whose closure contains E. Given any sequence

{fn{x)] of functions of g, by 67.3 there is a subsequence which con-

verges at each point of Eq. The limit cannot be + oo
,
since the func-

tions % are uniformly bounded. Hence by 67.4 the chosen subsequence

converges uniformly on E.

68. By a solution of a system of differential equations

(D) y(«(a:) = y{x)) (o g a: g 6; i = 1,
• •

•
, q),

we mean a system of q functions, absolutely continuous on the interval

[a, 6], having values such that the point (x, * •
*

,
lies

in the range of definition of the function /(x, y), and such also that

equations (D) are satisfied for almost all x in [a, b]. An obviously

equivalent formulation is
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(7)
2/W(^) = S''^{‘x,y(x))dx

(a ^ X ^ b; i = 1, , q),

where ^ is in [a, h].

For the rest of this section we shall be engaged in proving theorems
concerning the existence and uniqueness of solutions of such equations.

68.1. Let the Junctions y) ^
1,

• •
•

f q, he defined for all x in an interval [a, 6] and all measurable

in X for each fixed y, and continuous in y for each fixed x. Let there exist

a function S{x)) summahle over [a, h], such that

IP (a;, y) 1
^ S(a:')

for all X in [a, 6] and all y. Then for each ^ in the interval [a, 6] and each

q4uple rj = * ’

’
;

I'here is a function

y{x) = {y^^\x), •
•

•
, y^^'^ix))

satisfying D {or I) and such that ‘ ‘
‘

, S'.

In order that (!) shall hold, it is clearly essential that (a;, y{x))

shall be summable over [a, b]. Therefore we establish the following

lemma.

68.2. Let f^^'^ix, y) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 68.1. Then if

y{x) is a step-function or a continuous function, f^^{x, y{x)) is summable

over [a, b].

In order to prove this we need only show that f^^'^{x, y{x)) is

measurable if y{x) is a step-function or a continuous function; for

then the hypothesis y) |
^ S{x) will guarantee its summability.

Let y{x) be a step function, assuming the value c,* on the subin-

terval /y where 7i,
• •

•

, 7p is a partition of [a, ^)]. On Jy the function

f^^{x, y{x)) coincides with/^"^(x, c/), which is measurable by hypoth-

esis. Now written in the form

P\x,y{x)) = c,)A:,,.(x),

i=i

and is therefore measurable.

If y{x) is continuous, it can be uniformly approximated by step-

functions yn{x). Since f^"^{x, y) is continuous in y for each x, the

function y{x)) is the limit of the functions yn{x)), which

have already been proved measurable. Hence it is itself measurable,

and the lemma is established.

Remark. If the/^‘’(a:, y) are defined on an open set F in (g + 1)
~

dimensional space, and for fixed x are continuous for all y such that
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(x, y) is in F, and for fixed y are measurable on the (necessarily open)

set of X such that (x, y) is in F, then/^^H^> 2/(^)) is measurable when-

ever y{x) is a step-function or continuous function such that (x, y{x))

is in F. The proof above applies without change to step-functions,

and for continuous functions y{x) needs only the additional remark

that the approximating step-functions yn{x) can be so chosen that

(rr, yn{x)) is in F.

We now return to the proof of Theorem 68.1. For each positive

integer n, we define the function Un{x) as follows.

w„(x) =x -I ^
^ ^)-

It is easy to verify that Un{x) is continuous, and that

I

Un(a:i) — Un{x<^
\

'^
\
xi — Xi

\

,

I

M„(x) - X
I
g

Next, we shall show that for each n there is a function gn{x), defined

and continuous on [a, 6], such that

(d) g'i\x) = P^{x, g„{x))dx.

At first glance, this equation seems no more manageable than (7).

However, recalling the definition of Un{x), the equation is satisfied

^
_ i,

j _f_ 1 by ^be function g^^'^(x) = We can extend

the range of definition of gn(x) inductively. If for some positive

integer j the function gn{x) is already defined and satisfies equation

(A) on a subinterval f
^

of [a, h], it is necessarily

continuous on the subinterval, being an integral. Hence f^(x, gn{x))

is summable over the subinterval. Now for all x in
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the interval of integration [|, M„(a;)] is contained in

U - 1 )

n

so the integral in the right member of (A) is defined. Thus by suc-

cessive steps we can extend the range of definition of Qn to the whole
interval [^, b]. In a like manner we extend it to [a, ^].

The functions have two properties important to us. They
are uniformly bounded; for if x is in [a, 6], then

1
g I

?)'*>
I
+ P^ix, gn(x)) dx ^

1 1
+ Six) dx.

They are equi-continuous. For let c be a positive number. By 27.1,

there is a positive number 8 such that

< €

if a and /3 are in [a, b] and
[

— a
|

<8. Hence, for such a and ^3,

\9^K^) - ?'„•>(«)
1
= gnix)) '

I

^ /l“w

since
1
Un{^) — Unia)

I ^ 1
|3 — a

1

.

Now by Ascoli’s theorem, from the sequence we can select a

uniformly convergent subsequence here a ranges over a certain

subset of the positive integers. From the sequence g!;^^ we can select a

uniformly convergent subsequence g^^\ and so on. After q steps, we

obtain a subsequence gK{x)(K = ui, ^2 ,

• •
•

) such that for each

i (i = 1, •
*

•
, q) the functions g[^'‘{x) converge uniformly on [a, h].

We denote the limit function by y{x); thus

(B) lim g^;'^{x) =

uniformly on [a, 6].

Equation (A) can be written in the form

(C) gfix) = -f- gK{x)) dx + dx.

The last integral does not exceed
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in absolute value; and since
1

— x
\ ^ 1/k, this tends to zero

with 1/k. Tor each x, the functions (a:, y) are continuous in y.

Hence
lim f'^x, g^ix)) = f'\x, y{x)).
K—* 00

Since
1
^ <S(a:), by 29.3 we see that

lim g,(x)) dx = y{x)) dx.

From these, with (J5), we see that

+ l^f^^ix, y(x)) dx {i = 1,
• •

, q; a ^ X ^ b).

By setting x = f we obtain so y(x) is the function sought,

and Theorem 68.1 is established.

The hypothesis in 68.1 that y) j

shall have a summable

bound S{x) is unnecessarily stringent; it prevents us from applying

68.1 even to such simple equations as y^(x) = y(x). In the next

theorem we weaken this requirement. The symbol
| | / |

[in the state-

ment of the theorem is as usual an abbreviation for the square root of

the sum of the squares of ^ = 1,
• •

•

, g.

68.3. Let the following hypotheses he satisfied.

(i) The functions fi^{Xyy),i = 1,
• •

•
, q, are defined for all x in an

interval [a, b] and all y, and are measurable functions of x for each fixed y
and continuous functions of y for each fixed x in [a, b].

(ii) There is a function S(x) summable on [a, b] and a function <p{t)j

defined^ positive and continuous for t ^ 0 hut not summable over [0, oo),

such that

for all X in [a, b] and all y.

Then for each | in [a, b] and each q-tuple rj there is a set of solutions

y^^^{x) of equations D such that t = 1,
• •

•

, g.

Evidently S{x) has to be non-negative. The function <p{t) is

summable over [0, j |
77

| |
+ 1], being continuous. It cannot be

summable over
[ 1

1 77 ] |
+ 1, 00), for if it were it would be summable

over [0, 00), contrary to hypothesis. Hence the integral of (p over

[ I
1 77 I I

+ 1, iV) increases without bound as N increases, and there is

an N such that

(^)
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We define a set of q functions as follows.

y) = y) if aSx and
1 | y 1 |

^ A,

g^'Kx, y) = n^) a^x^b and
| 1

1/ i |

> A'.

It is easy to see that these functions are continuous in y for fixed x
and measurable in x for fixed y. Since for every y the value of g'*’ {x, y)
coincides with a value of y) on the set

] 1 y ] | g N, we also have

1
g'-^Kx, 2/) I ^ 1 1

g(x, 2/) 1 1
^ Six) • sup

and the last expression is a summable function of x on [a, h]. Hence
the functions y) satisfy the hypotheses of 68.1, and there are AC
functions such that

(H) y\x) = g^^{x, y{x))

for almost all x in [a, b] and y^^KO = f = 1,
• •

•
, g. All that

remains is to show that
1 j

y(x)
j |
^ AT on [a, h]

;

for if this can be

proved, then g^^^(x, y{x)) is identically equal to y(^)) by the

definition of g^^\ so that equations (B) reduce to equations D.

Suppose this false, so that
1 |

y{x)
| |

sometimes exceeds N, To
be specific, we suppose that

[ |
y(x)

\ |

exceeds N somewhere on

[f, 6]. Let l3 be the least number greater than ^ such that
1 1

2/(iS)
1 1

=
N, and let a be the greatest number in [^, /3] such that

1 1 2/ (a;) 1 1

=

I I
77

1 I
+ 1. Then

I U I I

4“ 1 ^ I 1
y(x) 11 ^ A/ for a ^ X s

and on [a, /5] equations (B) are the same as equations D, Using the

Cauchy inequality,

^ y^Kx)y^^ix) = X y^'Kx)f*Kx, yix))

^ 1 1
yix) 11-11 fix, yix))

1

1

^ 1 I
yix)

I 1

• Six)/<pi
1 1

yix)
1 1 )

for almost all x in [a, 13]. For such a;,

Q

‘Pi\\yix)\\)^y^^^ix) Six).

i= 1

But whenever the y^'Kx) are all differentiable, that is, for almost all
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X in [a, /3], this can be written in the form

^(lly(x)ll)^llyWM SS(x).

Hence

(C) j ‘pi W vi^) 11)^11 2/(») I
^ ^i^) - fa

The function
j |

y(x)
| |

is AC, since each i/'‘> is AC, so by 38.1

r p(t) dt= <fii\\ yix) 11)11 yix)
1

1- dx.
Jlhll + l Jo^

If we substitute this in (C), we find that (A) is contradicted, and the

proof is complete.

Exercise. Suppose that the satisfy (i) of 68.3, and for each

N there is a summable function Sfi{x) such that
|
\f(x, 2/) | 1 ^ Sn{x)

if
1 1 2/ 1 I

^ N, and there is a positive AC function M{x) such that

Mix) S sup [£ 1 1 2/ 1 1 g M(x)|

i=l

for almost all x in [a, b]. Show that if
1 j

77
j ]

< M(a) there is a solu-

tion y(x) of equations D such that i = 1,
• •

•
, q,

(Construct as in 68.3, with N == sup M(x). If
1 |

y(x)
| |

ever

exceeds M{x)y let be the first such x. Almost everywhere on [a,
/
3]

the derivative of is at least equal to that of
\ \y \

\K Use 35.1.)

The next theorem is a corollary of 68 . 1 .

68.4. Let the following hypotheses he satisfied.

(i) The functions f^^'’ (x, y) are defined on a set V in ($ + 1) — dimen-

sional space, and (^, n) is « point interior to V.

(ii) There is a positive number e and a function S (x) summable on

[? “ €, J 4- e] such that the set of points {x, y) with
|

a; — ^ 1
^ e

a7id
\ \ y, 7]

\ \

^ ^ Is in V, and on Fe theP^\x, y) are measurable in x

for fixed y and continuous in y for fixed x, and

iP'Hx, y)\ ^ Six).

Then there is a solution y^'^{x) of equations D defined on an interval

[a, p] containing ^ in its interior and such that

(i = 1,
. .

.
, g).
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Define

y) ^ y) {ix,y)mV,),

9^‘Kx, y) = /«> ri + (I ^ S M 1! > Q.

As in 68.3, these functions satisfy the hypotheses of 68. 1 ivith a = | — e

and 6 = I + €. Hence the equations
yii) = gii)[x,

y)

have a solution defined in [^ - c, 1 + e] and reducing to r7
<‘> at

X = i. Since the y^'^\x) are continuous, on a subinterval [a, fi] of

[^ — e, I + «] containing { in its interior we have

I
\'yix),

I 1
< e-

But when this last condition holds the functions are identical with

thef^^\ so on [a, /3] the functions y^^'^(x) satisfy equations D.

Although the hypotheses of 68.1 and 68.3 guarantee the existence

of at least one solution of equations D passing through (|, rj), they

are not strong enough to guarantee that there is only one such solu-

tion. For example, let f{x, y) — 2yK Both y = and y = 0

satisfy the equation y — fix, y), and both have the value 0 at a; = 0.

Consequently we need to seek conditions which will guarantee the

uniqueness of the solution.

68.6. Let the functions y) be defined and finite for all x in the

interval [a, 6] and all y. Let yfix) and yf{x) (i = 1,
• •

•
, g)

two sets of solutions of equations D which coincide at a point ^ of [a, 6].

Let any one of the following four conditions he satisfied.

(i) To each q-tuple y there corresponds a positive number e and a

function M{x) summable over [a, 6] such that

(•d) ^ 2/ + 1?) - PKx, 2/) In"'’ ^ M{x)
I

1 1; 1!"

i=l

whenever x is in [a, h] and
\ \ y — y \ \

and
1 1 ^ — (?/ + ^) I I

are both

less than e.

(ii) The same as (i) except that inequality (A) is replaced by

- ^ IPix, y + n) - PKx, y)W ^ M{x)\\r,\ 1-.

i = 1

(iii) The same as (i) except that inequality (.4) is replaced by

^ {/(‘>(a;, y + v) - PK'x, 2/)!’7'“ ^ d/(x)
| 1 |

jv

t = 1
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(iv) The same as (i) except that (A) is replaced by

1 [fix, y + s), fix, 2/) 1 I
g M(a:)

I h I I
.

Then the identity yi{x) = 2/2 (^) satisfied on the corresponding interval:

(i) [^, 6]; (ii) K 11 ; (iii) [a, b]; (iv) [a, b].

Suppose first that hypothesis (i) is satisfied. If 2/1 and 2/2- are not

identical on [f, b], there is a point xo in [J, b] at which they differ.

Let a be the greatest value of x in [$, :ro] at which yi(x) =
2/2(0;); then

yi(x) 9^ 2/2(0;) for a < X ^ Xq. To the g-tnple yi(a) corresponds a

positive € and a summable function M{x) as in hypothesis (i). Since

2/1 and 2/2 are continuous, there is a number ^ such that a < ^ ^ xq

and the inequalities
( 1

2/1(0;), 2/1(0;)
1 1
< e,

1 I
y^^x), 2/1(0;)

1 |

< € both

hold on [a, /3]. Hence, if we define

^(i)(^) ^ _ 2/1'Ko:), (2 = 1
,

• •
•

, q),

by h^^pothesis (i) the inequality

X yii^) + v(x)) g Mix)
1 |

rjix)
\ 1

^

1=1

is satisfied.

Since both 2/1 and 2/2 satisfy equations D, for almost all x in [a,
/
3

]

we have

^ i7W(a:)’7“'’(^) = X - ffix)]
i = 1 t = 1

= i v^Hx){PKx,y^ix)) -rHx,y,ix))]
i = 1

= X yi(x) + vix)) - r^ix, yfx))]

i~Mix)
1 1 nix) I

p.

On a < X ^ the quantity
| 1

)7(a:)
| |

is positive, so this implies

I I
vix)

I 1

“^ X V^'\x)ti'-'^ ix) g Mix)
i —

I

for almost all x in (a, 13]. Hence ii a < x S 13 we have

I I I

1"^
2) (x) dx g P M(x) dx

S M(x) dx.
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Since
| |

r;(a:)
|

jMs AC, by 38.1 we find that

/•iM«li= /A
loglh(^)ll^-log|h(a;)112= {])dt

1=1

This, with the preceding inequality, yields

log
1 1

ri{x)
1

1^ S log
1 I

riiP) 1

1- -
2 £ M{x) dx,

or

log
I I

ri{x)
1 I
^ log

1 1 y]{^) M{x) dx.

This inequality holds for all x in (a, jS). But this is impossible; for

as X approaches a the quantity
| 1 | |

approaches 0, so its logarithm

approaches — oo
. This contradiction establishes the theorem under

hypothesis (i).

If hypothesis (ii) holds, we first change the independent variable

from X to X ^ —X. If we write

y{x) = y{-~x), -b ^ X S

M y) = y)j -b ^ X S -a,

we see that equations D hold if and only if

| =M m)

for almost all x in
[
—

&, —a]. The system/ satisfies hypothesis (i).

So if the functions yi and §2 coincide at — ? they are identical on

[
— ?, —a]. That is, y\ and 2/2 are identical on [a, $].

If hypothesis (iii) is satisfied, so are both (i) and (ii). Hence

2/1 and 2/2 are identical both on [f, b] and on [a, |]; that is, they are

identical on [a, 6].

If hypothesis (iv) holds, by the Cauchy inequality we have

^ y + v)
-

^ I I

/(-(-, y + v) - fix, 2/) I i

•
I h 1

1

^ M{x)
1 h I

p.
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Therefore hypothesis (iii) is satisfied.

Exercise. Let g{x^ y) be a function of two variables defined

for a ^ X ^ b and for all y, and monotonic decreasing in y for each

fixed X, If yi{x) and yi{x) both satisfy the equation y = g{x, y) and
coincide at a point ^ of [a, 6], they are identical on [f, b].

Exercise. Let U be an open set in g-dimensional space, and
Q

define S) to be the sup of ^ yi) - yi) } (?/<? - for

all yi and 2/2 in U such that
| |

?/i, 2/2 | |
^ 5. Suppose that for each ^

in [a, h] and each positive e there is a function a{x) which is positive

and AC on [a, satisfies a{^) < e, and has

a(x)

for almost all x in [a, |]. Then if yi and y^ are solutions of D lying in U
and coinciding at they are identical on [|, h], (From this and its

analogue which guarantees identity on [a, we can readily deduce
68.5.)

69. We now investigate the way in which the solutions of D depend
on the initial values 77^® and on parameters which may appear in the
equations. In order to keep the statements of our theorems from
being inordinately verbose, Ave adopt a standard notation for this

section. The functions /'‘'(x, y, u) will be assumed to be defined for

all X in an interval [a, 6], all y (unless a specific statement to the
contrary is made) and all points u = (w(», •

•
,
w'”’) of a set P in

p-dimensional space Rp. The equations D with f(x, y) replaced by
/(x, y, u) will be denoted by Z»[w]; these equations are then

D[u\\ f*\x) = pHx, y, u) (^• =
^ q)^

the differentiation in the left member being with respect to x. If i

is in [a, b] and 17 is a g-tuple and u is in P, and the equations D[u]
have exactly one solution which assumes the value 77 at x = |, we
denote this solution by ?/'«(x; f, 77, m) (f = 1

,

•
•

, g). The partial

derivatives will be denoted by subscripts; thus for example

7/<i>(x;^, v,u) V, u),

2/) w) =
. y, u).
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69.1. Let the following hypotheses be satisfied.

(i) The functions p\x, y, u) are measurable functions of x on [a, 6]

for all fixed {y, u) with u in P, and for each fixed x in [a, 6] they are

continuous functions of (y, u) for all y and all u in P.

(ii) There are functions S{x), <p{t) as described in 68.3 such that

for all X in [a, h], all y and all u in P.

(iii) To each point ($, rj, u) in jKi+g+p with | in [a, 5] and u in P
there corresponds exactly one set of solutions y^'^{x; tj, u) {a ^ x S b)

of equations D[u].

Then thefunctions y^^'^ (x; rjj u) are continuous on the set

{(a;, V,'^) \

^ K b]j I in [a, 6], all rj, u in P}.

Moreover, if the f^^'^{x, y, u) are continuous in all variables, the derivatives

y^^{x] 77, u) are also continuous on the same set

Before beginning the proof, we observe that hypotheses (i) and

(ii) guarantee the existence of at least one solution of equations D[u]

which passes through (^, 77) ;
hypothesis (iii) adds the requirement that

there is not more than one solution. In 68.5 wp have already listed

conditions which insure that hypothesis (iii) is satisfied.

If the theorem were false there would exist a sequence of sets

[xm, Vm, Um], — 0, 1, 2,
* *

*
,
such that Xm and are in [a, 61

and Um is in P; Xm, Vm, Um have the respective limits Xq, 770, uq as

m tends to 00
;
but for some i the relation

lim y^^K^n] Un, Un) = ^0, ^0, uo)
n-* 00

fails- to be satisfied*. From this last statement it follows that we can

select a subsequence (we may as well suppose it the original sequence)

for which the limit on the left exists, but is different from the right

member:

(A) lim y^^KXn] fn, Vny Un) = y^'^ ^ ^ 0 , 770, Uo),

n—

>

CO

Since !?„ approaches rjo, by rejecting a finite number of terms of the

sequence we can bring it about that
| 1

»)n, i/o
1 1

<1- Now we select

a number N as in the proof of 68.3, and define the functions y, u)

as we did there. As in that proof, we find that

I 1
yix; rin, Un)\

\
^ N (a ^ x ^ b, n = 0, I, •

).
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So the functions y{x-, ^n, nn, Un) satisfy the equations

= g(0{x, y, u),

and if we write

S,(x) = ^(x) - sup 0 g « S ivj

we have

I
yy'^)\ ^ ^iW-

Now we can show as in 68.1 that the functions Vn, Un)

are uniformly bounded and equhcontinuous, and by 67.2 we can

select a subsequence which converges uniformly on [u, b ]

:

lim 'nay Ua) = Y^^{x) (z = 1,
- •

•

, g)
a—+ eo

uniformly on [a, b], where a ranges over a sequence of values Ui,

ns,
-

. Since the y, u) have the summable bound Siix)

and are continuous in {y, u), this implies by 29.3 that

yo)(a;) = lim Va, u<x)
a—

>

00

= lim y{x; •««), ««) da;}
a—> 00 V ^

=
>!o’ + f/ Yix), uo) dx.

J So

Thus by differentiating we see that Y^^^{x) satisfies equations D[u]

with u = Uo and assumes the value rif at fo. But by hypothesis (hi)

there is only a single solution y^^'^{x] $o, m, ^o) of these equations with

the given initial value, so

Y^^\x) = y^^{x] ?o, T?o, uq) {i = ly
' '

'
y
q\a S X S b).

In the inequality

I

y’^^KXa; ^ay Va, Ua) - y^^ {Xq] ^Oy VO, Uq)
|

= 1
y^^\Xay ^ay lay Ua) V^^^iXa] ^0? Uq)

j

+ 1
y^^{xay U my Uo) - y^^^ixo; $o, m, uo)

1

the first term on the right tends to zero because y^^^{x] ^a, Va, Ua)

converges uniformly to Y<^^(x) (compare the preceding equation)

and the second term tends to zero because y^^^(x; ^o, vo, Uq) is a con-

tinuous function of x. Hence the left member approaches zero, and

lim ^ay rjay Ua) = y^^^xo] fo, 770
,
Uo),
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This contradicts (A), and the continuity of the functions r?, u)

is established.

If it is true that the functions (x, ?/, u) are continuous on the set

{ Vf'^) K ^]) oU y^u inF]^ the functions

y{x] I, 77
,
u), u)

will be continuous for all x and ^ in [a, fe], all 77, and all u in P, for they

are then continuous functions of continuous functions. We write

equation D[u] in the integrated form; the equations

fi, u) = f^Kx, y(x; ri, u), u) dx

are then identities. The integrands on the right are continuous

functions of x, so by 33.2 the left member has a derivative as to x on

[a, h], and this derivative is equal to the integrand on the right. That

is, the equation

y^\x; 9], u) = y{x] ??, u), u),

holds for all x and $ in [a, b], all u in P and all 77 ,
and the right member

is continuous on the set of values specified in the theorem. This

completes the proof.

As a special case of the preceding theorems, we consider the S3^stem

of linear differential equations

L[u]: ?/<*> s ^ ^j(x, w)?/® + B*{x, u) {i = I,
, q),

j-1

where as usual x has the range [a, b] and u the range P.

69.2. If the functions A}(x, u) and B^{x, u) are measurable functions

of X on [a, h] for each fixed u in P and are contmuous functions of u on P
for each fixed x in [a, b], and there is a function S{x) surnrnable on [a, b]

such that

1

A){x, u)
I
^ 5 (0;) and j

B^{x, u)
j
g S{x)

for all x in [a, b] and all u in P, then for every J in [a, b], every 77 and

every u in P there is a unique solution 77
,
u) of equations

which has the value at x = ^. The functions ??, u) are

continuous for all x and ^ in [a, b], all 77 ,
and all u in P. If the functions

A)(x, u) and Bfx, u) are continuous in all variables, the partial deriva-

tives y^i\x; n, u) are also continuous 07i the same set.

Let us write (a:, y, u) for the right member of L[u]. Tlien

y,u)
\
^ ^ |

A}{x,
1

*
|

y^^^
1 + I

u)
1
^ qS{x)

1 1 y 1 1
+ 'b(x),

j=i
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SO

I \fix, y,u)\\^ q^^Six) M 2/ 11 + qS(x) g f^S(x){
| |

z/
| 1 + 1).

Since the positive continuous function (p{t) is not sum-
q^(t 4- 1 )

mable over [0, cc), the hypotheses of 68.3 are satisfied, and so for

each u, each rj and each | in [a, h] there is a solution of equations

L[u] reducing to i? at a: =
Since

y + r],u) - J/, w)
|

g- ^ |

Aj(x, u)
] |

rj'
| g qSix)

we have

\f(x, y + rj, u),f{x, y, u)

AKx, u)
I

•

1 ^ q‘^S{x)

So hypothesis (iv) of 68.5 is satisfied, and the solution is unique.

The statements concerning continuity now follow from 69.1.

Our next theorem is closely related to 69.1, but is designed for

application in situations in which we know only that the (a;,. 2/) have

the desired properties in a neighborhood of a given solution of equations

D[u],

69 .3 . Let the following hypotheses he satisfied.

(i) The functions y, u), i = I, •
•

•
, q, are defined and finite

for all (x, y) in an open set V in (g + l)-dimensional space and all u in

a set P in p-dimensional space.

(ii) The functions ^ ? g? on an interval

[a, h]; for all x in [a, fe] the point (x^ y{x)) lies in V, and the y^^^{x) satisfy

equations D[u] with u ^ uq.

(iii) There is an interval [uo, 5ol containing [a, b] in its interior and a

function S{x) summahle over [ao, bo] such that

I
\f{x, y, w)

1 I
g S{x)

whenever (x, y) is in F, x is in [ao, 6oJ and u is in P.

(iv) For each fixed x in [ao, 6o] the functions {x, y, u) are continuous

for all (y, u) such that (x, y) is in V and u is in P; and for each fixed

{y, u) with u in P they are measurable functions of x on the {open) set

of x such that {x, y) is in V.

(v) There is a positive number and a function M {x) summahle over

[ao, 6o] such that

I I
fix, y + V, u), fix, y,v)\\:^Mix)\\7,\\

whenever x is in [ao, 6o], u is in P and both (x, y) and {x, y v) are in V,

and
I I I I

<
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Then there are positive ^lumbers e, d such that for each u in Nb(uo)P
and each (g, rj) which has distance less than 5 from some point of the

curve (Xy y{x)), a ^ x b the equations D[u] have a unique solution

y^'^^ix; -w) (^ = 1,
• •

•
, g), defined for x in [a — e, b + e], and

continuous in all variables for the values just indicated. If the f^^^ (x, y, u)

are continuous in all variables, so are the derivatives v, u) for the

indicated values of the variables.

By 68.4 there are functions y^^^(x) and yfix), defined and AC on
intervals [a — e, a + e], [b — e, b e] respectively, having (x, yiix))

and (x, y^ix)) in V, satisfying equations D[u] with u = uq, and such

that yiK^) — y^'^Ko) y^i\b) — y^^^(b). We reduce the intervals

[a — 6, a +- e] and [6 — e, 5 + e] if necessary so that they are contained

in [uq, 5o]. If we define

y^o(^) = y?(^), a - e S X < a,

yf(x) = y^^^{x), a ^ X ^b,

yf{x) = yf{x), 6 < X ^ 5 + €,

the functions ^5)’^ (x) satisfy equations jD[w] with w = 'Woon[a — e, 6 + e].

They are easily seen to be AC on that interval, either directly from

the definition of absolute continuity or else by observing that they

satisfy the integrated form of equations D[u].

Let E denote the set of all points (x, yoix)) with a — e^x^b + e.

This set is bounded and closed, since the yo\x) are continuous. No
point of E is in the (closed) complement CV of the set F, so each point

of E has positive distance from CV. The distance of an arbitrary

point (x, y) from CV being continuous, there is a point of E at which

this distance assumes its minimum value on E. That is, the sup of the

distance from (x, yo{x)) to CV is positive, x ranging over [a — €,b A- e].

We choose a positive number y less than this sup and less also

than /3/2. Then the closed set Ey, consisting of all (x, y) such that

a-e^x^b + e and
| [ y, yoix)

| 1
^ 7, hes entirely in V.

Next we wish to extend the range of definition of the/^^^(x, y, u) in

such a way that theorem 69.1 will be applicable. To do this we first

define

<p{t) = 1
,

0 St^y,

pit) = t>y.

Then we define

y, u) = f^'^Kx, yo{x) A <p{
\ \ y, yo(x)

1 1
)(^ yo{x)), u)
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for a — € ^ a; ^ 6 + €, all 2/,
and all u in P. Since the vector

<p{\\yj yo{x) \\){y - yo(x))

is the same as 2/
— yo(x) if

i | 2/^ yo{x) I |
^ 7 and has length 7 otherwise,

the right member of this equation is defined for all y, provided that

a: is in [a -*
6, 6 + e] and u is in P, and it coincides with {x, y, u) if

I I 2/o(^)
I i
= 7- Also, for each fixed a: in [a — e, 6 + e] it is con-

tinuous for all y and all u in P, and if moreover the
2/, u) are

continuous for all (x, y) in V and all u in P the are continuous for x

in [a — €, 6 4- «], all y and all u in P.

By the remark after 68.2, if are functions continuous on

[a — c, 5 + e] such that (x, Y{x)) is in F, the functions (a;, 7 (a:), u)

are summable over [a — £, 5 + e] for all u in P. If y is fixed the func-

tions (p{\\y, yo{x)
1 1

— VoKx)) are continuous on [a ~ e, 6 -f e]

and the point (x, yo(x) + ^( 1 | 2/, yo(x)
1 | )(2^ — 2^o(^))) lies in hence

lies in V. Therefore by the definition of g^^^(x, 2/, u) it is measurable

in x on [a ~ €, 6 + e] for each fixed y and each fixed u in P. Also, the

values of the g^^^ are included among the values of the/^"^ for (x, y) in F
and u in P, so

1 I
£f(a:, 2/, w)

1 1 g S{x).

In order to show that the also satisfy hypothesis (v) we need

the trivial inequality

(4) 1 1 ¥»( 1 1 2/1
I 1 )2/i, «>( 1 1 2/2 1 I )2/2 1 1 ^ 1 1 2/1, 2/2 I 1

.

This is evident from a figure. To establish it analytically we suppose

the notation chosen so that
i | 2^1 | | ^ 1 1 2/2 1 1

. Define

‘p(.
1 1 ^2 1 1 )

<p{
1 I 2/ 1 II)

Since tp is monotonic decreasing, this is at most 1. Since t<p{t) is

monotonic increasing, we have

1 1
2/2 1

1

^( 1

1

2/2 1

1

) ^ 1

1

2/1 1

1

1

1

2/1
1

1

),

so that
1 1 2/1 1 1 g r

1 1
2/2

1 I
. As we have assumed

1 |
2/i M S

1 1 2/2
| 1 ,

this implies

1

1

2/1 1

1

g id + r)
1

1

2/2 1

1

.

Using the Cauchy inequality we find

X [i(l + T)yf - yf]yf ^ i(l + r)
1 | ^2

1 1

“ -
| 1

2/i
I I

'
I 1 2/2 1 I

i-l

^ 0 .
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From this, by a little algebraic manipulation, we find

I 1 m, 2/1
I I

' =
I I 2/2, 2/1 I M - 2(1 - r) [i(l + r)yf - y'<>]yf

^ I I 2/2, 1 I
^

But

M »’(
1 1 2/1 I 1 )2/i,

I I ^2 I 1 )2/2 i I

‘ = M 2/1 I 1 ) I 1 2/1, r2/2
1 1

^ 1 1 2/1, ry^
I 1,

and this and the preceding inequality establish (A).

Now let a: be in [a - e, 5 + «] and u in P. If y^ and y^ are arbitrary
vectors, we write Fi, 72 for y, - y(,{x) and 2/2 - y^(x) respectively.

Using inequality (A) and hypothesis (v),

1 I 9 (3:, 2/ 1 ,
u), g(x, 2/2 ,

u)
I I

=
I IM yo(x) + I I

Fi
I I

)Fi, u), fix, yo{x) + ¥>(
I I

Fj
| |
)F2 ,

u)
| |

g M(x) lUdI I"i| l)Fi, ^(11 F2
I DFjII
g ilf (a:)

1 1
Fi, F2

! 1

= Mix)
I I j/i, 2/2 11.

Hence the ix, y, u) satisfy (v) (that is, satisfy (iv) of Theorem 68.5)

for all 2/1 and y^.

By 68.1 and 68.5, the equations

(?[w]: y^^ = g^^ix, y, u)

have unique solutions

2/«>(a:; i, n, u) (i = 1,
• •

•
, 5; a - e g x g 6 + «)

defined for all J in [o — 6 + e], all y, and all u in P. By 69.1, these

functions are continuous in all variables on the range indicated, and

so also are the derivatives yf if the/<’>(x, y, u) are continuous in all

variables. It remains to show that they satisfy the original equations

D[u\ for properly restricted values of the variables.

Denote by Q the closed set consisting of the points (x, y) such that

a — egxgb + e and
1 | y, y{x)

| 1 ^ 7 . The coordinates of the point

(x, y{x; g, 7
),

u)) are continuous functions of all variables for x and | in

[a — e, 6 + e] and u in P, hence the distance d from this point to Q
is also continuous. If the variables are in the set

(P)
{
(x, 7), w)

I

X in [a — 5 + «], U, v) in E, u = Uo\

the point (x, yix; J, v, m)) lies on the solution of equations G[u] which

has value 7
;
at x = ^ But 2/0

’(2:) is the only such solution; so for the
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set of values (B) the point (re, y{x; 77
,
u)) lies in the set E and has

positive distance d from Q. Since is a continuous function, on a

neighborhood of the set (B) d remains positive. That is, there is a

positive number d (we may take it less than e) such that on the set

{(x, rj, u) \x in [a — 6 + e], ($, ?/) in the 8-neighborhood of E, u in

N8{uo)P} the point (rc, y{x; 7?, u)) is not in Q. It then must lie in Ey,

But then the right members of equations G[u] are identical with

y, u), and so the solutions 7
?,
u) of G[u] also are solutions

of equations D[u]. This completes the proof.

Remabk. If the {x, y, u) are continuous in all variables they

are bounded on a neighborhood of E, so in this case hypothesis (iii) is

superfluous.

We now investigate the differentiability of the solutions of equa-

tions D[v\. The amazing length of the statement of the next theorem

is partly accounted for by the fact that it really is five theorems rolled

into one, all five theorems having most of their hypotheses in common.

Roughly stated, we are going to prove that the differentiability prop-

erties of the solutions y^^'^{x] 77, u) with respect to 77, and u are the

same as those of the functions (a;, y, u) with respect to y, and u

respectively,

69.4. Let the following hypotheses he satisfied.

(i) The functions f^^^ (x, y, u) are defined and finite for all (a;, y) in

an open set V in {q + l)-dimensional space and all u in an open set P in

p^dimensional space.

(ii) For each fixed u in P and each fixed y, the functions (x, y, u)

are measurable functions on the {open) set of values of x such that (x, y)

is in V.

(iii) For each fixed rr, the functions {x, y, u) are continuous func-

tions of (y, u) for all y such that {x, y) is in V and all u in P, and for all

such {y, u) they possess continuous partial derivatives with respect to

the variables y^^'* of all orders S m {m a positive integer)

.

(iv) There is a function S{x) summable over an interval [ao, 5o] con-

taining [a, 6] in its interior and such that all the ?/, u) and all the

partial derivatives mentioned in (iii) have absolute values at most equal

to S{x) whenever x is in [ao, bo], {x, y) is in V and u is in P.

(v) The functions y^^{x) {i = I, •
‘

, q; a x ^h) are solutions

of equations D[u] with u ~ Uo in P, and the set E of points (x, y{z))

(a S X ^ b) is in V.

Then

(Cl) there exist positive numbers e, S such that for each (^, 77) in the

8-neighborhood of E and each u in the 8-neighborhood of uo there is a
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unique solution

u) (ct € ^ ^ 5 ~|- €,* f = Ij • *
•

j q^

of equations D[u] such that rj, u) = These functions are
continuous in all variables on the set of values indicated, and so are their

partial derivatives with respect to the of all orders ^ m.
(C2) If hypothesis (iv) is strengthened by assuming that for each

fixed X the possess continuous partial derivatives of all orders ^ m
with respect to the variables and u^^\ and all these partial derivatives

have absolute values at most equal to the summable function S{x), then the

solutions 77, u) have continuous partial derivatives of all orders

^ m with respect to the variables 7)^^^ and u^'^^ on the set of values indicated

in (Cl).

(C3) If in addition to hypotheses (i) to (v) we assume that the func-‘

tions f^^ {x, y, u) are continuous in all variables on the set
{
(x, y, u)

]

(x, y) in V, uinP}, then on the set of values indicated in (Ci) the deriva-

tives y^xix] r\, u) are also continuous and possess continuous partial

derivatives of all orders ^ m with respect to the variables 77^'^

(Ci) If the functions f^^^(x, y, u) are continuous in all variables on

the set
{
{x, y, u)\{x, y) in V, u in P], and hypothesis (iv) is strengthened

as in (C2), then on the set indicated in (Ci) the derivatives y^^ix] 77, v)

are also continuous and possess continuous partial derivatives of all

orders g m with respect to the variables 77^^^ and u^^\

(C5) If in addition to hypotheses (i) to (v) we assume that the

(x, y, u) possess continuous partial derivatives of all orders S ni with

respect to all the variables x, y^^\ u^^\ then on the set of values of {x, rj, u)

indicated the functions y^^^{x; 77, u) and y^^ix; 77, u) possess continuous

partial derivatives with respect to all the variables x, u^^^ of all

orders g m.

In proving this theorem it is convenient to observe a certain inter-

relation between the various conclusions, which we express in the

following lemma.

Lemma. If for a given m the hypotheses of 69.4 imply conclusion

(Cl), then for the same m they also imply (C2), (C 3) and (C 4 ).

Suppose that the functions (a;, y, u) are continuous in all vari-

ables. As we saw in proving 69 . 3
,
the equations

y^J\x; S, 77, u) = T^\x, y{x; 77, u), u)

are identities in x, 77
,
u on the set of variables indicated in (Ci). On

this same set the functions y^^^(x] 77, ti) have continuous partial

derivatives of all orders ^ m with respect to the variables There-
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fore from the preceding equation we see that the derivatives have

continuous partial derivatives of all orders g m with respect to

This establishes conclusion (Cz)*

We introduce p new variables (r — 1,
•

^
, p) whose range

is P, and we define

PKx, •
•

•
,

* •
*

,

* •
*

,

(f = 1,
* *

*
, 2')j

• •
•

,
s 0 (f = g + 1,

• •
•

, g + p).

Suppose now that for each fixed x the functions y, u) have

partial derivatives of all orders with respect to the variables

and whenever (a;, y) is in V and u in P, and that none of these

derivatives exceed S{x) in absolute value. The equations P[u], with

parameters u and initial conditions are equivalent to the

set of g + p equations

(JO*) fi) = fi)(x, y), i = 1,
• .

.
, g + p

with the initial conditions

(f = 1,
• •

•
, g),

2/(e+^)(^) = U^r) (y. ^ . .
.

^

For the last p of the differential equations P* force to be con-

stant, and by the initial conditions this constant value is This

new system satisfies all the hypotheses of 69.4 if we replace F by the

(open) set of all {x^ y, u) with (a:, y) in F and u in P. Since we have

already established conclusions (Ci) and (C 3) we know that the

solutions

y^^K^\ 7]^^\ *
•

*
,

* *

'
>

are continuous in all variables and so are their partial derivatives

of all orders with respect to the and for all (a;, g, u) such

that X and J are in [a — 6 + e] and (i, r?, u) is in the 6-neighborhood

of the set of points

{{x, y, u)\a-e^x^b + e, y = y(x), u = Uo},

In particular, the solutions have the desired continuity and differentia

bility properties if (^, 77) is in the 5/2-’neighborhood of E and u is in the

6/2-neighborhood of uo, which is conclusion (C2) except for the trivial

replacing of 5 by 6/2. Moreover, by (Cz) the derivatives

VzK^] ri, u)

also have these same differentiability properties if the functions

y, u) are continuous in all variables. This is conclusion (Ci).
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The lemma is therefore established, and we return to the proof of the
main theorem.

If {x, y) is in V and u is in P, and jS is a positive number so small
that the /3-neighborhood of {x, y) is in V, we compute

(A) f'Kx, y + r\,u) — S^^{x, V’ ~ j

^

/®(^) y + iv, u) dt

Q

= f%i^, y + i-n, di

(f = 1,
• •

, q),

provided that
| 1

1? | | < j3. From this, with hypothesis (iv) and the

Cauchy inequality, we deduce

y + r),u) - f'\x, y, u)
I

- X y + ty, w)]2
I I n I I

d«

S^SixmvW,
whence

1 I
f{x, y + n, u), fix, y,u)\\^ qSix)

1 !
77

] 1
.

Thus hypothesis (v) of 69.3 is satisfied. The other hypotheses of

69.3 have been assumed satisfied, so there are positive numbers €, 5

such that equations D[u] have unique solutions 5 ,
ij, u)

{i = I, *
*

*
, q; a — € ^ X ^ b + e) for all (^, rj^ u) in the set

?7
: { (^, 7?, u)

I (^, 77 ) in the 8-neighborhood of £', u in the 8-neighborhood ofuo},

and these solutions are continuous for all (x, ry, u) with x in

[a — b + e] and (f, 77
,
w) in U.

Let j be any particular one of the numbers 1
,

• •
•

,
If is

in P and the functions a — e^x^h + e, are continuous and

(x, y{x)) is in V, the functions /^*Hx, y{x), u) and

2
/(«>(x), u), {i ^ ‘

, Q)

are measurable if
|

^
|

is small enough, by the remark after 68.2. If we

subtract the first of these from the second and divide by t we obtain a

measurable function. If we now let t tend to zero through a sequence

of values, we obtain a sequence of measurable functions converging to

fMx, y(x), u),

which is therefore measurable oa [a — i> + e].
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If (I, 7?) is in the 5-neighborhood of u is in the 5-neighborhood

of and a; is in [a — e, 5 + e], the point {x, y{x; rj, u)) is in V.

Because of the continuit^^ of the solutions, the line-segment joining this

point to the point (x, y{x; + A, u)) will also lie in F if A is any

g-tuple lying in a certain neighborhood of (0,
* •

•
,
0). Henceforth

we suppose that h is in that neighborhood. If A is in the given

neighborhood of (0,
• •

•
, 0) and t is in the interval [0, 1] the functions

y{x] 17, u) + t{y{x-, y + h, u) - y{x; 77, w)), u)

are continuous in t and A for fixed x. By the preceding paragraph they

are measurable in x for fixed (^, A), since the arguments are continuous

functions of a; on [a — e, 6 + €]. So for each xm[a — €,b -{- e] we have

A){x, V, h, u) s f%{x, y(x; 17, u)

+ i{y(x; V + h, u) - y(x; i?, u)], u) dt

n— 1

lim - V f%{x, y{x; 1?, u>
00 7}/ "T

7n= 0

+ {m/n){y{x] r? + /i, m) - y(x-, ^ v, u)}, u).

For each n all the summands in the right member are measurable func-

tions of 2: on [a — €, A + e], so A){x, rj, h, u) is measurable on that

interval for each fixed A. Since the first partials of are continuous

functions of the and 77 + A, u) and y^^K^l v, are con-

tinuous functions of rj and A, it is easily seen that A}{x, t], A, u) is also

continuous in rj and A for fixed x.

Next let k be any one of the numbers 1,
• •

•
, 3^, and let A be such

that all its components except A^*^ are zero. We define

77, A, u)
y^'K^; ^ + A, w) - 77, u)

,,

Using equation (A), we find that for almost all x in [a — e, 6 + e] this

satisfies the equation

77, h, u) = yi.x] In + h, u), u)

-f^Kx, yix; I 77
,
m ), u)]

= /„* X yix] 77, u) + t{y{x-, 77 + h, u)

7 = 1

- y(x; (, 77, u)\, u)(y'’>(x; 77 + h, u) - y'^“(x; 77, u))dt

Q

^ Ay(.T, 7
}j A, u)z^^^{x, rj, A, u).
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Also, since y^^ix] rj, u) has the value at a; == £ we see that

V, h, u)
(01

= 8ik,

where 6ik is 1 if i = fc and is 0 otherwise.

Consider the differential equations

(L) ^ Aj{x, 77, K u)v^.

i = l

By 69.2, for each g~tuple rj these equations have unique solutions

Tjj hj u) (i == 1,
' •

•
y q; a — € ^ X ^ h + €) reducing to

at a: = f and continuous in all variables. Hence in particular

the limit

(B) lim v^^'>{x; ij, 77, h, u) = v^^{x] % rj, 0
,
u)

exists and is continuous in x, rj, 77 and u. But for 9^ 0 the func-

tions rj, h, u) satisfy these same differential equations L. If ij

is the vector whose ^k-th component is 1 and whose other components

are 0, by the uniqueness of the solutions of L we have

8«(»; t, . + ft, -><«(»;

= iy rjy riy h, w).

Thus equation {B) informs us that the partial derivative of with

respect to 77
^^^ exists, and

(C) I, y, 0
,
u)y

which is a continuous function of x, rj and u.

We have thus obtained conclusion (Ci) of our theorem subject

to the restriction that m = 1. By the lemma, conclusions (C 2), (C 3)

and (Ci) also hold for m = 1.

To remove the restriction m = 1 we use induction. Suppose that

the hypotheses of 69.4 imply (Ci), (and by the lemma imply (C 2), (C 3)

and (C4)) whenever m is less than a certain m' greater than 1 ;
we show

that the hypotheses still imply conclusion (Ci) when m — m!

.

The

equations

i\, u) = r;<‘> + y{x] 7
/, u), u) dx
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are identities fora — €ga;^ 6 +c and ($, 77) in the 5-neighborhood

of E and u in the 5-neighborhood of xio, and the have continuous

first-order partial derivatives with respect to the variables If

for some k we denote the partial derivative of with respect to
^{k)

]yy
y(i)^ -^6 SCO by 39.2 that the equations

v”' = + /j* { X

are satisfied, where 8ik is 1 if ^ and is 0 otherwise. These equations

are equivalent to the differential equations

(p) tiw = X
j=i

with the initial conditions Let us consider u fixed

somewhere in the 5-neighborhood of Uo and ^ also as fixed; rj we will

permit to vary, subject to the requirement that (^, rj) shall remain in

the 5-neighborhood of the set E. Now equations (P) are of the type

of equations D[u\ with certain notational changes
; y is replaced by z;,

the parameters are instead of the initial values are fixed at 5**

instead of being the (arbitrary) and the numbers u in equations

(P) are to be temporarily disregarded as parameters, since we are

keeping them fixed. By hypothesis the functions have contin-

uous partial derivatives of all orders ^ m' with respect to the vari-

ables and by the induction hypothesis and conclusion (Ci) the

functions ??, u) have continuous partial derivatives of all

orders g — 1 with respect to the variables Hence for each

fixed x in [a — e, 6 + e] the right members of equations (P) have

continuous partial derivatives of all orders ^ m' — 1 with respect to

the variables and 7?^^^ We have assumed (Ci), (C2), (C3) and (C4)

all valid if m is less than m', so by (C2) we find the equations (P) have

solutions

yd) = V, Tj)

assuming the initial values at a; = f and having continuous partial

derivatives of all orders ^ ?n' — 1 with respect to the variables

and In particular, if we fix at the value 8ik this solution is

y%(x] f, 7j, u),

as we saw in deriving equations (P); so these functions have continu-

ous partial derivatives of all orders ^ m' — 1 with respect to the
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variables 77^^"^ That is, the functions
yj, u) have continuous

partial derivatives of all orders ^ m' with respect to the variables

and conclusion (Ci) holds for m = m'. By the lemma, the same
is true of (C2), (C3) and (C4), so by induction these conclusions all

hold for all integers m.

All that remains is to establish conclusion (C5). We therefore

assume that the functions (a;, y, u) have continuous partial deriva-

tives of all order g m with respect to all variables on the range (x, y)

in V, u in P. If (J, 77) is in the 5-neighborhood of P, so is (J + /i, t?)

for all sufficiently small values of A. We assume h to be such that

{^ + h, rj) is in the 5-neighborhood of E and ? + A is in [u — €, 6 + e]

and we define to be the value of y^'Kx] ^ rj, u) x =
that is,

Y^^(h) = ^ + K yj, u).

The functions y^^'^(x; ? + A, 77, u) satisfy equations D[u] and have

values at x = But the only solutions of equations D[u]

with those initial values are the functions y^^{x; Y{h), u). That is,

^ + h,7j,u)= y^^{x\ |, YQi), u) (i = l, • •
•

, q)

for all X in [a — €, 6 + €], and all h near 0 such that J + A is in

[a — €jb + e]. Since the functions S satisfy equations

[u] and have the values 77^"^ at x = ^ + h, by integration we find that;

^ + h,ri,u) = ij® + /®(x, y{x] ^ + h, r,, u), u) dx,

or

F®(A) — 17® = - y(x; ^ + h, ri, u), u) dx.

We divide by h and use the theorem of mean value, obtaining

F«>(A) - 7,®

h
-/®(a:, y{x; £ + h, 77, u), u),

where x is between J and i + h inclusive. The right member of this

equation is continuous in all variables, so

lim 2/(1; I ri, u), V.) = -/«($, y, u)

h-^0 ^
(i = 1,

•
•

, q).

The first-order partial derivatives of the with respect to the 77"’

have already been shown to exist and to be continuous. So by Taylor’s
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theorem and the preceding equations,

^ + h,v,u)— i, V, u)

h

_ I, Y(h), u) - y^’^jx; y, v)

h

where d- is between 0 and 1 . As A tends to zero YQi) tends to 7(0),

which is 1?; so the first factor in the right member tends to a limit.

The second factor has already been shown to approach a limit. Hence

the left member approaches a limit. That is, 2/^"^ has a partial

derivative with respect to f, and

(C) (a:; S, w) = -” I) n, v, ^).

This proves also that the left member is a continuous function of all

variables.

From equations jD[2^] themselves we see that the partial derivatives

of the with respect to x are continuous functions of all variables,

being identically equal to y{x; rj, u), u). So we have shown

that the functions y^^\x) 77 ,
u) have continuous first-order partial

derivatives with respect to all variables on the range indicated, and

conclusion (C5) is established for m = 1 .

Suppose next that m is greater than 1. The functions y^^^(x; J, rj, u)

have been shown in (C4) to have continuous partial derivatives of all

orders S w with respect to the and and the/^^'^ (x, 2
/,
u) have been

assumed to have continuous partial derivatives of all orders S 221 with

respect to all variables. From equations (C) it now follows that the first

partial derivatives of the 2/^'^ with respect to J have continuous partial

derivatives of all orders g m — 1 with respect to the and for

the difierentiation of the right member will introduce only derivatives

known to exist and be continuous. In a like manner, from equations

D[u] we see that the partial derivatives of the with respect to x

have continuous partial derivatives of all orders ^ m — 1 with respect

to the variables and Returning to (C), we now see that if

m ^ 2 the partial differentiation of the right member with respect to

X or f will involve only partial derivatives now known to exist and be

continuous, and likewise for the right member of D[u]. .That is, if
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m S 2 the partial derivatives

,,(t) ,,(•)
y^x) yxx

all exist, are continuous and have continuous partial derivatives of all

orders ^ m — 2 with respect to the and Returning with this

information to (C) and D[u], we find that if m ^ 3 the third-order

partial derivatives of with respect to x and ^ possess continuous

partial derivatives of all orders ^ m — 3 with respect to the and

We continue the process; the outcome is that all partial deriva-

tives of of order S ^ exist and are continuous for the indicated

values of the variables. Finally from equations D{u] themselves it

follows that 2/^® also possesses continuous partial derivatives of all

orders ^ m with respect to all the variables, and the proof of the

theorem is complete.



CHAPTER X

Differentiation of Multiple Integrals

70. The theory of differentiation for multiple integrals rests upon

the covering theorem of Vitali, to which we devote this section.

Before stating the theorem, it is convenient to define regular conver-

gence of a sequence of sets to a point.

70.1, A sequence of measurable sets Ei, E 2 ,

- •
• converges regularly

to a point xq if there exists a set {Qn} of cubes (that is, intervals all of

whose edges are equal) with centers at xq and possessing the following

properties. For each n, the cube Qn contains the set £n. As n tends to 00
,

the side of Qn tends to zero. There is a positive number a such that

mEn ^ amQn

for each n.

A number a with which the last inequality is satisfied is called a

modulus of regularity of the sequence

We can now state Vitaliis theorem.

70.2. Let E he a set in q-dimensional space Rq, contained in an open

set U. Let ^ he a family of closed sets such that for each x in E there is a

sequence (Fn! of sets of the family % which converges regularly to x.

Then there exists a finite or denumerable collection Fi, F2 ,

• *
• of sets

of the family 5 ,
'^0 two having any points in common, such that U Fi is

contained in U and contains all of E except at most a subset of measure 0:

m{E - UFO = 0.

The proof which we shall give is due to S. Banach.

We first prove the theorem under two auxiliary hypotheses.

(I) The set U is bounded.

(II) There is a positive number a such that for each Xq of E there is

a sequence of sets of 5 converging to Xq with modulus of regularity

each set of the sequence containing the point Xq.

Our first step is to reject certain sets from Every set F of ^
not contained in U can be rejected without disturbing the hypotheses;

for if {Fi} is a sequence of sets of ^ converging regularly to a point

Xo of E, all but a finite number of the Fi are contained in U, and the

rejection of these leaves us with a sequence of sets of 55 contained in U
and converging regularly to xq. Next we reject from ^ sets F

366
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which are not contained in any cube Q with mQ ^ a-^mF. This too
leaves our hypotheses undisturbed; for if {Fi} converges to xq with
modulus of regularity a, by definition each set Fi is contained in a
cube Qi with center at Xq and such that mFi ^ amQi,

It is convenient to introduce a new symbol. For each set F of the

family we define e{F) to be half the edge of the least cube containing

F. Thus for some Xq the set F is contained in the cube

{x\xf - e{F) ^ ^ xf + e(F), (f = 1
,

. .
.

, g) j,

but it is not contained in any cube with smaller edge.

The sequence {Fn} will be defined inductively. For Fi we choose

an arbitrary set of the family g. The sets Fi, • •
• Fp having been

chosen, it is possible that Fi U • •
• U Fp contains all of E. In this

case we already have the collection of sets Fn of the theorem, and the

proof is complete. Otherwise, there will be a point Xo of E not in

Fi U ‘
• U Fp. This last set, being the sum of finitely many closed

sets, is closed. Thus xo is in the open complement of Fi U • •
• U Fp,

so a neighborhood Ns{xo) of the point xq is in that complement. By
hypothesis, there is a sequence {Ff }

of sets of g converging regularly

to rro. All but a finite number of these are contained in so

infinitely many sets of the sequence {Ff }
have no points in common

with Fi U • •
• U Fp. Now let ep+i be the sup of e(F) for all those sets

F of the family g which have no point in common with Fi U • • * U Fp.

We choose Fp+i to be a set of g having no points in common with

Fi U ' *
* U Fp and having e{F) greater than €p+i/2.

As previously remarked, if the defining process stops at some

finite stage, the theorem is established. Suppose then that it does

not stop, so that Fi, F 2 ,

* * * is an infinite sequence chosen in the

manner just described; we must show that it satisfies the conditions

of the theorem.

Clearly UF„ is contained in 17; we had already rejected from g

all sets not contained in U. Clearly no two sets Fm, Fn(m 7^ n) have

points in common; the method of choice provides this. It remains to

show that F - U Fn is a set of measure zero. Suppose this false;

then the outer measure me(E — U Fn) is positive.

To each set Fn of the sequence there corresponds a point Xn such

that the cube

Qn:
1

- 6(Fn) g ^ + e(Fn), (f = 1,
• •

•
, g)}

contains Fn. Let Q* Le the cube

{a; lx? - 5e(Fn) ^ g x? + 5e(Fn), (f = 1, *••,$)
1

*
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The edge of Q* is five times that of Qn, so

mQ* == b^mQn*

Each set F of the family g is contained in some cube Q such that

'mQ ^ a~%F, because of the rejection process at the beginning of this

proof. Since Qn is the smallest cube containing Fn, we have

mQ* = ^ 5«a”"^mFn.

The series 'LmFn converges, for Fi, F2, • *
* is a sequence of

disjoint closed sets all contained in a set U of finite measure. By the

last inequality, the series also converges. Since me{E — U Fn)

is positive by hypothesis, there is an integer N so large that

<0

'I mQl < mlE - U F^).

n = iV+l

By 19.8 and 20.3 the set ^*4.1 U 0*4.2 U • • * cannot contain all of

F — U Fn. Let xo be a point of F — U Fn which does not belong

to Q*4I U QU U • •
•

. We then have the following situation.

(A) There is a point Xq of E which does not belong to any set Fn{n == 1

2,
• *

• ) norJo any set Q* {n = N + N + 2, •
•

).

The point xq does not belong to any set Fn, so it does not belong to

the (closed) set Fi U * •
* UFiv. As in defining the sequence {Fn},

we see that there is a neighborhood N^ixo) of the point xo which is

free of points of Fi U ' •
• U Fat. There is a sequence of sets of g

containing Xo and converging regularly to xq; and all but a finite number

of these must be contained in Ns{xo). We choose such a set, and call

it F. Thus we have established

(B) There is a set F of the family g which contains xq but contains

710 point 0/ Fi U • •
• U Fat.

This leaves two possibilities; either F has a point in common
with some Fn, n > N, or it has not. We shall show that each of

these leads to a contradiction. This will prove that the assumption

mXE - U Fn) > 0 leads to a contradiction, and will complete the proof

of the theorem (with the additional hypotheses (I) and (II)).

Case I. The set F has no point in common with any Fn>

For each integer p, the set F is a set of g containing no .point of

Fi U • •
* U Fp. The supremum ep+i of the function c(F*) for all such

sets F* is at least equal to e{F). By the law of formation of the
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sequence, e(Fp^i) is, at least e(F)/2, Therefore the edge of the cube
Qp^i is at least e(f), the edge of Qp+i is at least 5e(F), and the measure
of Qp+i is at least [5e(F)]^, which is a positive number independent of p.

But this is impossible; we have already seen that the series SmQ*
converges.

Case II. There is an n such that Fn has a point in common with F.

Let p + 1 be the least integer such that Fp^i has a point in common
with F, and let be a point belonging to both Fp+i and F. By (F),

the number p + 1 cannot be one of the numbers 1,
* •

•
,

iV, so

p N. Since F is a set of the family % haviiig no point in common
with Fi U • '

* UFp, the number is at least equal to e(F), so by
the law of formation of the sequence we know that

The points x and xq both belong to F, which can be enclosed in a cube

of side 2e(F). Hence,

I I
g 2e(F), t = 1,

* •
•

, g.

The point x also belongs to Fp+i, which is contained in Qp+i. So by
definition of Qp^.l there is a point Xp^i such that

2=53-1 - e(Fp+i) ^ ^ a=r+i + e(Fp+i).

Combining the last three inequalities, we obtain

- 5e(Fp+i) ^ ^ + 5e{Fp+i), i =
, q.

That is, Xo belongs to the cube But p + 1 > iV, so this con-

tradicts statement (A).

Thus our theorem has been established subject to the additional

hypotheses (I) and (II). It is not diSicult to replace (II) by the

weaker hypothesis

(IF). There is a positive number a such that for each xq of E there is a

sequence of sets of g converging to Xo with modulus of regularity a.

Let 5o be the family of sets each consisting of a set of % plus a single

point of F. If [Fj] is a sequence of sets of g converging to xo \vdth

modulus of regularity a, we define Fy to be F,- plus the single point xo.

Then the sets F^ converge to Xo with modulus of regularity a, and each

of them contains xo- That is, if the family 5 satisfies the hypotheses

of the theorem and also satisfies (I) and (IF) the family 5o satisfies the

hypotheses of the theorem and also satisfies (I) and (II). By the
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previous proof, a finite or denumerable collection of disjoint sets

of §0 covers all of E save a set of measure zero. Each FI consists of a

set Fn plus a single point Therefore the sets Fr, are disjoint, and
their sum contains all of E except £7 — U Fn, which consists of

(F — U FJ) plus some or all of the individual points Xi, xz, • • • and

so has measure zero.

The removal of hypothesis (IF) requires a little more effort. Let

En be the subset of E consisting of those points Xo of F for which there

is a sequence {Fy} of sets of 5 converging to xq with modulus of regu-

larity 1/n, Clearly Fi Cl Ez CZ Ez CZ • •
•

;
and since for each point

a;o of B there is a sequence {Fj} converging to Xo with some positive

modulus of regularity, each xo of E belongs to some set En.

Now we define inductively a sequence of positive integers

ni < nz < ns < • •
• and a sequence of disjoint sets Fi, F2 ,

F 3 ,

* *
•

,

each one of which either belongs to % or is empty, such that

n*
1

{€) m,(E, -\JFn) <

The set Ei satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem and also satisfies

(I) and (IT) with a = 1
,
so it can be covered, save for a subset of

measure zero, by a finite or denumerable sequence {Ft} of sets of

If the number of these sets is finite, we denote it by ni; then for k = I

the left member of (C) vanishes. If the sequence is denumerable,

the series 2mFi converges, for the sets Fi are disjoint and are contained

in the bounded set U. We then choose an integer rii large enough

so that

X mFi < 1.

m+l

Then the set — (Fi U • •
• U F„,) is contained in the sum of Fi — U F<

and (F„,+, U •
• Hence by 20.3, 20.4, 20.8 and 19.8

ni »

mXEi - U Fi) ^ - U Fi) + Y mFi < 1.

1 nf+l

Suppose that the sequence has been chosen up to Uk and Fnk- The
set (Fi U • •

• U Fnk) is closed, so the set

= C7- (FiU • •
• UFnO

is open. The set Ek+iUk satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem and

also the additional hypotheses (I) and (II)', with a = l/(k + 1). If

it is empty, we take + 1 and let Fn*+-i be the empty set. Other-
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wise, by the first part of this proof there is a finite or denumerable
sequence {Ff} of disjoint sets of g such that U F* is contained in Uk
and contains all of Ek+iUk save at most a subset of measure zero.

Since the F* are contained in OT, they cannot have any points in

common with Ft, i = 1,
* *

•
,
n*. If there are finitely many sets Ff,

we make the series formally infinite by writing infinitely many repeti-

tions of the empty set A after them. In any case, SmFf converges,

so there is a number m such that

00

S (fcTT)'
+

1

Then the set Ek+i Uk — (Ff U • •
• U F*) is contained in the set

[Ek+iUk — U Ff] U (F*^i U F*^2 U • *
• )j a,nd so has exterior measure

less than l/{k + 1). We define rik+i = Uk m, and write

The set Ek+i — (Fi U * *
* U Fnife+i) is in U and contains no point of

(Fi U * •
• U Fnk)} so it is in Uk- Hence

nib+i nk+i njfc+i

Ek+i - U = U,[E,+, - U if’d = E^iUi - U Fi
1 1 m+1

m

1

and this last has outer measure less than l/(fc + 1). This completes

the inductive definition of the sets F^.

The sets Fn thus defined are disjoint and are contained in U. Let

k be any positive integer. If p is greater than fc, the set Ft — U Fn is

Up

contained in — U F„, which in turn is contained in Ep — U F„.

This last has measure less than 1/p. So the exterior measure of

Ek — ^ F„ is less than 1/p for arbitrarily large p, and must be zero.

By 20.2 and 20.6, — U is measurable and its measure is 0:

m(Ek - U F„) = 0, fc = 1. 2.
• • •

.

But

F - U F„ = U (F* - U FO,
&=1 1

SO F — Uf„ has measure zero. If we now reject the empty sets

written among the Fn, the remainder are sets of g with all the required

properties.
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All that remains is to remove the additional hypothesis^ (I). For

each set (ni,
* •

*
,

of integers let ^7(711,
• •

•
,
rig) be the open cube

{x\ni < < rii + 1, r = 1,
•

•
, g}

These cubes cover the whole space except a set of measure zero. By
the previous proof, for each set (rii,

* *
*

,
there is a finite or

denumerable collection of disjoint sets Fi belonging to contained

in !7 n U{nx, •
•

•
,

rig), and covering all of BC/(ni, * •
•

,
rig) save

a subset of measure zero. If we take all these sets together, we
have a finite or denumerable collection of sets of % contained in U
and covering all of E but a part of measure zero. The sets are dis-

joint; for if two sets Fi, Fj are contained in the same cube they were

chosen disjoint, and if they are contained in different cubes they

clearly can have no common points. This completes the proof.

71, Let us recall the definition of the upper derivate of a function

/(a;) at If f(x) is defined on an interval Iqi {x\a ^ x ^ b}, for

each subinterval I = [a, jS] we can define <p{I) = f(^) ~ /(a). By the

definition 31.1, together with 6.4, we can state that Df{xo) is the largest

number Z for which there exists a sequence of closed intervals {/n} con-

tained in 7o, having one end at xo, with lengths tending to zero,

and such that lim [v?(Jn)/AJn] = Z. In fact, by the exercise after 31.1

we can replace the requirement that Xo be an end of In by the weaker

requirement that Xo belong to

This suggests defining the upper derivate of a function of intervals

<S>(J) to be the greatest number I for which there exists a sequence {In}

of closed intervals converging to Xo and such that ^(In)/Aln tends to L

But in the light of the preceding section, we see that in space of two
or more dimensions there is a distinction which is absent from the one-

dimensional case. A sequence [In] of intervals containing xq may
have edges tending to zero, and yet not converge regularly to Xq in

the sense of definition 70.1; for instance, in two-space the intervals

In' S x^^^ g xi^^ + ^ ^ + rr^] fail to converge

regularly to Xq. We therefore have a choice in the above definition.

Either we can demand merely that the In contain Xq and have edges

tending to zero; the derivate thus defined is called the strong upper

derivate of ^ at xo, and we shall not discuss it further. Or else we can

demand that the In converge regularly to Xo; the derivate thus defined

is the ordinary upper derivate of ^ at xo. Precisely,

71.1. Let $(E) he a function of sets which is defined for all closed

intervals contained in an interval Iq. Let Xo he a point of Jo- The

ordinary upper derivate S<i>(xo) and the ordinary lower derivate D^{xo)
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of $ at xo are respectively the greatest and the least of all numbers I for
which there exists a sequence {/„} of closed subintervals of 7o containing

xts, converging regularly to Xo and /laying lim [<i>(/„)/A/„] = 1. If the

ordinary u'pper derivate and the ordinary lower derivate of # at xq

are equal, we define the ordinary derivative of ^ at Xo to he their common
value, and denote it by D^{xo).

Several variants of this definition suggest themselves. We could

require in 71.1 that the h be cubes. More stringently, we could ask

that the In be cubes with center at Xo; the derivates thus defined are

sometimes called central derivates. Obviously, if the ordinary

derivate exists so does the central derivate, and the two are equal.

In the opposite direction, we can relax the conditions by replacing

the intervals In by closed sets En not necessarily containing xq. The
derivates thus defined are called general derivates.

71.2. Let ^(E) be a function of sets defined for all closed subsets E
of the interval lo, and let Xq be a point of Iq. The general upper derivate

D*^(xq) and the general lower derivate D^^{xq) of ^ at Xq are respectively

the greatest and the least of all numbers I for which there exists a sequence

{Bn} of closed subsets of Iq converging regularly to Xq and having

lim [^{En)/mEn\ = L If these two general derivates are equal, we define
w

the general derivative D*^{xq) of # at Xq to be their commonmlue,

D*^{xo) = D*^(xq) = D^^{xo).

Since all closed intervals are closed sets, the numbers I of definition

71.1 are included among the numbers I of 71.2. Hence

S D^{xo) S D^{xo) ^ jD*#(xo).

In particular, if the general derivative exists so does the ordinary

derivative, and the two are equal.

These upper and lower derivates satisfy the same set of inequalities

as the derivates in §31.

71.3. If #i(B) and ^ 2iE) are finite-valued functions of intervals

defined for all subintervals of Iq, then at each point xq of Iq the following

relations hold, insofar as the sums and differences are defined:

+ D^2 ^ D[^i + H ^ ^ D[^i + ^2 ]

^ D^i "i" D^2,

- i)i>, g Z)[$1 - $ 1] g li)$,

^ D[$1 - ^ - P$2.
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If ^(E) is a function of sets defined and finite for all closed subsets

of 7o, the analogous relations hold between the general upper and lower

derivates at xo.

Let {/nl be a sequence of subintervals of Jo converging regularly

to Xo and such that [4>i(Jn) + #2(Jn)]/AJ„ tends to 5[4>i + $ 2]- For

a properly chosen subsequence {Jo}, a = »i, ^ 2 ,

• •
• the sequences

'I>i(J„)/AJo and 4>2(Ja)/A^» converge to limits, finite or infinite. Then

(A) + 4‘2] = lim
^l(Ia)

Ala
+ lim

a—

*

»

4>2(Jo)

AJo
’

provided that the sum on the right is defined. By the definition of

ordinary upper derivate, we have

(B) lim ^ 5$., s = 1, 2.

So if the sum on the right in (^4) is defined, (A) and (S) imply

(C) D[^i + H ^ + 54>2.

If the sum on the right in (A) is undefined, one of the summands is

+ O0 . By {B), one of the terms on the right in (C) is also +oo, so

if the right member of (C) has a meaning it means -f . So in either

case (C) is established. As in 31A, all the other relations are merely

transformations of (C).

The same discussion applies to general derivates; we have only to

use closed sets En instead of intervals In.

As a corollary we have the analogue of 31.5, both for ordinary

derivates and for general derivates. The proof is the same as that of

31.5, and we shall not repeat it.

72. The principal theorem of this section will be the analogue of

33.3: the derivative of an indefinite integral is almost everywhere

defined and equal to the integrand. In fact, except for needing the

Vitali theorem in proving the analogue of 32.3, we can follow the

proof of 33.3 with only trifling changes.

72.1. Let u(x) be a U-function summable over the closed interval Jo.

For every measurable subset E of I o, define U{E) = / u{x) dx. Then
J E

at all points Xo of Io the inequality

D^U{xo) ^ u{xo)

is satisfied.

Let h be an arbitrary number less than u{xo). By 7.4, there is a

neighborhood N,{xq) such that u(z) exceeds h for all x in UN^ixf).
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Let El, Ei, • • be a sequence of closed subsets of Iq, converging
regularly to Xn, such that lim [U{E„)/mE,] = D^U{x,^. All but a
finite number of the sets are contained in hN,{xa), so for all large
n we have

I
u(x) dx > f hdx = hmEn.

Jan JEn

That is, for all large n,

UjEn)

mEn
> h.

Hence,

^),C/(x„) = lim^ S h.
n—> 00 inJUn

This holds for all h less than w(xo), so by 5.2 the theorem is established.

72.2. Let ^(I) be a function of intervals which is defined
^
additive

and non-negative for all subintervals of an interval U, and let h be an

arbitrary number. If the inequality D^{xq) ^ h holds on a subset E of

Jo, then

^ih) ^ hmeE.

This is trivial if A is negative or zero. If h is positive, let € be a

positive number less than h. For each point xo of E there is a sequence

of intervals { /«} contained in Jo, containing xo, converging regularly to

Xq and having lim ^{In)/^In = D^{xo) ^ h. By discarding a finite

number of terms of this sequence, we are left with a sequence such that

^(In) /AJn > h — e. By the Vitali theorem (70.2) a finite or denumer-

able set of these intervals cover almost all of E and are disjoint. That

is, there are disjoint subintervals J(, J2 ,

• •
• of Jo, each satisfying

the inequality <I>(J-) > (A - €)AJ-, and together covering almost all

of E, so that

X A/: ^ m.E.

We select a finite number of these J', say /(,**•, J^-, such that

k

2 AJy > MeE —
€.

1

Hence, using a preceding inequality,

(^ ~ e)AJy > (h €){meE — e).

1 1
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The remainder of /o can be subdivided into non-overlapping sub-

intervals Iij *
•

•
,
Jp. By hypothesis,

Hh) = + X $(/;') ^ i $(/;) xh- e){m.E - «).

1 1 X

Since e is an arbitrary positive number, this implies <i(7o) ^ hmeE^

establishing the theorem.

72 .3 . Let ^{E) be an additive function of sets, defined and non-

negative for all hounded Borel sets. Let h he an arbitrary number. If

^ h on a subset E of a bounded Borel set B, then

4>(B) ^ hm^E.

We may think of ^{E) as a measure function on its natural range;

the extension to the natural range is possible, by the remark ^^ter

54.2, but we really have no need for 4> except on Borel sets. It is

now possible to regard # as a measure to which all s- theorems apply.

Therefore, by 20.7, for every positive e there is an open set U contain-

ing B and such that ^((7) < 4>(jS) + e. Now, as in proving 72.2, we
obtain a set of disjoint closed sets i?i,

• •
•

,
jEJri contained in [7,

of total measure at least rrieE — €, and satisfying the inequality

^{Ej)/mEj > h — e. This yields

4>(5) >#([/)-«> $(0 Ej) - e = ^
HEi) - e

n n

> ^ ^ h'^ mEj — £(1 + mil) > h{meE —
e)

1 1

- «(1 + mU).

Since e is an arbitrary positive number, the theorem is proved.

72.4 . // f(x) is summable over R,, and jor all measurable sets E we

define F(E) = ^ /(x) dx, then for almost all x the ordinary derivative

and the general derivative of F{E) at x are defined, finite and equal to

/(a:).

We need prove only the statement about the general derivative;

as we saw in §71, if this is defined so is the ordinary derivative, and
the two derivatives are then equal.

Let 7o be a closed interval, and let « and k be positive numbers.
Since /(x) is summable over U, there is a 17-function u(x) ^ fix)
lo such that

uix) dx < ffix) dx -I- ek.

on
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For each measurable set E contained in we define

u{x) dx,

G(E) = U(E) - F(E).

Let Ek be the subset of U on which D*G(x) ^ k. By 72.3,

ek > Uih) - F{h)
= Gilo)

^ knieEk,

so Ek has exterior measure less than e. Except on Ek we have by
71.3 and 72.1

D*F(x) ^ D^Uix) - D*G(x)

> u{x) — k

^ !ix) - k.

Thus for each positive k the set on which the inequality

D^Fix) > Kx) - k

fails to hold has exterior measure less than e, which is an arbitrary

positive number. So its exterior measure is zero; that is, its measure

is zero.

In particular, if k is the reciprocal of a positive integer n the set

on which the inequality

D*F(x) > fix)
- 1/w

fails to hold is a set iV„ of measure zero. Except on U iVn, which

has measure zero, the above inequality holds for every n. Hence

by 5.2

D^Fix) ^ fix)

almost everywhere in 7o.

This holds true for —fix) as well as for fix), so for almost all x we

have

P,[-F(x)] ^ -fix),

that is.

D*Fix) ^ fix).

The two inequalities together prove that the general derivative of

FiE) exists almost everywhere in 1o and has the value fix)

.

If we reject
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the set of measure zero on which f{x) is infinite, we find that

D*F{x) = Six) 7^+00

almost everywhere in Jo.

To complete the proof, we use the cubes

W„: {x
I

— n ^ X® ^ n, i = 1, • •
,

g'j.

Let Eo be the set of x at which it is false that D*F{x) exists, is finite,

and equals /(x). The part of Eo interior to has measure zero, by
the preceding proof. This holds for every n; so on adding we find

mEo = 0, and the proof is complete.

73. Although we have not defined the concept of total variation for

a function of intervals, the definition is self-suggesting; we merely
paraphrase 46.2. Another way of stating t is this. If f>(7) is a func-

tion of intervals defined and additive for all subintervals of lo, there

is by 45.5 a finite-valued function g(x) on lo such that A„7 = $(7) for

every sub-interval 7 of h. We then say that $(7) is of BY on 7o if g{x)

is of BY on lo, as defined in 46.2. If this is so, by 46.9 there are non-
negative interval functions Ap7 and Lyl whose difference is '*'(7).

We now prove a theorem analogous to 34.3.

73.1. Let #(7) be an additive function of intervals, defined for all

subintervals of an interval h, and ofBY on 7o. Then at almost all points
X of 10 the ordinary derivative 7)$(x) exists, and it is summable over the

set E on which it exists. Moreover, if #(7) fs non-negative the inequality

j^^D$(x) dx g $(7o)

is satisfied.

By the preceding paragraph, there is no loss of generality in sup-
posing 4'(7) non-negative; for $(7) is the difference of two non-negative
functions ApI and AM, and if the theorem holds for each of these it

holds for their difference <i>(7).

For each pair h, k of positive integers we define E*,* to be the set
of all points x of 7o at which

7)#(x) < I <^ ^ DHx).

At each point of Ek.k the derivative D$(x) fails to exist. Conversely,
if the derivative fails to exist at x, the difference D4>(x) - 7)$(x) is

positive. If k is an integer large enough so that 2/k is less than that
difference, and h is the smallest integer such that h/k exceeds Z)4*(x),
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then {h-\-\)/k cannot exceed Di{x), and so x is in Eh.k- Therefore

(A) the set of points at which the derivative fails to exist is Uft.fc Eh.k^

Consider any one of these sets Eh,k- For an arbitrary positive

number e it is possible by 20.7 to find an open set U containing Ek,k

and having measure mil < meEh,k + 6. At each point Xq of Eh,k the

lower derivate is less than h/k^ so there exists a sequence of intervals

11, converging regularly to Xq and having < h/k. By the

Vitali theorem (70.2), there is a finite or denumerable set /i, / 2 ,

* • *

of such intervals which are disjoint, lie in U and cover almost all of

Eh,k- Hence

(B) 2 Hh) ^ ^ Ah ^
(I)

mU <
(0

im,E,.k + «).

n n

Consider now the part of Eh,k in an interval On this set the

upper derivate of $ is at least {h + l)/kj by hypothesis; so by 72.2 we

have

Hh) ^ • m,{EM.

By 20.4, this yields

(C)
5) 2
n n

^ me(B...n[U/„])

=
-jl

mel^h.k,

since almost all of Eh,k is in U 7„. Comparing (B) and (C) yields

- ^ meEh,k < {rtieEk.k + «),

or

meEh,k < he.

Since e is arbitrary, Eh.k has measure zero.

Returning to statement (A), we now see that the set on which the

derivative fails to exist is the sum of a denumerable collection of sets

of measure zero, so it has measure zero. If we denote by E the set on
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which D^{x) exists, we have shown that E constitutes almost all of

Zo. It remains to show that D4>(x) is summable over 7o.

We first effect a partition of 7o into 2« disjoint subintervals

Ii.i, i = 1,
•

•
,
2« by bisecting each side of 7o. Again, by bisect-

ing each side of each 7i,f we split h into 2^0 disjoint intervals

72 ,,-, y = 1,
• •

•
,
2*«. Continuing thus, for each integer n we split

7o into 2"» intervals 7„.,-, j = 1,
• •

,
2’>«. For each n, we define

/„(x) = «>(7,,,)/A7n.,- for X in 7„,;. These are non-negative step func-

tions, and it is evident that

(D)
J=1

Let Xo be a point of E. For each n the point Xo belongs to a certain

one“J«.,-(n) of the intervals These intervals converge regularly

to Xo, and D^(xo) exists, so

lim = I>^(ro).
n— •» Tt,3(n)

But by definition the fraction on the left is the value of /„(xo). So we
have shown that /n(xo) converges to I)$(xo) for each Xo of E. Now by

29.1 the function 7)#(x) is summable over E, and

f D^{x) dx g lim [„frt{x) dx = 3>(7o).
JE ^ JE

73.2. Let ^{E) he a completely additive function of sets {or a non-

negative additivefunction of s€ts)j defined and finite on afamily containing

all hounded Borel sets. Then the general derivative D*^{x) is defined

and finite for almost all x, and is summable over every hounded measurable

set on which it is defined. Moreover^ if ^ is non-negative and E is a

hounded Borel set on which D*^{x) is defined, the inequality

D*^{x) dx ^ ^{E)

is satisfied.

If 4>(F) is completely additive, it is the difference of two non-nega-

tive completely additive functions of sets, by 53.12. So there is no
loss of generality in supposing ^(E) non-negative.

Let E be the set on which the general derivative D*^{x) is defined.

If we restrict our attention to subsets of an interval h, we can repeat

the proof of 73.1, replacing ordinary derivatives by general derivatives

and intervals by closed sets. We find that lo ~ E has measure zero,

and that D*<i>(x) is summable over EIq. It is therefore finite on
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tilmost all of El and is suinmable over every oicasiiralile subset of

Eh, by 22.5.

Since this is true for each of the cubes

Wn> {x
\

— n ^ g n, f = 1,
• •

•
^ q\^

by letting n tend to co we obtain the conclusion of the theorem.
In this last theorem it is clearly not necessary that <!>(£’) should be

the integral of its derivative; we did not assume that ^(E) is absolutely

continuous. We now shall show that the difference between ^ and
the integral of its derivative is a singular function, in the following

sense.

73 .3 . A set Junction ^{E), defined and completely additive on a

completely additive family g of sets, is a singular function if there is a

Borel set Bo of measure zero such that for every set E of the family 5 con-

tained in the complement of Bq the equation ^{E) = 0 holds.

It follows readily that 4>(£J) = ^{EBq) for every set E of 5* More-

over, from 53.9 the positive and negative variations of <i> vanish on

every set E in CBq, so they too are singular functions. So also is the

total variation of

73 .4 . Let ^{E) be defined, non-negative and completely additive on a

completely additive family ^ of sets. Then ^(E) is singular if and only

if = 0 for almost all points x.

Suppose that $ is singular, and that Bq is the set specified in the

definition.

For each interval I, the set / — Bo is a Borel set. If is the part

of it on which D*<I>(.'r) ^ 1/n, then by 72.3 and 73.3

0 = ^(/ - Bo) ^ meEn,

so En has measure 0. The subset of / — Bo in which B*# is positive

is the set U En, hence has measure zero. Thus 0 ^ S S 0

for almost all :r in / - Bo, and exists and is zero almost every-

where in / — Bq. But Bo has measure zero, so = 0 almost

everywhere in 7. If we now replace I by IIT and let n tend to oc
,
we

see that 7)*<i>(x) is defined and equal to zero for almost all x.

Conversely, suppose has a vanishing general derivative for

almost all x] say for all x in Eo, when CEq has measure 0 . For each

point .To of Eq and each positive e, there is a sequence {E^] of closed

sets converging regularly to To and having ^(Efj/mEn < €• If 7o is an

interval, we can choose a finite or denumerable collection of such

closed sets Ei, E2 ,

’ which are disjoint and cover almost all of
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IqEq, Then ^ (U En) = < eXmEn = emlo. We write S
for the union U En.

If we choose e to have the successive values 1, 1,
• *

•
,

1/n,
• •

*
,
we obtain corresponding sets Sij ^2 ,

* ’
*

,
for each of which

w(Jo — Sn) = 0 and < mlo/n. The intersection D Sn is con-

tained in each 5n, so <^>(11 Sn) ^ ^(Sn) < mio/n for each n. There-

fore ^*((1 Sn) must be zero. The complement in Jo of fl /S„ is

Jo -- n S. = U (Jo - Sn),

which has measure zero. We can therefore enclose Jo — fl /Sn in a Borel

set B which also has measure zero. For every set E oi ^ contained

in Jo — B we have 0 ^ ^(E) S — B) ^ $(Jo — [Jo “• fl /S„])

= ^(fl Sn) = 0.

For each cube Wn we thus find a Borel set Bn of measure zero, as

described. Define Bo = U Bn. This is a Borel set. If£ is a set of the

family g contained in CBq, then for each n the product EWn is contained

in Wn — Bo, which is contained in Wn — Bn. Its subset EWn — EWn-i
is also contained in Wn “ Bo. Hence $(BlFn ~ BTfn-i) = 0, whence
by adding we obtain ^{E) = X^(EWn ~ BWn-i) = 0.

73 .6 . Let ^{E) be a completely additive junction of seU^ defined and

finite on the family of all bounded Borel sets. Let f{x) be Z)*^(B) where

D*^{E) is defined and finite^ while f{x) = 0 elsewhere. Then ^(E) is

the sum of f(x) dx and a singular function '^{E); if ^(E) is non--

negative^ so is ^(E).

Suppose first that <E> is non-negative. By 73.2, the function f(x)

is summable over every bounded measurable set. For each bounded
Borel set E we define

= #(£/) - Ij(x) dx.

By 73.2, the function ^ is non-negative. For almost all Xj the equa-

tion

D*^{x) = D*HE) - f(x)

holds, by 73.1. This vanishes almost everywhere, by definition of

f(x) ;
so by 73.4, 4"(B) is singular.

To remove the restriction that $(B) be non-negative, we need only

observe that if ^(E) is completely additive it is the difference of two
non-negative functions. Each is expressible as the sum of the integral

of its derivative and a singular function. By subtracting and observ-

ing that the difference of singular functions is singular, we complete

the proof.



Appendix

In the preceding pages we have defined three important kinds of

integral, and named them the Riemann, Lesbegue and Lebesgue-

Stieltjes integrals. There is a sense in which these names are inade-

quate. Riemann’s method of defining an integral was as follows.

Let f{x) be defined and bounded on a closed interval 7. Let II be a

partition on I into nonoverlapping intervals 7i,
•

•
, 7„, and let

xi,
•

,
ccn be points in 7i,

• •
•

, 7„ respectively. Let iV(n) be the

greatest of the diagonals of h, •

,
I„. If the sum 2/(x<)Aj£ tends

to a limit as 77(H) —> 0, this limit is the Riemann integral of f{x) over

7. The definition in (11.1) is due to Darboux, so the integral there

defined could justly be called the “ Darboux-Riemann ’
’ integral. It is

equivalent to the Riemann integral as just defined, in the sense that

if f{x) is integrable according to either definition it is integrable

according to the other, the integrals being equal.

The concept of upper and lower integral introduced in 14.1 is

essentially due to Daniell, so that we have called these the upper and

lower Daniell integrals. Accordingly, we could justly have given the

name “Daniell-Lebesgue” integral to the integral defined in 15.1.

Lebesgue’s original method of defining his integral presupposed a

theory of measure. For bounded measurable functions on bounded

sets the Lebesgue integral is defined by exactly the process used in

proving 22.1, so for such functions the Lebesgue and Daniell-Lebesgue

integrals are equivalent. The extension to unbounded functions and

unbounded sets is made by means of ttie limiting process used in 22.2.

It is easily seen that the two concepts of integral are equivalent.

Another scheme of definition, leading to another equivalent con-

cept of integral, is due to F. Riesz. An exposition of it can be found in

Theory of Functions of a Real Variable by L. M. Graves (McGraw-Hill,

1946).

In 47.1 and 51.1 an integral was defined and named the Lebesgue-

Stieltjes integral. For the case of continuous functions of one variable,

the concept of the integral of f{x) with respect to g{x) was introduced

by Stieltjes. J. Radon extended such integration processes in the

manner of Lebesgue. Our definition is still of Daniell’s type; so the

383
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integral defined in 51,1 could justly be given the rather cumbersome

name of ‘‘Daniell-Radon-Lebesgue-Stieltjes^' integral. It is equiva-

lent to that defined by Radon, in the Lebesgue pattern. It is also

equivalent to the integral, which could be called the ‘^Riesz-Radon-

Lebesgue-Stieltjes’’ integral, defined in Graveses Theory of Functions

of a Real Variable.



List of Special Symbols and

Abbreviations

(In Bj few cases notation used by other authors has been given in

parentheses)

R^: q dimensional space 1

CE: the complement of E 2

A : the empty set 2

{a:
1

jS} : the class of all x for which S holds 2A
El U Ei, (El + Ei)

:

union or (set-) sum 2

El — E^: difference 2

El n E, E 1E2 ,
(El • Ei) : intersection or set product 2

El a Ei'. contained in

U Ea, (SjEJa); union

2

3

n Ea (UEa)

'

intersection 3

Ke(x) : characteristic function of set E 3

1 1

a:
1 1

: length of the vector x 5

1 1

X, 2/ 1 1

; distance between x and y 5

Xn~^ Xq: Xn tcnds to Xo 13

R* 20

m,tKE), imis} 20A

lim fix) 22

sup; supremum (l.u.b.: least upper bound) 23

inf: infimum (g.l.b.; greatest lower bound) 23

sup /, sup fix), inf /, inf fix) 24A

lim sup : limit superior 27

lim inf: limit inferior 27

Tfl: (total) variation of /on / 45, 248

BV: bounded variation (l.t.v. : limited total varia-

tion) 45, 151, 248, 278

AC: absolutely continuous (a.c.) 47, 153A

Al

:

volume of the interval I 52

six) dx: Riemann integral of a step function 54

(R) Jjix)dx, (R) \jix)dx, (R) jjix)dx: (up-

per, lower) Riemann integral 57

385
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I/'-functioii, L-function 63

l{x): integral of a U-(L-) function 66

J^fix) dx, jj{x) dx 72

dx'. Lebesgue integral over an interval 75, 93

/+(x), /-(a;) 76

l^fix) dx: Lebesgue integral over a bounded set 89, 93

ff(x)dx: Lebesgue integral over an unbounded

set 94

mE: tbe measure of E 101

mJE, friiE: exterior measure, interior measure no
E[/ i a\ 119

Lp 133, 180

fix) : derivative of fix) 188A

D, D, jD+, D+, D~, Z)_: upper, lower, upper right,

lower right, upper left, lower left derivative 188, 189

/W 202

six) E 242

245

rrigE 252, 272

j^fix)dgix): Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral 252, 269

f,mdm 295

jfi^) dx: Perron integral 315

D'f'(a:o), D^ixo): ordinary upper (lower) derivative 372

D^ixo) : ordinary derivative 373

D*^ixo), P*$(xo): general upper (lower) derivative 373

D*^ixo): general derivative 373
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Absolute convergence of an integral, 94

Absolute continuity, of function of one

variable, 47-51, 311, 331; of func-

tions of sets, 153-160; of indefinite

Lebesgue integral, 156, 159; deriva-

tives of AC functions, 209-216; total

variation of AC functions, 233; uni-

formly AC function classes, 170-177

Accumulation point of a set, 8, 10, 13,

22; of a set in jR*, 22

Additive classes of sets, 151-155; com-

pletely additive classes of sets, 151-

155; additive functions of sets,

151-155, 376-380; completely addi-

tive classes of sets, 151-155; com-

pletely additive functions of sets,

151-155, 158, 275, 380-382; additive

functions of intervals, 245, 246, 375,

378

“Almost everywhere,’’ 128, 274; con-

vergence, 160-177, 276

Approximate continuity, 224

Area under curve, 147

Arithmetic of characteristic functions,

3, 4; of elements in R*, 21; of ele-

mentary integrals of step functions,

55; of Riemann integrals, 59, 61; of

sets, 2, 3; of summable functions, 77;

of suprema (infima), 24, 25; of upper

and lower limits, 28, 35

Ascoli’s theorem, 336

Associated functions, 131-133

Baire classes, 218-222, 241; Baire

functions of measurable functions,

221; measurable functions equivalent

to Baire functions, 219

Banach, 366

Basic interval, 72, 90, 94, 259

Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem, 13

Borel sets, 261-264, 280-285, 376, 380-

382

Borel theorem, 16-17

Bound, upper, 23-25; lower, 23-25; least

upper, 23-25; greatest lower, 23-25

Bounded function, 39, 57, 67; uniformly

bounded functions, 336

Bounded set, 13

Bounded set-functions, 151-160

Bounded variation of functions of one
variable, 44-49; of set-functions,

151-160, 278, 378; of functions of

several variables, 248-251

Bounds, 23-25

Cantor’s ternary set, 48; diagonal

process, 337

Carath6odory, 51, 118

Cartesian product, 136; of measurable

sets, 145

Cauchy criterion for convergence, 36,

180; inequality, 5; integral, 61-62;

sequences, 180; sequences of step-

functions, 234

Central derivative (derivate), 373

Change of variable of integration, 211-

216, 329-331

Characteristic function of a set, 3-4; of

open or closed set, 65-66; of measur-

able set, 119; integral of, 85, 101;

upper and lower integrals of, 111

Class Lp, 133-134, 180-185

Closed set, 8; set closed relative to an-

other set, 10-12; equal to own closure,

11; complement open, 11; sums of

closed sets, 12, 13, 118, 123; inter-

sections of closed sets, 12, 13; cover-

ing by closed sets (Vitali’s theorem),

366; relation to semi-continuous func-

Ations, 66; measurability of, 102, 272;

relation to interior measure, 110; all

closed sets are Borel sets, 262

Closure of set, 8; closure is closed, 11

Collection of measurable sets, 102.-106,

123, 366

Collection of continuous functions, 63,

65, 66; covering, 16-17, 366: denu-

merable, 15; measurable functions,

122

387
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Complement of set, 2; of open set and
of closed set, 11

Complete limit set, 104-106; metric

space, 180

Completely additive functions of sets,

151-160, 275, 378-382

Composite functions, 51, 123, 126, 132,

221

Consistency, of elementary integral

with integral as U- or L-function, 67

;

of integrals of 17- and L-functions

with Lebesgue integral, 75-76; of

Lebesgue and Perron integrals, 322;

of Perron and extended Riemann
integrals, 325; of Riemann and

Lebesgue integrals, 85; self con-

sistency of definition of integral of

step-function, 54; under change of

basic interval, 92, 93

Continuity, 38, 39; absolute, 47-51,

153-160, 170-177, 311, 331; absolute,

of functions of sets, 153, 275; ap-

proximate, 224; Dedekind, 23; equi-

continuity, 336; in generalized sense,

43; left, 254-255, 273, 288-292, 300,

304-305; of functions of sets, 153; of

solutions of differential equations,

349-365; semi-continuity, 39-44; uni-

form, 38

Continuous functions, 38; absolutely

continuous functions, 47-51
;
approxi-

mately continuous, 224; approxima-

tion of continuous functions by step

functions, 58; approximation of Lp

functions by continuous functions,

229; approximation of measurable

functions by continuous functions,

225; Cauchy (elementary) integral

of, 61 ;
equi-continuous functions,

336; generalized sense, 43; left con-

tinuous functions, 254-255, 273, 288-

292, 300, 304-305; Riemann integral

of continuous function, 58; semi-

continuous functions, 39-44; se-

quences of continuous functions, 43,

65, 69; set-functions, 153; uniformly

continuous functions, 38, 48

Convergence, absolute, 94, 264; almost

everywhere, 160-177, 276; almost

uniform, 160-177, 276; Ascoli’s theo-

rem, 336; Cauchy criterion, 36;

in measure, 160-177, 179, 187, 276,

329; in metric space, 178; in spaces

Lpj 180, 187; of function to a limit, 22,

23, 29, 32; of monotone sequence of

continuous functions (to semi-con-

tinuous limit), 43, 69; of sequences of

integrals (elementary) 69; {U- and

L-functions), 65, 68, 83; (Riemann),

69; (Lebesgue), 81, 83, 97, 167-177,

186; (Lebesgue-Stieltjes), 251, 265,

276-277, 305; (Perron), 329; of se-

quences of points, 13; of sequences of

sets, 106, 366; regular convergence

of sequences of sets, 366; sequential

test for, 23, 29; uniform, 37, 65,

160, 178, 336-338

Covering, Vitali’s theorem, 366; with

open sets, 16-18

Covering theorem, Borel, 17; Vitali,

366

Criterion of Cauchy, for convergence,

36; for uniform convergence, 37

Daniell integral, upper, lower, 72

Darboux integral, upper lower, 57, 88

Decomposition of BV function into

difference of monotone functions,

47, 250, 293

Dedekind continuity, 23

Density, metric, 222-224

Denumerable sets, 14-20; measure of,

107

Derivates, 188-217, 314, 372-374

Derivative of function of one variable,

188, 189, 191, 193; left, 189, 191; of

AC function, 208; of BV function,

202-205, 378; of set-function (cen-

tral), 373; (general), 373, 374, 376,

380, 382; (ordinary), 372, 376, 378; of

indefinite integral (elementary), 198;

(Lebesgue, simple), 197, 198; (Le-

besgue, multiple), 376; (Perron),

327; right, 189, 191

Derived set, 8, 11

Diagonal process, 14, 337

Difference of sets, 2
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Differential equations, 338-365; defini-

tion of solution, 338; existence of

solution, 339, 342, 344, 352, 356; uni-

queness of solution, 345, 352, 356;
continuity and differentiability of

solution as function of parameters,

349, 351, 352, 356; linear, 351

Differentiation under integral sign,

216-217; of solutions of differential

equations with respect to parameter,

356

Discontinuous functions,boundedmono-
tone, 34; having infinite discon-

tinuities, 88, 325; Riemann integrable,

107, 118, 325

Disjoint sets, 3, 4, 102; intervals, 18

Distance, 5; from a set (as a function of

a:), 26, 50; in metric space, 177; in

space of measurable functions, 178;

in space Lp, 180

Elementary integral, 61, 62

Empty set, 2, 102

Equi-continuous functions, 336, 337

Equivalent functions have same in-

tegral, 129, 274

Extension of class of Riemann inte-

grable functions, 88, 325; function

defined on an interval, 248, 259;

function summable on a bounded set,

89; real number system, 20; regular

measure function, 281, 291, 298;

semi-continuous functions, 44

Exterior measure, 110-118

F^x), F-(x), 77

Fatou's lemma, 167

First theorem of mean, 209

Fischer (Riesz-Fischer theorem), 185

Fourier series, 184-186, 231-233

Fubini’s theorem, 137

Function, 20; absolutely continuous,

47, 275, 311; associated, 131; bounds

of, 24; characteristic, see Character-

istic function; class Lp, 133; com-

posite, see Composite functions;

continuous, 38, 58, see Continuous

functions; continuous in the general-

ized sense, 43; defined on set of

positive integers, 22; derivate, see

Derivate; derivative, see Derivative;

discontinuous, see Discontinuous

functions; distance function, 5, 26,

50, 177; equi-continuous functions,

336; equivalent, 129, 274, see Equiva-

lent functions; extension of range, 44,

248, 281, 291, 298; u-measurable,

295; ^-measurable, 273; ^-summable,

252, 265, 269, 274, 292, 299, 304, 305;

infimum of, 24, 32, 39, 41 ;
integrable,

see Integrable functions; integrals

of, see Integrals; Lebesgue summable,
see Lebesgue summable functions;

L-function, 63, see L-function; left

continuous, 254, 255, 273, 288-292,

300, 304, 305; limit of, 22, 31-36, see

Limit; limit of sequence of continuous

functions, 43, see Continuous func-

tions, also Convergence; Lipschitz-

ian, 50, 51; lower limit, 26-36;

measurable, 118-135, see Measur-

able functions; measure function, 277,

305; monotonic, 32, 44, 47, 51, 248,

305, see Monotonic functions;

integrable, 299; iu-integrable, 295,

303, 304; Perron (P*) integrable, 313,

see Perron integral; regular measure

function, 280, 287, 291, 303; right

(left) limit, 33; semi-continuous, 39,

see Semi-continuous functions; se-

quence, see Sequence, also Con-

vergence; singular function of sets,

381; step-functions, 54-58, see Step-

functions; supremum, 24, 32, 39, 41;

tetrad adjoined to, see Tetrad;

translation of, 56, see Translation;

D- (Z/-) function, 63, see (/-function,

also jL-function; uniformly bounded,

336; uniformly continuous, 38, 48;

upper limit,' 26-36, see Upper Limit

^-summable functions, 252, 265, 269,

274, 292, 304

General derivative (derivate), 373, 376,

380, 382

General Riemann integral, 85

Greatest lower bound, 23-25
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Half open interval, 9, 18, 52

Heine-Borel theorem, 17

Holder inequality (Schwarz-Holder in-

equality), 133-134

Image, 20; inverse image, 20

Improper integrals, 88, 94, 144, 147

Indefinite integral, Lebesgue, 156-159,

197-208, 376; Perron, 317, 321, 326,

327

Inequalities, interior and exterior meas-

ure, 110; supremuin (infimum), 24-

25; upper (lower) limits, 30; upper

(lower) integrals, 72-74

Inequality, Cauchy, 5; triangle, 5, 178;

Holder, 133-134; Minkowski, 134;

Schwarz, 134; Schwarz-Holder, 133,

134; Young, 131-132

Infimum, of a collection of L-functions,

65; of a collection of measurable

functions, 122;. of a function, 24, 32;

of a set of real numbers, 23; of

integrals of a collection of con-

tinuous functions, 66; of integrals of

X-functions, 66, 67; of right (left)

majors, 315; of sets of functions,

24, 41

Infinity (-!-« and — «), 21; calcula-

tion rules, 21
;
neighborhoods of, 21

.

Integral, absolutely convergent, 94;

as a function of sets, 136-187;

Cauchy (elementary), 61; improper,

see Improper integrals; indefinite,

derivative of, 198, 327, 376; invari-

ance under translation, 57, 62, 71,

85, 100; iterated integrals, 136-150;

Lebesgue, 75-100; Lebesgue-Stieltjes,

252-311; multiple integrals, 136-150;

of step-functions, 54-57, 87; of

U~ (L-) functions, 66, see XJ- {Ln)

functions; Perron, 312-335, see Per-

ron integral; Riemann, 57-62, see

Riemann integral; Stieltjes, 332;

upper (lower) Daniell, 72; upper
(lower) Darboux, 57, 88; upper
(lower) Riemann, 88

Integration by parts, 209, 332

Integration by substitution, (Lebesgue

integral), 211-216; (Perron integral),

329, 331

Interior point, 7; measure, 110-118

Intersection, of point sets in 2, 12-

14, 102, 104

Interval, basic, 72, 90; Cartesian

product, 136; characteristic function

of, 85, see Characteristic function;

closed, 8, 17, 18, 52; closure of, 9;

disjoint intervals, 18; function of,

245, see Interval-function, also Addi-

tive function; half-open, 9; interior

points of, 9; measure of, 109, 252-

254, 273; non-overlapping collection,

18, see Non-overlapping intervals;

open, 8; volume of, 52, 85, 109, 136;

F„, 94

Interval-function, 148, 245, 375, 378;

ordinary derivative of, *373, 375;

upper derivative, 372

Invariance under translation, of ele-

mentary integrals, 62; of integrals of

27- and L-functions, 71; of integrals

of step-functions, 57 ;
of the Lebesgue

integral, 85, 100; of Lebesgue meas-

ure, 109; of measurability of func-

tions, 119

Inverse image, 20

Iterated integrals, 136—148; Fubini’s

Theorem, 137; Tonelli's Theorem, 145

X-function, 63; collections of, 65; con-

vergence of, 65, 68, 83; convergence

of integral of, 68, 83; integral of,

66-72; relation between summable
functions and limits of sequences of

X-functions, 83

Ladder, 295

Least upper bound, 23-25, see

Supremum

Lebesgue integral, 75-100; class Lp
functions, 133; convergence of, see

Convergence; iterated, 137, see Iter-

ated integrals; invariance of, 85, 100;

of a step function, 87; of a character-

istic function, 85,- 101; of equivalent

functions, 129; ove? a bounded set,
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89, 93; over an interval, 75; over

an unbounded set, 94-97; relation to

integrals of limits of V- (Lr) func-

tions, 83; relation to integrals of TJ-

(L-) functions, 75; relation to Perron

integral, 322; relation to Riemann
integral, 85, 88, 99

Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, 252-311,

332; reduction to Lebesgue integral

over J?i, 311

Lebesgue summable function, 75; ap-

proximation to, 83; characteristic

function of an interval, 85; measur-

able and bounded, 125, 132; over a

bounded set, 89, 93; over an interval,

75, properties, 76, rules of arith-

metic, 77 ;
over an unbounded set, 94,

properties, 96; convergence, 97; Per-

ron integrable function, 328; Perron

integral of, 322; step-function, 87

Left continuous functions, 254-255,

273, 288-292, 300, 304-305

Left derivative, see Derivative, left

Left limit, 33; upper and lower left

limits, 33

Left major (minor), see Major

Length of vector, 5

Limit, 13, 22; of a function, 22, 31-36;

of a sequence of functional values,

22, 23; test for, 23; of a sequence

of points, 13, 14, 22; of a sequence of

sets, see Limit set; of sequences of

functions, see Monotonic sequences,

also Convergence; right (left), 33;

upper (lower) limits of a function, 26-

36 ;
upper (lower) limits of a sequence,

27, 122

Limit set, 106; complete limit set, 104;

restricted limit set, 105

Line-segment, 7

Lipschitz condition, 50

Lipschitzian functions, 50, 51

Lower bound, of a set of real numbers,

23-25; greatest lower bound, 23-25

Lower derivative (derivate), 188; right

(left), 188; of a set-function, central,

373, general, 373, ordinary, 372,

strong, 372

Lower derivate, see Derivate, right

(left)

Lower integral, Daniel!, of an arbitrary

function, 72-75

Lower limit of a function, 26-37;

sequential test for, 29; of a sequence,

27 ;
of a sequence of measurable func-

tions, 122; of a sum of functions, 35;

right (left), 33

Lower Riemann integral of bounded
functions, 57, 88

Lower semi-continuous function, 39;

see Semi-continuous function

Lp, 133-134, 180-185

Lusin, 236, 312

Lusin’s theorem, 236

Major (minor), 313

Mapping, 20

Maximum of a set, 23

Mean-valu'e theorems, 209, 210, 335

Measurable functions, 118-135, 273,

274
;
Baire functions of, 221

;
equiva-

lent to Baire functions, 219; relations

with continuous functions, 218-241;

semi-continuous functions of, 123

Measurable sets, 101-118, 272, 273,

277-311; Cartesian product, 145;

denumerable collection of, 102-106,

123; of measure zero, 107; ordinate

set, 148; relation to Borel sets, 263;

sequences of, 105, 366; translation

of, 109

Measurability, of Baire functions of

measurable functions, 221; of Borel

sets, 261-262; of closed sets and open

sets, 102, 272; of functions of finite

Baire class, 219; of semi-continuous

functions of measurable functions,

123-125; of summable functions, 120,

251, 274

Measure, 101-118, 252-254, 261, 265,

272, 273, 287, 292, 295; convergence

in, 160-177; exterior and interior,

110-118; function, see Measure func-

tion; of Cartesian product, 145; of

closed sets and open sets, 109; of in-

tervals, 109, 252, 253, 254, 273; of

ordinate set, 148
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Measure function, 277-311; decomposi-

tion into positive and negative

parts, 284; defined as an integral,

305; determined by values on inter-

vals, 281-282; extension to natural

range, 291 ;
natural range, 280, 285,

287, 291 ;
positive and negative varia-

tions, 284, 285; regular, 280, 287, 291,

303; total variation, 278, 280

Metric density, 222-224

Metric spaces, 177-184

Minimum of a set, 23

Minimum decomposition of function of

BV, 250, 269, 293

Minkowski^s inequality, 134-135

Minor, right (left), see Major

Modulus of regularity, 366

Monotonic function, of one variable,

32-34, 44, 47, 214, 215, 216, 313, 348;

of several variables, 248-255, 262-

269, 300

Monotonic sequences, of continuous

functions, 43, 65, 69; of measurable

sets, 103, 104; of numbers, 33; of

summable functions, 81, 97; of C/-

(Zr) functions, 65, 68, 83

Moore, E. H., 20

)Li-integrable functions, 295-304

Multiple integrals, 136, see also Iterated

integrals; differentiation of, 366, 376

Natural range of measure function, 280,

286, 287, 291

Neighborhood of a point in Rq, 7; of

-}- CO and of oo, 21

Newton, 312

Nikodym, 303

Non-denumerable infinity, of points, 18

Non-measurable sets, 145, 237-241

Non-overlapping intervals, 18, 19, 52,

71, 245, 246, 250

Open interval, 8, 9

Open set, 7, 8, 13, 18; complement is

closed, 11; intersections of open sets,

12, 13, 118; measure, 102, 109; repre-

sentation as sum of intervals, 19;

sums of open sets, 12

Ordinary derivative (derivate) of a set-

function, 372, 376, 378

Ordinary upper (lower) derivate of a

set-function, 372

Ordinate set, 148, 268

Perron integral, 312-335; relation to

Lebesgue integral, 322; relation to.

improper Riemann integral, 325;

derivative of, 327; convergence theo-

rems, 329; integration by substitu-

tion, 329-331; integration by parts,

332; second theorem of mean value,

335

Point set, accumulation point of, 8, 10,

13; bounded, 13; characteristic func-

tion of, 3-4; closed, 8, 11-13, 40;

closure, 8, 10; collection of sets, 3, 12,

13, 15; complement of, 16; denu-

merable, 14-16; derived set, 8, 11;

difference, 2; disjoint, 3; empty, 2;

identical sets, 2; intersection or set

product, 2, 3-14, 102, 104; non-

denumerable, 18; open, see Open set;

open (closed) relative to a set, 9-12,

40, 66; relations between sets, 3; sum
or union of sets, 2, 3, 12-13

Points, 1; accumulation point of a set,

8, 10, 13, 20; distance between, 6;

€-neighborhood, 7; identical, 1; in-

finite sequence of, 13; limit, 13;

interior, 7; line-segment joining, 7;

non-denumerable infinity of, 18;

sums, 1

Product, Cartesian, 136; of AC func-

tions, 50; of measurable functions,

125, 127, 132, 274; of Perron inte-

grable functions, 332, 335; of point

sets, see Intersection; of semi-con-

tinuous functions, 42; of summable
functions, 77^ 127, 132-135, 274; of

C/- (L-) functions, 64

Proportionality of ^-tuples, 6

(/-tuples, 1; identical, 1; ordered, 1;

proportionality of, 6

Range of variables, 20, ’150

Rational, numbers, 16, 99; points, 16
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Real number system enlarged, 20;

bounds of sets in, 23, 24; calculation

rules in, 21

Regular convergence of sequences of

sets, 366

Regular measure, 280

Relatively open set, 9; closed set, 10;

interrelation between relatively open
and closed sets, 11

*

Repeated integrals, see Iterated

integrals

Restricted limit-sets, 105-106

Riemann integral, 57-62; consistency

with Lebesgue integral, 88; criterion

for existence, 107; less general than

Lebesgue, 99; lower, 57; relation to

Perron integral, 325 ;
upper, 57

Riemann-Lebesgue Theorem, 231-233

Riesz-Pischer theorem, 185

Right derivative; see Derivative, right

Right limit, 33; upper (lower) right

limit, 33

Right major (minor), see Major

Rq, 1; distance in, 5

Schwarz-Holder inequality, 133-134

Second theorem of mean, 210, 335

Semi-continuous functions, 39-44; as

limits of sequences of continuous

functions, 43; of measurable func-

tions, 123-125; U- (L-) functions, 63

Sequence, 13, 27; convergent, 22, 29,

32, 43, 65, 68, see Convergence; in-

finite sequence of sets, 106, see Limit

set; limit point of, 13, 22; monotonic,

33, see Monotonic sequence
;
of closed

sets, 14, 95, 366; of functional

values, 22, 23; of measurable func-

tions, 122, see also Convergence; of

Perron integrable functions, 329;

regularly convergent sets, 366; uni-

formly convergent, 336, 338; upper

(lower) limits, 27, 122

Sequential test for convergence, 23, 29

Set, Borel; 261-264, 280-285, 376, 380-

382; bounded, 13; bounds in R, in

R*, 23; closed, 8, see Closed set;

closure of, 8; complement of, 2; cover-

ing of, 16, 366, see Covering; denu-

merable, 14-16; derived set, 8;

difference, 2; disjoint sets, 3, see

Disjoint sets; empty, 2; function, see

.
Set function; gr-measurable, 272;
intersection of sets, 2; inverse image
of, 20 ; limit-set, 104-106; measurable,

101, see Measurable sets; non-
measurable, 145, 237-241; of finite

measure, 101, 272; of functional

values, 20; of measure zero, 102, 106-

108, 128, 143, 381; of points in

see Point sets; open, 7; ordinate set,

148, 268, see Ordinate set; product
of sets, 2; regularly convergent sets,

366; union of sets, 2; set theoretical

operations, 2, 3; sequence of closed

sets, 14, 366

Set function, 150; absolutely continu-

ous, 153-160, 275, 311; additive, see

Additive function
;
central derivative

(derivate) of, 373; characteristic, see

Characteristic function; completely

additive, 151-155, 168, 275, 380-382;

function of an interv^al, see Interval

function; general derivative (de-

rivate) of, 373, 374, 376, 380, 382;

measure function, 278; ordinary

derivative (derivate) of, 372, 376,

378; regular measure function, 280,

287, 291, 303; singular, 381

Sierpihski, 145

Singular function of sets, 381

Space, Rq, 1; Lp, 133, 180-185; metric,

177-184; of finite-valued measurable

functions, 178-183

Sphere, 7, 16

Step-functions, 54; integrals of, 54-57,

87; dense among continuous func-

tions, 58; dense in Lp, 230; Cauchy

sequences of step functions, 234

Stieltjes integral, 332

Strong upper (lower) derivate of set-

function, 372

Substitution theorems, 21 1-216, 329-331

Sum, characteristic function of, 4;

measure of, 102; of intervals, 18;

of measurable functions, 125, 274;

of sets, 2, 3, 12, 13; of summable

functions, 77, 96, 272
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Summable functions, class Lpj 133;

^-summable, 252, 265, 269, 274, 292,

304, 305; Lebesgue summable,

100, see Lebesgue summable; rela-

tion to measurable functions, 120-

121, 125-131; summable products,

131-135

Supremum, 23; of a collection of

measurable functions, 122; of a col-

lection of U- (L-) functions, 65; of a

function, 24, 32, 39; of integrals of a

collection of continuous functions,

66; of integrals of t/-functions, 72;

of measures of closed sets, 110; of a

set of functions, 24, 41; of a set of

real numbers, 23, 24; right (left)

minors, 315

Tetrad adjoined to a function, 313;

^adjoined, 313

Tonelli^s theorem, 145

Total variation, 44-49, 248-251, 278;

of an AC function, 233; of an inter-

val-function, 378; of a measure

function, 278, 280; positive (negative)

part of, 284; of a set-function, 151-

160, 278

Translation, invariance of integral

under, 57, 62, 71, 85, 100; invariance

of Lebesgue measure under, 109;

invariance of measurability under,

119

Triangle inequality, 5, 178

[/-function, 63; collections of, 65; 'con-

vergence of, 65, 68, 83; convergence

of integral of, 68, 83, see Convergence

theorems; integral of, 66-72; relation

between summable functions and

limits of sequences of [/-functions, 83

Uniform absolute continuity, 179-177

Uniform convergence, 37, 160, 178;

criterion for, 37; monotonic se-

quences of continuous functions, 65;

sequences of functions, 336, 337

Uniformly bounded functions, 336

Uniformly continuous functions, 38, 48

Union of sets in Rg, 2, 3; see Sum of sets,

also Point sets, sum

Upper bound of a set of real numbers,

23-25; least upper bound, 23-25

Upper Darboux integral ( = upper Rie-

mann integral), 57, 88

Upper derivate, 188, 372; right (left),

188; of a set function, central, 373,

general, 373, ordinary, 372, strong,

372

Upper (Daniell) integral, 72-75

Upper limit, of a function, 26-37;

sequential test for, 29; of a sequence,

27; of a sequence of measurable

functions, 122; of a sum of functions,

34, 35; right (left), 33

Upper Riemann integral, 57, 88

Upper semi-continuous function, 39;

see Semi-continuous function

Variables, range, 20, 150

Variation, see Total variation

Variations, positive and negative, of

measure-function, 284, 285

Vector, in Rg, 5; length, 5

Vitali’s covering theorem, 366

Volume of an interval, 52, 85, 136

Wilehski, 303

Young, W. H., 131

Zero measure, 102, 106, 107, 128, 143,
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